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1. 
ABSTRACT 
Stock Market Integration Between the Hong Kong SAR and the People's 
Republic of China - the Use of a Revised 111' Share Model and Enhanced 
Institutional Support 
Bilateral, multilateral and regional linkages between stock exchanges generate 
increased sources of funds, investor return and product choice. Such 
associations can also lower transaction costs in both initial listing and 
subsequent trading, increase liquidity more generally in the secondary market 
and enhance investor protection and confidence in the stability and reputation 
of the market and the status of companies listed on the market. This thesis 
argues that the integration of the stock markets between The Special 
Administrative Region of Hong Kong ("Hong Kong') and the People's 
Republic of China, CTRC) is therefore a desirable objective and investigates 
how a more successful and substantial degree of integration could be achieved 
in this area. 
Integration, in particular, requires harmonization of laws and regulations. In 
1993, H shares issued by PRC companies were first allowed to cross-list on the 
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. This listing was made possible by the 
introduction of a new set of legal and operational rules promulgated in both the 
PRC and Hong Kong. 
This thesis expounds four models of integration, the H Share Model, the 
System Harmonization Model, the Mixed Harmonization and Mutual 
Recognition Model, and the Full Harmonization Model and argues that H share 
regulations are an effective way to further integration despite problems 
inherited from the PRC's 'pre-open door' policy. 
in considering other potential models, the European Union and the United 
States capital market are also considered as potential models for ftirther 
integration of the PRC and Hong Kong stock markets despite the inherent 
limitations of the latter model. 
2 
It is also proposed that enhanced institutional support can be used as an 
effective means of accelerating the integration process. Investigating both the 
feasibility and possible implementation of market integration -within an 
appropriate institutional framework ensures an autonomous, legal and 
independent envirom-nent separate from the political realm. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
ADR American Depository Receipt 
AFTA ASEAN Free Trade Area 
AMS/3 Third Generation Automatic Order Matching and Execution 
System 
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation 
ARF ASEAN Regional Forum 
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
ASEM Asia Europe Meeting 
BVLP Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa e Porto, the Portuguese exchange 
CARD Consolidated Admission and Reporting Directive 
CCASS Central Clearing and Settlement System 
CDR China Depository Receipt 
CEPA Mainland and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership 
Agreement 
CESR Committee of European Securities Regulators 
CSRC China Securities Regulatory Commission 
EAEC East Asian Economic Caucus 
ECJ European Court of Justice 
ECSC European Coal and Steel Cornmunity 
EP European Parliament 
ESC European Securities Committee 
EU European Union 
G30 Group of Thirty 
GDP Gross Domestic Product 
GEM Growth Enterprise Market of The Stock Market of Hong Kong 
Limited 
GEM 
Listing Rules Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Growth 
Enterprise Market 
HK$ Hong Kong dollar 
HKATS Hong Kong Futures Automated Trading System 
HKEx Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 
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Abbreviations 
BKFE Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited 
HKFRS Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards 
HKMA Hong Kong Monetary Authority 
HKSCC Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited 
HKSE The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited 
IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards 
IOSCO International Organization of Securities Commissions 
IP0 Initial Public Offering 
LIFFE London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange 
Listing Rules Listing Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock 
Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd. 
MJDS Multi-Jurisdictional Disclosure System 
MOF Ministry of Finance 
MOFCOM Ministry of Commerce 
MTF Multilateral Trading Facilities 
NASDAQ National Association of Security Dealers Automated Quotation 
Service 
MIFID New Investment Services Directive 
NPC National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China 
NSMIA National Securities Markets Improvement Act 
NYSE New York Stock Exchange 
OECD Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
PBOC People's Bank of China 
PRC People's Republic of China, excluding Hong Kong and Macau 
for the purpose of this thesis 
QD11s Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors 
QFI]s Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors 
RMB Renminbi, the official currency in the People's Republic of 
China 
RTGS Real Time Gross Settlement 
SAFE State Administration of Foreign Exchange 
SASAC State-ovmed Asset Supervision and Administration 
SCMP South China Morning Post, a reputable English newspaper in 
Hong Kong 
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Abbreviations 
SCREC State Commission for Restructuring the Economic System 
SCSC State Council Securities Committee 
SEC Securities Exchange Commission (US) 
SEM Single European Market 
SFC Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission 
SFO Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) 
SOEs state-owned enterprises 
SPC State Planning Commission 
SSE Shanghai Stock Exchange 
SZSE Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
TraHK Tracker Fund of Hong Kong 
UCITS Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 
Securities 
UK United Kingdom 
us United States of America 
$ United States dollar 
wro World Trade Organization 
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
Bilateral, multilateral and regional linkages of stock exchanges generate greater 
sources of funds, more investor return and greater choice for investors. Such 
linkages can also IoNver transaction costs through placement and trading, 
increase liquidity in the secondary market and potentially enhance investors' 
confidence and the reputation of the listed companies. There has been a recent 
global trend to consolidate regional stock exchanges, notably the formation of 
Euronext N. V. on September 22,2000 when the exchanges of Amsterdam, 
Brussels and Paris merged. ' At the beginning of 2002, the Euronext group 
further expanded Nvith the acquisition of London International Financial 
Futures and Options Exchange ("LIFFE') and the merger with the Portuguese 
exchange BVLP, making it Europe's leading cross-border exchange. 2 Even 
more significantly from a legal point of vieA, 3, the European Union C'EU) has 
also issued directives to provide EU-wide passport for prospectuses and 
minimum standards for proper market conduct. 
However, consolidation of stock markets similar to Euronext or harmonization 
of listing rules along the line of EU directives has not yet occurred in Asia. 
This thesis explores the possibilities of stock market integration between the 
People's Republic of China ("PRC ýi) 4 and Hong Kong in either form and 
1 Euronext, Introduction at 
. http: /hvw, A,. euronext. com/editorial/widelO. 5371.1732 4427342.00. 
html, (Euronext: About 
IWOur Business/Histoty) O&A viewed on May 28,2005). 
2 See id. 
3 Eurmext is subject to Euronext model (i. e. order-driven market with an electronic central 
order book; execution of different types of orders; automatic order matching and full 
anonymity for orders and trades) and a set of common trading rules and partially harmonized 
listing rules. Listing applicants are free to choose their point of entry to the market (Amsterdam, 
Brussels, Paris or Lisbon) and cross-border transactions can be facilitated through a single 
trading platform, NSC, and cleared through a single system, Clearing 21 (9. See Euronext at 
. http: //ww, A,. euronext. com.. (last %riewed on 
Dec. 4,2005). Euronext is governed by separate 
national regulator of its members. 
' For the purpose of this thesis, the use of the word "Chir&'includes the PRC, Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region ("Hong Kong") and Macao Special Administrative Region 
C'Macao! j while the use of the word "People's Republic of China CTRC")" refers to Mainland 
China excluding Hong Kong and Macao. 
13 
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examine whether the H share experiment has contributed to limited legal 
harmonimlion of listing rules between these two j urisdictions and, therefore, is 
the first step leading to fin-ther integration. Hong Kong was handed over by 
Britain to the PRC on July 1,1997 and renamed The Special Administrative 
Region of Hong Kong ("Hong Kong SAIV'5). This event was unprecedented 
considering the significant differences between the systems of both places. 
The PRC is a communist countrY6 and Hong Kong is regarded as the freest 
economy in the world by the Heritage Foundation. 7 In 2001, the GDP per 
capita in Hong Kong was US$24,850, ranking 15th in the world whereas the 
GDP per capita in the PRC was US$4,020, ranking 102nd in the world. 8 The 
challenge facing the integration of Hong Kong into the PRC was how to 
integrate one of the freest, wealthiest and industrialized economies in the world 
to the rule of a restrictive, less prosperous and still developing country. Under 
these circumstances, the principle of "One Country, Two Systems" was created 
and brought into practice on July 1,1997,9 through the Basic Law, the mini- 
' For the ease of reference, the shortened form "Hong Kong" will be used instead of "Hong 
Kong SAR7 in this thesis. 
6 The Heritage Foundation ranked the PRC II Vh in its 2006 Index of Economic Freedom. The 
PRC was graded against ten factors, including trade and tax policies, government consumption 
of economic output, foreign investment and wage and price controls. See Marc A- Miles et al., 
The 2006 Index ofEconomic Freedom: The Countries, in MARC A. MU-Es et al., 2006 INDEX OF 
ECONOMIC FREEDOM: TTiE LINK BETWEEN EcONMEc OPPORTUNITY A-ND PROSPERITY 143 
(Heritage Foundation & Wall Street Journal 2005) 
7 The Heritage Foundation ranked Hong Kong as the world's freest economy in its 2006 Index 
of Economic Freedon-L Hong Kong was graded against ten factors, including trade and tax 
policies, government consumption of economic output, foreign investment and wage and price 
controls. Hong Kong came out top of the list. See Marc A. Miles et al., 7he 2006 Index of 
Economic Freedom: ne Countries, in MARC A. Muxs et at., 2006 IrDEx OF ECONOMIC 
FREEDOM: TBE LINK BETWEEN ECONOMIC OPPORMNITY AND PR OSPERITY 211 (Heritage 
Foundation & Wall Street Journal 2005). Hong Kong has been ranked the world's freest 
economy for the last ten years by Heritage Foundation. See Ming Pao, Quan Qiu Jing Ji Gang 
Zui Zi You Shi Lian Guan (Hong Kong as the Freest Economy for Ten Consecutive Years), 
Jan. 10,2004, at B3 (Economic Page). 
8 UNITED NA31ONS MWILOPMENT PROGRAMME, 2003: 1AILLmNIum DEVIMOPMENT GOALS - 
A COMPACT AMONG NATIONS TO END HUMAN POEVERTY 237,239 (Oxford University Press, 
2003). 
9 Article 5 of the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the PRC (the 
"Basic Law") stipulates that the socialist system and policies shall not be practiced in Hong 
Kong and the previous capitalism system and its way of life shall remain unchanged for 50 
years and Article 9 of the Basic Law stipulates that the laws previously in force in Hong Kong, 
that is, the common law, rules of equity, ordinances, subordinate legislation and customary law 
shall be maintained, except for any that contravene [the Basic Law], and subject to any 
14 
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constitution of Hong Kong, which confers economic autonomy to Hong 
Kong 10 As such, the resources of Hong Kong were to be managed separately 
and independently and Hong Kong's financial and monetary affairs were to be 
determined exclusively by Hong Kong laws. " However in the context of 
international fmance, it was integration rather than autonomy that both 
economies aspired to. 12 
This thesis takes a law-based approach 13 in examining the possibility of a 
merger between the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited ("HKEx) 
and the two PRC stock markets. Statistics from the World Federation of 
Exchanges show that in 2004, the market capitalization of the HKEx was 
amendment by the legislature of the Hong Kong SAR. nz Basic Law was adopted on Apr. 4, 
1990 and was effective on July 1,1997. The creation of the Special Administrative Region is 
in accordance with Article 31 of the CtmAiWtion of the PRC. 
10 Three Articles in the Basic Law define Hong Kong's future economic autonomy. Article 106 
states: "The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall have independent finances. " 
Article I 10 states: "The monetary and financial systems of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region shall be prescribed by law. " Article 115 states: "The I long Kong 
Special Administrative Region shall pursue the policy of free trade and safeguard the free 
movement of goods, intangible assets and capital. " 
11 Ihc Financial Secretary, Donald Tsang, Budget Speech 1997 - Continuity in a7 ime of 
Change, address moving the second Reading of the Appropriation Bill 1997 (Mar. 12,1997) 
available at http: /tw-mv. info. gov. hk/fstb/tb/budget/bdpt97/st)eechlengispeech. htm (last viewed 
on Mar. 18,2006). 
12 During the late 1980s and 1990s, regional cooperation has gradually become one of the 
declared objectives of most Past Asian nations and such initiatives occur at different levels (e. g. 
the sub-regional level of Association of Southeast Asian Nations CASEAM), ASEAN Free 
Trade Area ("AFTA'), the Growth Triangle and the Greater China; at the inter-regional level 
of Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation ("APEC"), ASEAN Regional Forum CARF"), Asia 
Europe Meeting CASElvf% or even the East Asian Economic Caucus CEAEC'), and the 
latest development of the "ASEAN plus 3" process at the intra-regional level). SeeFu-Kuo 
Liu & Philippe R6gnier, Prologue: Uldther Regionalism in Fast Asia?, in RpruowAmsm IN 
EAST ASIA: PARADIGM SHI=G? xix-xx (Fu-Kuo Liu & Philippe R6gnier eds. 
RoutledgeCurzon, 2003). Regional integration "can refer to the legal and institutional 
relationship within a region in which economic transactions take place, or it cari refer to the 
market relationship among goods and factors within a region. " See Richard Cooper, 
Worldývide Regional Integration: Is There an Optimal Size of the IntegratedArea? ", in ASIA 
PACIFIC REGIONALism: READINGS IN INTERNAxioNAL ECONomic RELAaIONS 12 (Garnaut and 
Drysdale eds., Harper Educational 1994). At the sub-regional level, Greater China is generally 
used to refer to the integration of Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC and such integration is 
largely economic, driven by the shared culture. Ihe term "China Economic Area" is frequently 
used by World Bank, IN4F and Organization for Economic Co-operatim and Development 
C'OECD') to avoid the political implications of "Greater China". See Wei-Wei Zhang, The 
Concept of 'Greater China ' andEast Asia, in REGiONALISM IN EAST ASIA: PARADIGM 
StuFnNG? 157,172 (Fu-Kuo Liu & Philippe R6gnier eds., RoutledgeCurzon 2003). 
13 SeeMethodoloRy below for more details. 
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US$861.5 billion (ranking the 9th largest in the world) while the combined 
capitalization of the Shanghai and Sben7ben Stock Exchanges was a short way 
behind at US$447.7 billion (ranking as the IP largest stock market in the 
14 world) . Were the HKEx and the PRC stock markets to 
integrate the 
combined stock markets would result in the sixth largest stock market in the 
world in terms of market capitalization, and the second largest stock market in 
Asia after the markets in Japan. 15 This would represent a significant advance in 
the international ranking for both stock markets, increasing its reputation in the 
primary market and its liquidity in the secondary market. 
Despite the potential benefits to both Hong Kong and the PRC from such a 
merger there are still a number of obstacles to overcome - political, economic 
and legal. By taking a law-based approach, this thesis concentrates on a 
discussion of the legal obstacles. 16 
One of the ways to overcome the legal obstacle to the consolidation of stock 
markets in Hong Kong and the PRC is the creation of H shares. What are H 
shares and in what ways can H shares help to bring about the integration of 
Hong Kong and PRC stock markets if such consolidation ever takes place? In 
1993, H shares issued by PRC companies were allowed to cross-list on the 
" World Federation of Exchange% StatisticslAnvjuaI1200411. Equity Markets - Equity 1.1: 
Domestic Market Capitalization (May 6,2005) at. bttn: //www. fibv. com/publication.. V 
EOLJrrYI04 (last %riewed on March 18,2006). 
15 See id. The combined capitalization of Hong Kong stock market and the PRC stock markets 
amounts to US$1309.2 billion in 2005, making them the sixth largest stock market in terms of 
market capitalization trailing after the stock markets in US (NYSF +Nasdaq), Japan, London, 
Furonext and Deutsche Borse. Japan has a market capitalization of US$2,746 billion &. 3 at the 
end of June 2003. 
" However, political and econon-dc obstacles are referred to in order to give a full picture of 
the obstacles to integration. Political obstacles refer mainly to the PRC government's desire to 
maintain social and political stability by gradual reforms with a corresponding reluctance to 
initiate openly integrative measures. See Chapter I (A(3Xc)). Such a conservative attitude is 
also behind the PRC government's cautious policy regarding foreign exchange control which 
poses one of the main obstacles to integration. See Chapter III (CI). Economic obstacles 
include the different PE ratios of the same companies listed on the Hong Kong and PRC stock 
markets due to the segregation of the stock markets of these two jurisdictions. Thereare, 
however, some signs that such ratios are improving in favour of integratiom See Chapter I 
(Provisional Conclusions) and Chapter V (H). Legal obstacles ran be discerned in different 
areas including: market functions, equity share characteristics, regulatory agencies and 
securities laws between the Hong Kong and the PRC stock markets. See Chapter I generally. 
16 
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Hong Kong Stock Exchange 17 and they were also allowed to cross-list on the 
Growth Enterprise Market " ("GEM') (the second board whi ch was I aunched 
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in late 19991). The H share listing was 
made possible by the introduction of a new set of legal and operational rules in 
the PRC and Hong Kong and it was a first step towards the harmonization of 
laws and rules between the two jurisdictions. 20 
This thesis provides a legal critique of H shares as a device for integrating the 
Hong Kong and PRC stock markets, and suggests an institutional approach to 
create a single capital market in Chin2l. 
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter gives a brief 
introduction of the stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC and explains why 
integration of the stock markets in these two places is desirable. The second 
chapter examines critically the advantages and disadvantages of H shares as an 
effective integration device. The third chapter analyses the impact of 
international soft laws and the Mainland-Hong Kong Closer Economic 
Partnership Arrangement ("CEPA! ) to effective integration of the Hong Kong 
and PRC stock markets. The fourth chapter scrutinizes international relations 
theories, the EU model and the United States C'US") model. The fifth chapter 
17 BAo M: tNG GAo & YAN Mm Fu, SECURMES MARKETS LN CUINA 127 (Henry M. K. Mok et 
al. eds. 1997). 
'B GEM allows companies with potential growth to list on the Hong Kong stock market even 
though they cannot meet the requirements to be listed on the Main Board. Investors are 
reminded that investment in companies listed on GEM is riskier than those (xi the Main Board. 
11w GEM adopts a diSCIOULTe-based philosophy rather than a merit-based one. The Exchange 
will review all listing documents to see if they comply with the Companies Ordinance, the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance and the GFM Listing Rules but it will not assess, the 
commercial viability of the listing applicants. it works on the principle of caveat emptor or 
buyersbeware. See GEM, Regulatory Philosophy andMeyor Features of GFM at 
http: //www. hkgem. com/ aboutgem/e default htm. (GEM: - About GEW Regulatory Philosophy 
and Major Features of GEM) (last viewed on Mar. 18,2006). 
19 HK Government, HONG KONG YEARBOOK 1999 (HK Government, 1999) available at 
httD: //www. info. [z. ov. hktyearbook/I 999lenWO5105 03. htm (last viewed on Mar. 18,2006). 
20 Harmonization of law does riot imply uniformity of law. Harmonization of law is further 
discussed under Chapter 1H (A)when this thesis argues for a structural legal reform other thim 
the introduction of H share listing rules. Harmonization of law is further defined under 
Chapter V (G) uteri this thesis discusses four models on various degrees of harmonizatiori. 
21 For this thesis, the use of the word "China7includes the PRC and Hong Kong while the use 
of the word the "PRC" only refers to Mainland China. 
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concludes by summarizing the inter-relationship of the main points, proposing 
four models of integration and an institutional framework for establishing a 
single capital market in China. 
Scope of the Thesis 
The securities markets broadly include cash and derivative markets. Cash 
markets can fin-ther be broadly categorized into equity and bond markets. 
The analysis of this thesis focuses on the equity markets as the lessons learnt 
from the equity markets can generally be applied to other kinds of securities 
market. 22 Since the bond issue does not affect the issuer's ownership and the 
debenture holders take relatively fewer risks than shareholders, bond markets 
may have fewer obstacles in achieving harmonization of rules and regulations 
than the equity markets. Corporate governance may have greater importance to 
shareholders than bondholders but bondholders are also concerned with it. For 
example, weak minority shareholder rights create uncertainties as to whether or 
not bondholder rights will be upheld during disputes and bankruptcies. 
inadequate market discipline and transparency implies that controlling interests 
may take unwarranted risks and increase the likelihood of bond default. That 
means that bondholders will demand a higher premium for holding corporate 
bonds which in turn will increase the chance of bond default because of the 
higher costs. 
The derivative markets are strictly monitored and therefore rather under- 
developed in the PRC until rather recently with the promulgation of the 
Revised Securities Law effective on January 1,2006.2-3 Hence the discussion 
in this thesis is based on the equity markets whenever stock markets and capital 
markets are referred to. 
22 hi general, however, the bondholders are more concerned with bankruptcy rules and such 
rules have to be clear, legally enforceable and are explicit on the treatment of creditors' rights. 
See RALL FABELLA & SRrMVASA MADHuR, BOND MARKET DENTLopmENT IN EAST ASIA: 
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 11 (Asia Development Bank, ERD Working Paper Series No. 35, 
2003). 
11 See the Revised Securities Law promulgated on October 27,2005 available at 
. http: //legal. peol)le. com. cn/GB/42735/3 807665. lAml (in Chinese, last viewed on Dec. 21,20051 
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B. Methodology 
Overview 
This thesis examines the possibility of integration of the Hong Kong and the 
PRC stock markets. The first question posed is the desirability of such 
integration Once it is established that such integration is beneficial, the thesis 
then moves on to examme the legal readiness for such consolidation. The 
nature of the questions and answers calls for a policy analysis. Policy analysis 
seeks for the best method or course of action for reaching a target or 
destination, a means-end way of thinIdng about government goals and 
actions. 24 
Policy analysis tends to be prescriptive rather than explanatory. In the process 
of decision-making, an important element for the prescriptive approach, one 
should be aware of the dichotomy of positivist and normative approacheS25. 
This thesis takes a cooperative view of the ontological divide between 
objectivism and subjecti-vism. 26 
This thesis relies heavily on the normative approach in its discussion, an 
analysis based on observation, experience, argument and logical reasoning. 
The positive approach requires hypothesis, data collection, calculation and 
experimental methods and through this scientific process, they claim to be 
value-neutral and objective. This thesis argues that it is empirically difficult 
for social scientists to rely on experimental methods to verify its hypothesis 
2' ROBERT JACKSON & GEORG SoRENsEN, INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL RFLATION-S: 
THEORIES AND APPROACHES 241 (Oxford University Press 2nd ed. 2003) (1999) 
25 Keynes once wrote: "The object of a positive science is the establishment of uniformities, of 
a normative science the determinatim of ideals. " See MARK BLAuG, THU MEMODOLOGY (W 
Eamomics 122 (2nd. ed. Cambridge University Press 1992) "Positive theories say what is, 
while normative theories say what ought to be. Positive theories are concerned with facts, 
while normative theories are concerned with values. " See DANiEL M. IIkusNL%N & McHAEL S. 
McPHERsoN, EcoNowc ANALYsis AND MORAL PHLOSOPHY 223 (Cambridge University 
Press 1996). For the purpose of this thesis, normative approach is used only to describe a 
value-laden and judgment methodology. 
26jACKSO, q & SMENSFN, supra note 24, at 263. 
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and most positivist approaches are arguably not as value-neutral as they 
proclaim to be. 27 Generalized models are, however, useful objective tools for 
social engineering. The recommendations, therefore, take the form of non- 
quantitative models to shed light on different degree of integration in the stock 
market scenario. 
To arrive at its conclusion, this thesis also adopts comparative law 
methodology, an approach which is dominant in Chapters III and IV. 
The scope of analysis and recommendations concentrates primarily on legal 
issues but the complexity of the subject matter requires an understanding Of 
other disciplines including political philosophy, economics and international 
relations. In particular, the reasons for integration of stock markets are closely 
related to economic rather thari legal issues. This thesis therefore takes on a 
law-based multi-disciplinary approach. 
Policy Analysis 
This thesis is set out to explore legal reforms in which law is used as a tool of 
social engineering. This process of exploration follows similar routes of 
enquiry that a policy maker would need to take. Policy makers are more 
normative than positive as they tend to simply consider how reliably the theory 
produces correct answers to a particular question 28 
In their analytical process, policy makers have to take into account of all 
relevant factors. The debate is how "scientific" the policy makers should be to 
arrive at their decisions. Under a strictly positivist methodology, what cannot 
be observed or measured cannot form either the subjects or predicates of 
propositions to make assertions about the world. However law, being broadly a 
27 Take for an instance, rationality is the basic principle and assumption of positi-vist economics 
but to say that one ought to be rational is normative. See DANiEL M. HAusmAN and MicH. 4, EL 
S. MCPHERSON, ECONOmic ANALYS1S AND MORAL PwLwomy 38-50(Cambridge University 
Press 2002) (1996). 
28HerbertHovenkamp, PositiWsm in Laws andEconomics, 78 CAL. L. Ral. 815,832 (1990) 
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social science, must tolerate a greater amount of uncertainty than do the other 
sciences . 
29 The uncertainties arise from the subject matter itself - human 
beings, Aith their range of human actions and perceptions . 
30 Even though the 
positivist economists employ measurable surrogates such as units of utility, to 
objectify and measure subjective behaviour and to predict reaction is, at best, 
difficult. Estimation and generalization are also inherent in the process of 
objectification. 31 which may oversimplify a problem with questionable premises 
and assumptions. A classic scholarly approach 32 through identifying and 
ordering the central questions, clarif)ing the relevant concepts, drawing 
appropriate distinctions, investigating the historical evidence, comparing with 
similar experiences elsewhere, and formulating a coherent argument may be 
more useful to the policy-mak-ers if the latter wants to make a more morally 
sound decision 33 This thesis relies heavily on this classic approach in analysis. 
It has been stated that this thesis takes a cooperative view of positivism and 
normativism. What it means is that this thesis does not ignore data produced 
by positivists' works. Throughout the thesis, economic data and published 
economic findings are used to assess the degree of success in the stock markets 
indieset,,, vojurisdicdons. Economic theories and concepts are mentioned, if 
relevant, to shed light on the economists' concern regarding the present topic. 
29 See id. 841 
30 id. 
31 Id. at 847 , g5 1. 
32 JAcKsoN & SoRF-NsEN, supra note 24,23 3 -23 8 
33 Simon Caulkin, Bu. vitte., v. v, 7chex)l. vfor, 7carxiaL 47tat the A cademics Teach Is Wiat Created 
Enrons, Dm OBsERvERs, Mar. 28,2004, at9 (nie author quoted the late Professor Summitra 
Ghoshal (racing the modern mismanagement to business studies which tried to look 
"respectable' by removing the subjectivity of anal)-Ling the company behaviour in terms of 
human choices and actions, instead looking for explanations in impersonal patterns and laws. 
The pretension to science excluded moral or ethical dimensions from management since they 
were about intentions which could not be modeled or quantified. It could only admit strictly 
economic motivations, precisely because they could be quantified. The author continued to say 
that trying to make human organizations fit the causal logic of physics was a blatant error as 
unlike physics, humans and their organizations had intentions and choices and employed 
strategy. The author said that social scientists carried an even greater social and moral 
responsibility than their colleagues in the physical sciences. If a physicist was wrong, she was 
wrong but in the social sciences, a "wrong" theory could become "right" if enough people 
believed it. For example, governance that assumed managers could not be trusted to maximize 
shareholder value without hefty incentives, bred managers who required huge stock options. ) 
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Yet in terms of analysis, a normative approach is adopted. Since this thesis 
primarily explores the different degrees of legal integration of stock markets, 
no attempt is made to construct any economic model or assess the validity of 
various economic theories other than a general discussion of its relevance to 
this thesis. 
Lanubased Multi-disciplinary Approach 
This thesis takes a law-based approach but as stated above, it is inevitable that 
economic and political issues have to be discussed. Despite such discussion, 
the issues this thesis is concerned with are strictly legal and it is elaborated 
chapter-by-chapter as follows: 
1. Chapter I examines the legal and regulatory frameworks of the 
Hong Kong and PRC stock markets; 
2. Chapter II proceeds to explain the H share legal regulatory 
framework and its merits and problems; 
3. Chapter III takes a detailed look at other legal-related factors that 
are favourable for the integration of the stock markets in Hong 
Kong and the PRC including international soft laws and CEPA as 
law affects institutions and vice versa. 
4. Chapter W explores the legal and regulatory framework- of the 
capital markets in the EU and the US, the former focusing on 
directives related to the capital markets promulgated by the EU and 
the latter on the Securities Acts of 1933 and Securities Exchange 
Acts of 1934; 
5. Chapter V lays down models on different degrees of legal 
integration for the Hong Kong and the PRC stock markets and the 
necessary institutions to support such legal development. 
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Other than this law-based approach, the discussion of integrating the stock 
markets in Hong Kong and the PRC inevitably involves cross-discipline issues. 
Stock markets are economic entities and the benefits of stock market 
integration are mainly economic ones; the act of stock market integration 
involves political issues; and the fact that it includes both Hong Kong and the 
PRC involves inter-governmental issues and bilateral talks and negotiations. 
This thesis therefore draws heavily on well-established disciplines: history, 
political theories and international relations theories. 
Sub-questions Inspired by Development Law 
Development laiv is relevant because the PRC is one of the "Big Five' 
emerging economies according to the World Ban V4 arid an understanding of 
the development law is essential for its legal development. Although the focus 
of this thesis is on the integration of the PRC and Hong Kong stock markets 
and therefore it should explore the common grounds between the two capital 
market regimes, more often than not the party that may need to carry out legal 
reforms rests on the PRC government to catch up with the international 
standards laid dovm by their Hong Kong counterparL It is therefore important 
to map out the strategies for such legal reforms through an understanding of 
development law. 
For legal practitioners, law is the key to development. Development law as a 
legal subject is primarily concerned -aith the promotion of the rule of law and 
establishing good corporate governance in countries in transition including 
strengthening judicial and local institutions to promote a Niable legal 
framework for commerce, trade and investment. In terms of emerging capital 
34 MILAN BRAIMHATT et al., GLOBAL ECONoNflC PROSPECTS AND DEVELOPNffiNT 
CouNrRms (World Bank, 1997). RUMU SARKAR, DEvTLopmF-NT LAW AND INTERNATIONAL 
RNANcE 222 (note 1) (Kluwer Law International 2d ed. 2002) (1999) ("Further, JEFFREY 
GARTEN, the dean of the Yale School of management, declares in his book entitled T11E BiG 
TEN: THb BiG EWRGING MýfS A1, -D 
How THEY WiLL CiiANc& OUR LivEs (Basic Books, 
1997) that the rising stars are China, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, India, Indonesia, Poland, 
South Africa, South Korea, and Turkey. ") 
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markets, the developing country must meet the expectations of the Western- 
35 based and domestic investors whose interests are ultimately very similar 
Legally speaking, the expectations -will include a clear, cohesive and 
enforceable legal framework which is safe from state expropriation and 
corruption. 36 
To understand how such expectations can be realized, one has to understand 
the relationship between law and the process of development which is highly 
complex. Development theory was rooted on two fundamental but opposing 
viewpoints as expressed by the modernization theorists and dependency 
theorists . 
37 Modernization theorists or neo-classical. theorists assumed that 
development follows a linear process whereby a free market economy provides 
for the economic prosperity and liberty of all. 39 On institutional level, it 
translated into an action plan for developing countries which strive to establish 
a balance-of-payment stability, a well-managed fiscal budget a market 
economy with a highly developed private business sector, and a reasonably 
developed capital market . 
39 Every society is capable of modernization by 
replacing traditional values for modem one in the image of Western, 
democratic, market-based economies. 40 Dependency theorists argue that 
c'underdevelopmenf' is the result of a system of world capitalism that 
perpetuates extractive and exploitative relations with the developing world. 41 
Dependency theorists advocate measures like nationalization, import 
35 In the short run, domestic investors may be more tolerant and less sophisticated than their 
western counterparts so long as their investments, remain profitable. 
36 Rumu Sarkar, The Developing World in the iVew Millennium: International Finance 
Development, and Beyond, 34(2) VANDF. RRiTT J. TRANSNAT'l, L. 470,472 (Mar. 2001) and 
also available at Jhttiy. //Iaxv. vantlerbilt. ediifiotunal/34-02/sarkar. htmL 
'47 Rumv SARKAR, DEvELoPmENr LAw AND INTFRNATioNAL RNANcE 25 (Kluwer Law 
International 2d ed. 2002) (1999). 
38 Id. at 29. 
39 See e. g. IMF Home Page, What is the InternationalMonetaryFund? (rMF Home Page: 
Learn More About the DAR What is the INT) available athttp: /twww. imf or (updated 
August 2002) (last visited on Apr. 24,2004). 
40SARKAR, supra note 37, at 28. 
41 Id. at 31-32. 
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substitution, and other forms of protectionism in support of the existing 
industries. 42 
Seeing the limitations of both theories 43, RUMU Sarkar44 proposed the value- 
neutral Janus Law Principle (the "Principle') to stress the importance of 
looking back-ward into the past of a developing country as well as ahead into 
the futureý5, as opposed to the ahistorical approach of modernization theorists46 
and the entrenched protectionist approach of the dependency theorists. The 
Principle acknowledges both the time (whether the time is ripe for the reform) 
and spatial dimension (the developing countries must assess the domestic and 
international implications of legal reform measures) implicit in legal reform. 47 
The importance of the Principle is to draw our attention to the time and spatial 
dimensions of development. The following five sub-questions regarding the 
integration of Hong Kong and the PRC stock markets are discussed later in the 
thesis and the questions are based on the Principle, questions 1,4 and 5 being 
the spatial dimension of development and questions 2 and 3 being the temporal 
dimension: 
1. Driving force: Who will be the principal actors for such integration? Is 
it going to be top down or bottom up? Or are we going to abandon the 
linear causal relationship and treat each actor as a building block in a 
legal and social ecosystem, each affected or being affected by the others 
through an input-output system? 
2. Timing: Should the integration be accomplished all at once or should it 
be a gradual process? 
42 Id. at 3 2. 
43 Id. at 29-37 (For a general discussion of the limitation. of both modernizatim and 
dependency theories). 
" Id. at 3&43. 
45 Janus was a Roman god urith two faces - one looking forward, one looking behind. 
46 Id. at 3 9-3 9. 
47 Id. at 40A 1. 
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3. Sequencing: Should there be political reform first or economic reform 
fi rst? 
4. Institutions: Are supranational organizations required to oversee sucb 
integration? If so, what kinds of supranational organization are required? 
5. Extent: Should the integration be sectoral/geographical or should it be 
holistic covering all fields? 
Following from the Principle, the first two chapters adopt a historical and 
chronological approach to look at the background of the Hong Kong and the 
PRC stock markets and the emergence of the H shares . 
4' This historical and 
chronological approach provides the necessary background for a socio-political 
understanding of the stock markets in these two places and the culture within 
which the markets operates and the securities laws, regulations and codes of 
conduct develop. Such legal reform ensures continuity, easy acceptance by the 
public, builds on the existing infra-structure and reduces transitional costs. 
Comparative Lim 
This thesis employs comparative law as a problem-solving methodology and 
hence as a tool of law reform. 49 Comparative law is primarily a method" of 
48 I'his is also embodied in the Jams Principle -looking into the past to find out how a country 
should develop. 
49 John F. Vargo, The American Rule on Attorney Fee Allocation: The Injured Persons Access 
to Justice, 42 AM. UL REV. 1567,1598 (Sununer, 1993ý 
5') But see ALAN WA: rsoN, UGAL TRANsPLAmrs: AN Api)RoAcHTO CoMPARA: rtvh LAw 1-7, 
9 (Scottish Academic Press) (1974) (criticizing the description of comparative la-%v as a method 
and explaining its potentials). See also Inire Zajtay, Aims andMethods ofComparative Law, 7 
CoNT. & INrL L. J. S. AFR. 321,327-30 (1974) (discussing whether comparative law is a 
science or merely a method. See also Vi-. ian Grosswald Curran, Cultural Immersion, 
Difference and Categories in U. S. Comparative Law, 46 Am. J. Comp. L 43,62-66 (1998) 
(discussing whether or law is scientific) C'Law resists scientization, however, because, like all 
the social sciences and humanities, its terms and concepts are inconsistent, fluid and 
incomplete). Id. at 63. 
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legal analysis". It goes beyond studying foreign laws by asking what the law 
could, and ought to be, by revealing existing diversity, by highlighting 
alternatives and by alerting us to the ways our legal system is conditioned by 
social, political, economic and other factors by observing their effects and 
interplaywith an outsider's perspective in other legal communities. 52 
In terms of policy making, comparing legal systems facilitates prospects of 
success for legal reforms 53 as the policy makers do not need to base their 
judgment on uncertain prediction but on other countries' experience. 54 
However it is important to note that a transfer of a legal system cannot occur 
without a thorough analysis of both legal systems to be compared. An analogy 
with this can be made with an organ transplant .55 This transplant 
has to 
consider socio-cconomic, cultural-political, and systematic differences of the 
respective jurisdictions in the same way that a liver transplant would have to 
consider with its holistic interplay with other organs and the human body itself 
Every reception must be a re-creation that requires courage, intuitive 
perception, discipline and human imagination. 56 This thesis looks at the US 
51 Comparative law is not a body of rules and principles but it is the process of studying the 
relationships of legal systems and their rules. Kai Schadbacb, The Benefit ofComparative Law., 
A Continental European View, 16 B. U. INT'L L. J. 3 31,3 33 (Fall, 1998). 
52 See id, 346-347. 
53 See id, 387. See also RENE DAviD&JOHNE. C. 13PIERLEYWjoR LEGAL SysllMsm THE 
WORLD TODAY-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CONVARAIIVE STUDY OF LAw 6 (3d ed. 1985); 
MARY ANN CIT. F. NDoN et a]., COMPARATIVE IxrAr. TRADMONS 10 (2d ed. 1994); Friedrich K. 
Juenger, American Jurisdiction: A kory ofComparative Neglect, 65 U. CoTO. I,. RP, -%,. I (1993) 
and- George A. Zaphirious, Use ofComparative Law by the Legislatwý 30 ANt J. CONP. L. 71 
(Suýp. 1982). 
"4Kai Schadbach, The Benefit ofComparative Law: A Continental European View, 16 B. U. 
INT'L L. J. 331,387-390 (Fall, 1998). It is more preferable to borrow from others the end result 
than to go through expensive and dangerous experiments and experiments that failed in other 
countries can be avoided. See id. 390. See also Max Rheinstein, Comparative Law -Its 
Functions, Methods and Usages, 22 ARY_ L REV. 416,424 (1968). 
See Schadbach, supra note 54, at 388-389. 
See id. 422. See also Bernhard Grossfeld, Comparative Law as a Comprehensive Approach: 
A European Tilbute to ProfessordackA. Hiller, I RICR J. GLOBAL L. & Bus. 1,30-31 
(winter/spring, 2000). 
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and EU experiences (particularly the latter 57) to throw light on what can be 
done regarding the integration of the Hong Kong and the PRC stock markets. 
Methodology Review 
This thesis adopts an essentially prescriptive and comparative as opposed to 
empirical (quantitative) approach. 
This thesis constructs four alternative or complementary models to establish a 
new framework for securities law harmonization in Hong Kong and the PRC. 
In so doing, the methodology adopted is partly subjective (being moral or 
judgment based) and partly objective (througli development of the models 
identified). The assessment as to the most appropriate model is based on both 
the area of investigation of the advantages and disadvantages of integration 
between the two markets and the apparent efficiency and effectiveness of each 
of the four models developed. 
The recommended four models of integration at the end of the thesis were 
based on legal studies of EU and US capital market models using comparative 
law methodology. Some subsidiary questions were investigated using 
development law as a tool with which to throw light on the speed and timing of 
integration and what suitable agents of change should be. 
57 The difference between the legal systems in Hong Kong and the PRC is more similar to the 
difference between the European countries than difference between the states in the US. The 
US has unified national securities laws supplemented by blue sky laws from each state. 
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OVERVIEWOF 
THE PRC AND HONG KONG SECURITIES MARKETS 
A. Introduction to the PRC Securities Markets 
Definition of "Securifies" (zhengguan) 
The Chinese term for securities is "zhengquarf' Which literally means any 
certificate representing proof or evidence of rights and interests. ' Local 
government regulations and operational rules of the two PRC stock exchanges 
have defined the word "securities" but a formal definition of the word from the 
central government has never been given. 
Trading Rules Governing Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock ExchangeS2 only 
provide that the following securities are allowed to be traded on the exchanges: 
(1) Ordinary shares (A and B shares); (2) Investment funds; (3) Bonds 
(including enterprise bonds, corporate bonds, convertible bonds, financial 
bonds and treasury bonds); (4) bond repurchase agreements and; (5) other 
securities approved by the China Securities Regulatory Commission C'CSRC'). 
The early 1993 draft of the national Securities Law has defined "securities'a 
but the definition of "securities" was ornitted in the 1994 draft and has since 
1 Both article 160 of Zonghua Renmin Gcvgheguo Gongsi Fa [the Company Law of the PRC] 
and article 5 of Qiye Zhaiquan Guanli Tiaoft [the Regulations on Enterprise Bonds] (the latter 
being promulgated by the State Council on Aug. 2,1993) defines corporate bonds as a kind of 
"youjid zhengquaW'which literally means "tradable securities" and is similar in meaning to 
. 'negotiable instrument", including bill of lading, bill of exchange, promissory note, cheque, 
share, bond and debenture. Bill of lading, promissory note and cheque are regulated by 1995 
Negotiable Instrument Law of the PRC. See ZHU SAKZHU, SECURrIlEs REGULA: VION IN CHINA 
25-26 (Transnational Publishers & Simmonds & Hill Publishing, 2001). 
2 SffAjVGIW-SIIItýEjV ZIIWCGUAVJL4oYuSuoJjAoYi GUIZE [Trading Rules Governing 
Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges] were approved by the CSRC and promulgated on 
Aug. 31,2001, effective three months from the date of promulgatiorL 
31be 1993 draft Securities Law, art. 6(i). See ZHL4 supra note 1, at 31-32. 
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not been restored. The 1998 Securities Law does not defte "securities" and 
simply states that the Securities Law of PRC4 applies to shares, corporate 
bonds and securities affirmed by the Stale Council (the executive arm of the 
Chinese government which also has legislative power delegated by the 
National People's Congress ("NPC")). The latter, as some pointed out, 
includes investment in open-ended and close-ended funds. ' 
Treasury bonds are separately administrated by the People's Bank of China 
('*PBOC") for government budgetary finance. 6 
Commodity and financial futures did not fall within the scope of Securities 
Law when it was promulgated in 1998 although it was generally regarded as 
securities. 7 The move showed that the PRC government was deeply suspicious 
or derivatives and the futures market and the possible destabilizing effect they 
would have on the society and the Communist Party in case of market failures. 
Instead or granting official legal recognition for all of these derivatives and the 
various innovative financial products created by the financial institutions, the 
PRC government preferred to retain its flexibility to decide whether a financial 
product was a security on a case-by-case basis. With the affirmation rrom the 
State Council, a financial product could then become a security to be regulated 
under the Securities Law. Unless affirmed by the State Council, the word 
44securities" mainly referred to corporate bonds and shares. As a result, the 
word "securities" in the PRC generally referred to shares and bonds. The 
4 Vionghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhengquan Fa (Securities Law of the PRCI promulgated on 
Dec. 29,1998 and effective m of July 1,1999 (hereinafter "Securities LaWý. See Securities 
Law, art. 2. 
C. Y. Leung, Chinese Securities Law Fails to SatisfyLawyers, IFLR, Feb. 1999, at 45. 
Articles 9 and 9 of the ZHoNGHUA Riuwx GoNrHEGUO GuoKU91UN MoLf [Treasury Bond 
Regulations of the PRC] (promulgated by the State Council on, and was effective from Mar. 19, 
1992) state that a treasury bond may be pledged and transferred. It is a significant regulation in 
establishing a government debt securities market as treasury bonds are not tradable before 1988. 
7 The CSRC, the regulatory body of the securities industry, also regulates the futures markets. 
See the Provisional Adniinistrative Regulation on Futures Trading, art. 5. The Regulation 
codifies a centralized regulatory regime by empowering the C SRC to approve establishment of 
any futures exchange and brokerage; supervise market activities, enact regulations; and enforce 
regulations. See also Zhang Manchu, The New Futures Regulations, China Law & Practice, 
August 1999, at 36. 
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revised Securities Law took effect on January 1,2006" and under article 2 of 
the TCVised Securities Law, derivatives are allowed in accordance with 
regulations issued by the State Council and derivatives are therefore finally 
recognized as a security. However as explained earlier, the emphasis of this 
thesis is on equity shares that are traded on the two stock exchanges in the PRC. 
1. Histotical Background 
a. Securities Markets 
A stock exchange is a non-profit making legal person established by the 
State Council that offers a location for securities price-bidding 
transactions. 9 Its article of association has to be approved by the CSRC 
(formerly known as Securities Regulatory Commission). 10 There are 
two national stock exchanges in the PRC. The Shanghai Stock 
Exchange ("SSF) was rounded on November 26,199011 and its first 
a See the Revised Securities Law promulgated on October 27,2005 available at b=: //Iegal. 
peMle. com. ciVGB/42735/3807665. html. (in Chinese, last viewed Dec. 21,2005). 
9 Sccuritics Law, art. 95. 
10 Securities Law, art. 96. 
"Chinese stock exchanges can be traced back to the Shanghai Standard Stock Exchange in 
1882 but it was soon closed down due to a lack of government support and commercial interests as a result of political instability. 11re promulgation in 1914 of an Exchange Law 
produced the Shanghai Stock & Bond Trading Association, also known as the Shanghai Stock 
Markets Association in 1914. In 1917, the Peking Stock Exchange was formed. Due to 
significant interests, the China Merchants' Stock & Commodity Exchange and the Shanghai 
Chartered Stock& Produce Exchange were formed sometime later. The success of the 
exchanges created "the Stock Exchange Storm" and by the close of 1921, some 140 were 
reported. By the spring of 1922, the bubble burst and only 12 of the longer established 
markets were operating. Since then stock exchanges closed and re-opened and despite wars 
and high inflation, share trading continued either on the stock exchanges or the 'grey market'. 
After the Second World War, foreign stockbrokers could not join the Shanghai Securities 
exchange which was reopened in September 1946 and foreign businesses were not allowed to 
be listed as the new law required every listed company to do business in China. Faced xNitli 
such exclusion, foreign companies then turned to the Hong Kong market. A British trade 
mission to China in 1947 reported that "there is hardly a British firm in Shanghai which has not 
since the war transferred its principal office in China from Shanghai to Hong Kong. " 
(Catherine R. Schenk, Commercial Rivalry Between Shanghai and Hong Kong During the 
Collapse oftheNationalist Regime in China, 1945-1949,20 The International History Review 
1,70-71 (March 1998)). The Shanghai Securities Exchange finally closed down in May 1949 
when the People's Liberation Army marched into Shanghai. The Comraunist administration 
abolished the entire republican legal system, including the company law and the 11,298 
registered companies either ceased to operate or were nationalized. Share trading continued till 
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trading day started on December 19,1990.12 The Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange ("SZSE") was opened on December 1, jqq()13 for a tri al run 
and was formally established on July 3,1991.14 The business scope of 
the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges includes provision of 
premises and facilities for trading and managing the settlement arid 
delivery for all listed shares. ` 
b. Stock Settlement 
The China Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation Lin-dted was 
launched on March 30,2001 with the approval of the CSRC. 16 The 
previous two Chinese securities depositories, the Shanghai Securities 
Central Clearing & Registration Corporation" and Shenzhen Securities 
Clearing Corporation were merged into this new corporation and 
operated as its subsidiary. 18 The former one is renamed the China 
Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited, Shanghai 
Branch, and the latter, the Shenzhen Branch. The corporation was 
1951 with local shareholders applying to the municipal government of Shanghai for permission 
to sell their shares in Hong Kong with the Bank of China acting as their agent. For further 
details see W. A. THOMAS, WESTERN CAPITALISM D4 CHINA. A HISTORY OF THE SHANGHAI 
STOCK ExcnANGE 232-234,245-247,264-267 (Ashgate Publishing, 2001). 
12 SSE, Shanghai StockMarket - Overview at http: //www sse. com. cn/sseportal/en ush) 
home. shtmL (SSE: English Version). 
13 SZSEInlrcductionathtti)-//www. szsecn/Mainten/Catalop, 1378. as (SZSE: 
English/About SSE/ Introduction). 
14 SZSE, Important Events qfSZSff in 1991 -July (in Chinese) at htti): //, w-%vw. szse. cn/ 
WeWArticle/2003/11/02/0933185937C3]45. a (SZSF: About I Js/Tmportant Fvent% of the 
Shenzben Stock Market in 1991). 
Is DoNGwEi Su, CimsE STOCK MARKETS -A RESEARCH HANDBOOK 7 (W(rld Scientific, 
2003). 
16 China Sets Up Securities Clearing Co., People's Daily, March 31,2001, available at 
http: //fTwng. peopledailv. com. erL/200103/31-/Print2OOlO331 66456. html (last viewed May 6, 
2003). See also SHANGHAI STOCK EXCHANGE, FAcr BoOK 2002,141 (SSE Publications, 
2003). 
17 The Shanghai Securities Central Clearing & Registration Corporation was first established 
on March 8,1993. Seewww. ssccrc. com. (China Securities Depository and Clearing 
Corporation Ltd., Shanghai Branch: Introduction to the Corporation). 
"Newsletter, Asia-Pacific Central Securities Depository Group (April, 2001), at 14. 
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jointly funded by the SSE and the SZSE, with a registered capital of 
RMB 600 million (approximately US$72.5 million). 19 
2. PRC Model: Socialist Market Economy 
'Me ideology behind Chinese economy has a profound effect on its legal 
development. It is the vision and the direction the whole economy is heading 
for. Chinese economy is often referred to as socialist market economy or 
socialist economy with Chinese characteristics. What do they mean? Can 
socialist ideas and market principles ever reconcile with each other or is it an 
oxymoron'? What is their relative importance? Is socialist market economy 
equivalent to socialist economy with Chinese characteristics? 
Socialist market economy is engraved into the Constitution and is central to 
Deng Yjaoping's thought . 
20 The first important step to achieve this goal was to 
reform the ailing state-owned enterprises ("SOEs') by corporatization through 
establishment of shareholding companies. Such shareholding system was the 
prelude to the development of the securities markets. Corporatization (the 
conversion of SOEs into shareholding companies) and securitization (the sale 
of shares of such companies in the securities market) were believed to be 
effective means to save the Chinese economy as they could serve four 
functions 2 1: (1) to relieve the state financial departments and banks from 
financing the enterprises which required investment funds; (2) to channel 
saving into "social accumulation capital', 22; (3) to provide the internal self- 
regulating mechanism for enterprises to assume its own profits and losses; (4) 
to separate the government administration from enterprise management. 
19 China Sets Up Securities Clearing Co., People's Daily, March 31,2001, available at 
littix/fteng. pe2pledaflv. com. cn/200103/31-/``Print2OOlO331 66456. htinl (lastviewed May 6, 
2003) 
25 For the legal and political significance of the PRC constitution, see this chapter A(6). Deng 
was the first PRC leader to introduce the concept of socialist market economy. 
21 Tan Lay Hong, Legal Issues In China's Bififfcated Securities markets, 19(10) Comp. Law. 
314-320 (1998). 
22 DOROTHY J. SOLINGER, CHINA TRANSITION FROM SOCUUSM, STATE LEGACIES AND 
MARKET REFoRms 1980-1990,134-137 (M. B. Sharpe 1993). 
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The biggest ideological hUTdle to the shareholding system was to Teconcile the 
shareholding system being a prominent feature of capitalism of private 
ownership with the socialist ideology of public ownership. The combination of 
the conflicting "markef' and "socialist" principles was uneasy at its best. To 
reconcile the concept of "market" with "socialism". it was argued23 that 
socialist planning at the macro level was to be implemented by market 
mechanisms at the micro level. In other words, such an economic structure 
allowed macroeconomic control of the state, while allowing market forces to 
regulate the allocation of resources in accordance with demand and supply. 24 
The Thirteenth Party Congress introduced a new "economic mechanislw' 
concept under wHch'ýthe state regulates the market and the market guides the 
enterprises". 25 It was understood to mean that the government, through 
regulation, ensured that market forces were in play, and that enterprises should 
then function in such a pure competitive market environment. 26 The 
importance of upholding the socialist market economy has been reiterated in all 
the major laws promulgated in the PRC including the Securities Law. 
"Socialist market economy" is frequently used interchangeably with the term 
"socialist economy with Chinese characteristics". 27 The socialist ideology, the 
economic reality in the PRC and the Chinese values all play an important role 
in shaping the intended goals of the Securities Law. After over six years of 
debate, the Securities Law of the PRC was enacted at the end of December 
23 Such view is supported by Professor Dong Fureng, a prominent Chinese economist. See 
CHRNMa YAO, STWKMARRF. T AND Fimims, MARKFTTNTHF. PF. oPT. F, *s Rvmmuc OF CHNA 
29 Note 38 (Oxford University Press, 1998). 
24 SLV id. 
25 Report of theniirteenth National Congress of the CCP,. kfarch Forward on the Road of 
Sodalism with Chinese Characteristics, delivered by Zhao Ziyang, Secretary General of the 
Central Committee of the CCP on Oct- 25,1997, in Documents ofthe ThirteenthMational 
Congress ofthe Communist Party of China (Foreign Language Press, 1987), at note 9. The 
Thirteenth National Congress holds the view that "Regulation by market does not mean 
practicing capitalistif'. 
26 Such view is supported by Professor Dong Fureng, a prominent Chinese economist. See YAo, 
supra note 23, at Note 3 9. 
27 See this chapter (A(6)) for what Chinese characteristics means by reviewing Chinese legal 
history. 
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1998 and came into effect on July 1,1999. The objectives of the Securities 
Law parallel to the Company Law and include28 (1) standardizing securities 
issuance and transaction (an act of centralization), (2) protecting the legitimate 
rights and interests of investors (paternal value of the PRC government), (3) 
maintaining social economic order and social public interest (preserving the 
Party leadership), and (4) promoting the development of the socialist market 
economy (preserving the Party leadership while observing the economic 
reality). 
3. Market Functions 
etS29 Securities mark , serve many functions 
in society. How far the securities 
market has achieved or will achieve depends on how the securities markets are 
operated, regulated and supervised in different countries and the role or the 
governments vis-h-vis the securities markets may play a decisive part in the 
latter's success. The sole purpose or the securities market in many parts of the 
world is to produce a cost-effective, efficient and reliable mechanism through 
which securities are bought and sold 30 . The government and the securities 
markets are to ensure the trading of securities market to be conducted in such a 
way that it is free of corruption, insiders' dealing, price manipulation and fraud. 
However, the securities market in the PRC is set off to serve a rather different 
function. After many years of communist rule and the Cultural Revolution, 
nearly all the enterprises in the PRC were state-owne d3 1 or collectively-owned. 
Moral hazard and lack of sanction and supervision mechanism result in heavy 
28 Securities Law, art. I 
2'*' Securities Law defines a "stock exchange" to be a "non-profit legal person that provides a 
place for the centralized trading of securities at competing prices. " Securities Law, arL 95. 
'ýOXian Chu Zhang, The OldProblems, theNew Law, and the DevelopmentAlarket -A 
Preliminary Examination ofthe First Securities Law ofthe People's Republic of China, 33 
Inf I Law, 983 (Winter, 1999). 
3'Alison W Comer, To Get Rich is Precarious: Regulation ofPrivate Enterprise in the 
People's Republic ofChina, 5 Chinese L. J. 1,3 (1991ý Individuals and collectives as a whole 
own less than 0.2% in both investment in fixed assets and in the gross industrial output value. 
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loss to such enterpriseS32 to the extent that the Government found unable to 
finance. The Government was faced with two daunting tasks: (1) to find way 
to raise capital for the ailing state-owned enterprises and (2) to modernize such 
enterprises so that they can become competitive on their own. 33 The securities 
market was seen to be the appropriate tool to extricate the Government from 
continuing subsidizing the failing enterprises and the shareholding system a 
means to revive them and rationalize their allocation of resources. 
(a) Fund-raising for State-ouned Enterprises C'SOEs') 
Historically, SOEs were not mere companies owned by the government They 
were self-contained "administrative units" as SOEs served both political and 
social functions by providing schools, hospitals, leisure ccntres and shops for 
the employees and their family members. They also provided pension cover 
for the retired. To raise ftinds for SOEs did not only benefit the enterprises 
concerned, it also benefited the state employees and the whole community they 
were in. By raising funds through the stock markets, SOEs facilitated income 
redistribution from investors to ailing enterprises and state workers. 
The fact that the purpose of the securities market is to preserve and enhance the 
socialist order is self-explanatory. 34 The securities markets were not set up to 
facilitate privatization or capitalism in the western sense. Although the mere 
32 Joachim Starbatty, Ideological andHistoricalBackground- Functioning ofa Socialist 
System Transition toMarket Economies: Case Studies- People's Republic of China, a paper 
prepared for the University of W&-, hington, Seattle (Spring 2002) available athttp-//www. 
uni taebingen. deAiniAvwaldo-Amload/seattle/case -tudies china Of (last viewed May 6.2003). 
It is claimed that about 70% of the SOEs made losses and 20% of the employees were under- 
employed. 
33 Liu Hongru, the former Chairman of the CSRC, stated that the five fundamental goals of the 
Chinese securities market are to raise funds for domestic economic development, to reform 
SOEs for a market wientation, to optimize financial resources, to combat inflation, and to 
promote the function of a socialist economy. See 1ju Hongru, Address in New York (Jan. 24, 
1994), quoted by Henry MX Mok and Zhou Daozhi, Econany and SecuKfies), farket in 
SECURITIES MARKETS IN CIIINA (NLY- Mok et aL eds., Chinese University Press, 1997,29,30 
(in Chinese). 
3' See the Company Law, art. I and the Securities Law, aft 1. The purposes of these laws, 
among others, are to protect the legitimate rights and interests of the investors, to maintain 
social econornic order, and promote the de-mlopment of the socialist market economy. 
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share listing inevitably facilitated a certain degree of privatization, the 
emphasis was on corporatization and securitization. 35 The different categories 
of shares were set up to make sure that the PRC government was always the 
rnýority shareholders of the restructured SOEs. State shares are non- 
36 
transferable without the state approval and legal person shares (the latter 
being mostly owned by government departments or by companies controlled 
by such government departments) are only transferable in limited 
circumstances at designated trading venue. 37 As at 1999, companies which 
have 60% to 70% of state shares or legal person shares amounted to two-thirds 
of the listed companieS. 3' Besides, one of the grave concerns for B share (the 
issuance of which was limited to foreign investors before February 19,200 13 ) 
or H or N share listing (the listing of PRC companies in Hong Kong and New 
35 William 1. Friedman, One Country, Two Systems: Yhe Inherent Conflict Between China's 
Communist Politics and Capitalist Securities Market, 27 Brook. J. Int'l L. 477 (2002). Also see 
C. Lan Cao, Chinese Privatization: Between Plan and 11arket, 63 Law & Contemp. Probs. 13, 
4344 (2000). 
-16Legal person shares are divided into state-owned legal person shares, collective enterprise 
legal person shares (shares that arc either owned by local governments, assets derived from the 
governments but deemed not to be owned by the government or individual invested enterprises 
which are attached to a supervisory administrative departments for benefits only available to 
the public enterprises), private enterprise legal person shares, foreign invested enterprise legal 
person shares and institutional legal person shares. See Mink-ang Gu and Robert C. Art 
Securitization ofstate ownership - Chinese Securities Law, 18 Mich. J. Int'l L. It 5 (Fall, 
199(1). 
37 Both the Securities Trading Automated Quotations (STAQ) System (launched in 1992) and 
the National Electronic Trading (NET) System (launched in 1993) provide a secondary market 
for the trading of state-owned legal person shares. The two computer-based markets allowed 
financially -trapped state firms to raise cash by selling shares to other government entities 
without relinquishing state control. The former operateswith the participation of market- 
makers but the latter operates without them. See Business Asia, China Halls Trade on 
Institutionallfarkets, Oct. 25,1999 at htti): //www. fmdarticles. com/ef dIs/mOBJT/20 7/ 
57624448/pl/article. j (last viewed at May 6,2003). 
mXian ChuZhang, ne 01dProblems, the NewLaw, andthe Developing1larket -A 
Preliminary Examination ofthe FirstSecupiries Law ofthe People's Republic of China, 33 
Inf I Law 983 (Winter, 1999). 
39 Clause 4 of the Regulations of the State Council on Foreign Currency Stocks Listed in the 
Domestic Stock Market Issued by Limited Companies (the State Council Decree No. 189), the 
Decision of CSRC on Domestic Residents May Invest in the B Share Market (issued on Feb. 
19,2001) and paragraph I of the Notice on Issues related to Individual Domestic Residents 
Investing in Foreign Currency Stocks listed in the Domestic Stock Markets (No. 22 [20011 
CSRC). 
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York respectively) was to avoid the dissipation of state assets . 
40 The primary 
market was established to raise capital without relinquishing state control. As 
such, any individual is prohibited from owning more than 0.5% of the 
outstanding shares of the listed company. 41 The corporatization and 
securitization are to improve the operation of the SOEs and hence their 
profitability and productivity. 
The securities market is also an effective tool to redirect resources from 
individuals and the non-state sector to the ailing state sector. Since the opening 
of the PRC, private enterprises, which did not suffer from the moral hazard, 
have been striving and such entrepreneurs formed an affluent class. In addition, 
Chinese workers were hard working and frugal. With limited investment 
channels, most money stayed in the various types of bank account. 42 The A 
share markeý when created, was limited to domesfic investors and was targeted 
at the huge saving of private indi-viduals. 
The first objective, nmnely, to raise capital for the ailing SOEs has been 
achieved in the early years of securitization. However to continuously tap into 
the pockets of individual investors and to attract the sophisticated institutional 
investors, the government has to make sure that the securities market is liquid 
and growing and the investors' interests are protected. 
40 See Cn&m 
. pj 
Jinyibu Jiaqiang Jirýai zji Faxing Gupiao He. Shangshi Chianh [Concerning 
Further Strengthening the Share Issuance and Listing Management Overseas], generally known 
as The Red Chip Guideline issued by the State Council on 2e June 1997, preamble. 
41 See Gupiao Faxing Yu XaOjd Guanh Zanxing Tiaofi [Provisional Regulations on 
Administration of the Issuing and Trading of Shares] promulgated by the State Council in 1993, 
art. 46. 
42 See Cao, supra note 35, at 4344. (Over the years, the prosperity of the non-state sector 
allowed the PRC's private citizens to save large amount of money. With arie of the highest 
annual savings rates in the world - approximately thirty percent - private surplus capital at one 
point constituted approximately RIvM 1.3 trillion or US$260 billion, although other sources put 
the amount at US$31 0 billion, with an estimate US$200 billion idle in the domestic banking 
system and another US$100 billion concealed outside the system, under mattresses. ) 
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Modemization 
For the purpose here, modernization is defined as the orientation of the 
companies to adopt any management structures or systems that will enable the 
companies to stay competitive both domestically and internationally in the 
market. This objective of the securities market is more difficult to achieve than 
the first one. 
After restructuring and repackaging, the structure of the listed company may be 
more modernized (shareholders' meeting, board of directors, supervisory 
board), the accounting standards more updated and the enterprise more market- 
driven. Yet essentially, the change is more in form than in substance for SOEs. 
For instance, as a general practice, the loss making liabilities are transferred to 
the parent company to boost up the profit of the would-be listed company in 
the pre-IPO restructuring. After a successful IPO, the listed company Nvill 
continue to fund the parent company through numerous connected transactions. 
The personnel of the enterprise NNrill remain the same, NNith the chairman, most 
directors and managers appointed by the government and the committee of the 
Communist Party exists side by side with thern As the government is deeply 
involved urith the management of the listed companies, all the problems of the 
ailing SOEs remain due to moral hazard and lack of incentive. The 
management is still bureaucratic with rampant corrupt practiCeS. 43 
(c) Social and Political Stability 
The securities markets were necessary to save the economy which was 
described by some to be "on the brink of disaster"44 in 1978. If the PRC 
government opens the securities markets but chooses not to intenrene, many 
43 GU Xiaormg, ZHENWUAN FA-\ZHU YU ZHENGQUAN WEIGUI WEIFA [Securities Crimes and 
Violation] 25 (China Procuratorate Press, 1998) observed that insider trading and manipulation 
of the market have been carried out almost half-openly in the PRC vAth the involvement of 
high ranking officials. 
44Amei Zhang, Economic Growth and Human Development in China (United Nations 
Development Programme, Occasional Paper 28,1996), at I available at. http: //www. undp. 
orgjhdro/oc28a. htm (lastviewed May 6,2003) 
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SOEs NNill be in demise because of its lack of competitiveness. Others may fall 
under foreign control and the restructuring may be more ruthless. Subsequent 
massive unemployment will threaten social stability and ultimately the 
communist rule. Fear of foreign intervention and dissipation of state assets as 
the communist leaders learrit from not very distant Chinese history result in the 
segregation of shares (to avoid full privatization and retain control of the 
enterprises) and the segmentation of the stock markets (to confine foreign 
elements to specific markets). The PRC government welcomes foreign 
investment but at the same time never fails to keep a close eye on it. The 
ultimate reason behind government intervention in the early phase of securities 
market development is to keep itself in power and social and political stability 
are instrumental in achieving this goal. 
4. Equity Share Characteristics 
In the PRC, shares are compartmentalized on the basis or their ownership 
rights and they are named under different alphabets, namely A shares, B shares, 
C shares, H shares and N shares. Other than the ownership rights and the fact 
that dividends or B and H shares are paid in foreign currency, all the shares 
enjoy the same rights and obligations and rank pari passu with one another. 
"N' shares 45 (also known as domestic shares - neizi gu) are shares that are 
denominated and traded in RMB and can only be bought and sold by domestic 
investors before the creation of qualified foreign institutional investors 
("QF11S, )46. By December 2000, a total of approximately RMB 324 billion had 
45 A shares include "internal employee shares" (neibu zhigonggu) which shares issued to 
employees of the issuing companies and their transferability is limited. See [1 1AUN REPCRT - 
STRATEGIC ISSUES AND OPTIONS] COUNTRY OPERATIONS DivisioNs, WORLD BANK, CBL, 4A, 
, rHE EmERGING CAMAL 1ýýf 83 (Report No. 14501-CHA, Nov. 3,1995). Companies 
ceased to issue internal employee shares from 1998. See Notice Concerning Forbidding 
Issuing Internal Employee Shares, promulgated by the CSRC on Nov. 25,1998 as Zhengjian 
Fazi No. 297, effective on the same day, paras. I and 2. 
46 Although foreigners are not allowed to hold A shares, a small proportion of A shares are 
believed to be in the hand of foreigners, probably Taiwanese, by investing in locally registered 
companies and it is one of the reasons that prompted the government to allow for the issue of B 
shares. See CouNTRY Opm%. TioNs DiviSIONS, WORLD BANK, supra note 45, at 83. 
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been raised through the issue of A shares . 
47 'S" shares are shares denominated 
in RMB and traded in United States dollars in Shanghai Stock Market and 
Hong Kong dollars in Shenzhen Stock Market. Historically B shareS48 could 
only be bought and sold by foreigners49 but since February 19,2001, PRC 
investors were permitted to buy and sell B shares. 50 By December 2000, a total 
of apprwdmately US$ 5 billion had been raised through the issue of B shares. 51 
"H" shares are PRC companies whose shares are listed on the Hong Kong 
stock market. It is readily apparent that the issue of A share raises most capital 
to be followed by H shares 52 and then by B shares. B share trading suffers 
from poor liquidity. One of the reasons is that B-share company is required to 
disclose adjusted profits in accordance with international accounting standard 
which significantly reduce its profits and since investors make decisions on the 
net profit ratios, there is a significant disparity between the market price of A 
shares and B shares. 53 
"N'* shares are issued by the PRC companies. The actual "N" shares are not 
traded and they are held by a custodian. With 20 N shares, one American 
Depository Receipt CADR! ) is issued and the ADR are listed on the New 
47 CamN-HsuN CiiEN & HL7i-Tzu SHuL Tim EvuunoN OF THE STOCK NLMýKET IN CFDNA! S 
TRANsinoNAL Ecommy 28 (Edwwd Elgar, 2002). 
48 "B" shares are usually referred to as "domestically listed mid foreign invested shares" 
(fingwaishangshi waizi gu) in Chinese laws and regulations. 
49 A Shanghai banker explains: "Controls are very lax. If you go to the B share market you 
will unly see local people. They use the passport ora relative who lives abroad. This also 
means they can then get their hands on foreign currency. They then trade. " However arbitrage 
the A share and 13 share markets is not possible as the two markets are kept separate. SeeChris 
Cockerill, The Two Faces of Chinese Capital, Euromoney (Dec. 2000). 
" The aggregate market value of the B share trading market rose from only RMB 50 billion on 
Feb. 19,2001 to RMB 150 billion by the end of March 200 1. See CDEN & Siuuý supra note 47, 
at 33. 
51 See id. 29 (please note that there is a discrepancy between table 2.3 on p. 29 and the 
description on p. 28 regarding the denomination of B share issue). 
52 In principle, if a listed company has issued B shares or H shares, it will not be allowed to 
issue A shares unless there are exceptional circumstances. See Supplementary Notice 
Concerning Several Questions on Share Issuance promulgated by the CSRC on Mar. 17,1998 
as Zheng Xan [ 1998] No. 8, para. 1. 
53 See id. 33. 
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York Stock Exchange ("NYSE"). PRC companies have also shares listed on 
LSE in the form of global depository receipts. Other countries where PRC 
companies are listed include Singapore, Tokyo and Toronto. 
"C" shares are legal person shares and they refer to shares of a joint stock 
company or any company or institution with a legal person status and are 
generally regarded as shares indirectly owned by the state. However a detailed 
analysis shows that they can be more complicated as they are fin-ther 
subdivided into the following: (a) state-owned legal person shares 54 _ shares 
owned by the state indirectly through economic entities like trust and 
investment companies or securities companies; (b) collective enterprise legal 
person shares - there are three types of collective enterprises: i) collective 
enterprises that are owned by the local government; ii) collective enterprises 
with state assets but are deemed not to be owned by the state; iii) collective 
enterprises which are individually owned but are allached to a supervisory 
administrative department for licensing or tax purposes; (c) private enterprise 
legal person shares - they are limited liability companies financed by private 
individuals; (d) foreign invested enterprise legal person shares - they are shares 
owned by foreign-owned enterprises with legal person status, namely, the sino- 
foreign equity j oint ventures, the sino-foreign contractual j oint ventures and the 
wholly foreign-owned enterprises and (e) institutional legal person shares are 
shares owned by institutions with legal person status including trade unions, 
the Communist Youth League and the Women's Federation. 55 Such shares are 
not tradable on the securities markets. The transferability of C shares has never 
been made clear by Chinese legislation. In practice, C shares were traded over 
the counter on the NETS 56 and STAQS 57 systems (the NASDAQ-type 
`4 Under aft 2 of the Provisional Measures on the Regulation ofState-owned Share Rights 
Issued by Companies Limited by Shares jointly promulgated by National Administration of 
State Assets and the SCREC promulgated on and effective as of Nov. 3,1994, "state-o'Wiled 
legal person shares" are the shares obtained by a state-owned legal person industrial enterprise 
or state-owned legal person non-industrial entity in exchange for the capital contribution made 
by that enterprise or entity to a company limited by shares using the state assets to which the 
enterprise or entity has a legal right to dispose. 
53 See Gu & AM supra note 36, at 115. 
m NET System went into operation in 1993 and was developed, and is operated and managed 
by China Securities Trading System Co. Ltd. (CSTS). The CSTS wasjointly owned by the 
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computerized trading systems) by the PRC state and private enterprises with 
legal person status, both of which were closed in September 1999.58 Since 
June 1993, new issue of C shares has been banned. 59 "C" shares are supposed 
to be able to be converted into "A" shares or "B" shares although officials are 
apprehensive about approving such transfer as it may flood the existing 
securities markets and they tend to be cautious to avoid any dissipation of state 
assetS. 60 Consequently, such conversion therefore remains insignificant. 
PBOC, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, the Bank of Communications of Chinaý 
the People's Construction Bank of China, the People's Insurance Company of China, and three 
large national securities institutions o)Amed by the government banks, namely, Huaxia 
Securities Corporation, Guotai Securities Corporation, and Nanfang Securities Corporation. 
The NET System operates in an auction market environment without a specialist or market- 
makers system, similar to the two stock exchanges in the PRC. See CHENGXI YAO, STOCK 
MARKET AND FUTURES MARKET IN TIE PEoPLE, s REPuBilc OF CIUNA 46,47 (Oxford 
University Press, 1998). 
57 SrAQ was launched in 1992 in response to a report by the SCREC entitled "Key Points of 
Economic Restructuring for 1992" to speed up organization restructuring of the enterprises and 
the shareholding systems. 'Ihc market operation of the STAQ System is run by a membership 
organization, China Stock Exchange Executive Council. By 1993, the STAQ System had a 
member of 294 financial institutions including nine large government-owned financial 
institutions. Unlike the two stock exchanges and the NET System. the STAQ System operates 
in a dealer market environment with the compulsory participation of a marker maker in every 
trade. See CIIENGM YAO, STOCK MARKET AND kIT111M, MARKET L\i nm PEOPLE., s Rr-PuBLIC 
OF QUNA 45,46 (Oxford University Press, 1998). 
58 The rise of share prices of the legal person shares had broken all records in May 1993 and 
the ferocious speculative trading lasted for half a month before the CSRC promulgated a 
guideline to slow down the approval for legal person shares to be listed on May 20,1993. 
Since then. the trading of legal person shares was thin and in 1997 Netwas renamed Central 
Bond Clearing and Settlement Company Limited and share tradingv%ras deleted from it-, scope 
ofbusiness. On Sept., 9 and Sept. 10,1999, STAQ and NET respectively claimed that due to 
technical reasons, all trading activities were suspended and since then they have not reopened 
for trading. Approved by the CSRC, The Securities Association orChina issued the 
Provisional Measures Concerning Off Market Securities Transfer Service by Securities 
Companies on Jun. 12,2002 to deal with legal person shares originally listed on these two 
computff-based market-,, signifying the demise ofSTAQ and NET. See I'lie Securities 
Association of China, BriefIntraluction to the OffMarketSecuritfes Transfer System at 
. 
h(tP: //www. s-a-c. orwxTVstock1 sysintro. h (The Securities Association of China: Share 
Transfer/Brief Introduction to the Off Market Securities Transfer System) (in Chinese); see 
also China Business, Huo Zhe Chu Ju ?- Qi Nian Fa Ren (ýrurjng Shued Lu [Coming Out 
Alive? - The Rise and Fall of Legal Person Shares in Seven Years], Jan. 19,2000 (No. 1243) 
(in Chinese), also available at http: //www. cb. com. cn/old/asp/1243/1243fl6. htm; also Sohu, 
STAQ,, NETXi Tong <Shi Dian Bian Fa> Chu Tai [The Promulgation of Provisional 
Measures for STAQ and NET Systems], Feb. 25,2002 at http: //business. sohu. com/85/28/ 
article200282885. shtml (last viewed Jan. 27,2004). 
59 THE INTERNMIONAL SECURITIES CONSul; rANCY, THE CAPrrAL GUIDE TO CIUNA'S 
SEcuRriws MARKETS 13(ISI Publication 1994). 
60 See id 
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State shares or state-owned shares are by far the largest number of shares and 
as the name suggests, the shares are owned by the states. Under the Provisional 
Measures on the Regulation of State-oNNned Share Rights Issued by Companies 
Limited by Shares jointly promulgated by National Administration of State 
Assets and the State Commission for Restructuring the Economic System 
("SCREC") promulgated in 1994, "state share" are defined as shares obtained 
by an institution on behalf of the state in exchange for capital contribution 
made by that institution on behalf of the state to a company limited by shareS. 61 
Unless the state approves their transference, they are not tradable. State shares 
are used by the government to maintain the predominance of the socialist 
public ownership system but the government also hopes that it will be the first 
step to enhance the operating efficiency of state assets. With the creation of 
the state shares and state-owned legal shares, the government also calls for a 
clear delineation and separation of its functions as market regulator and market 
participants. However the existence of state shares and state-owned legal 
person shares in particular raise a number of questions which remain 
unanswered by existing laws and regulations: What are the legal relationship 
between the state and the entities that hold state shares or state-owned legal 
person shares? What are the corporate law and securities law characteristics of 
the state shares and state-owned legal person shares? How can the investment 
performance of state assets be enhanced when the transfer of state shares and 
state-owned legal shares in the secondary market is forbidden or strictly 
restricted in fear of losing the predominant position of state ownership in the 
national economy? What measures can be taken to ensure the dual functions of 
the government as market regulator and market participator be separated'? 
This equity, structure reflects that on one hand, the Chinese goverment was 
eager to attract foreign investment by alloNNing foreigners to buy shares from 
certain PRC companies and on the other hand, the Chinese government sought 
to protect state-owned assets and retain the dominant control of socialist public 
ownership through the use of state shares, legal person shares and A share 
6'ProvisionalMeasures on the Regulation ofState-ouved Share Rights Issued by Companies 
Limited by Shares jointly promulgated by National Administration of State Assets and the 
SCREC promulgated on and effective as of Nov. 3,1994, art. 2. 
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offering. 62 However the share structure became a major problem when the 
PRC government wanted to further develop its stock markets by attracting 
more potential investors. As a result, the PRC government put forward the 
state share reform in 2005 which is discussed in the last chapter of this thesis. 
5. Regulatory Agencies 
a. China Securities Regulatory Commission 
In the early stage, the PBOC and its local branches oversaw the securities 
market. Being the central bank in the PRC, the PBOC was given the power to 
regulate bonds and shares and, among other things, to approve their issue, to 
license securities firms and to monitor the securities markets. The power was 
initially given to the PBOC rather than an independent government body 
because the central bank can then retain the overall control over investment 
funds raised by the public issue of the securities. As the national stock 
exchanges were located in Shanghai and Shenzhen, the respective local 
governments in these two municipals also participated in the regulation of the 
stock exchanges in conjunction with the local branches of the PBOC in 
Shanghai and Shenzhen. To complicate the bureaucratic structure, different 
aspects of securities activities were also regulated by various government 
bodies including the State Planning Commission C'SPC'), the SCREC, and the 
Ministry of Finance C'MOF ý). 63 
Widespread fraud and government corruption in the stock markets involving 
the PBOC resulted in a riot in Shenzhen in 1992.64 The PRC quickly learnt a 
lesson that poorly managed equity markets might cause social unrest which 
62 ZHU, supra note 1, at 29. 
63 ZHLý supra note 1, at 8-14. 
64 Tens of thousands of potential investors queued up overnight to obtain the forms necessary 
to subscribe to a share offering only to discover that the forms had all been distributed 
internally. Angry investors resulted in major riots and the incident is generally known as the 
"810 Incident". 
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was most feared by the Chinese governmene'. Other than the power to license 
securities firms, the regulatory power of the PBOC over the securities market 
was then taken away. This is the first step towards a more independent 
securities regulatory body. The mismanagement or the alleged corruption of 
the PBOC officials is only the immediate cause. The PBOC is responsible for 
regulating banks and financial institutions which compete with the stock 
markets for funds and there was an apparent conflict of interest in its role as the 
securities regulator. 
In its place, the State Council Securities Committee ("SCSC') was established 
as an independent body to coordinate various ministries, formulate polices and 
draft laws and regulations for the securities market. The SCSC was made up of 
various government ministries and commissions including the PBOC, the SPC, 
the SCREC, the MOF, the State Bureau for the Administration of State Assets, 
the State Administration of Industry and Commerce, the State Tax Bureau, the 
Supreme Court and the State Administration for Foreign Currency Control. 66 
The CSRC was established as the executive arm of the SCSC to implement the 
administrative measures of the SCSC. The CSRC initially had a professional 
and international team headed by Liu Hongru with many staff trained in Hong 
Kong. As CSRC was a quasi-government vice-ministerial body, it could not 
communicate with ministry-level departments unless through the SCSC. 
Bearing in mind the composition of SCSC, any action taken by CSRC in the 
PRC might need the approval and cooperation of a galaxy of bureaucratic 
ministries. The CSRC therefore devoted most of its time to explore listing 
PRC companies in Hong Kong. When Chairman Liu was ousted in 1994 and 
his team disbanded, the CSRC became a more localized government body and 
65 Tliroughout history, Chinese leaders' concern for social stability is reflected and well- 
documented in writings. Such writings can be found in the centuries even preceding the Han 
Dynasty: "When the granaries are full, [the people] will know propriety and moderationwhen 
their clothing and food are adequate, they will know [the difference between] honour and 
shame. " See W. Allyn Rickett, 1 GUANzI: PoiMcAL, Ecommc, AND PHILosopiucAL 
ESSAYS kRum EARLY CHINA 52 (Princeton University Press, 1985). 
66 Jay ZheZhang, Securities Markets andSecurities Regulation in China, 22 N. C. I InVIL. & 
Com. Reg. 557 (Winter 1997). 
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its power began to increase. 67 In 1998, the SCSC was dissolved and the CSRC 
was elevated to a ministry level directly under the State Council endorsed by 
the Securities Law. The CSRC finally won the official turf war and became 
the all powerful regulatory body of the securities markets. 68 The rivalry 
between different ministries still exists and it continues to affect the 
development of the securities market 
The functions and responsibilities of CSRC include promulgating securities- 
related laws and regulations, supervision of the securities industry, 
enforcement of securities-related laws and regulations and setting standards for 
the securities intermediaries. 69 
h. Stock Erchanges in the PRC 
Since 1997, the power of overseeing the exchanges was transferred from their 
respective regional governments and the local provincial branches of the PBOC 
to the CSRC. 70 The stock exchanges in the PRC have little power to regulate 
the listing of companies: 
Reporting System: According to the provisional rules issued by the 
CSRC, the stock exchanges must follow the reporting system to report 
various matters to the CSRC. 71 Although stock markets like the NYSE 
67 CARL E. WALTER ET AL, To GET RICH is GLORIOUs - CIIINxs STOCK MARKETS IN 
TnF, 'SOS ANT) 190S 10-11 (Palgrave, 2001 ). 
0 The CSRC is riot responsible for the issuing of bonds. However it has regulatory authority 
over any bonds listed on the PRC exchanges. MOF is responsible for the issue of treasury 
bonds; People's Bank of China for the examination and approval offinancial bonds and 
provincial and municipal people's government for the examination and approval of regional 
enterprise bonds or regional investment companies. See AsiA LAw & PRACTICE, CHINA 
FINANCE IvL-%NUEL 54 (Brian W. Semkow ed., Asia Law & Practice, 1995). 
69 Securities Law, art. 167 and Revised Securities Law, art. 179. 
70 Circular Concerning 'Provisional Rulesfor Reporting System ofStock Exchanges'issued by 
CSRC on Nov 19,1997, ZhengfianJiaoziNo. 2 available athttp: //www. csrc. ggv. cn/cn/ / j sIL 
detail. i sp? infoid= 10599928441 OO&jype=CMS. STD. (last visited on Jan. 19,2006). 
71 id 
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also need to report to its regulators72, the CSRC's reporting system 
cover nearly all decisions of the stock markets, some for approval, 
some for possible objection and some for information. 73 The CSRC has 
an absolute power to intervene nearly every step performed by the stock 
exchanges. Despite two attempts to relax some adrninistrative 
approvaIS74 . the CSRC still retains tight control over the stock markets. 
Listing Standards: Although the MeasureS75 provide that the stock 
6 
exchanges should stipulate rules concerning listinj , only govenunent 
agencies have the real power to decide which company to be listed. 
There have been many rules regarding listing standards since the 
securities markets began to develop in the PRC. Provincial Measures 
of Shenzhen Municipality for Administration of the Issue and Trading 
of Shares was promulgated by the Shenzhen Municipal People's 
Government. 77 The State Council issued the Provisional Provisions on 
72 NYSE official website, Constitutions & Rules at http: //www. nyse. com/regulatiorJeonstruIest 
1098571481177. htmL 
73 Circular Concerning 'Provisional Rules for Reporting System of Stock Exchanges. supra 
note 70, art. 3. 
74 Djongguo Zhengjian Hui guanyu DiýiPi QuxiaoXingzhengShenpiMangmu (Miang) de 
Tongzhi [Ilie Circular of the CSRC on the First Abolition of Some Administrative Approvals 
(32 Items)], Dee 21,2004, available at hU-//www. csrc. s? ov. cn/cn/isp/detail. isp? infoid 
l059808453100&1ýy. pe=CMS. STD. (last visited June 13 2005). It covers daily activities of 
intermediaries including lawyers, accountants and investment banks etc. 
7hongguo 71jengiian Htd guanyu Dier Pi Quxian XingzhengT1jenpi Xiangmu (27 Xiang) de 
Tongzhi [7be Circular of the CSRC on the Second Abolition of Some Administrative 
Approvals (27 Items)], April 12003, available at littp-//wwwcsrc. pov. cn/cii/isp/detail. isp? 
infbid=I073446636l00&tyPe=CMS. S (last visited June 13,2005). It covers CRSC's direct 
control over the stock exchanges. 
75 MeasuresfOr the Administration ofSecurities Exchanges approved by the State Council on 
November 30,1997 and promulgated by the Securities Committee of the State Council on 
December 10,1997; re-promulgated by the CSRC on December 12,2001 according to the 
Reply of Approval of the State Council Concerning the Amendment of the Measures for the 
Administration of Securities Exchanges. 
76 Id. mt. 3. 
'"I'misional Meamires of ShenzhenAlunicipalityfor A &ninistration of the rssue and Trading 
ofShares, promulgated by the Shenzhen Municipal People's Government on May 15,1991. 
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the Management of the Issuing and Trading of Stocks . 
78 The Measures 
for the Administration of the Listed Comj)any Issuing New Sharev was 
issued by the CSRC. 79 All of the rules regarding listing standards were 
promulgated by government departments not the stock exchanges. 
71be stock exchanges did issue their listing rules. According to an 
official in the Department of Market Super-vision at the CSRC, all the 
articles relating to information disclosure in the listing rules were not 
drafted by the stock exchanges themselves but by the CSRC. 80 
After the CSRC has granted a company to be listed, the CSRC allocated 
such a company to one of the two stock exchanges for listing. 
Although the listing rules provide that "[a] company may apply to list 
its shares on the Exchange, after the issue is verified by the CSRC, 
subject to examination and approval by the Exchange"'81, in fact it is 
impossible that a stock exchange denies the listing of a company after 
the CSRC has verified it. It is completely within the CSRC's power to 
decide which companies are qualified to be listed. 
Suspension and termination: In western countries such as US, normally 
a stock exchange promulgates and implements rules regarding the 
standards of suspension or termination of listings. 82 In the PRC, 
however, it is the CSRC that promulgates such rules. The first circular 
78 Provisional Provisions on the Management of tile Issuing and Trading ofStockv, issmed by 
the State Council of the PRC on April 22,1993. 
79 Order No. I of China Securities Regulatory Commissionjfeasuresfor the Administration of 
the Listed Company Isstdng New Shares, promulgated and came into effect on Feb 25,2001 
k'o A face-to-face interview conducted by Dr. Huaiyu Wang with an official at the Department 
of Market Supervision at the CSRC. The interview happened from 16: 30 to 17: 30 on April 20, 
2004. 
&1 Shenzhen StockExchange ListingRules revised on June 7,2001, amended February 24,2002 
and the 2004 revision effective on December 10,2004. 
82 NYSE formal website, 802.03 Continued Listing Evaluation. and Follow-up Procedures for 
Non-U. S. Companies, at littp: /Avwwmyse. corri/lem/1078416930567. html? archive--noL (last 
visited on June 13,2005). 
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concerning suspension and termination was issued by the CSRC in 
February 200 1.83 Soon after, the CSRC issued another circular to 
revise the first one and abolish the old one. 84 The CSRC made further 
revision on the rules regarding suspension and termination of listings 
about ayear later. 85 
As it is completely within the CSRC's power to decide which 
companies are qualified to be listed, it is also completely within their 
power to determine which companies' listing should be tertninated or 
suspended. What the stock exchanges have to do is just to follow the 
CSRC's decision as if they were the CSRC's branch offices. 
6. Securities Laws and Regulations of the PRC 
Unlike the over 900 year-old common law system in the United Kingdom the 
PRC legal system is only about 50 years old. 86 The civil law system in the 
83 Circular of the CSRC on Issuing Operative Measures of Suspension and 7ýrmination of 
ListingShares ofLoss-making Listed Companies, Feb 24,2(X)I. 
84 Circular of the CSRC Concerning the Issue of the Implementation Measuresfor Suspending 
and Terminating the Listing of Failing Listed Companies (Revised), Jan 1,2002, (No. 147 
[20011 of the CSRC). 
85 Notice of China Securities Regulatory Commission on Promulgating the "Supplementary 
Provisionv on Implementing the 'Implementation Meavuresfor, 3uspending and Terminating the 
Listing ofFailingLisled Companies (Revised)"', March 18 2003. 
86 The first crm''nal code in China can be trdeed as far back as 455 - 395 B. C. During the 
Waning States period (475 to 221 B. C. ). legalism advocated strict rules of law as legalists 
maintained that hurnan nature was inherently evil and therefore needed the restrictions of law 
to moderate potential disruptive behaviour. Legalism was, most influential during the Qin 
Dynasty (221 to 207 B. C. ). During the Han Dynasty (206 B. C to 220 A. D) Confiicius' more 
optimistic philosophy modified the harsh Qin laws giving greater decision-making powers to 
magistrates during trials. During the late Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), attempts were made to 
implement a modernized Japanese legal system based on German judicial precedents, however 
these efforts were short-lived. After the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty in 1911, China 
fragmented into various regions each governed by a, ý%rarlord; during this period therewere no 
legal reforms or developments. In 1927, Chiang Kai-shek's Guomindang government 
suppressed the warlords and attempted to develop Western-style legal and penal systems, 
however these systems failed to be implemented nationwide. In 1949, the Communist 
government abolished all Guornindang laws and judicial organs. In 1953, the PRC government 
set about establishing a new legal framework by first implementing certain criminal laws and 
in the period 1954 to 1957 continued by drafting criminal and civil codes based on the Soviet 
model. This process was reversed by the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) which overturned 
the legal system in a mass anarchic decentralizing movement. The present PRC legal system 
was allowed to develop only after the demise of the Cultural Revolution. See Federal Research 
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PRC means that case laws are not binding precedents and all sources of law are 
legislated. 
To understand the hierarchy of law in the PRC is the first step of understanding 
how the legal system works. 87 The constitution has the highest status but it 
only provides general guidelines. Without implementing legislation, it is not 
enforceable. However any amendment to the Constitution reveals important 
ideological changes in the PRC. 88 Communists believe that law is only a 
superstructure, an instrument used by the ruling class. It is the ideology that 
moves history. After the founding of the Communist China in 1949, there 
were a succession of four constitutions in 1954,1975,1978 and 1982. The 
present 1982 constitution was amended in 1988,1993,1999 and 2004. In 1988, 
the Constitution was amended to give private sector certain legal recognition 
("... the private sector of the economy is a complement to the socialist public 
economy... '9) and allowed for the right to transfer land according to law. 90 In 
1993, the Constitution stated for the first time that "the basic task of the nation 
is, guided by the theory of building the socialism with Chinese characteristics, 
to concentrate its efforts on the construction of socialist modernization. 91 The 
changes reaffirmed the socialist market econoMY92 and importance of the SOEs 
and collective economic organizations to be independently operated in 
accordance with law. 93 The 1999 amendments went one step further by 
Division of the library of Congress, China -A Cimnlry Slutly (based m the Country Studies 
Series), Chapter 13 available at tft: //, Aw%v. country-data. coin/frd/cs/cntac. htmL (last viewed 
March 4,2006). 
87 AYMERT HUNO-YER CHP. N, AN INTRODI. CnON TO THR TAGAL SYSTFM 01F THR PROPTA'S 
Rpj)ijBT. ic oF CwNA Chapter 6 (Butterworths Asia, 192). 
88 Alex Y- L. ULL, The New PRC Securities Law: Quality Control on the Securities Market in 
China, 12/1/2 [2000] Managerial Auditing Journal 53-59, available at htti): I/www. emerald- 
librarv. com- 
89 Zhonghua Renmin GongheguoXianfa (Constitution of the PRC) (hereinafter "Constitution7), 
art. 11. 
" Constitution, art. 10. 
91 Constitution, seventh paragraph of the preamble. 
92 See Constitution, art 15. 
93 See Constitution, arts. 16 and 17. 
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affirming Deng Xiaoping's theory i. e. the socialist economy with Chinese 
characteristics 94 and asserted that non-public ownership economies are 
important component to the socialist market economy" (the previous version is 
that they were "supplements to the socialist market economy"). The important 
theory of "Three Represents" expounded by Jiang Zemin was written into the 
PRC's Constitution, along with the provision that "citizens' lawful private 
property is inviolable"96 and "the State protects the lawful rights and interests 
of the non-public sectors of the economy and encourages, supports and guides 
the development of the non-public sectors of the economy. "97 The gradual 
swing from centrally planned economy to the more capitalist economy can be 
discerned from the various amendments to the Constitution over the years. 98 
The supreme legislative body in the PRC is the NPC and its legislative 
enactments include laws (fa) and resolutions Vueyi) (the latter being the 
amendments or supplements of laws) and decision (fueding). The 1982 
Constitution gave the NPC plenary meeting the sole authority to enact and 
amend those "basic laws" (Iibenfalu) which dealt with "criminal offences, civil 
affairs, the state organs and other matters". 99 NPC only meets once a year but 
94 "Deng Xiaoping's theory" is added to "the guidance of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong 
ThougW. This move aims to parallel Deng's proposals for market reform with the theories of 
Marxism-Leninism to justify the capitalist reforms in the past two decades. See Constitution, 
the preamble. 
95 ConstitiAion, art. II (1999 Amendment). 
96 Consti(ution, art. 13. 
97 Constitution, art. II (2(X)4 Amendment). 
" See China to Put "Yhree Represents " into Constitution, China Daily, Dec. 22,2003, at 
http: //wwwl. chinadaily. com. en/en/d(x-J2003-12/22/ýýontent 292518 htrrL. Accurding to Jiang 
who is now chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC), CMC must always represent 
"the development trend of China! s advanced production forces, the orientation of China's 
advanced culture and the fundamental interests of the overwhelming majority of the people". 
According to Hu Jintao, the Chinese president and the general secretary of the Communist 
Party of China (CPC), the essence of the 'Three Represents" is that CPC should dedicate itself 
to the interests of the public and govern for the benefit of the people. See Hu Urges Further 
Study of "77iree Represents ", China Daily, Jul. 2,2003, at http: /twwwl. chinadaily. com. cn/ 
en/doe/2003-07/02/content 242430. htm. 
99 See also Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Lifa Fa [the Legislative Law of the People's 
Republic of China] adopted by the Third Session of the Ninth National People's Congress of 
the People's Republic of China on 15 March 2000 promulgated as Presidential Decree No. 3 1, 
effective from July 1,2000, arts. 7 and & 
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NPC Standing Committee meets six times a year and its power to make laws 
was affirmed after the promulgation of the 1982 Constitution. 100 Itslegislative 
enactments include laws'O' (fa), regulations (tiaoli) and decisions Oueding). By 
far, most laws were passed by the State Council 102 and its legislative 
103 enactments include regulations , resolutions, decisions, measures (banfa), 
notices (tong. -hi), orders (mingling), directions (zhishi), detailed rules (xize), 
and detailed implementing rules (shishi xize). Since 1982, the NPC has the 
additional authorization from the State Council to promulgate temporary 
legislation (zhanxing tiaoli and zhanxing guiding) on issues of economic 
reform and restructuring, and opening to the outside. 104 At local level, 
departments under the State Council, people's governments in provinces, 
municipalities directly under the central government, special autonomous 
regions aH have law-making power. 105 The 1982 Constitution provides that the 
laws should not conflict with the Constitution 106 ; administrative regulations 
should not conflict with the Constitution and the laws 107 and local regulations 
should not conflict with the Constitution, the laws and administrative 
regulations'08.109 The titles of the laws and regulations may also denote their 
100 See also the legislative Law ofthe PRC. arL 7. 
101 When a law is enacted, there usually follows the implementing rules. Laws tend to state the 
general principle and the implementing rules are more detailed and more practical in their 
implementation. 
102 The Legislative Law of the PRC, mt 56. 
103 -Ibe word "Regulation" cannot be used in departmental rules and provincial government 
legislation and the words'We" and "measure" should be used instead. See the Regulation on 
Rule-making Procedure. t promulgated by State Council as No. 322 on Nov. 16,2001 and 
effective as of Jan. 1,2002, art. 6. 
104 ML7RRAy ScoT TANNER, TBE PoLnics oF I, AwmAmNo IN POST-IV[AO CMNA 45 
(Clarendon Press, 1999). See also the Legislative Law of the PRC, art. 9. 
105 The Legislative Law ofthe PRC, arL 63. Seethe Regulation on Rule-making Procedures, 
art. 9. For departments under the State Council, approval has to be obtained from State 
Council and for provinces, municipalities directly under the central government and special 
autonomous regions, approval has to be obtained from provinces of a higher level. 
106 Constitution, an. 5. 
ID7 Seeid, art. 89(1). See also the Legislative Law of the PRC, art. 78. 
101 See id, art. 100. See Chapter 5 of the Legislative Law ofthe PRC, in particular arts. 79-83. 
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territorial application. The word "jingnei" (inside the Chinese territory) refers 
to laws and regulations that apply to securities activities carried inside the PRC 
and the word "jingwai" (outside the Chinese territory) refers to laws and 
regulations that apply to securities activities carried outside the PRC. 110 
While conceding that great progress has been made since 1977 in clarifying 
and codifying Chinese legislative authority and procedures, the key lines of 
authority and procedures between the major law-mak-ing institutions are only 
vaguely defined. The words "basic law" in the Constitution remains undefined. 
The Legislative Law of the PRC has significantly clarified the law-making 
process. However it is still rather arbitrary regarding economic and financial 
laws and regulations. "' The result is a system which is not clear even for the 
officials working within it. Party, NPC and State Council officials must 
separately negotiate for each law to decide which state organ should 
promulgate it. They are all an)dous to maximize their sphere of influence and 
jurisdictional disputes are not uncommon. 112 
As for the interpretation of laws, the NPC Standing Committee has the power 
to interpret laws tantamount to legislative amendments. 113 The Supreme 
People's Court, the Supreme People's Procuratorate, and the State Council can 
suggest interpretation to the NPC Standing Committee. 114 Departments under 
the State Council or a local government may also interpret local regulations. 115 
109 In law, the local regulations will be superseded by national regulations if any inconsistency 
arises. See also the Legislative Law of the PRC, art. 63. In practice, due to the protectionism 
of different pro-. rinces and the central government being further away, some enterlwises may 
prefer to follow the local regulations to please the local authorities. 
"'ZHu, supra note 1, at 40. 
111 77ze Legislative Law ofthe PRC, arts 8(8) and 9. 
112 MURRAy Scor TANNER, THE Pourics oF LAWMAKING IN PUYf-TVfAO CHINA 46 
(Clarendon Press, 1999). 
113 The Legislative Law ofthe PRC, art 42. 
"'ild. art. 43. 
115 See the MIC Standing Committee's Resolution on Strengthening the Work ofInterpretation 
ofLaws (1981). See also the Regulations on Rule-making Procedures, art. 33. 
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As a rule of thumb, for any ambiguity in a departmenW rules and measures, 
interpTetation should be sought from the government departments or ministries 
that promulgated such legislation. 
As discussed above, any piece of legislation that uses the word "law" (fa) is an 
important piece of legislation to be followed by administrative regulations. 
The major laws in the PRC regarding securities industry are The Securities Law 
and Me Company Law. The Securities Law applies to the issue and trading of 
shares, corporate bonds and other securities recognized by the State Council 
and it is the first comprehensive national law on securities matters. The 
Company Law and other laws and administrative regulations supplement the 
Securities Law for any issue relating to issuance and transaction of the shares, 
corporate bonds and other securities affirmed by the State Council if the 
Securities Law does not provide for it. 116 One of the laws and administrative 
regulations that deals with the issue and trading of domestic shares is the 
Provisional Regulations on Administration qf the Issuing and Trading of 
Shares promulgated in 1993 which is the first attempt to unify the regional 
laws and regulations regarding the issue and trading of shares. 117 
At local level, Trading Rules Governing Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock 
Exchanges were promulgated on August 31,2001 and effective three months 
after its promulgation to replace the Shanghai Stock Exchange Trading Rules 
(revised on June 8,2001 and amended on February 25,2002) and Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange Trading Rules (revised June 7,2001 and amended February 24, 
2002). 
116 See Securities Law, art. 2. 
117 Since 1986, many securities-related rules and regulations had been passed before the 
promulgation of the Provisional Regulations, they include the Provisional Rules Concerning 
theManagement ofthe Bank of the People's Republic of China (issued Nov. 7,1986), the 
Notice Concerning StrengtheningManagement ofStocks andBonds (Mar. 1987), the 
Provisional Measures ofManagement ofStock Companies (1990), the Provisional Measures 
Concerning Management q Business ofStock Exchanges (1990) and the Provisional Measures 
Concerning Management qfStock Exchange Across Provinces (1990). See Gu. and Art, supra 
note 36, at 115. 
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B shares are primarily governed by Regulations of the State Council 
Concerning Foreign Investment Shares Listed in the PeopleT Republic of 
China ofJoint Stock Companies' 18 and its Detailed Implementing Rules" 9 both 
promulgated on and effective from December 25,1995. H shares are primarily 
governed by the State Council Special Regulations on the Overseas Offering 
and Listing ofShares by Joint Stock Limited Companies'" promulgated on and 
effective from August 4,1994 which were formulated under articles 85 and 
155 of the Company Law. 
Other important laws and regulations include the Provisional Measures for 
Prohibiting Securities Fraud 121 promulgated on and effective from September 
24,1993 which forbid four categories of fraud, namely, insider trading, market 
manipulation, deceptive practices and false statements. 122 
In general, violation of laws and regulations regarding the issue and trading of 
securities can amount to criminal, civil and administration sanctions like 
delisting and revocation of business licences. Both civil and criminal remedies 
are important for the supervision and regulation of the securities markets. To 
allow for criminal sanction for securides-related wrongdoings shows the 
gravity of the crimes and help to send a message to the markets that such 
violations are intolerable. 123 However only when the investors are encouraged 
118 Guowuyijan Quanyw Gufie Youxian GtmsiJingnei Shanyshi Waizi Gu Guiding de GuhRng 
[Regulations of the State Council Concerning Foreign Investment Shares Listed in the People's 
Republic of China of Joint Stock Companies]. 
119 Gqfie Youxian Gonsi Jingne iShangshi Waizi Cru Guiding de Shishi Xlze [Detai I ed 
Implementing Rules Concerning Foreign Investment Shares Listed in the PRC of Joint Stork 
Companies]. 
"' Jingwai Wugu Shangshi Tebie Guiding [Special Regulations on the Overseas Offering and 
Listing of Shares by Joint Stock Limited Companies]. 
12'Jinzhu Zhengquan QizhaXingwei ZanxingBanfa [Provisional Measures for Prohibiting 
Securities Fraud]. 
122 Provisional Measuresfor Prohibiting Securities Fraud, art. 2. 
123 The Criminal Law ofthe PRC (hereinafter "Criminal Law") was amended on and took 
effect from Dec. 25,1999 to provide criminal sanction for a number of economic crimes 
relating to the securities markets. 
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to ask for compensation through civil cases that shareholders N-vill take a more 
active part in supervising the securities market 124 
B. Introduction to the Hong Kong Securities Markets 
1. Historical Background 
The history of the Hong Kong securities markets is an example of the 
consolidation of stock markets. Economic growth in the 60s and 70s was 
accomplished with the establishment of various securities exchanges for raising 
capital in Hong Kong. As globalization has spread, international competition 
has become moire intense and in order to survive, local competition gave way 
to consolidation and through this process, securities exchanges could benefit 
ftom the economies of scale and enhanced their competitive edge. 
a. Securities Markets 
Reports of Securities trading in Hong Kong could be traced back, to mid-15ffi 
century 125 but the first formal market was not founded in Hong Kong until 
i8gi with the establishment of the Association of Stockbrokers. 126 The 
Association was later re-named the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 1914 . 
1V 
The Hong Kong Stockbrokers' Association was incorporated in 1921 as the 
second exchange and merged with the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
(ccljKSE, i)128 in 1947 under the name of the latter. 129 
124 China Says "No " to SlockMarket Irregularities, China Weekly, Issue 3,2002, available at 
http: //ediLsina. com. cn/en/2002-08-1214857. html. 
125 The Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, History at http: //www. hkex. com. hV 
exchange/history/histomhtm. 
126 See id. 
127 See id. 
128 ', -he full name is The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited. 
129 See id. 
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The rapid growth of the Hong Kong economy after the Second World War 
resulted in the establishment of three other exchanges - the Far East Exchange 
in 1969110, the Karn Ngan Stock Exchange in 1971 and the Kowloon Stock 
Exchange in 1972.13 1 To strengthen market regulation, the four stock 
exchanges were united to form the HKSE in 1980.132 They ceased business on 
March 27,1986 and the new exchange started trading on April 2,1986 with the 
new computerized system. 133 The HKSE was a limited company with the 
exclusive right to establish, operate and maintain a stock market in Hong Kong 
and owed by its member brokers who must hold at least one "N' share 134 
which confers membership and trading privileges. 135 It was a recognized 
Exchange Company under the Stock Exchanges Unification Ordinance. 136 
Derivatives Market 
Formerly known as the Hong Kong Commodity Exchange Limited 137 , Hong 
Kong Futures Exchange Limited ('T[KFE') was established in 1976 under the 
130'llic Far East Exchange was established by Mr. Ronald Li Fook Shiu in 1969 and it catered 
to the Chinese business community by relaxing the listing requirements for small companies 
and selling shares in small board lots to investors. See Suzanne Lee Young, Hong Kong s 
Financial Markets in TEE HONG KONG SECURITIES INDUSTRY 42 (Leslie S. F. Young & 
Raymond C. P. Chiang eds. Yd ed., The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited & The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong 1997). 
131 'I'lie Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, History at hftp: //www hkex. com. hkl 
exchange/history/histgM. ht 
132 See id. 
133 See id. 
134 Please note that this W share in Hong Kong is differtmt from the A shares in the PRC. 
The former grants the owners of such shares membership of and trading privileges in the 
HKSE. 
13S See Suzanne Lee Young, Hong Kong's Financial Markets in THE HoNG KoNG SEcuRri'IES 
INDUs'rRY 43 (Leslie S. F. Young & Raymond C. P. Chiang eds. P ed., The Stock Exchange of 
Hong Kong Limited & The Chinese University of Hong Kong 1997). 
136 Betty M. Ho, Demutualization of Organized Securities Exchanges in Hong Kong: The 
Great Leap Forward, 33 Law & Pol'y Int'l Bus. 283,288. 
137 See generally ROBERT FEIL, CRISIS AND CHkNGE: TmE MATURING OF HONG KONG'S 
FINANciAL MAR3MTS (1992) (providing a brief history of the futures market). 
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Companies Ordinance as a public company limited by share. "' It was also a 
mutual non-profit organization, recognized as an exchange under the 
Commodity Trading Ordinance'" and it soon becomes a derivatives leader in 
Asia-Pacific region. 140 It was also the only exchange trading financial 
derivatives, but unlike the HKSE 141 , it did not have a statutory monopoly. 
b. StockSettlement 
Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited CHKSCC') was established 
in 1989 142 on the recommendation of the Securities Review Committee 
appointed by the Governor after the 1987 Crash'43. It was a non-profit 
company limited by guarantee. 144 It was a recognized clearing house under the 
Securities and Futures (Clearing Houses) Ordinance 145 but it did not enjoy 
statutory monopoly. 146 It created Central Clearing and Settlement System 
138 See generally Companies Ordinance (H. K. ). 
139 See Commodity D-ading Ordinance § 13 (H. K. ). 
140 The Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited at http: //, A, %v%v. hkexcom. hklexchanget 
historv/history 
141 See Stock Exchanges Unification Ordinance § 27(l); Securities Ordinance § 20(l) (H. K). 
142 Ilie Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited at http: /ANVAv. hkexcom. hk/exchangd 
historv/history. 
143 Betty U Ho, Demutualizalion of Organized Securities Exchanges in Hong Kong: The 
Great Leap Forward, 33 Law & Pol'y Irit'l Bus. 293,289. 
144 A company limited by guarantee allows members to enjoy limited liability by agreeing to 
pay an agreed amount in the event of liquidation. TIlis form is widely used by charitable and 
quasi-cbaritable organi7ations and no sharing of profits is contemplated. See Gowpws 
Pmcrus oF MoDERN CONIPANY LAW 10-11 (Paul L. Da%ies ed., 6th ed. 1997). 
145 See Securities and Futures (Clearing Houses) Ordinance §3 (H. K. ). 
146 Other than HKSCC, Hong Kong has two other clearing houses. HKSE Options Clearing 
House C'SEOCIT) provides clearing and settlement service to stock options trade on the 
HKSE while HKFE Clearing Company C'HKCC') provides services for the clearing and 
settlement of transactions on the Futures Exchange. They are both wholly-owned subsidiaries 
of their respective exchanges. After derautualization, the three clearing houses will fully 
integrate as a stand-alone clearing entity. See V41liam. Pearson, The Conversion to a 
Demutualized Exchange - The Hong Kong Regulator's Experience, Regional Seminar 
organized by Asia Development Bank, Aug. 13-14,2001 available at httR: //Www. adb. or-P-/ 
Proiects/APEC/Demutualization/Conversion. pd (William Pearson is the Director of 
Corporate Finance Group of SFC. ) 
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("CCASS"), the central clearing and settlement system, which began its 
operation in 1992 and became the central counterparty for all the CCASS 
participants. The clearing operation Aill not require physical transfer of share 
certificates which are stored in a central depository. 147 Share settlement is on a 
continuous net settlement basis by electronic book entry to participants' stock 
account in CCASS. 148 
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited 
Hong Kong's Financial Secretary announced comprehensive market reform of 
the stock and futures in his 1999 Budget Speech. Under the reform, the HKSE 
and HKFE were demutualized and together with HKS CC, they became wholly 
owned subsidiaries under a single holding company, HKEx. 149 The merger 
was completed on March 6,2000150 and HKEx listed its shares by introduction 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange on June 27,2000. "1 After dernutualization, 
the HKSE, HKFE and HKSCC become wholly-owned subsidiaries of HKEx. 
2. Hong Kong Model: Laissez faire economic policy 
Historically Hong Kong government adopted free trade and the policy of non- 
intervention and it has never been changed since. Non-intervention policy does 
not mean that the government does not do anything. The role of the 
147 See id 
'" See id 
"' The Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited at http: //, Aw,, v. bkex coin hk/exchanpel 
historv/history. h . 
"a For a detailed history and general discussion of the demutualization, see Betty M. Ho, 
Demutualization ofOrganized SecwIties Exchanges in Hong Kong: The Great Leap Forward, 
33 Law & Pol'y Int'l Bus. 283 (the author argued the demutualization was initiated top down 
by the Hong Kong government and rushed through the legislature without adequate 
consultation. Ihe Hong Kong government had hastily assumed that demutualization. is a world 
wide trend and investor-ownership model is the most efficient model. The author seriously 
doubted whether there would be benefits conferred by such demutualization without creation 
of a competitive market environment. ) 
151 The Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited at http: //%A, %vw. hkexcom. hk/exchanget 
history/history. 
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government is limited to provide a business friendly environment and the 
government NNill leave the economy to be led by the market forces. 152 The last 
two Financial Secretaries of Hong Kong, Donald Tsang 153 and Antony 
Leung 154 , both reiterated the 
importance of government non-intervention policy 
in their budget speeches. 
The rationale behind the government non-intervention policy is that 'ýinvestors 
and entrepreneurs understand markets far better than officials and that private 
initiatives are a surer way to build Hong Kong's prosperity than any 
bureaucrat's blueprints. "155 Hong Kong has successfully transformed from an 
entreport to a manufacturing centre and then to an international financial centre 
and it owed its success to the market-led economy. 156 
The Government's primary role is to "'provide the fundamental 'software': 
personal liberty, the rule of law, a clean and efficient administration, and a 
level playing field for all businesses. It must also provide the land and the 
infrastructural 'hardware' such as schools, roads and airports that Hong Kong 
needs for its growth. " 157 
The Government also has a duty to protect and promote Hong Kong's 
commercial interests in the national and international arenas through their 
representation in, for example, the World Trade Organization and the Asia- 
152 See the Financial Secretary, Donald Tsang, The 2000-01 Budget. Scaling New Heights, 
address moNing the Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill 2000 (Mar. 8,2000) at 
. http-/hvw, w 
budizet gov. hk/2000/eindew. htm. 
153 See id. 
1" Financial Secretary Antony Leung, in his 2002/2003 Budget stressed a firm. belief in the 
free market's ability to make the best use of resources, foster creativity, provide economic 
impetus and create employment opportunities. See the Financial Secretary, The Hon. Antony 
Leung, address moving the Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill 2002 (Mg. 6,2002), 
para. 42 at http: //, Aw, ýv. budget. gov. hk/2002/eframe2. htrrL Oast viewed Mar. 23, tOO6). 
155 See Tsang, supra note 152, at para. 17. 
156 See id. para. 19. 
157 See id. para. 20. 
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Pacific Economic Cooperation and through negotiating and entering into 
bilateral arrangements urith other countries. 158 
It is in this spirit that the Government has minimized intervention in the market 
over the last 50 years. Ihe most notable example of government intervention 
was the establishment 16 years ago of the linked exchange rate system which 
stabilized Hong Kong currency against the US dollar. 159 Other government 
initiatives have included the development of the Mass Transit Railway System 
and the construction of the Convention and Exhibition Centre. 160 One can 
argue that such initiatives only improve the business environment and they fit 
into the non-intervention policy rather than being exemptions to the rule. 
The most controversial government intervention is its intervention in the stock 
161 
market and the related futures market on August 14,1998. 
'Ihe Hong Kong Monetary Authority ('TIKMX) drew its authority for such a 
move from its role as protector of the currency and in particular the link 
between the Hong Kong dollar and US dollar. The RKMA alleged that 
"manipulators" were profiting ftom, a "double play". It involved speculators 
shorting the Hong Kong dollar in the money markets in the hope of driving up 
158 See id. para. 22. 
159 See id. para. 26. 
160 See id. 
161 The move invited a lot of criticism from academics and democratic groups although the 
general public welcomedsuch an intervention. 1beinternational sentiment was more negative. 
Critics argued that such act compromised free market economy and was afraid that itwould 
open up a floodgate for farther government intervention. Others criticized the government for 
failing to involve the legislature into the decision nuiking regarding the intervention and 
subsequently disregarded the Securities Ordinance and the Takeover Code by not disclosing 
the government's interests in the shares purchased during the intervention. The government 
finally did disclose its interests and it fell out of the time frame required by the Takeover Code. 
For a general discussion, see Emily Lau, Emily's Letter to Hong Kong, On Government's 
Intervention in StockUarket (Sept. 9,1998) at Jhttp: //www. democracy. org hk/pastweek/ 
sept6 121emily stock. htm.; The Government's Intervention - Why It Was Wrong, HKDF 
Newsletter (Oct. 1998 Issue 8) athttp: /Avww. hkdf org/new-sletters/981011099 4. htm; David 
Webb, Market Intervention at htti): //www. webb-site. conVarticles/interven. htrn; Government 
Role in the Economy at http: //www. freeconomy. org/freeconomy/eno/texYl)age bl. html; Tsang 
Shu-kiý FJ'hy I Support the Hong Kong Government's StockMarket Intervention (Aug. 24,1998) 
at http: /hvNvw. hkbu. edu. hk-1--ecoril , veb988. htmt; StockAfarket Intervention in Hong Kong (Oct. 
13,1998) at httt)-//www. cvberhaven. com/globalin-,, esting/stockmarketintervention. htmi. 
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interest rates, thereby causing the stock market to fall; from which, having 
taken out short positions in the futures market and/or the stock market, they 
could profit. The Hong Kong government is estimated to have spent around 
US$15 billion 162 buying stocks to fight speculators who bet the market would 
fall. 163 By doing so, the Hong Kong government had successfully defended the 
peg between Hong Kong and US dollars. 
The Exchange Fund Investment Limited was established by the Government in 
October 1999 to advise on the disposal of the shares purchased during the 
intervention in an orderly manner. 164 The whole idea is to make sure that 
HKMA bad handed over management of the equity holdings to an independent 
company that would operate at arnYs length for the government until 
conditions were appropriate to place them to the market. 165 Finally, the Hong 
Kong government launched the Tracker Fund of Hong Kong C`TraMC) as the 
first stage of its plan to dispose of its share portfolio - now worth around 
US$28 billion. 166 TraHK is a unit trust that tracks the Hang Seng Index and 
investors buy "units" that have a value of one-thousandth of the Hang Seng. 167 
State Street Global Advisors Asia Ltd was appointed as the Fund Manager and 
State Street Bank and Trust Company was appointed as the Trustee of 
TraHK 168 At the time of launch, the HK$33.3 billion (approximately US$ 4.3 
162 At the end of June 1998. the reserves stood at US$96.5 billion. See Emily Lai4 Emily s 
Letter to Hong Kong, On Government's Intervention in StockMarket (Sept. 9,1998) at 
httt): //ww)N,. democracy. org. hVDastweek/sept6 12/emilv stOck. htm 
163 See Emily Lai4 Emily's Letter to Hong Kong, On Government's Intervention in Stock 
Market (Sept 9,1999) at http: //www. deincýcracy. org. hk/i)ast%veek/sept6 12/emilv stock. htm- 
... TraHK at htti): //Y; vý-w. trahk. rom. hklengftmepage. html. 
16S Chainnim of the HKSE, Lee Hon Cliu,. Recent Developments in Hong Kong's Securities 
Markets, Dec. 1998 - Jan 1999 at tt-tp: //Www, csis. orp-lasianAmt)datc/hkI 4lhc. html 
166 Hong Kong Sells Out at htti): //www. financewise. com/t)ublie/edit/riskmleguity/equity- 
asia. htm. 
167 See id. 
168TraHKathttp: //, Atxw. trahk. com. hk-fenp/homepage. htmL 
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billion) TraHK's initial public offering was the largest ever in Asia outside 
Japan. 169 
The Hong Kong government, howe'ver, has lived up to its reputation as a 
defender of laissez faire economic policy and the drastic stock market 
intervention in 1998 remains an exception rather than the norm 170 
3. Market Functions 
The statutory regulatory objectives as set out in the Securities and Futures 
Ordinance C'SFO') are set out in section 4 of the SFO. 171 The functions of 
HKEx in Hong Kong are in line with the international standards. According to 
Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation issued by International 
Organi7ation of Securities Commissions ("IOSCO') (September 1998), the 
three objectives of securities regulation are: 1) the protection of investors; 2) 
ensufing that markets are fair, efficient and transparent and 3) the reducfion of 
systemic risk to the financial system. 172 However the SFO shows that HKEx 
also serves additional social and political functions. The former refers to its 
educational role 173 and the latter refers to its role in assisting the Financial 
Secretary in maintaining the financial stability of Hong Kong. 174 Nevertheless 
such functions are closely related to the core objectives of IOSCO. 
169 See id 
170 Chairman of the RKSP, Lee Hon Chiti, Recent Development. t in Hong Kong ýY,? ecurities 
Markets, Dec. 1998 - Jan 1999 at. http: //www. csis. orR/asiathkupdateAik] 41hc html. CMe former 
chairman of the Stock Exchange remarked that "the market intervention was indeed 
exceptional, but so were the circumstances" and continued to reiterate that there was not a 
slightest hint that Hong Kong might depart from its policy of keeping its market open to 
investors and financial intermediaries on a global basis and ensuring a level playing field. ) 
17'See htti): /Iw%Nw. legislation. gov. hkfblis export. nsVhome. htrrL for the Ordinance. 
1720bjectives andPrinciples ofSectaities Regulation, art. 4.1, available at httj): /AVVVwjosco. 
org/about/about. cfm? whereami=page . 
173 See SFO, art. 4(b): to promote understanding by the public of the operation and functioning 
of the securities and futures industry. 
174 See SFO, aft 4(f). 
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4. Equity Share Characteristics 
Ordinary shares are the most popular security listed on the HKEx and account 
for most of the market's turnover whereas preference shares are rare in Hong 
Kong. 175 
The stock market in Hong Kong is frequently used by the family companies to 
raise capital from the public without relinquishing the family's control of the 
companies. Family control is a significant feature of the corporate scene in the 
listed company with 66% being family oNvned. 176 Typically, a single extended 
family owns a significant portion of the shares with the dominant family 
members or their nominees holding the management positions. 177 One study 
found that the top 15 families held shares NNith their market capitalization 
equivalent to 84% of 1996 GDP'78. It is not unusual for the Chief executive 
officer and the Chairman to be the same person representing a single family. A 
survey has found that 15% and 2% of the Hang Seng 100 Index in 1998 and 
1999 respectively have CEO and Chairman the same person representing the 
controlling family. 179 Interlinked share holdings'" can often be found in the 
175 Ilie advantage of preference shares over ordinary shares lies in the former's fixed dividend 
payments and such advantage does not appeal to the general investors and fails to compensate 
for the lack of voting powers. Additional benefits were sometimes given to attract investors 
like offering additional dividends when the company prospers or permitting the investors to 
convert a certain quantity of preference shares to ordinary shares. See Suzanne Lee Young, 
Hong Kong's FinancialMarkets in nE HONG KONG SFCURMES INDUSTRY 51 (Leslie S. F. 
Young & Raymond C. P. Chiang eds. P ed., The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited & 
71he Chinese University of Hong Kong 1997). 
176 Hong Kong Society of Accountants, SecondReport ofthe Corporate Governance Working 
Paper, Jan. 1997. 
177 Judy Tsui & S. Lynn, Family Contro4 CEO Dominant and Firm Performance in Hong 
Kong, Working Paper, City University of Hong Kong, 2001. 
179 pýMijy Control and the Asian Crisis, Business Post, SCMP, Sept 20,2000. 
179 Judy Tsui and Fcrdmard A Gul, Consultancy on a Survey on International Institutional 
Investors'A ttitude Towards Corporate Governance Standards in Hong Kong in connection 
with the Corporate Gavernance Review - Final Paper (CPS Ref. AC-I 530) at httt): /Avww. 
info. Rov. hk/er/dovvmload/scclr/attitude e. Ddf (on file with Company Registry website). 
Ho By employing a pyramid or cross-shareholding structure, a small group can maintain a high 
degree of control over a corporation with relatively low ownership. For example, a family 
owns 50 percent of a company A, which owns 40 percent ofcompany B, which owns 30 
percent ofcompany C. For company A this results in a6 percent ownership of company C but 
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HKSE with the Teffitory*s 15 most powerful families together accounting for 
half of the HKSE's total market capitalization. 181 In -%riew of this, protection of 
minority interests is particularly important for the Hong Kong Stock Market. 182 
Hong Kong's stock market is also 'lop heavy" with over half of the total 
f MS. 
193 
market capitalization concentrating in just ten Ir Looking at the stock 
market capitalization by sector, one can find that the fmance sector dominates 
the HKSE, accounting for over 35% of total market capitalization in 2002.184 
Together with the consolidated enterprises which accounts for over 30%, the 
two sectors accounts for over 65% of the market capitalization in 2002.185 
Regulatory Agencies 
The Hong Kong stock exchange is governed by a three-der regulatory structure 
(the Government, the Securities and Futures Commission C'SFC) and Ihe 
30 percent of the control rights. See bU: /twww efoasia. com/archives/200112-0 also see 
Back to the Futurefor Corporate Reform, SCMP, Nov. 23,2000. 
181 David lbeson, Family Virtues Under Challenge, SCMP (Apr. 21,1996). Scc also Asia 
Times Online, Li vs Lee... and a Black Eyefor Singapore, Mar. 2,2000 at htQ): //www. 
atimes. comIeditor/l3C02Ba0l. htm1 (With Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka-shing controlling principal 
mobile-phone operator Hutchison Whampoa and his son, Richard Li Tzar-kai controlling 
CyberWorks-HKT, the combined market capitalization of these two companies accounts for 
30% of the Hong Kong stock market capital i7ation. ) 
182 A study by Professor Larry Lang and Professor Leslie Young at the Chinese University of 
Hung Kong reports that a small group of elite owners controls more than 25% of all listed 
companies in Asia and uses corporate pyramids to "systematically siphon wealth from minority 
shareholders. " The researchers traced ownership and control of 2,603 listed companies in nine 
Fast Asian countries and found evidence of "systematic expropriation" of outside shareboldem 
The authors conclude that the problem is one of political as well as corporate governance and 
state the need for greater transparency and regulatory and legal reform. Small Number ofElite 
Owners Control Over 23% ofAsian Companies at h=: //%A-ýv-%v. thec2MoratelihM. conVneNNs/ 
2000/09 20 001tint; see also Asian Elite Milks Minority Shareholders at httR: //www. corvgov. 
net/news/archivestarchivedOOl O. htrnL and Back to the Futurefor Corporate Reform, SCMP, 
Nov. 23,2000. 
183 HKEx, 50 Leading Companies in Market Capitalization, p. 26 at httR: /Avww. hkex. com. hkf 
data/factbook/2002/engtO6. pd (last viewed Mar. 23,2006). 
"' HKEx, Market Capitalization Trends (1998-2002), p. 25 at LttR: //www. hkex. com. hktdatat 
factbook/2002/eng! 06. pd (last viewed Mar. 23,2006). 
'as See id 
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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited). 186 The SFC is an independent 
statutory body accountable to the Chief Executive and the HKEx is a self- 
regulatory body. 
a. Securities and Futures Commission 
At present, the principal regulator of Hong Kong's securities and futures 
markets is the SFC, established in 1989 under the SFO. 187 
Until the mid-1970s, stock and commodities markets in Hong Kong were 
largely unregulated. After the stock market crash of 1973-1974, the 
Government intervened and the core legislation governing the securities arid 
futures industry was enacted. 188 
The legislation was administered by No part-time Commissions (one for 
securities and the other for commodities trading) and the Commissioner for 
186 On September, 2002, the then Financial Secretary, Mr. Antony Leung, announced the 
appointment of a 3-person independent Expert Group to review the lines of communication and 
dclincation of roles and functions under the three-tier regulatory structure. See Legislative 
Council, FS appoints Expert Group to Review the Operation ofthe Securities and Futures 
Market Regulatory Structure (LC Paper No. CB(1)2603/01-02). The report was released on 
March 21,2003 and immediately endorsing the report's recommendation which, among other 
things, will transfer the regulatory role of I IKE x to the SFC, following the North American 
model (Enoch Yiu, Watchdogs Edge Closer to Deal an Listing Approval, SCMP July 31,2003). 
Upon Mr. Leung's decision, the GEM listing committee chairman Tx) Kashui resigned and 
HKEx argued that the report would undermine Hong Kong's competitiveness and create an 
overly powerful regulator with unchecked powers (Simon Pritchard & Enoch Yiu, Markel 
Reform Delay Under Fire, SCMP, June 5,2003). The HKEx is particular keen to keep the right 
to approve new listings which will enable HKEx to provide a one-stop ser%ice for listed fmns. 
(Fnoch Yiu, HKPx Willing to Hand Part ofRegulatopy Role toVFC, SCMP, June 14,2003). 
Chief Fxecutive, however, was believed to order a delay in implementation and the Financial 
Secretary withdrew the plan in Apa pending further public consultation. The Government is 
accused of caving in to a "small minority" of vested interests. The change was supposed to 
improve the market quality and resolve the conflict of interests issue regarding the HKEx as 
Peter Clarke, one of the persons in the Expert Group, said that listing fees represent a 
significant part of HKEx7s revenues and some listed companies can see the benefits of less- 
than-effective corporate regulation. (See Stephen Seawright, Good Governance Harmed by 
Dodgy Presumptions, SCMP, July 21,2003 and Enoch Yiu, Watchdogs Edge Closer to Deal 
on LisfingApproval, SCNT July 31,2003). 
187 HKEx, Sinicture andRegulation ofHong Kong's Securilies and FuturesMarkets at 
httv: /tww, x. hkex. com. hkt index. htm. 
183 SFC, Historical Background ofthe SFC at htti): /Avww. hksfc. org. hVenp-/about sfc/ 
html/index/indexl. htm (last updated July 15,2003). 
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Securities and Commodities Trading. 189 The Commissioner for Securities and 
Trading was the executive arm of the Commissions and he headed the Office 
of the Commissioner for Securities and Commodities Trading which was set up 
as part of the government office. 190 This structure remained largely unchanged 
for over a decade, during which time there was rapid change in the securities 
and futures markets, both internationally and in Hong Kong. '91 Soon, the 
existing regulatory structure fails to adequately monitor the market 
The October crash in 1987 fully exposed the ineffectiveness of the structure, 
which resulted in the closure of both the Hong Kong stock and stock index 
futures markets for four days. 192 In the aftermath of the crash, a six-memb er 
Securities Review Conunittee, chaired by Ian Hay Davison, was set up to 
examine Hong Kong's regulatory structure and regime to see how they could 
be improved so as to minimize the chances of a repeat of the disruption and 
chaos of October 1987.193 
In May 1988, the Committee released its report, which concluded that the 
Office of the Commissioner for Securities and Commodities Trading had 
insufficient resources properly to regulate the ever changing and growing Hong 
Kong market 194 The Committee suggested that there should be active 
surveillance and monitoring of markets and intermediaries instead of 
ineffective routine vetting. "' It also concluded that the two commissions 
lacked strong direction and had become passive and reactive, instead of being 
active and proactive. 196 The Committee recommended that the then existing 
189 See id. 
190 See id. 
") 1 See id. 
192 See id. 
193 See id. 
luDavison Report (N4ay 27,1999), chapter 2 available at http: //mv%v. hksfc. org. hk/en 
press releases/html/speechbook/chater2. pd 
195 See id. 
196 See id. 
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structure should be replaced with a single statutory body outside the civil 
service. 197 Such statutory body should be headed and staffed by full-time 
professional regulators and funded primarily by the market Nvith broad 
investigative and disciplinary powers to enable it to perform its regulatory 
functions effectively. 198 Thus, the SFC was bom. in May 1989.199 
The SFC is an independent statutory body established under the Securities and 
Futures Commission Ordinance CzSFO,, )200 but still forming part of the wider 
machinery of the Hong Kong government. It was accountable to the Governor, 
and after 1997, it is accountable to the Chief Executive of Hong Kong, for the 
discharge of its responsibilities, and is also responsible for advising the 
Financial Secretary on all matters relating to the securities, futures, and 
leveraged foreign exchange market. 201 
TheSFC is responsible for administering the laws governing the securities and 
futures markets in Hong Kong and facilitating the development of these 
markets. It is divided into four operational divisions: Corporate Finance, 
Intermediaries and Investment Products, Enforcement, and Supenision of 
Markets. Each division has its distinct responsibilities. 202 
b. Me Stock Exchange ofHong Kong Limited 
HKSE has the exclusive right, under the SFO, to establish, operate and 
197 See id 
198 See id 
"9 SFC, Historical Back-ground ofthe SFC at Ift: /Avww. hksfc. ortz. hkleng/about sfc/ 
html/index/indexl. htmL (last updated July 15,2003). 
200 SEC. Regulatory Objectives at httr): //www. hk-sfe. ora. hktengLabout sfc/ htmi/indexi 
indexl. htmL (last updated July 15,2003ý The SFCO and nine other securities and futures 
related crdinanecs were consolidated into the SFO, which came into operation on April 1,2003. 
201 The Chief Executive shall appoint the chaiman of the SFC (see SFO, Schedule 2, Part 1, 
Art. 1) and give directions to the SFC if it is inthe interest of the public (the SFO, §11ý One 
of the objectives of the SFC is to assist the Financial Secretary (the SFO, §4) and the SFC has 
to ftuTish infonnation required by the Financial Secretary (the SFO, § 12). 
202 SFC at http: /twv, -, A,. hk-sfc. org. hk/eng/about sfc/html/index/indexl. htm1. 
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maintain a stock market in Hong Kong. 203 Under the SFO, the stock exchange 
has the duty to ensure an orderly, informed and fair market and acts in the 
interest of the public especially the investing public. 204 HKSE is the primary 
regulator for Stock Exchange participants with respect to trading matters 205 and 
the primary regulator of companies listed on the Main Board and GEM. 206 
6. Semities Laws and Regulations of Hong Kong 
Consistent with the government's non-intervention policy, the activities of the 
stock markets and commodities markets were left virtually unregulated until 
the mid-seventies. The proliferation of stock exchanges in the early seventies 
followed by the 1973-74 stock market crash prompted a series of measures to 
regulate the markets and to protect investors, resulting in the enactment of the 
Securities Ordinance and the Protection of Investors Ordinance in early 1974, 
the establishment of the Securities Commission and the Office for the 
Cornmissioner of Securities and Cornmodity Trading in the same year, the 
promulgation of the Code on Takeovers and Mergers in 1975.207 
This regulatory framework remained largely unchanged through the seventies 
and eighties but the rapid change and growing sophistication of securities and 
futures markets both world-wide and in Hong Kong prompted Hong Kong 
legislators to formulate sophisticated laws governing stock market operations. 
As a result Hong Kong's securities and futures legislation was spread over 13 
Ordinances, 6 Codes (including the Hong Kong Code on Takeovers and 
2"The SFO (Cap 571), §19. 
204 The SFO (Cap 571ý §21. 
203 The SFO (Cap 571), §21(4) and (5). 
211 HKEx, Structure and regulation ofHong Kong's securities andfutures market at 
httT): //www. hk-ex. com. hk/index htm. 
201 Niu Tiehang, Regional SfockMarket Integration in ChinazwdHong Kong (CAER H 
Discussion Paper No. 16, Dec. 1996) at. http: //www. cid. harvard. edu/caer2/htm/content/papers/ 
paperlftaperl&ht (last visited Jam 2,2005). 
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Mergers, Code on Unit Trusts and Mutual Funds, etc. ) and 11 Guidelines, 
creating inconsistencies and duplication. 208 
Hong Kong government understood a complete overhaul of the securities 
regulation was required. The law governing the securities market should be 
consolidated to avoid duplication; the law should cater for the latest market 
innovation and technological development; the division of labour between the 
HKSE and SFC in their regulatory roles should be rationalized; there should be 
a single clearing arrangement of securities, stock options and future 
transactions. The Hong Kong government decided to accomplish all these 
tasks with the promulgation of one law and the Securities and Futures Bill 
came into being. The Bill was divided into 17 parts and it comprised 9 
209 
appendices and 653 sections that spread across more than 1,100 pages . 
Since submission to the legislature in December 2000, fifty-five meetings had 
been held, involving more than 300 documents. 210 The ordinance was enacted 
211 on March 13,2002 and finally became effective on April 1,2003 . 
209 Sco id. 
209 Secretary of Financial Services, Stephen Ip, Legislative CounciL SecondReading of 
Sectaities andFutures Bill, address, Mar. 13,2002 at htti): /Avww. info. gov. hk/fstb/fsb 
chinese/presstdoc/st)130302i c. d (inChinese). 
210 See id. 
211 Securities andFutures Ordinance expected to commence on April 1,2003, Press release, 
Dm-. 13,2002 available at. www. info gov. hklfstb/fshýEress/doe/prl3l2O2b e. doc, and also see 
Hmg Kong Ecmomic and Trade Office USA, Hong Kong To Implement Securities &Futures 
Ordinance on April 1, Press release, Mar. 31,2003 at bttr): //%Nw-%v. hongkong. org/pres. -Jnv 
033103. htnL 
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SFO consolidated 10 ordinances 212 and subsidiary legislations have been 
passed. 213 SFO includes, among other things, the folloAing initiatives: 
introduction of a single licensing regime to streamline the existing registration 
requirement; strengthening the SFC's power to inquire into listed companies 
misconduct- the establishment of a Market Misconduct Tribunal CMMT") to y 
promote a fair market; tightening the disclosure requirements for securities 
interests, providing a private cause of action to investors who suffer losses 
arising from false or misleading public communication of the listed 
corporations or market misconduct and providing efficient channels of appeal 
214 
against SFC decisions for aggrieved parties. 
C. The Rationale for a Single Securities Market in China 
What benefits would accrue to Hong Kong and the PRC if their stock markets 
were to integrate'? This article argues that three objectives, namely, a) wealth- 
maximization, b) cost minimization and c) a level playing field for all 
economic players, should be the criteria by which to judge the benefits of 
integration to both Hong Kong and the PRC. 
212 The following 10 ordinances have been consolidated into the SFO and were repealed 
accordingly: 
(1) Securities and Futures Commission Ordinance (Cup. 24) (enacted 1999) 
(2) Commodities Trading Ordinance (Cap. 250) (enacted 1976) 
(3) Securities Ordinance (Cap. 333) (enacted 1974) 
(4) Protection of Investors Ordinance (Cap. 335) (enacted 1974) 
(5) Stock Exchanges Unification Ordinance (Cap. 361) (enacted 1980) 
(6) Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance (Cap. 395) (enacted 1990) 
(7) Securities (Disclosure of Interests) Ordinance (Cap. 396) (enacted 1988) 
(8) Securities and Futures (Clearing Houses) Ordinance (Cap. 420) (enacted 1992) 
(9) Leveraged Foreign Exchange Trading Ordinance (Cap. 451) (enacted 1994) 
(10) Exchanges and Clearing Houses (Merger) Ordinance (Cap. 555) (enacted 2000) 
See Legislative Council Brief, Regulatory Reformfor the Securities and FuturesVarket - The 
Securities and Futures Bill (SU B38/31,2000) and §406 of the SFO. 
213 SFC, SuhsldiaryLegislation under the Securities and Futures Ordinance at 
htti): /tww, A,. hk-sfc. org. hVengibills/htni/sfo-sub-leg. Oast updated Sept. 17,2003). 
214 Legislative Council Brief, RegulatopyReformfor the Securities andFutures Market - Ae 
Securities and Futures Bill, SU B38/31 (2000). 
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The first criterion is wealth maximization, an objective that Posner urged 
policy-makers to adopt regardless of who benefited . 
215 Wea. M-maximization 
originates from the idea of welfare maximization which is rooted in a 
utilitarianism that claims that the morally right policy is that which produces 
the greatest happiness for the greatest number of people. 216 In this context the 
word "happiness" may be translated into "welfare". "well-being". "utility" or 
even "efficiency". Utilitarianism has been adopted by economists and 
translated into a notion of welfare maximization. Utilitarians are 
consequentialists who measure whether a policy is right or not by looking at 
the consequences (in the present context, a change in human welfare). The 
concept of utilitarianism has taken many forms 2 17 but a constant element in the 
utilitarian philosophy is its bias towards any policy that seeks to satisfy the 
greatest number of informed and rational preferences among people in a 
society. 218 Welfare maximization is broad and includes factors like well-being 
215Richard A. Posner, Wealth Maximization andJudicial Decision-Making, 4 INT'L REV. L and 
ECON. 131 (1984). Posner retracted from the strong claim he had earlier made: RICHARD A. 
PosNER, THE PRoBiEms OF JLMSPRUDENCE 31 (Harvard University Press, 1990) (wealth 
maximization plays only a "limited role' in his theory). The standard has come under severe 
moral criticism: Gregory Scott Crespi, 7heAlid-Life Crisis ofthe Law andEconomics 
Movement: Confronting the Pýobkms ofiVon-E21siflability and Normative Bias, 67 NOTRE 
DANM L. REV. 231 (199 1); cf. Richard A. Posncr, A Reply to Some Recent Criticism ofthe 
Efficiency Theory ofthe Common Law, 9 HoFsTRA L. REv. 791 (1981) C'l do not think that 
there is a broad social duty to support people who cannot or will not support themselves. Some 
nonproductive people might therefore starve in a system guided by wealth maximization. 'ý 
See also Whitney Cunningham, TestingPosner's Strong Theory of Wealth Maximization. 53 
GEO. L. J. 181 (1992) (had Lincoln followed Posner, he never would have abolished slavery); 
Herbert Hovenkamp, Positivism in 1ýaws and Pconomics, 78 CAL. 1. RFv. 815,815 (1990); 
Ann Seidman & Robert B. Seidman, Drafting Legislationfi)r Development: Lessonsfrom a 
Chinese Project, 44 AXL I Coze. L. 1,20 (Winter, 1996); See also Jeanne L. Schroeder, Just 
So Stories: PasnerianlVethodology, 22 CARDozo L. REv. 3 51 for the criticim or Pomerian 
methodology in defence of the behavioural. economics. 
216 WTU. KYMT. TC. KA, CONTFMPORARY POLMCAT, PTIU. 0soPHY - 
AN TNTRODlicnoN 10 (2n" 
ed., Oxford University Press, 2002). 
2"Examples of different variants of utilitarianism include welfare hedonism, non. hedonistic 
mental-state utility, preference satisfaction, informed preferences, act utilitarianism, rule 
utilitarianism and indirect utilitarianism. For details of their differences, see id. 13-20,29-32. 
Utilitarianism is criticized for failing to recognize special relationships (by treating everyone 
as equal) and failing to exclude illegitimate preferences (such as selfish preferences at the 
expense of others). See id. 4243. 
219 Utilitarianism is concerned with making the right decision and our decision depends on our 
preferences. Ibere are three preferences that utilitarianists do not want to take into 
consideration, namely, preferences that are adaptive, irrational and due to a lack of information. 
Human preferences are adaptive in the sense that if one cannot acl-deve certain desired goals, 
one will lose their desire for it Such adaptive preferences are not desirable as a repressive 
regime that deprive people of their opportunities can become their preferences if they cannot 
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that are difficult to measure whereas positivists tend to translate it into wealth 
maximintion which is easier to measure. 
The second criterion is cost minimization, notably expounded in Coase's 
famous theorem which advocates adopting any law and alternative institutional 
devices that minimize the transaction costs of operating a stock market 
including the costs bome by investors and financial intermediaries. Such costs 
in the context of a stock market may include research and information costs, 
financial infrastructural costs, human resources costs and supervisory and 
enforcement CoStS. 219 
The third criterion is a level playing field for all players. Equity in the sense 
that everyone should be treated equally and fairly is the cornerstone of all 
plausible political philosophy. 220 It is arguable that a level playing field may 
not achieve equity as it may not be fair to domestic players as they are less 
competitive. Such arguments are often voiced in the area of development law 
which is rooted in two fundamental but opposing viewpoints namely 
see how such regime can be changed and adapted to it Preferences can also be irrational. One 
will also have certain preferences due to a lack of information. In order to avoid such 
undesirable preferences, the utilitarianists devise the informed and rational approach. Id. 16- 
20. Utilitarianism is sometimes criticized as it may come up with fundamentally opposed 
judgements due to disagreement over how and when to measure utility. See id. 48. 
219 However the definition of transaction costs is ratber problematic. Oliver F. Williamson, 
Transaction Cost Economics: The Governance ofContractwilRelalions, 22 J. L& Ecm 233 
(1979); Douglass C. North, Institution, Transaction Costs and Economic Growth, 25 EcoN. 
INQUIRY 419 (1987X Seidman & Seidmarý supra note 215, at 20-21. 
220KYN1T, TCKA,. vupra note 216, at 4. Rquity is different from equality which is more 
controversial. The meaning of equality and how it can be achieved differ significantly under 
different political philosophies. Under Rawl's difference principle, the more fortunate only 
receive extra resources if it benefits the unfortunate otherwise all social primary goods, i. e. 
liberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the bases of self-respect, are to be distributed 
equally. See JoHNRAwi,, A TBEoRYOF JUSTICE 303 (Oxford University Press, 1971). 
Dworkin's liberal theory of equality of resources and various socialist theories of 
"compensatory justice" aim at an ambition-sensitive, endowment-insensitive distribution. 
Dworkin's policy focuses on ex post correction to the inequalities created by the market instead 
of creating ex ante equality. Examples of ex ante equality include Bruce Ackerman's 
stakeholder society, Philippe Van Parjjs's basic income, John Roemer's coupon capitalism and 
egalitarian planner. KYMLJCKA, supra note 216, at 83-85. Marxist equality requires socializing 
the means of production whereas Nozick's "Entitlement Theory", a form of libertarianism, 
assumes that everyone is entitled to the goods they currerAy possess so long as they are justly 
acquired, so Nozick's equality arises from distribution resulting from people's free exchange. 
KYNEICKA, supra note 216, at 103 and 176. 
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modernization theories and dependency theories. 221 The former argues for a 
free market economy while the latter argues for protectionism as 
"underdevelopmenf is the result of a system of world capitalism that 
222 
perpetuates extractive and exploitative relations with the developing world. 
A middle ground can be struck between the ahistorical approach of the 
modernization theorists and the entrenched protectionist approach by allowing 
a gradual opening of the economy based on the development and 
characteristics of the country concerned 223 ,a strategy adopted by the PRC 
govermnent. 
Arguments for the integration of Hong Kong and PRC stock markets are 
therefore crucially based on notions of wealth maximization and cost 
minimization with a level playing field among all players, especially between 
domestic and international players with its appeal to foreign investors, a further 
important element. The integration of the Hong Kong and PRC stock markets 
should provide a win-win situation and the following section will attempt to 
highlight the benefits that such an integration would bring about. 
1. Advantages for the PRC 
a. Effective Rules and Regulations 
Regulators in both the Hong Kong and PRC stock markets understand the 
importance of corporate governance 224 and as they upgrade their laws and 
221 RUMU SARKm, DENTLopmENT LAw AND INTERNATioNAL nNANcE 25 (YJuwer Law 
International 2d ed. 2002) (1999). 
222 Id. at 28. 
223 Ruirm Sarkar's value-neutral Janus Law Principle takes into consideration the time and the 
spatial dimensionof development. Sccld. at4041. 
224 Corporate governance does not limit to listed companies but also financial intermediaries 
that suffer from insufficient internal control and entanglement of its own interests and its 
clients. Codes of best practice and conduct výill soon be promulgated by CSRC for the 
intermediaries. Laura M. Cha, 77ze Future ofChina s Capital Markets and the Role of 
Corporate Governance. Luncheon Speech at China Business Summit, Apr. 18,2001 available 
at httt): /Av%vw. csrc. s! ov. crVeLi/jsl)/detaii. isp2infoid=106194810510O& JYRe=CMS. S Oast 
Ninved Jan. 18,2006). 
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regulations for protecting investors, their laws and regulations gradually move 
closer to each other and substantial rules and regulations become Mre 
amenable to harmonization. Recently, the Mexican and Asian economic crisis 
and the downfall of corporate giants in the US such as Enron and WorldCom 
have rung alarm bells for both Hong Kong and PRC and have highlighted the 
importance of good corporate governance. Finding the political will to 
legislate for good corporate governance and to implement such legislations is 
vital for creating a solid foundation for the integration of Hong Kong and the 
PRC. 
With its established common law tradition, its sophisticated legislature and a 
well established system of public consultation, Hong Kong's legal edicts are 
much more transparent than most of its PRC counterparts. Law-making in the 
PRC tends to be more paternalistic and policy-led225 despite the fact that it is 
also based on international standards, intermittent public consultation and 
discussion with its oN-, n legal scholars. 226 HarmoniLing the laws and 
regulations of the PRC and Hong Kong capital markets will upgrade the quality 
225 -rhe CSRC's reporting system cover nearly all decisions of the stock markets, some for 
approval, some for possible objection and some for information. See Circular Concerning 
'Provisional Rules for Reporting System of Stock Exchanges' issued by CSRC on Nov 19, 
19V7, Zhengfian Jiaozi No. 2, art 3 available at htti): //www. csrc. gov. cntcritisT)/detail-isp? infoid 
=l059992844l00&tyI&=CMS. S (last visited on Jan. 19,2006). Ihc CSRC has an absolute 
power to intervene nearly every step performed by the stock exchanges. Despite two attempts 
to relax some administrative approvals, the CSRC still retains tight control over the stock 
markets. See Zhongguo Zhengfian Hui guanyu Diyi Pi QuxiaoXfngzhengShenpiXangmu (32 
Xiang) de Tongzhi [11w Circular of the CSRC on the First Abolition of Some Administrative 
Approvals (32 Items)], Dee 21,2004, available at htti): //www. csrc. gov. cn/cn/isi)/dctail. 
isT)? infoid=1059808453 I 00&tvTc=CMS. STD. (last visited June 13 2005), covering daily 
activities of intermediaries including lawyers, accountants and investment banks etc. and 
Zhongguo Zhengfian Hid guanyu Dier Pi Quxiao Xingzh eng Shenpi Mangm u (2 7Xiang) de 
Tongzhi [The Circular of the CSRC on the Second Abolition of Some Administrative 
Approvals (27 Iterns)], April 12003, available athttp-//wwwcsrc. gov. cn/cn/J 
detail. isp? infoid=l 0734466361 00&tYPe=CMS. STD. (last tisited June 13,2005), covering 
CRSC's direct control over the stock exchanges. 
226 Chinese Judge, Yingxiang Zhongguo Lffa di Dhang [Power to Muence the Chinese 
Legislative] at htti): //, Aw-w. china-iudge. com/ReadNews. asp? NewslD=3208&BigClassll)=. 
l8&SmallClassID=26&Special (last viewed Mar. 18,2006). An example of public 
consultation in the PRC, see C SRC, Consultation Paper of the China Securities Regulatory 
Commissionfor the Circular on Issues relating toAcquisition ofPublic Shares by Controlling 
Shareholders ofListed Companies under the Reformfor Split Share Structure (Exposure Draft) 
available at http: /A-,, %v%v. csre. gov. cn/entisp/detail. isp? infoid=l 129278143 1 00&tN-pe=CMS. STa 
(last viewed Mar. 19,2006). 
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of rules and regulations in the PRC and make them more effective in achieving 
their objectives. 
As a member of the Financial Stability Forum, Hong Kong is an active 
advocate of closer international co-operation in raising the disclosure and 
regulatory standards of international or offshore financial centres. 227 The Hong 
Kong government is involved in discussions v6th the international community 
on the development and implementation of a voluntary code of conduct for 
market participants, including highly leveraged institutions. The aim is to 
228 ensure fair and orderly transactions in the foreign exchange market 
In Hong Kong, the new Securities and Futures Ordinance ("SFO'), which 
came into effect on April 1,2003, consolidates ten previous securities-related 
ordinances 229. This ordinance aims to enhance the efficiency, transparency and 
accountability of the regulatory regime in Hong Kong as well as establishing 
measures that encourage listed companies to behave in a more open and 
responsible manner towards their shareholders. The Ordinance also improves 
the roles and investigative powers of eýdsting regulatory authorities. 
Hong Kong's ongoing determination to enhance corporate governance230 is 
part of a global trend; it is already an exemplar of corporate governance in its 
227 See Tsang. supra note 152, at para. 73. 
228 See id. 
229 The following 10 ordinances have been consolidated into the SF0 and were repealed 
accordingly: 
(11) Securities and Futures Commission Ordinance (Cap. 24) (enacted 1989) 
(12) Commodities Traiding Ordinance (Cap. 250) (enacted 1976) 
(13) Securities Ordinance (Cap. 333) (enacted 1974) 
(14)Protection of Investors Ordinance (Cap. 335) (enacted 1974) 
(15) Stock Exchanges Unification Ordinance (Cap. 361) (enacted 1980) 
(16) Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance (Cap. 395) (enacted 1990) 
(17) Securities (Disclosure of hiterests) Ordinance (Cap. 396) (emeted 1988) 
(18) Securities and Futures (Clearing Houses) Ordinance (Cap. 420) (enacted 1992) 
(19)Lcveraged Foreign Exchange Trading Ordinance (Cap. 451) (enacted 1994) 
(20)Exchanges and Clearing Houses (Merger) Ordinance (Cap. 555) (enacted 2000) 
See Legislative Council Brief, Regulatory Reformfor the Securities and Futures Market - The 
Securities andFutures Bill (SU B38/31,2000) and §406 of the SFO. 
230 See Tsang, supra note 152, at para. 77. 
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region 231 . This 
determination can be illustrated -Aith reference to a 
comprehensive study launched in 2000 by the Hong Kong government with 
the help of the Standing Committee on Company Law Reform aimed at 
identifying and plugging any gaps in the corporate governance regime in Hong 
Kong in order to make it a benchmark for the region. 232 
In order to maintain Hong Konds status as an international financial centre, the 
Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau is working with Hong Kong 
Securities Futures Comniission C'SFC") and Hong Kong Exchanges and 
Clearing Limited CHKEx, 233) to implement the Corporate Governance Action 
Plan announced on January 10,2003.234 This Plan upgrades the standard of 
governance for listed companies and the quality of the equity market. 2-'5 Since 
231 Id. 1he sixth annual corporate goverriance survey conducted in 2005 by CLSA Asia-Pacific 
and the Asian Corporate Governance Association ranks Hong Kong second just one point less 
than Singapore after micwing companies in ten Asian markets on their corporate governance 
standards. See Enoch Yiu, Hong Kong Narrows Gap as Singapore Slips, South China 
Morning Post C'SCMIv), Nov. 23,2005. 
232 See id, the consultation was conducted in two stages. 1he first one is a survey and analysis 
of the attitudes of international institutional investors towards corporate governance standards 
in Hong Kong with particular reference to the PRC listings. The second one is a comparative 
survey and analysis of development of corporate governance standards in both competitor 
jurisdictions in South East Asia and jurisdiction elsewhere in the world. Tbcsur%, cycovcrs 
Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, the UK, the USA and Australia and was conducted by Professor 
Judy Tsui and Professor Ferdinarid Gul. See also Standing Committee on Company Law 
Reform, Corporate Governance Review- A Consultation Paper on Proposal made in Phase I of 
the Review, July 2001 available at httP: /twwvv. infb. gov. hVcr1 download/scclr/cgr2 e. W and 
Standing Committee on Company Law Reform, Corporate Governance Review: A 
Consultation Paper on Proposal made in Phase I of the Review, June 2003 at llip: //www info. 
P, oy. hk/cr/download/scclr/Rpt e. W 
233 Hong Kong's Financial Secretary announced comprehensive market reform of the stock and 
futures in bi% 1999 Budget Speech. Under the Tefom, The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 
Limited and Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited were demutualized and together with Hong 
Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited, they became wholly owned subsidiaries under a 
single holding company, Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited CTKExý). The merger 
was completed on March 6,2000 and HKEx listed its shares by introduction on the Hong Kong 
stock exchange on June 27,2000. After demutualization, the HKSE, Hong Kong Futures 
Exchange limited and Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited become vvholly- 
owned subsidiaries of HKEx See Betty M. He, Demutualization offtanized Securities 
Exchanges in Hong Kong. The Great Leap Forward, 33 Law& Pol'y Int'l Bus. 283. 
234 The Corporate Governance Action Plan was submitted to the Legislative Council in Jan. 
2003. For progress of the Action Plan, see Legislative Council Panel on Financial Affairs, 
Progress in Implementing the Corporate Governance Action Plan (LC Paper No. 
CB(1)212103-04(04), Oct. 2003). 
235 ITe Corporate Governance Action Plan identified five priority areas: (a) upgrading the 
Listing Rules and Listing Functions; (b) tightening the regulation of Initial Public Offering 
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the launching of the Action Plan, the SFO has been successfully implemented 
and consultation paper on the regulation of sponsors and independent financial 
advisers were jointly published by the SFC and HKEx in May 2003.116 A 
further indication of the high level of corporate governance can be fond in the 
fact that even some non-government organizations have taken up the initiative 
on their own volition to improve the corporate governance. 237 
The PRC government also aspires to achieve good corporate governance. In 
the PRC, Dr. Zhou Xiaochuan, speaking as the chairman of China Securities 
Regulatory Commission C'CSRC"), explicitly stated that corporate governance 
would be a major focus for the CSRC 238 and as part of this focus, the CSRC 
promulgated the ninety-five articles, the Code of Corporate Governance for 
Listed Companies in China 239 (the "Code), on January 7,2001 and was 
effective on the same day. 71he Code set out the standards by which good 
intermediaries; (c) effective roll out of the SFO; (d) successful completion of the Standing 
Committee on Company Law Reform's (SCC1Ws) Phase U Corporate Governance ReNiew. 
and (e) early implementation of SCCLR's Recommendations from its Phase I Corporate 
Governance Review. See Legislative Council Panel on Financial Affairs, Progress in 
Implementing the Corporate Governance Action Plan (LC Paper No. CB(1)212103-04(041 Oct. 
2003). 
236 Consultation Paper on Regulation of Sponsors and Independent Financial Advisor, May 
2003 at httD: /hvww. hksfc. org. hklenp-/bills/htrnYindex/index3. htm1 (the Paper suggested 
tightening regulation on sponsors and independent financial advisor in the Listing Rules); Also 
-see Mr. Frederick Ma, Hong Kong: Survival and Resilience, address to Venture CapitaWrivate 
Equity Partnership Conference jointly organized by Hong Kong Venture Capital Association 
and Hong Kong General Chamber of Conunerce (Sept. 22,2003) at httv-//www info. gov. 
fstb/fsb/press/doc/sp220903 e. dog- And also LCQ19: Mainland Enterprises Listed in Hong 
Kong, press release, June 11,2003 available at http: //wvvw. info. gov. hVT)ress/doc/Vr1 10603 a 
e. doc- 
237 Tlie Hong Kong Institute of Directors, a non-government body comprising a membership of 
more than 700 directors and senior decision makers, is also planning to publish a handbook, 
"Corporate Governance Guidelines for SMEs" to improve the corporate governance of small 
and medium-sized enterprises in Hong Kong. Financial Services and Treasury Bureau, 
Corporate Governance and Investors at http: ft-, N-w. infb. goy. lik/fstblarticle-e-11tra Oast 
modified Sept 30,2003). Also see Hong Kong Institute of Directors at httW/, %ww. hkiod com. 
23gLaura M. Cha, The Future of China's CapitalUarkets and the Role of Corporate 
Governance, Luncheon Speech at China Business Summit, Apr. 18,2001, at 
. http: //www. csre. gov. cnlen/isl2tdetail. 
ist)? infoid=1061948105100&type =CMS. STD. (CSRC 
website (English Version): Current News) Oast viewed Mar. 23,2006) 
239 Shangshi Gongsi Zhift Zhiyin (C SRC trans. ) available at http: //www. csre. gov. cn/CSRC Site/ 
englederlt/rule/frA0204290 Lhtm. 
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corporate governance could be measured against. 240 The Code follows the 
Principles of Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
adopted in May 1999 and covers the five main areas elucidated by the 
Principles, namely, (1) the right of shareholders and their protection; (2) the 
equitable treatment of all categories of shareholders, including minority and 
foreign shareholders; (3) the role of employees and other stakeholders; (4) 
timely disclosure and transparency of financial and non-financial information; 
and (5) the responsibilities of the board of directors. 241 
The PRC's quest for good corporate goyernance is not only restricted to listed 
companies but also extends to financial intermediaries. Existing CSRC 
Chairman, Shang Fulin, in his first major speech since taking office in 2002 
told securities brokers in August 2003 that he intended to implement new 
measures to crack do%, vu on kind of the financial irregularities that have tainted 
the reputation of the PRC stock mark-etS. 242 Results of this crackdown can be 
seen in the fact that in the following two and a half years, 19 PRC brokerages 
were closed down and taken over due to identified malpractices. However 
establishing widespread good corporate governance is still an uphill struggle; 
in 2004 PRC's securities firms lost at least RMB15 billion 243 with both 
government and big foreign investment banks having to bail out the brokers 
and the government taking over or closing do%Nm 20 of the worst cases. 244 
Despite these obstacles the CSRC, like similar regulators in Hong Kong, is 
committed to improving the standards of its financial intermediaries and listed 
companies. 
240 See the Code, the Preamble. 
241 WILLLW WITIIC ýREU'11M OECD CORPORATE Govr. RNANcE PRiNcItu. s AND'Ilzm IMPORTANCE FOR CFENA in STRUCTURLNG FOR SUCCESS -11M FIRST 10 YEARS OF CAprrAL 
MARKETS IN CmNA (Asia Law & Practice cd., Asia Law & Practice, 2001). 
242 Andrew K. Collier, CSRC Chiefs 7hree Iron Rules Need an Enforcer, SCMP, Aug. 22, 
2003. 
243 Jamil Anderlini, MainlandBrokerage Losses Top 15b Yuan, SCMP, June 15,2005. 
244 Mark A DeWeaver, New Hopefor Chinese Stocks, CEFNFSE BUSINESS, Dec. 16,2005. 
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b. Effective Supervision of the Capital Market 
Effective supervision of the capital market is essential for the prosperity of the 
stock market and there is much the PRC government can team from Hong 
Kong. The problem lies not so much in the financial laws themselves, as most 
PRC financial laws are of international standard, but more in the enforcement 
of these laws. 
There is a widespread belief in the West that the PRC is tolerant of financial 
malpractice, especially when important communist officials are involved; 
corrupt officials are suspected of being dealt with quietly and leniently in order 
to avoid any political backlash against the PRC government. But in early 2002, 
when US regulators fined the Bank of China US$20 million for lending 
misconduct the PRC govemment was forced to act publicly against the culprits. 
Besides a loss of face, the scandal nearly wrecked the Bank of China's US2.3 
billion fund-raising exercise in Hong Kong in the summer of 2002. As a result 
of the government's investigations into the scandal three important communist 
party officials, Zhu Xiaohua (the former head of the Everbright Bank), Wang 
Xuebing (former head of the Construction Bank or China), and Duan Xiaoxing 
(former head of Huaxia Bank) were all charged, the former two being 
sentenced to deatfi245 and Duan being sentenced to seven-year imprisonment. 
During this period the government was also involved in pursuing three other 
Bank of China officials who had abscondedwith US$483 million from a small 
branch in southern China. In 2002, the State Administration of Auditing 
conducted an in-depth investigation and found 22 cases of major fraud 
involving US$326 million of banking malpracticeS246 and actively pursued the 
culprits involved despite their senior positions. In the same year, according to 
CSRC statistics, 16 board members of various listed companies were convicted 
243Wikipedia, Zhu Rongfi at http: //en., %ikipedia. orghviki/Zhu Rongi (last modified on Jam 24, 
2006) 
246 Louise Do Rosario, China - China Cleans up Tainted Inzage -After a Succession offfigh- 
profile Bank Officials have been Accused and Convicted ofFraud, China is Tightening 
Regulation so the Banks can Raise Much-needed Capitalfrom the StockMarket, The Banker, 
OcL 1,2002. 
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of disseminating false or misleading information. 247 The PRC has prosecuted 
and punished nearly 50,000 corrupt officials at various levels in their anti- 
corruption campaigns during the period of 2004 and 2005,2411 a not 
inconsiderable achievement. On April 19,2005 the PRC also formally became 
a member of a regional anti-corruption initiative, namely, the Asia 
Development Bankl Organization for Economic and Co-operation and 
Development Anti-Corruption Initiative jbr Asia Pacific. 249 Other than 
government measures, investigative reporting in the PRC financial press also 
helped to expose the perpetrators of market malpractice. 250 Despite these 
successes in bringing the perpetrators of financial malpractice to account, 
broad legal enforcement against corrupt senior officials in key financial 
positions is still a distant goal with the present court system still far from being 
an independent body. 251 
247 See China Says "No " to Stock Market Irregularities, China Weekly, March 2002, available 
at htti): //cdu. sina. com. cn/cTJ2002-08-12/4857. html. 
248 Chinacourt (a website sponsored by the Supreme People's Court of the rRC), 50,000 
Officials Punished in Anti-corTuption Campaign available at httD: //erL chinacourt. org1public/ 
detail. Dhi)? id=397 (posted Dec. 13.2005 and last viewed Jan. 18.2006). 
249 See AD13, ADMOCEDAnti-Corruption InitiativeforAsia Pacific Welcomes PRC and 
7hailand as Plill Members, news relcasc, available, Apr. 19,2005 at hgp: /Avww. adb. 
media/Articlcs/2005n368 PRC Thailand/. (last -viewed Jan. 19,2006). 
250 In 2001, Beijing-based financial newspaper "Catfing" exTosed false information released by 
the Shenzhen-listed Guangxia Group and led to the trading of its stocks to be suspended. 
Caijing can be so outspoken because its corporate parent is the Stock Exchange Executive 
Council, the think-tank that helped the establishment of the national securities exchanges, (See 
Nailene Chou Wiest, FinancialJournalism and-Warkel Reforms in China, 2002 available at 
. http: //www. rthk. orp-. hk/mediadipest/20020614 76 29681. lLtinL). 
23'Historically, the qualifications and competence ofjudges in the PRC vary greatly as no legal 
training was necessary for a judge during the Cultural Revolution. Since the opening of the 
PRC, the competence and shortage of judges are partly due to the low remuneration package 
they receive in the PRC compared with other professions that require similar qualifications. E 
Xiang NN'an, Vice Chairman of the Supreme PeOple'S Court, said that salary for a lawyer could 
be 100 times more than ajudge. He was reported to say that most law students would prefer to 
be a lawyer, to be followed by working in a big corporation before they would finally consider 
to be a judge. Hong Tao Shi, A Shortage ofAfore 7han 10,000 Judges - Government Officials 
Laments the Fact that Law Students do not Want to be Judges, XINHUANET quoting from 
CHINA YOUTH DAIIY, March 11,2005 at http: //big5. xinhuanet. com/gatetbig5/ýews. 
xinhuanet. com/newscenter/2005-03/1 I /content 2681103-hM (in Chinese). Ironically it has 
been specified that me of the rights of the judges is to be free from interference from 
administrative organs although it is not perceived as such by the outside world due to the 
appointment and funding systems (from the municipalities instead of the central government) 
and the hierarchy of the government structuxe. See Judge Law promulgated on July 28,1995 
and amended on June 30,2001 available at http: //www. law-lib. com/law/law, %iew. asp? id 
L5374, arLg(2ý 
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Compared with the PRC, the laissez faire market economy of Hong Kong 
offers better supervision of capital markets based on the rule of law; this in turn 
contributes towards a more favourable investment environment. In his budget 
speech of 1997, the Financial Secretary, Donald Tsang, underscored this by 
saying that Hong Kong was supported by "four pillars of wisdonf Q52; the rule 
of law, a level playing field, corruption-free government and the free flow of 
information. 253 In Hong Kong the rule of law is enforced by independent 
courts which are fair, open to all and which provides a level playing field. The 
protection afforded by the rule of law is crucial for the healthy worldng of 
competitive markets and for conducting business efficiently. Hong Kong's 
relatively corruption-free government, essential to the preservation of the rule 
of law and the maintenance of a level playing field, has been aided in its fight 
to maintain high standards by the work of the ICAC, an active and effective 
anti-corruption agency. 04 Finally, the free flow of information leading to 
transparency and accountability in both the public and the private sectors has 
been fostered by a free media and public consultation on any major new legal 
government initiatives. Hong Kong, therefore, can act as a good role model for 
the PRC in its attempts to improve legal enforcement of good corporate 
governance. 
252 Ilie Financial Secretary, Donald Tsang OBE JP, Bz&IgeI. Sp! eech 1997 - Conlimlity in a 
Time vfChange, address moving the second Reading of the Appropriatim Bill 1997, para. 25 
(Mar. 12,1997) available at http: //www. info. Mv. hk/fstb/tb/budgeVbdgt97/ýTeecb/ýn 
sveechhtm. 
253 See id. 
254For a general discussion of the corruption situation in Hong Kong, see T. WixG Lo, 
CoRRupnoN AND PoLiTics iN HoNG KoNG AND CuovA (Open University Press, 1993). Hong 
Kong Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC), which was established in Feb. 
1974, was significant for the fight of corruption in Hong Kong. It has a three4ironged 
approach to tackle corruption, that is, investigation, prevention and education. ICAC was set 
up upon the recommendation of the report released by Sir Alastair Blair-Kerr. The report 
stated that to fight corruption and be effective, an independent commission had to be set up 
separated from the police force. See ICAC website at http: /tww-%v. icae. org. for a brief history 
of the Commission. According to statistics from KPMG quoted by SCNIP, there was a steady 
increase of corruption reports and corruption reported was more thari four times in 2002 than in 
1974. See Enoch Yiu, "ife-Coltar Crime Loss Soars (the accompanied table), SCNT, Sept. 
30,2003. However such an increase of corruption reports might also due to a more public 
awareness against corruption. 
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C. Established Financial Infrastructure Based on International 
Standards 
The rapid development of internet finance in both Hong Kong and the PRC is 
perhaps the single most important factor in facilitating integration of the 
markets. The internet transcends physical boundaries and enables real-time 
information flow. By tapping into the sophisticated technology used in Hong 
Kong's financial centres, the PRC can reduce costs and increase efficiency in 
raising capital. Consolidation of stock markets does not require the actual 
physical integration of stock markets into the same geographic location; 
markets can be effectively merged through the connection of computer 
terniinals and networks. 
The Hong Kong government has long acknowledged that in a fast growing hi- 
tech international community, Hong Kong has to keep abreast of technological 
innovation to remain competitive as a major international financial centre. 255 
In 1999 the Hong Kong government listed technological improvement as one 
of three major and equally important areas for development in its three-prong 
reform programs for the securities and futures markets. 256 The first listed area 
was market structure reformwith the stated aim of dermitualizing and merging 
the exchanges and clearing houses; this was effected on March 6,2000. The 
second area concerned regulatory and legislative reform through the 
implementation of the SFO; this was achieved on April 1,2003. The third area 
was the enhancement of the financial infrastructure through improved 
255 Ille Hong Kong government has also adopted the "Digital 21"strategy in 1998. "Digital 
21 " is a response to the vision of Mr. Tung Chee Hwa, the Chief Executive of Hong Kong in 
1997 that Hong Kong is to be "at leader and not a follower in the information world of 
tomorrow". The 1998 Digital 21 Strategy aimed to "enhance and promote Hong Kong's 
information infrastructure and service so as to make Hong Kong a leading digital city in the 
globally connected world of the 21" ceritury. " In 2001, the Strategy focused on five areas: 
enhancing the e-business environment, building e-government, developing the IT workforce, 
strengthening the community capability to exploit the digital world, and exploiting enabling 
technologies. (See Digital 21 Strategy, Hong Kong. - Connecting the World, May 2001,4 at 
. http: /Avw, A% 
info. RoN,. hk/itbb. and http: /AYAw. info. gov. hktdigita]2 I /eng/strategY2004/ 
strategy main. html-) 
256 Financial Services Branch of Financial Services and Treasury Bureau (Hong Kong), 
Positioning Hong Kong's Secunties and Futures. kfarketfor the Next Millennium available at 
. http: //w%w,. fstb. gov. 
hklfsb/ topical/doc/see 2. doc. (last viewed Jan. 23,2006). 
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technology to improve management, increase efficiency, and reduce costs. '7 
Technological improvement was to be initiated by importing and developing 
state-of-the-art technology and systems for the markets to maintain the 
competitive edge of the HKEx stock and future markets. 258 To achieve this 
goal, three issues had to be addressed259: (i) setting up a siroe clearing 
arrangement for securities, stock options, futures and other exchange-related 
transactions; (ii) enhancing the financial technology infrastructure to facilitate 
straight-through processing of transactions across financial markets; and (iii) 
moving towards a secure, scripless securities market. 260 
7he launch of the Tbird Generation Automatic Order Matching and Execution 
System ("AMS/3"f6i and Internet Initial Public Offering 262 in 2000 also made 
it easier for investors to invest through the internet free from geographical 
restriction. 
257'llie Steering Committee on the Enhancement of the Firmcial Infrastructure, Report on the 
Enhancement ofthe Pinancial Infrastructure in Hong Kong - "An el-iiastructurefor a Leading 
eEconomy" 1999,1 available at bt! R: //www. hksfe. orgbklcngtprcss relcases/htrd/ 
1)ublicatilnýsccfi%20rci)ort(english). do 
258 HKEx, Fact Book 1999 2 available at http: //www. bkex. com. bVdata/faetbook/l 999/ 
fbl 999. htm. (last viewed Mar. 18,2006). 
259 See id, 3. 
260 The government and the SFC have wanted to move Hong Kong towards a scripless market 
since the fiasco of the Mass Transit Railway Corp's initial public offering C'EPO') in Oct. 2000, 
when 1,508 duplicated share certificates were wrongly distributed to investor, causing more 
than RK$5.5 million loss to Central Registration wbich is reslXmsible for printing and 
distributing in order to remedy the situation. (Fnoch Yiu, HKRx Paper ProposesScripless 
IPOs, SCMP, Oct 22,2003). The whole consultatioti and implementatifan process takes time 
and it was estimated that it would take three years till 2006 before Hong Kong can change into 
a market without physical share certificates (See Enoch Yiu, Paperless Trading OtLeast Three 
Years Away, SCMP, Oct 25,2003). However in terms of the government bonds, Hong Kong 
has an advanced scripless book entry and remote auction system. See RAUL FABELLA & 
SRiNivAsA MADHuR, Bo-ND MARKET DEvEwpmENT IN EAST Asm. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 
5 (Asia Development Bank, ERD Working Paper Series No. 3 5,2003). 
261 The Automatic Order Matching and Execution System ("AMS") was first launched in Nov. 
1993. HKEx, Fact Book 1999 available at http: /twww,. hk-excom. hk/data/factbook/I 9991 
fbl 999. htrrL (last viewed Mar. 18,2006). AMS/3 is the third generation of AMS. 
262Hy 
'E, .., RKEx Fact Book 2000 available at http: //wAw. hkey-com. hk/datalfactbook/2000/ fqctbook2000/fb2000. htrrL (last viewed Mar. 22,2006). 
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Although systems used in PRC stock exchanges are not as advanced as in 
Hong Kong, the number of internet users in the PRC is substantial and growing, 
by the first quarter of 2001 it had reached 30 million of which one million 
263 accessed the internet by mobile phone or broadband . 
According to the 16'h 
Statistical Survey Report on Intemet Development in China, by the end of July 
2005, the number of internet users had increased to 103 milliorL264 Such 
statistics show that there is widespread interest in electronic commerce N%ith a 
significant number of people having potential access to the financial services 
being offered on the internet The extensive popularity of the internet in the 
PRC is part of an international phenomenon and also a reflection of the 
internet's ability to transcend the sheer physical size of the PRC. 
The PRC government holds an ambivalent attitude towards the internet. On one 
hand it views the internet with suspicion, regarding it as a potential source of 
uncontrollable and potentially subversive foreign influence and politically 
undesirable information. 265 On the other hand it recognizes the potential of the 
internet to expand the economy through e-commerce and internet finance and a 
number of policy initiatives have been made to encourage the use of the 
internet as a benign vehicle for economic progress. This focus on the internet 
as a vehicle for economic progress has been further stimulated by the rapid 
development of telecommunication in the PRC which has attracted foreign 
capital, essential to its further technological development. Under the WFO, 
263 Dr. Zhou Xiaochuan, Securities Market Regulation in the Internet Age, address at the 2001 
IOSCO Annual Conference (2001), at 1 available at htt7. //iosco. orqAibrmT/annual 
conferenceýjWf/acl5-6Rd (last viewed Jan. 9,2006). 
2'4 The 16'h Statistical Survey Report on the Internet Development in China, p. 5 available at 
httD: //wvANýcnnic. net. en/do%vnload/2005/ 2005072601. pdf (last viewed Jan. 9,2006). It has 
been reported in 2003 that the PRC already has over 40 million people using the Internet. See 
China is Off to an Impeccable Start in the RTO, SCIvT, Apr. 22,2003. 
265 Such a suspicion has resulted in the crackdown of unauthorized operation of Internet cafd in 
March 2003. Certain foreign websites like The New York Times and The Economist have also 
been firewalled in the past. See. See China's Beying Cracks Doww on Internet Cafes at 
, www. chinaonline. com. (Mar. 24,2000) quoted 
by Paul D. McKenzie, Electronic Commerce 
Law -People's Republic ofChina (2003) athttp: //www. perkinscoie. com/resource/ecomml 
pre. (on filev6rith Perkins Cole's website) (last viewed Jan. 9,2006). 
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foreign companies may invest in PRC internet content providers, subject to a 
49% limit shareholding. 266 
A major area of technological application in the securities markets is the 
provision of on-line securities trading. The major governing legislation for 
online securities trading in the PRC is, The Provisional Regulations on the 
Online Securities Brokerage Services 267 promulgated on March 30,2000 which 
standardized the operations of the PRC's online securities brokerages. The rule 
received a mixed response some quarters feeling that a regulatory framework 
for online securities trading would help contribute to its healthy development 
while others were concerned that overregulation might hinder its groA*268 
The use of the internet has also become increasingly important for both listed 
companies and companies seeking to list on any of the PRC stock markets. 
Since 2000, all companies undertaking IPOs in the PRC have been required to 
conduct on-line road shows 269 and once listed financial statements, interim 
announcements and other relevant documentation of the listed companies have 
to be disclosed on stock exchange websites. In 2001 an average of 5000 
downloads of financial statements was made for each listed company. 270 
Online trading is developing at an impressive pace in the PRC. Within the first 
quarter of 2001,33 brokerage firms in the PRC were licensed to carry out 
online trading. 271 During the same period of time, over 2.4 million investors, 
26'Raj Bhala, Enter the Dragon: An Essay on China's WTOAccession Saga, 15Arn. U. Int'l L. 
Rev. 1469 (2000). 
267 -Ibe regulation has also been translated as "Provisional Measures fiz the Administration of 
Online Securities Instruction Servicee. See BAKER & McKFNzTE, CmNA AND THE INTERNET 
- ESSENTIAL LEGISLATION 179 (ALAI, 2001). 
26" Michael Yue, Online Securities Trading is Underdeveloped in Chinc; Despite Government 
Encouragement (Sept 19,2000) on e2ltimes website at. http: //enl2lishl. e2ttimes. com/ 
ei/p. asp? r--554. (last viewed Jan. 9,2006). 
269 Zhou, supra note 263, at 1. 
270 see id. 
271 Zhou, supra note 263. However some said that there were 23 licensed brokerage firms. See 
23 China Securities Brokerages Readyfor Online Trading (Feb. 14,2001) at httix/twyny. 
intemetnews. com/bus-ne, As/print. php/588721. (names of the 22 brokerage firms provided) and 
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representing 8% of total investors and about 10% of all PRC internet 
subscribers entered their order on the net, amounting to 3.6% of the total 
272 trading volume. For the first two months of 2002, nearly US$5.15 billion 
worth of shares were traded online in the PRC, representing 6.24% of the total 
turnover of the two national securities exchanges and the number of online 
investors in the PRC reached 3.76 million by the end of February 2002.273 
Major incentives for the introduction of online trading are the speed and 
comprehensiveness it brings to both information. dissemination and financial 
transactions and the economies it brings through reducing transaction costs. 
However the introduction of the internet into market operations can also bring 
many potential problems 274 : (1) non-internet users will be less well informed 
and therefore disadvantaged; (2) fraudsters may find it easier to disseminate 
misleading or fabricated information; (3) technological problems in the system 
may cause major systemic problems; (4) dissatisfaction can be quickly 
communicated resulfing in social unrest and; (5) law enforcement agents have 
to continuously update their IT knowledge as law enforcement of this medium 
becomes increasingly complex and challenging. 
The development of online securities trading depends on various factors: the 
soplistication of investors275, the cost involved 276 , the quality of service 
Sun Min, Regulators A41 Online Trading on the Fast Track (June 26,2001) available at 
b=: //www. chinadaily. coin. en/enidoe/2001-06/26/cmtent 662501tin. (last viewed Jam 18, 
2006). 
272 Zhousupra note 263, at 1. 
273 Online Trading Growth in China, HK-iMail, Apr. 9,2002 at hfti): //www. nua. com/sUrve'Y 
index-csd? f=VS&art id---905357829&rel=Irur- Oast viewed Jan- 18,2006) 
274 See id. at 2-3. 
273 SSIC, a PRC polling organization, conducted a study on 1,100 investors in a number of 
major cities including Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Harbin and Wuhan and found 
that only 39% of the respondents knew about the option of online trading and only 14% were 
familiar with the actual procedures. See Yue, supra note 268. 
276 -11W CSRC allows no discount for online trading commission but the investors have to pay 
extra charge for Internet fee. See Du Minghua, Online Stock Trading Promises No Optimism 
(May 2001) at http: //english-people. com. cn/englisIV200105/10/eng2OOlO5lO 69587. html (last 
-ýiewed Jan. 18,2006). 
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provided by the online brokerages 277 and the Safety 278 of transmitting 
information over the net. 275' Integration of the PRC and Hong Kong stock 
markets can pool vital resources to develop safe and efficient online trading 
and the smooth and successful listing of new companies. 
d. Significant Human Resources in Hong Kong 
Human resources are the foundation of a successful knowledge-based 
economyý80 and Hong Kong, being a sophisticated city with a highly developed 
primary; secondary and tertiary education system, can provide valuable sources 
or human capital in a range of professions including lawyers, accountants, 
businessmen, bankers, regulators and judges. 281 
There are a number of eminent people of solid international financial expertise 
in Hong Kong who have achieved international recognition as well as 
recognition from the PRC government. In 1996 Anthony Neoh, during his 
employment as the former chairman of the SFC, was elected Chairman of the 
Technical Committee of the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions C'IOSCO'), a committee that develops uniform regulatory 
standards for developed markets. He was later invited by Premier Zhu Rongii 
277 Most brokerages pay more attention to technology ffian provision of personalized services 
that meet the demand of the investors. See id. 
279 SSIC found that 72% of the investors were concerned with the issue of safety. See SSIC, 
supra note 275 and Yue, supra note 268. 
Three risks have been identified by the exTerts: (i) the authorized technological system may be 
invaded or damaged, leading to failure of online transmission of instruction; (ii) comn-dssion 
instruction, client information and data may be stolen or corrupted leading to monetary loss; 
(iii) publication of false information, leading to misrepresentation and market manipulation. 
See Du lvftghua, supra note 276. 
279 See Du Minghua, supra note 276. 
280 The Financial Secretary, Antony Leung, address moving the Second Reading of the 
Appropriation Bill 2003, para. 32 at httR: /hv, %vw. budget. Rov. hk/2003/enaudget. 
4 Introduction (last viewed Mar. 23,2006). 
281 Eric Ng & Hui Yuk-Min, State-Run Enterprises Seek Executive Overseas, SCMP, Sept. 172 
2003. 
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in late 1998 to serve as the chief adviser to the CSRC. 282 In February 2001, the 
CSRC appointed Laura Cha, former Deputy Chairman of the SFC, to the 
position of Vice-Chairman in charge of corporate governance. 283 In November 
22,1999, former Chairman of SFC, Andrew Sheng was appointed to chair the 
Financial Stability Forum Task Force on Implementation of Standards to 
examine ways of fostering the implementation of international standards 
relevant to the strengthening of financial systems. 284 David Carse, the long- 
serving bank regulator in Hong Kong, is also a member of the Council of 
International Advisers to the China Banking Regulatory Commission. 285 
Since the final decades of the twentieth century Hong Kong's economy has 
been moving away from a dependence on manufacturing towards a prime focus 
on knowledge-based and technology-intensive industries 286 with Substantial 
help from multi-national enterprises. As a major international financial centre, 
multinational business activities have also led to the spread of knowledge and 
advanced technology and the productive cross-fertilization of business cultures. 
The latest figures of the Hong Kong government show that 13 per cent of the 
labour force in Hong Kong is employed by multinational companies. 287 
The PRC has increasingly been able to capitalize on the rich pool of human 
resources specializing in financial matters located right on its doorstep, e. g., 
Anthony Neoh and Laura Cha (see above). Under the senior staff secondment 
programme, three staff from the SFC were seconded to the CSRC while the 
282 China Online (last updated: June 12,2000) at hftv: //)Nw, ýv. chinaonline. com/refer/ 
biozraT)hie-; /bu: -, inm-JAnthony Neoh. &-, 
283 JAmm ALLEN & FRANCOIS Roy, CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN GREATER CHINA: A 
CoxTARIsoN BETWEEN CinNA, HONG KONG AND TAIWAN in STRUCTURING FOR SUCCESS - 
TBE FIRST 10 YEARS OF CAPITAL MARKETS IN CIIINA (Asia Law & Practice ed., Asia Law & 
Practice, 2001). 
2114 HKSFC, Annual Report 99120: Technology andMarkets, HKSFC, 2000. 
295 O'Melveny & Myers, China Law and Policy 3 (December 5,2003) at 
. http: /twvm,. omm. com/webdata/ content/publications/cIpO31205 pdf See also Enoch Yiu, China to Tap the Experience ofDeparling HKRegufator, SCMP, Sept. 17,2003. 
296 Tsang, supra note 152, at para. 53. 
287 See id. para. 60. 
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SFC received eight sWf from the CSRC . 
288 As for the rank and file, the SFC, 
the HKSE, and the Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited have a training 
programme for PRC regulators and exchange officials, as well as ongoing 
programmes for executives of H-share companies on the regulatory system, 
listing rules, take-over and mergers rules, and investor relations. 289 
Both Hong Kong and the PRC have also intensified their regulatory partnership 
so that the PRC regulators can benefit from exposure to regulatory cultures in 
Hong Kong. For example, both annual reports in 1997-98290 and 1998-99291 of 
the SFC stated that the CSRC assisted the SFC in its investigations regarding 
securities regulatory matters. On October 14,1999, the CSRC and the SFC 
signed Letter of Exchange regarding regulatory cooperation between the CSRC 
and the SFC, reaffirming the Memorandum of Regulatory Cooperation signed 
on June 19,1993 and established additional arrangements for the Growth 
292 Enterprises Market ("GEM"). In January 2002, the SFC hosted a forum in 
which executives from the CSRC, the SFC, the HKEx, the Shanghai Stock 
Exchange, and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange exchanged views on various 
policies as well as practical issues concerning the regulation of securities 
markeP leading to the 28th Memorandum of Regulatory Cooperation. Both 
the Enforcement Division and the Super-vision of Markets Division of the SFC 
also met their counterparts in CSRC to discuss various enforcement and 
294 cooperation issues respectively. 
299 HKSFC, Annual Report 01102: Regulatory Partnership, HKSFC, 2002. 
289See id. 
WO HKSFC, AnnualReport 97198, HKSFC, 1998. 
291 HKSFC, AnnualReport 9&199: Making the Markets Work Better, HKSFC, 1999. 
292 HKSFC, Annual Report 9"0: Technology andMarkets, IMFC, 2000. 
293 HKSFC, Annual Report 01102: Regulatory Partnership, HKSFC, 2002. 
294 See id. 
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e. A Culture of Financial Innovation 
Hong Kong people are well-knowm for being adaptable to circumstanceS295 and 
when it comes to the area of finance, this adaptability has been translated into a 
tradition of financial innovation. Continuing in this innovatory tradition the 
Hong Kong government has suggested to the PRC government the creation of 
two novel plans, namely; a) a new form of financial instrument, the China 
Depository Receipts ("CDRs"), and b) a new investment scheme, the Qualified 
Domestic Institutional Investors ("QDlls"). 
China Depository Receipts ("CDRs ") 
A CDR is a yuan-denominated financial instrumene 96 issued by a Hong Kong 
listed company for PRC investors to purchase. The underlying shares which 
are denominated in Hong Kong dollars are not traded but held by a custodian. 
The mechanism is similar to the American Depository Receipts 297 issued by 
PRC companies for trading on the NYSE. 298 
" Anthony Neoh, Hong Kong's Future: Ae View ofa Hong Kong Lawyer, 22 CAL. W. 
INTT T. J. 309 (1992) (The author said that throughout the history of Hong Kong, if given an 
opportunity, the Hong Kong people showed that they would succeed and prosper. ) 
296 Yuan-denominated CDRs are suggested by the CSRC to prevent outflow of foreign 
exchange reserves from the PRC. See CSRdSuggestj Foreign Firms to Issue CDRs in Yuan - 
Report, AFX News, Sept. 3,2001, UNTS, News Library, All News File. The key technical 
question is whetber such CDRs will be convertible to Hong Kong shares. See China Mobile Yr 
to Dalegubscribers Up 25 pci at 56.61kiln, AFX News, Jun. 13,2001, LE)aS, News Library, 
All News File. 
291 See Enoch Yiu, Chinese Firms Line Upfor Offers on GEM, SChP, Jun 30,2001, I=, 
News Library, All News File. 
298 Anthony Neoh argued that CDRs would "allow domestic investors to have a better choice 
[of companies to buy], and also encourage local companies to compete with the better earnings 
per share and corporate governance practices. " Since yuan is non-convertible, proceeds raised 
have to be used in the PRC and will particularly be beneficial to companies whose operations 
are all PRC-based so that they could balance their local-currency needs with their local- 
currency supply by issuing CDRs. See China - China Deposito? y Receipts Could Improve A- 
share Markets, Analysts Say, China Online, June 18,2001, LEXlS, News Library, All News 
File. 
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Despite considering this idea for some time, the PRC government has not to 
date produced any blueprints for the issuance of the CDRs. 299 If CDRs were to 
be issued, it would give the PRC investors a further investment opportunity 
other than investing through the two national securities exchanges. 300 It would 
also help to sustain the Hong Kong stock market's continuing recovery from 
the Asian economic criSiS. 301 
Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors ("QDIIs ") 
The QDlIs scheme, first proposed after the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 302 , 
allows certain institutional investors in the PRC to invest in the Hong Kong 
stock market as well as in overseas markets. 
Rationale and Possible Impact qf CDRs and QDffs 
Further benefits in issuing CDRs or adopting the QDlls scheme include raising 
PRC investors' expected returns, broadening Hong Kong's potential pool of 
investors and raising the price-eaming ratios of Hong Kong share offers. 303 
Both moves would strengthen the Hong Kong stock market and increase the 
confidence of its investors. 304 By allowing PRC investors to invest in Hong 
Kong shares, it would also introduce high corporate governance standards to 
the PRC and accordingly help to improve the management of PRC 
299 News Highlights - Nov. 22, Nový 22,2002, LEXIS, News Library, Xinhua Econornic News 
File. 
'300 However PRC commentators were worried that theschcrne would encourage retail invesdors, 
to dump their PRC stock-9 in favour of Hong Kongstocks and drain the liquidity of B share 
markets. See Wu Zliong, Mktinlandlre al. VRSIock Plan, Hong Kong Imail, Mar. 19.2002, 
LOCIS, News Librdry, All News File and Shanghai B-shares Drop 1.5 percent in Lacklustre 
Trade, Agence France Presse, Apr. 2,2002, LEXIS, News Library, All News File. 
301 It has been argued that although the listing of CDRs would benefit the SAR, it would not be 
of great significance to the PRC fitins as their real need was for yuan capital to fund PRC 
expansion. See Simon Pritchard, Level Playing Field Would Spoil the Projits Bonanza, SCMP, 
Dec. 5,2001, LEXIS, News Library, All News File. 
302 Wang Xiangwei, InvestorsfromIlainland to GetlkfarketAccess, SCMP, May 26,2003. 
303 Bei Hu & Mark O'Neill, Watchdog StalLs Share Scheme, SCMP, July 14,2003. 
304 Wang, supra note 302. 
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companieS. 305 However the proposed introduction of CDRs and QDHs has 
attracted some criticism. This criticism centres on the belief that the 
introduction of these schemes might exacerbate capital flight, affecting the 
closed capital account in the PRC and adversely affecting both the PRC stock 
markets 306 and the liquidity of troubled banks within the PRC. However given 
the considerable extent of the PRC foreign reserve", any negative impact on 
the PRC stock markets caused by the introduction of CDRs and QDIIs could be 
absorbed. 
QDIIs were finally approved for designated fianancial institutions in April 
2006. Together with the possible implementation of CDRs in the future, they 
will represent a major step towards bringing the integration of the Hong Kong 
and PRC securities markets closer to reality. 308 
2. Advantages for Hong Kong 
a. Increased Liquidity and Enhanced Competitiveness 
Research by the Harvard Institute for International Development indicates that 
the economies which have most benefited from globalization in the 15 years 
prior to 2001 share some common features: adopting an open trade policy, 
having a clean and accountable government, upholding the rule of law, placing 
"*5 Lawrence Fok, CDRs and QDII and their impact on Hong Kong stock Market, speech in 
Shanghai, Apr. 29,2002 available at Jiffi): //www. hkex. com. hk/library/speeches/020430speech 
c. b (in Chinese). 
306 See id 
307 11w foreign currency reserve amounted to US$312 billion by the end of Apr. 2003. See Bei 
Hu, Gift-Horsefor Stock Market Deserves Closer Inspection, SCMP, June 3,2003. 
30'J See Enoch Yiu, Beying Confident of QD11 linpact on Markets, SCMP, April 20,2006. 
Moreover, the Hong Kong government and the PRC government reached agreement ori the 
main parts of the CEPA on June 29,2003 and signed on the same day. Under CEPA, the 
HKEx is permitted to set up a representative office in Beijing and Hong Kong professionals 
can apply to practice in the PRC according to relevant procedures. (See Mainland and Hong 
hk! Li t/ Kong Closer Economic Partnership Agreement available at htti): //www. tid. gQv. rin 
english/cepa/cepa bg html. ) CEPA will allow more communication channel between the 
HKEx and the stock markets in the PRC with its representative office in Beijing and therefore 
it Aitl further facilitate integration between the securities markets in these two places. 
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a high premium on education, having low tax rates and a Rexiible labour 
market 309 Hong Kong is often cited as a prime example in fulfilling the above 
criteria. It is therefore important that Hong Kong maintains these features in 
order to continue to reap the full benefits of globalization. Another key feature 
in Hong Kong's success is its use and development of technology to maximizes 
the benefits of globalization and minimizes its risks. 310 
integration of the Hong Kong and the PRC stock markets is desirable for both 
the secondary and primary markets in Hong Kong and the PRC. In the 
secondary market, it is easy to understand that three is better than one in terms 
of liquidity and hence an integrated stock exchange will be more liquid than 
three separate stock exchanges. In the primary market; Hong Kong needs the 
PRC's capital because of its restrictive growth potential and the unbalanced 
industry profile for the listed companies. Hong Kong's domestic economy is 
too small and it needs to sell its goods and services throughout the PRC, 
around the Asian region and to the rest of the world to keep a GDP per head of 
US$24,500.3 11 Hong Kong also needs to attract as large a share as possible of 
the world's trade and investment transactions to maintain its high level of 
development. 
When, from 1992 to 1994, Mr. Charles Lee, as Chairman of SEHK Council 
12 was conducting discussions on introducing H share issues with the PRC sid2 , 
he reasoned as follows: "The Hong Kong stock market is now quite mature; 
and if we were just dependent on our own companies for new listings, the 
growth of the market would be very Slow. 013 The fact was that most of the big 
local companies in Hong Kong had already been listed yet there were 
309 Tsang, supra note 152, tit para. 63. 
310 See id. 
31 1 Tsang, supra note 252, at para. 16. 
312 See Chi Kuen Simon Wu, 7he H Share Experiment. ý Its Mechanism, Accanplishments and 
Problems, GLOBAL FINANCIAL SECTOR DEVELOPIýENT 293-340 (British Institute of 
International and Comparative Law, 2005). 
313 Niu Tiehang, Regional StockMarket Integration in China and Hong Kong (CAER H 
Discussion Paper No. 16, Dec. 1996) at. http: //www. cid. harvard. ed-ofeaer2Aitm/content/paperst 
paperlftaperl& (last visited Jam 2,2005). 
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significant numbers of state-owned enterprises ("SOEs") in the PRC which 
represented tremendous growth prospects for the Hong Kong market. Mr. Lee 
expressed the hope that "Hong Kong will become as important to China 
(meaning the PRC) as Manhattan is to the US., 1314 He felt it would be in the 
best interests of Hong Kong if the Hong Kong stock market could cater to the 
needs and wants not only of 6.8 million people in Hong Kong but also to 1.2 
billion people in the PRC. This vision remains true today. 
There is also a strong case letting PRC companies list on HKSE, a review of 
the composition of Hong Kong's own listed companies reveals a high 
preponderance of property based company, admitting PRC companies would 
diversify the range of types of companies and thus strengthen the market. In 
1996, just under a third of companies listed on the HKSE were in the property 
sector with less than ten percent represented by industrial companies .3 
15 The 
trading volume of industrial sector companies was less than half the volume of 
316 companies trading in the property sector. However, in the PRC, most SOEs 
are in the heavy industrial sector and so the listing of PRC companies in Hong 
Kong addresses the historical unequal weighting of industrial companies on the 
Hong Kong stock marke, 317. Other than changing the composition of the listed 
314 See id 
315 In 1996, the properties sector, accounting for 31.05% of market capitalization, is over- 
represented on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and industrial sector, accounting for 7.25% of 
inarket capitalization, is under-represented. See Suzarme Lee Young, Hung Kong's Financial 
Markets in THE HONG KONG SECURITIES INDUSTRY 51 (Leslie S. F. Young & 
Raymond C. P. Chiang eds. Yd ed., The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited & 1he Chinese 
University of Hong Kong 1997); also see HKSF, Fact Book 1996, The Stock Exchange of 
Hong Kong, 1996. 
316 In 1996, the property sector accounted for about 32% of the average daily turnover while 
industrial sector only accounted for about 13% of the average daily turnover. It has 
significantly changed in the second quarter of 2003 where the property sector only accounted 
for about I I% of the average daily turnover while the industrial sector accounted for 25% of 
the average daily turnover. The average daily turnover of the finance sector has increased from 
16% in 1996 to 25% in the second quarter of 2003. See SFC, Research Papers and 
StafistimlMarket and Industty Statistics - Ta ble B 7- A verage Daily Turnover By Industry 
available athttP: /1NN-, xw. sfc. hk/sfc/doc/EN/ýesearch/stat/bO6. doa (last viewed Mar. 18,2006). 
317In the second quarter of 2003, the industrial sector accounted for about 15% of the market 
capitalization and the property section only accounted for 1 01K of the market capitalization. As 
Hong Kong is becoming an international financial centre, the finance sector accounted for 
about 38% of the market capitalization (in 1996, the finance sector only accounted for about 
23% of the market capitalization). See SFC, Research Papers andStatistics4farket and 
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companies, integration also helps Hong Kong as an international centre for 
bond trading by expanding the PRC bond market. 318 The Hong Kong 
government has publicly expressed its wish for more PRC bonds to be issued 
and listed in Hong Kong, as announced in November 2005 by Hong Kong's 
Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury, Mr. Fredrick Ma Si-hang. 319 
'Me above advantages to the HKEx can be obtained without integrating the 
stock markets i. e., through the introduction of H shares (see beloxv) or by 
allowing PRC bonds to be listed on the Hong Kong bond market. However 
integration of the Hong Kong and PRC stock markets will allow PRC investors 
to invest in the Hong Kong stock market thus giving it a flood of welcome 
liquidity. Integration would also increase funds raised by the Hong Kong stock 
markets through an enlarged catchment area. 
Invigorating the Growth Enterprise Market e'GEM") 
Before the launch of a small and medium-sized enterprises ("SME') board on 
the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2004 PRC enterprises that could not meet the 
requirements of the PRC or HKEx stock exchanges could turn to GEM in 
Hong Kong. With the launch of the SME board, GEM suffered a diminution of 
trading. This setback, compounded with the negative effects of the bursting of 
the hi-tech bubble, considerably weakened it. It would therefore be very much 
in the interest of GEM if it were to merge with the SME board and be 
reinvigorated by renewed access to the listing of small and medium sized PRC 
companies. 
The development of venture capital companies in the PRC is a recent 
phenomenon. Venture capital funds may have been active in the PRC for more 
Industry Statistics- Table B. 6-Market Capitalization by Industry available at 
. http: //www. sfc. hk/sfc/doe/EN/ýesearch/stat/bO6. 
doc. (last viewed Mar. 18,2006). 
318 Hong Kong Trade Development Cotmcil, Prospect ofHong Kong BondMarkets, Sept. 26, 
2002 at hilp: /Avww. tdctrade. com/econforum/boc/bocO2O9Ol. htin (last'view-ed Jan. 23,2006). 
The bond market in Hong Kong is second largest in Asia after Japan. 
319 Hong Kong Trade Development Cotmeil, Hong Kong EncouragesAfainland Enterprises to 
utilize Hong Kong's BondMarket to Raise Capital, November 2005 available at http: /Ibankinj2. 
tdctrade. com/suc-e47 l. htm. (last viewed Jan. 23,2006) 
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than 20 years but the new kind of venture capital targeting emerging high-tech 
companies only began to appear in 1993.320 Venture capital has been defined 
as "investment by special venture capital organizations in high-growth, high- 
risk, often high-technological firms that need capital to finance product 
development or growth and must by the nature of their business, obtain this 
capital largely in the form of equity rather than debt". 321 1he activities of 
venture capital companies paved the way for the establishment of a "growth 
enterprise market" similar to the one in Hong Kong as an exit venue. Venture 
capital investment was further encouraged with the promulgation of the Several 
Opinions on Establishing a Venture Investment Mechanism (the "Opinions")322, 
approved by the State Council in November 1999. 
To rationalize and justify the wdstence of two stock markets in the PRC, some 
commentators have suggested transforming the Shenzhen Stock Market into a 
cc growth enterprise market". Pending such a change, listing of new enterprises 
was suspended in September 2000.323 A new set of listing rules for such a 
"growth enterprise market" was drafted and the public was consulted. 
320Francis Bassolino, In Search ofGrowth, China turns to High-Tech Venture Capital Minds 
2 HARVARD CHINA REVIEW I (spring/summcr 2000), at pp. 48-51. 
321 Guanghua Yu & Huaiyu Wang, Comparative Studies of Venture CapitalMarkels: Policy 
Implicationsfor China, 2002 AJCL LEXIS 2 (Apr. 2002). Also see B. Black & I; L Gibson, 
Venture Capital and the Structure of Capital Marke ts: Bank Versus Stock Market, 47 JnI of 
Financial Economics 243 at 245 (1998). 
322 It was jointly released on Nov. 16,1999 by the MST, the State Development and P1 ig 
Conunission, the State Economic and Trade Commission, the MOF, the PBOC, the General 
Bureau of Taxation and the CSRC to boost the venture capital investment. In response to the 
central government, the Shenzhen Municipal People's Government promulgated a set of rules 
known as the Provisional Regulations on Venture Capital Investments in High and New 
Technology Industries on OcL 11,2000 and Shanghai Municipal People's Government 
promulgated Regulations on the Encouragement of the Use of High Technology issued on May 
31,1998 and amended June 9,1999 and Nov. 12,2000. See Howard Chao et al., Topics in 
Chinese Law - Foreign Private Equity Investment in China: nich way to the Exits?, 
O'Melveny & Myers LLP, October 2001, at 2 available at hn: /AVWVNr. omm. com/webcode/ 
webdatalcontent/pubtic-ations/Topics 2001 1 Q. PDR Oast viewed Jan. 19,2006). 
323 It was expected that Beijing would allow A-Share listings again on the SZSE in 2003 as 
over 100 companies have been queuing up for initial public offerings after regulatory approval 
of their listing plans and Shenzhen has been lobbying for the ban to be lifted. SeeBeijingHay 
Clear Shenzhen Listings, SCMP, Apr. 11,2003. In January 2004, the ]PO of consumer 
electrcnics and mobile phone maker TCL Corp. on the SZSE was the first IPO in the SZSE 
since October 2000. See SZ Stock Exchange i First IPO in 3 Years, Shenzhen Daily, Jan. 8, 
2004 available at http: //w-%vw. szed. com/szdailv/20040109/ca7l8775. htrn (last viewed Jan. 18, 
2006). 
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However the Asian crisis and the bursting of the hi-tech bubble delayed 
indefinitely the implementation of such a plan. In May 2004, the CSRC 
approved the establishment of the SME board in the Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange . 
324 As stated above it would be greatly in the interest of GEM if it 
were to merge with SME board and be revitalized by access to the listing of hi- 
tech, small and medium sized PRC companies. 
324 Sun Ming, SmallHasftrmpact in StockBoard, CI-IINA DAILY at http: //www. chimdaily. 
com. cn/english/doc/2004-05/18/content 331546. htrrL (last updated May 18,2004). Zhejiang 
NHU Co. Ltd. was the first company listed on the SME board shortly after its immediate 
launch m May 27,2004. See Chen Hong, Shenzhen Exchange Launches SME Board, CEINA 
DAILY available at http: /Av%vw. chinadaily. com cn/enrlish/doe/2004-05/28/content 334580. 
htm. (last updated May 28,2004). 
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3. Favourable Factors for Integration 
There exist potent and compelling factors for the integration of the Hong Kong 
and PRC stock markets: geographical proximity and therefore a similar trading 
time, cultural synergy that arises from sharing similar cultures, the same 
written language, and historically close economic cooperation between Hong 
Kong and the PRC. 
The introduction of H shares to the BKSE in the early nineties, although not 
overtly intended as such, was indirectly a major practical step in bringing the 
stock markets closer together. H shares help to harmonize listing rules between 
the Hong Kong and the PRC stock markets and also further pave the way for 
the integration of these markets. In 1993, H shares issued by PRC companies 
were allowed to cross-list on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 325 and they were 
also allowed to cross-list on GEM326 (the second board which was launched on 
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in late 190327). The H share listing was made 
possible by the introduction of a new set of legal and operational rules in the 
PRC and Hong Kong and it was a first step towards the harmonization of laws 
and rules between the two jurisdictions. 329 
325 BAO MING GAO & YAN NMI FU, SECLTR=S MARKETS IN CHINA 127 (Henry 
M. K. Mok et al. eds. 1997). 
326 CTEM allows companies with potential growth to list on the Hong Kong stock market even though they cannot meet the requirements to be listed on the Main Board. Tnves. tors are 
reminded that investment in companies listed on GEM is riskier than those on the Main Board. 
The GEM adopts a disclosure-bdsed philosophy rather than a merit-based one. The Exchange 
will review all listing documents to see if they comply with the Companies Ordinance, the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance and the GEM Listing Rules but it will not assess the 
commercial viability of the listing applicants. It works on the principle of caveat emptor or 
buyersbeware. See GEM, Regulatory Philosophy andMajor Features of GEM at 
. http: //www. hkgem. com/aboutlacm/e default. htrrL (GEM: About GEW Regulatory Philosophy 
and Major Features of GEM). 
327 HKEx, Hong Kong Securities Market - BriefHistory p. I at httr): //'%y%rw. hkex. com-hk1. 
data/factbook/1999/FB99 01. pý OIKEx: Market/CashMarket/Marl-et Data/HKEx Fact 
Book/I 999/General Information on Hong Kong Securities IýIarket). 
329 See Wu, supra note 312. 
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the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in late 1999327). The H share listing was made 
possible by the introduction of a new set of legal and operational rules in the 
PRC and Hong Kong and it was a first step towards the harmonization of laws 
and rules between the two jurisdictions. 328 
http: /twv^Nr. hkgem. com/aboutgem/e default. htrrL (GEM: About GEMI Regulatory Philosophy 
and Major Features of GEM). 
327 HKIX Hong Kong Securities Market -Briefffistory p. 1 athtti): //, A,, A-w. bkex. com. hkl. 
data/factbook/l 999/FB99 01 lLd alKEx: Market/Cash Marketftvlarket Data/HKEx Fact 
Book/l 999/General Information on Hong Kong Securities Nlarket). 
328 See Wt4 supra note 312. 
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D. Provisional Conclusions - Integration Offers Significant Benerits to 
both the HK and PRC Stock Markets 
The preceding brief outline of the PRC and Hong Kong securities markets 
shows that they possess distinct features which are very different from each 
other. 71he PRC practices a socialist market economy whereas Hong Kong 
implements a laissez faire economic policy. The former emphasizes 
government planning and the latter n-dnimum. government intervention. The 
main function of the PRC stock markets is to raise funds for the SOEs 
(corporatization without privatization 32 ) while the main function of the Hong 
Kong stock markets is for corporate financing and privatization. The equity 
structure in the PRC stock markets is heavily segmented but the equity 
structure in the Hong Kong stock markets is much more integrated. The 
regulators in the PRC securities markets are government officials and the 
CSRC is a government ministry under the State Council, while the SFC is an 
independent statutory body accountable to the Chief Executive. Unlike its 
PRC counterparts, the self-regulatory body in Hong Kong, the HKEx, has been 
dernutualized and listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange and it shares a 
regulatory role over trading and listing matters on the stock market The latest 
disagreement over its regulatory role with the government shows that it has 
significant influence on the government policy as well. 330 
However economic models are not static and the PRC government policy has 
been changing over the years. The abolition of the quota systeM331, opening up 
329 -Tl. W mere share listing -aill inevitably facilitate a certain degree of privati7ation but the 
emphasis is on corporatization (the conversion of SOEs into shareholding companies) and 
securitization (the sale of shares of suchcumpanies in the securities market) as ffie PRC 
government is still. the majority shareholder of such companies. See William L Friedmax4 One 
Country, Two Systems: The Inherent Conj7ict Between China's Communist Politics and 
Capitalist Securities Market, 27 Brook- J. Int'l L 477 (2002). Also see C. Lan Cao, Chinese 
Privatization: Between Plan andMarket, 63 Law & Contemp. Probs. 13,4344 (2000). 
330 See supra note 186. 
331 The quota system is consistent with its central planning policy. The quota system is divided 
into two parts. The first part is the top-down quota rationing and the second part is the bottom- 
up application for approval. For the quota rationing, the SCSC and the SPC with the approval 
from the State Council fix the amount of shares to be issued each year. The two departments 
will then distribute the quota to the provincial level local government and ministries. They will 
then further distribute to the enterprises under their direct control. Once the quota is obtained, 
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B shares market to PRC investors, the adoption of QFII sclieme332 and the 
PRC's accession to the WT0333 all show that the PRC is committed to its 
market reform and Hong Kong can provide valuable input to this evolutionary 
process. The integration of the Hong Kong and the PRC securities markets can 
bring benefits to both places. Even back in 1997, Hong Kong was the world's 
eighth largest trading economy, the ninth largest exporter of services and the 
fifth largest foreign exchange market. 334 It has a politically stable government, 
an autonomous economy guaranteed by the Basic Law, an independent 
judiciary, an absence of exchange controls and low taxation. All in all, it 
provides a favourable investment enNiTonment to local and overseas investors. 
It also has a sophisticated, innovative workforce with solid international 
experience. The state-of-the-art technology in the securities markets and its 
international network rank among the best in the world. The problem with 
Hong Kong is that it has a small domestic market and depends on foreign 
investment The PRC securities markets may deter investment because of 
strong government control but due to its sheer size and its recent economic 
growth, it has a huge market which overseas investors are keen to exploit. If 
Hong Kong and the PRC work together, it will bring immense advantages to 
both places. 
The above arguments are based on welfare ma)dmization and cost 
minimization As for the question of equity, consolidation of stock markets 
then the second part of the quota system begins with the enterprise obtaining all the documents 
required for listing including asset appraisal, auditing reports and legal opinions. Such 
documents will be sent to its supervisory ministry or local government which will give a 
written decision. The documents with the decision will be sent to SC SC and CSRC for the 
latter's re-examination and approval. With the approval from CSRC, the enterrnise can then 
make the formal application to the stock exchange with the documents required by law. (See 
Provisional Regulations, arts. 13-14. ) The quota system was abolished in accordance with the 
Rules on Approval for Stock Issuance promulgated by the State Council in Mar. 2000. 
312 In Dec. 2002, the PRC allowed QFHs to participate in the A share and bond markets with 
the launch of the QFHs Scheme. This also allowed certain restricted capital account 
convertibility for the first time provided that the foreign investors must apply to the SAFE to 
repatriate their profits and investments under the Scheme. 
333 VAth the accession to WTO, foreign securities firms may deal directly in the B share 
business without domestic intermediaries. Three years after accession, foreign securities firm 
may form joint venture with their Chinese coutiterpart by owning not exceeding one-thirds of 
the shares and they are allowed to trade in A share, B share, H share as well as Government 
and corporate bonds. They can also launch new funds. 
334 Tsang, supra note 252, at para. 16. 
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will provide a level playing field for local and foreign investors. It will also get 
rid of artificial pricing as the same company receives very different PE ratio if 
it is listed on Hong Kong and one of the stock exchanges in the PRC because 
of complete segregation of the two stock markets. Dependency theory under 
the development law may argue that such consolidation should only take place 
gradually. 
The gap between the Hong Kong and the PRC securities market has become 
narrower over the years. Both places are committed to better corporate 
governance and effective law enforcement against fraud and malpractice. A 
closer scrutiny reveals that the differences between Hong Kong and the PRC 
stock markets are not as great as might at first appear. The PRC does not want 
to privatize state-oNvned firms because it is afraid of losing control and to this 
end it has created state shares to protect the state assets from dissipation. Even 
though there is no state share in Hong Kong, Hong Kong stock markets are 
dominated by fmily-owned enterprises which managed to keep control 
without resorting to state shares. The majority of shares are controlled by the 
government in the PRC and the majority of shares are controlled by families in 
Hong Kong. Therefore the issue of control is the same in both places and 
lessons leamt in Hong Kong over the years through trial and error can be 
usefully applied to the PRC. 
Integration of the two markets poses many problems and this thesis NNUI discuss 
these later, but there are also favourable factors that may help facilitate 
integration. The securities markets in Hong Kong and the PRC are in the same 
time 7. one, share the same language, enjoy cultural synergy and have a long 
history of economic partnership which bode well for future integration. 
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THE H SHARE EXPERIMENT, ITS MECHANISM, 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROBLEMS' 
A. Introduction 
PRC enterprises account for a significant share of funds raised through IPOs on 
the Hong Kong stock exchange. 2 Of the HK$313.3 billion raised by a total of 
431 IPOs during 1997-2002, IHK$232.8 billion, accounting for 74.3% of the 
total, was raised for 73 PRC enterprises. This included IM 113.9 billion raised 
3 for 50 H shares and HK$118.9 billion raised for 23 red chip companies. The 
remaining HK$80.5 billion was raised by 358 non-PRC enterpriseS. 4 H shares 
are issued on the Hong Kong stock market to raise funds for PRC companies 
and the word 'H' stands for "Hong Kong" while red chip shares are issued by 
Hong Kong incorporated companies with main business interest in the PRC or 
with substantial direct and indirect ownership by the PRC government. 
On average PRC enterprises listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange from 
1997-2002 raised three to four times more than the overall average listing on 
the Hong Kong stock exchange. The average PRC listing was able to raise 
HK$3.2 billion while the overall average raised only HK$0.73 billion. 5 If all 
PRC enterprises on the Hong Kong stock exchange were excluded from the 
1 This chapter was pub] ished as an article in 2005 (the published article is an expanded version 
of the present chapter). See Chi Kuen Simon Wu, The H Share Experiment: ItsMechanimn, 
Accomplishments and Problems, GLOBAL FINANCIAL SECTOR DEVELOPNMNT 293- 
340 (British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 2005). 
2 "Hong Kong" is a short form of "Hong Kong Special Administrative Zone". 
3 Joseph Lee & Veronica Chang, LPO Activities in Hong Kong (Securities and Futures 
Commission of Hong Kong research, Research Paper No. 10, October 2003) at 
kttp: /Avw, A,. sfe. hk/sfe/doe/EN/ýesearch/researchlrsý/ý20paperý/ý201 0. pdf . (Securities and Futures Commission: Research Papers & Statistics/ Research Papers/ RS Paper 10). 
Id 
Id. 
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calculation, the average fund raised by a non-PRC enterprise was even smaller. 
A non-PRC enterprise raised an average of HK$0.22 billion during the same 
period of time while most non-PRC enterprise raised even less Nvith HK$0.1 
billion. 6 
Of the top ten IPOs listed between 1997 and 2002 on the Hong Kong stock 
exchange, eight were PRC enterprises and the funds were mainly raised from 
international. markets. 7 Hong Kong is therefore an important fund-raising 
centre and a preferred venue for overseas listings for PRC enterprises. 8 By the 
end of 2002, PRC enterprises had a total of 76 overseas listings of which 74 
were listed in Hong Kong of which 60 were listed solely in Hong Kong, II 
were listed both in Hong Kong and the United States ("US'), two were listed 
both in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom CUKý) and one was listed in 
Hong Kong, the US and the UK). 9 Only two 1POs were listed outside Hong 
Kong during that period with one listed only in the US and the other one only 
in Singapore. 10 
Hong Kong is frequently chosen as the fund-raising venue for PRC 
companies" because it offers: 
6 Id 
'70f the total amount of HK$189.6 billion raised on Hong Kong stock exchange, M21.2 
billion (accounting for 11.2%) was from Hong Kong while HK$167.5 billion (accounting for 
88.8%) was from intmiational markets. See id. 
8 Not only iq Hong Kong the preferred venue, the trading of the PRC stocks in Hong Kong is 
rnOTe active than in the US or the IJK. As of the end of June 2004,18 PRCstocks were traded 
in both Hong Kong, and in the US and the UK. By the second half of 2003, the market shares 
of Hong Kong, the US and (lie UK in terms or the turnover of their PRC stocks were 73%, 20% 
and 6.9% respectively. Joseph Lee & Joanna Poon, 777e Listing ofWainland Companies on 
HKEx and the Implicationsfor Hong Kong 4,5 (Securities and Futures Commission of Hong 
Kong research, Research Paper No. 17, September 2004) at http: /Avww. sfc. hkIsfq/doc/EN/ 
researchlresearch/rsý/`2Opai)er*/`2Ol7. pdf (Securities and Futures Commission: Research 
Papers & Statisticst Research Papers/ RS Paper 17). 
9 Lee & Chang, supra note 3. 
10 Id. 
11 See Amex I for H share companies listed on the Main Board and the GEM of the Hong 
Kong stock market by the end of 2004. 
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e access to foreign exchange 
9a broader investor base, international visibility 
*a sound legal and regulatory framework that meets international 
standards 
*a deep market with a wide product range and liquidity provided by 
institutional and retail as well as local and overseas investors 
*a critical mass of professionals and service-providers that adopt 
practices at international standard 
e access to the rest of the world while geographically close to the PRC. 12 
This chapter sets out a critical examination of the role and function of H shares, 
examining their history and introducing the essential elements in the H share 
listing process. The extent to which the H share experiment has helped achieve 
a harmonization of laws and regulations between Hong Kong and the PRC will 
also be examined. 
B. What are H Shares? 
H shares refer to Renminbi-denominated ordinary shares issued by PRC 
incorporated companies, listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 13 ("HKSE'), 
subscribed and traded in Hong Kong dollars. 14 
12 Lee & Poor4 supra note 8. 
13 The full name is The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd. Hong Kong's Financial Secretary 
announced comprehensive market reform of the stock and futures in his 1999 Budget Speech. 
Under the reform, the TiKSF and Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited were demutualized 
and together with Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited ("HKSCC"), they became 
wholly owned subsidiaries under a single holding company, Hong Kong Exchanges and 
Clearing Limited (HKEx). The merger was completed on March 6,2000 and HKEx listed its 
shares by introduction on the Hong Kong stock exchange on June 27,2000. After 
demutualization, the HKSE, HKFE and HKSCC become wholly-owned subsidiaries of HKEx. 
For a detailed history and general discussion of the dernutualization, see Betty M. Ho, 
Demutualization; of Organized Securities Exchanges in Hong Kong: 7he Great Leap Forward, 
33 Law & Pol'y Intl Bus. 283 (2000) (the author argued the dermitualization was initiated top 
down by the Hong Kong government and rushed through the legislature without adequate 
consultation. The Hong Kong government had hastily assumed that demutualization is a world 
wide trend and investor-ownership model is the most efficient model. The author seriously 
doubted whether there would be benefits conferred by such demutualization without creation 
of a competitive market environment). 
14 HKEx, H-Shares Index Futures and Options at http: //www. hkex. com. hk/prod/hhi/hshares 
product. (last visited Jan. 2,2005). 
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H shares were created by the PRC companies to raise funds from foreign 
investors. PRC incorporated companies can raise funds from foreign investors 
by issuing shares to them in the SSE and SZSE in the form of B shares. They 
are registered shares, denominated in Renminbi ("RMB') but subscribed and 
traded in foreign currencies. They can also raise funds in designated foreign 
stock exchanges. Besides listing in Hong Kong as H shares, PRC incorporated 
companies also list on the New York Stock Exchange, NASDAQ, the London 
Stock Exchange and the Singapore Stock Exchange. However due to liquidity, 
valuation, regulatory and other reasons, most PRC incorporated companies 
seek either to list on the PRC or Hong Kong stock markets. 
C. History of H Shares 
In 1991, HKSE set up a China Study Group made up of key players in the 
PRC-Hong Kong financial field. Shortly after, in February 1992, the Group 
completed an Interim Report on the Way Forward (the "Interim Reporf) for 
the PRC securities officials. The report sets out the general issues, including 
legal, accounting and regulatory issues that must be addressed before a PRC 
company can be listed in Hong Kong. 15 In July 1992, it setup the Sino-Hong 
Kong Securities Joint Liaison Group. 16 Following on from this various legal, 
accounting and regulatory obstacles were overcome and various rules and 
regulations promulgated with the cooperation of the regulatory authorities, 
15 Tse Wai Chun, Quesifer, PRC Enterprises Listing in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 9 
(1994) (unpublished MBA dissertatiort, the University of Hong Kong) (on file with the 
University of Hong Kong). The Interim Report has considered three different ways for PRC 
issuers to be listed on Hong Kong stock market. Firstý the listing of collective investment 
schemes which specialize in PRC companies. Second, listing of HK incorporated company 
with assets in the PRC. Third, direct listing of PRC enterprise. The PRC government was 
interested in the direct listing. Interms of listing method, the PRC government has considered 
the establishment of a separate China board for the PRC enterprise but finally it settled for a 
special RUB denominated shares alongside with other Hong Kong companies by modifying 
the then Listing Rules, incorporating extra safeguard measures to protect H-share shareholders. 
16 Gao Bao-ming & Fu Yan-meL Underwriting and Issuing H Shares and N shares Overseas in 
SECURITIES MARKETS IN CmNA [Zhongguo Zhengquan Shichang Toushil 127 (Henry M. K. 
Mok & Leslie Young eds. The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1997). 
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securities professionals, lawyers and accountants in both the PRC and Hong 
Kong 
In June 1993, the relevant Hong Kong and PRC regulatory authorities signed a 
cooperation memorandum of understanding, paving the way for the listing of 
the first H shares in July of the same year. 17 
H Share Statistics 
The H share experiment has seen a solid increase in listings of PRC companies 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange. The first listing took place in 1993 with 
nine PRC enterprises being listed. 18 The following year the second batch, 
consisting of 22 enterprises, were selected to be listed and in 1995 a further 
seven enterprises were also selected to be listed. 19 As at December 31,2004, 
there were 72 listed H share companies on the main board and 37 listed H 
share companies on the Growth Enterprise Market ("GEM'), comprising 
approximately 8.10/620 and 18.1% of the enterprises respectively listed in Hong 
Kong. 21 
E. Compartmentalization and the Search for Equivalence 
The drive and success of the H share experiment is in large part due to the 
mutual advantages it can bring to both Hong Kong and the PRC. Advantages 
17 The cooperation, consultation and technical assistance memorandum signed between the US 
and the PRC regulatory authorities in April 1994 also paved the way for the listing of N shares 
in the States. 
'a Gao & Fu, supra note 16, at 127. 
19 See id. 
20 As at December 31,2004, there were also 81 red chip companies listed on the main board of 
the HKSE and together with the H share companies, they comprised approNarnately 17.2% of 
the companies listed on the main board. See Section G for more detail about the red chip 
companies. China Stock Markets Web, Market Highlights at bM: //Nvw. hkex. com/esnil 
highlight. aMMang-Code (HKEX: China Stock Markets Web/Market Highlights) (last 
-visited Jan. 2,2005). 
21 id. 
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for the Hong Kong stock market include increasing its liquidity and enhancing 
its competitiveness, 22 helping to establish Hong Kong as an international centre 
for bond trading2-' and invigorating its Growth Enterprise Market. While 
advantages for the PRC corporations include the ability to raise substantial 
funds on the Hong Kong market and attracting increased international 
investment in PRC listed enterprises due to confidence in the well-regulated 
Hong Kong stock exchange. 
The Hong Kong stock exchange cannot afford to compromise its high 
standards and it has to ascertain that the PRC companies listed in Hong Kong 
will attain equivalent standards to other listed companies. However the HKSE 
does take into consideration the special characteristics of PRC companies and 
as a result, special laws and regulations have been passed in both the PRC and 
Hong Kong to accommodate these characteristics through the Listing Rule? 
specifically formulated for H share issuance. Hong Kong companies are not, 
however, allowed to be listed on PRC stock exchanges and so this set of rules 
22 When Mr. Charles Lee, as Chairman of HKSE Council from 1992 to 1994, started discussing 
H share issues with the Chinese side, he reasoned as follows: "Me Hong Kong stock market is 
now quite mature; and if we were just dependent on our own companies for new listings, the 
growth of the market would be very slow. " Mr. Lee hopes that 'Hong KongAill become as 
important to China as Manhattan is to the US. " See Niu Tichang, Regional Stock1larket 
Integration in China and Hong Kong (CAER 11 Discussion Paper No. 16, Dec. 1996) 
at h! W: /hvxvw. cid-harvard. edu/caer2/htni/contenllpapeT. L/IýaperI Glpapefl 6. h (last visited Jan. 
2,2005). 
23 The Financial Secretary, Antony Leung, address moving the Second Reading of the 
Appropriation Bill 2003, para. 39 at httj): //www. budget gov. hk-/2003/eng/budpet. 
4Tntroduction (last viewed Mar. 23,2006). See also the Financial Secretary, I'lie lion. Donald 
Tsang, 77te 2000-01 Budget. Scaling New Ueightv, address moving the Second Reading of the 
Appropriation Bill 2000, para. 69 (Mar. 8,2000) at 
li(! p: //www. btidi! et. govhk/2000/eindex. htrrL. "The Asian dollar bond market based in Hong 
Kong suffers the sized drawback, which in turn reinforces the liquidity drawback. " Quoted 
from RAuL FABELLA & SRINrVASA MADHLaz, BoND MARKET DEvELoPNIENT iN EAST AsiA: 
Issum AND CHALLFNGEs 13 (Asia Development Bank, ERD Working Paper Series No. 35, 
2003). On the other hand, PRC's bond market suffers in terms of regulatory framework, 
secondary market liquidity, and the government bond market yield curve. The small size of the 
private sector in the PRC also restricts the bond market development. See RAuL FA13ELLA & 
SRINIVASA UýDHUR, BOND MARKET DEVELOMIENT IN EAST Asi., v Issus AND CHALLENGEs 
8 (Asia Development Bank, ERD Working Paper Series No. 35,2003). As a result, an 
integration of Hong Kong and PRC stock markets will greatly benefit both Hong Kong and the 
PRC. 
247he full name is "Listing Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange 
of Hmg Kong Ltd. " 
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and regulations is used only by PRC companies to facilitate their fund raising 
activities on the HKSE. 
Despite this non-mutuality the search for equivalent standards can be seen as a 
process of harmonization. As the Listing Rules and the relevant provisions 
governing H share issuance do not allow for any addition and deletion, it can 
be seen as an attempt towards maximum "harmonization". However the word 
"harmonization" may be misleading as it suggests that rules and regulations 
apply to both PRC and non-PRC companies. The fact is that there is a separate 
set of rules and regulations for the H share companies that have been created so 
that the H share companies can reach an equivalent standard in terms of 
corporate governance equal to other non-H share companies listed on the Hong 
Kong stock exchange. It is possible that at some future date, by applying the 
same principles, the same equivalence can be reached by a separate set of 
regulations allowing Hong Kong companies to be fisted in the PRC. 
This chapter will refer to the principle and philosophy behind H shares as 
"equivalent compartmentalization7. "Compartmentalization! ' means that H 
shares are separate from other kinds of shares with their distinct listing 
requirements. 'Equivalent" means that H shares try to achieve equivalent 
listing standards comparable to non-PRC companies listing on the Hong Kong 
stock exchange. 
H shares will now be examined in more detail to find out how such equivalence 
can be achieved. 
F. Laws and Regudations relating to 11 Shares 
The three-tier model of regulation as shown in Figure I below exists in most 
countries and is a standard model of the issue of securities and the subsequent 
trading of those securities among investors. 
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RgUrc I 
Company law represents the bottom tier as it applies generally to all companies, 
even though public companies may be subject to a different set of rules from 
private companies under company law. Different rules are also applicable to 
domestic and foreign companies. Mandatory rules may be found in company 
law that deals specifically with the issue of shares. 
Securities law is represented in the second tier. This does not apply to all 
companies as orgy companies that make public issues of securities are 
affected. Unlike listing rules, it also covers unlisted public companies. 
Listing rules are represented in the top tier as they only apply to companies 
which seek listing or whose securities are admitted to listing. Listing Rules are 
applied by the stock market and do not have the force of law. Listing rules lay 
down the conditions under which public companýies can gain access to capital 
markets. Within a single jurisdiction, the three tiers of regulation should be 
carefully coordinated so that conflict and overlapping can be avoided. 25 
25 See lain MacNeil & Alex Lai. 4 International Corporate Regulation: Listing Rules and 
Overseas Companies, 50(4) ICLQ 787,797-8. 
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The law governing the listing of PRC shares in Hong Kong is Hong Kong law 
only because the listing of shares is governed by the place where they are listed. 
However the actual listing is the last stage of a long and complex process. The 
first stage of this process involves setting up a shareholding company ftom. the 
state-owned enterprise OWE") in accordance with the Company Law 26 in the 
PRC. Therefore before looking at Hong Kong law, Company Law should be 
taken into consideration as it is particularly relevant for the listing candidate in 
the restructuring process. 
As far as securities laws are concerned, in July 1994, the State Council 
promulgated the Special Regulations Concerning Overseas Offering and 
Listing of Shares by Joint Stock Limited Companies (the "Special Regulations') 
to prepare for H share listing. 27 The Special Regulations govern foreign 
invested shares that are listed overseas and cover areas such as share issuance, 
share management, protection of shareholders' interests etc. In addition, the 
operation of a company depends heavily on its articles of association, being the 
constitution of an enterprise. To ensure that the PRC companies operate in 
accordance with international standards, the SCSC and SCREC jointly issued 
the Mandatory Provisions in the Articles of Association for Companies Listing 
Overseas (the "Mandatory Pro, %risions') on August 27,1994 28 to specify 
minimum standards and model requirements. 29 The Mandatory Provisions 
cover registered capital, reduction of capital, share repurchase, financial 
assistance, share and shareholder registers, shareholders' rights and obligations, 
26 ZonghuaRenmin GongheguoGongsiFa [the Company Law of the PRCI adopted at the Fifth 
Session of the Standing Committee of the Eighth National People's Congress on December 29, 
1993, promulgated as the Presidential Decree No. 16 of the People's Republic of China on the 
same day and effective as of July 1,1994. Revised based on the decision of revision of the 
Company Law of the People's Republic of China at 13'h Session of the Standing Committee of 
the Ninth National People*s Congress on December 25,1999 and effective as the Presidential 
Decree No. 29 of the People's Republic of China on December 25,1999, effective as of the 
same day. 
27 Gao & Fu, supra note 16, at 129. 
28 DAo J2YGwAz SHAArGsw GoNG& ZHAArGcHmvG BiBm TIAOKUAN in Zheng Wei Fa (1994) No. 
21 on August 27,1994 promulgated by the State Council Securities Policy Committee and the 
State Commission for Restructuring the Economic System (hereinafter "NIandatory 
Provisions'). 
29 See id 
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procedures regarding annual general meetings and board of directors' meetings, 
qualifications and obligations of directors, company secretary, supervisors, 
general managers and senior management personnel, accounting systems, 
profit allocation, mergers and spin-off, liquidation procedures, dispute 
settlement, amendments of articles of association etc. The Mandatory 
Provision was amended by the Letter Concerning Opinion on Supplementary 
Revision of the Articles of Association of Companies to be Listed on the Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange promulgated by the China Securities Regulatory 
Commission ("CSRC") and SCREC on April 3,1995 in response to the then 
new Appendix 3 and Appendix 13 Part D Section I of the Listing Rules. 
For PRC listed companies to be listed abroad, the Notice on Several Issues 
Concerning Regulating Overseas Initial Public Offerings of the Enterprise 
Affiliated to the Domestic Listed Companies is also applicable . 
30 The Notice 
is intended to keep profitable assets of Chinese companies in domestic markets 
and avoid dissipation of state assets. The Securities Law 31 promulgated on 
December 29,1998 and effective from July 1,1999 only governs companies 
which seek to be listed in the PRC. 
As the PRC legal system is based mainly on the civil law system and not the 
common law system, the legal protection rendered to investors under PRC law 
is not well-developed and extra safeguard mechanisms are required for the 
listing of PRC companies in Hong Kong. 
As the listing vehicles are incorporated in the PRC, the main relevance of the 
company law in Hong Kong is Part XII of, and the Third Schedule to, the 
Companies Ordinance which stipulates certain mandatory disclosures in the 
30 Guanyu GuifanXngnei Shangshl GongsiSuoshu QiyeDaoXngwai Shangshi Youguan 
Wenti de Tongzhi issued by the C SRC on Aug. 10,2004. Para. 8 of the Notice states that Us 
Notice does not apply to PRC incorporated companies which seek to list domestically and 
abroad at the same time. 
31 Zhonghua Rerunin Gongheguo Zhengquan Fa adopted by the Sixth Session of the Standing 
Committee of the Ninth National People's Congress of the PRC promulgated as Presidential 
Decree No. 12. 
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32 
prospectus for companies seeking to be listed on the HKSE. The Securities 
and Futures Ordinance ("SFO") which consolidated ten previous ordinances 33 
was enacted on March 13,2002 and finally became effective on April 1, 
2003.34 It governs the licensing requirements of the financial intermediaries, 
disclosure of interests, market misconduct, the extent of power of the SFC and 
remedies of aggrieved investors. 
As far as the listing requirements in Hong Kong are concerned, the governing 
rules were laid down in the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd. (the "Listing Rules') published by the 
HKSE. In addition to Chapters 3 and 8 of the Listing Rules, special provisions 
in Chapter 19A and Appendix 13 Part D have been added to modify the listing 
requirements for the PRC companies tailor-made specifically for such 
companies. Chapter 13 and Appendix 16 of the Listing Rules contains the 
listing agreement between the HKSE and the PRC issuer which stipulates 
further listing requirements and post-listing continuing obligations for the PRC 
issuer. 
32Undcr schedule I of the Companies (Amendment) Ordinance, Ord. No. 30 of 2004 A1777. 
which came into force on December 3,2004, the newly added Seventeenth, Eighteenth, 
Twentieth and Twenty-first Schedules are also relevant as they clarify the definition of 
"prospectus" and envisage "programme' prospectuses which are particularly useful for debt 
offerings. However such changes will have little impact on H share offerings. 
33 The following 10 ordinances have been consolidated into the SFO and were repealed 
accordingly: 
(21) Securities and Futures Commission Ordinance (Cup. 24) (enacted 1989) 
(22) Commodities Trading Ordinance (Cap. 250) (enacted 1976) 
(23) Securities Ordinance (Cap. 333) (enacted 1974) 
(24)Protection of Investors Ordinance (Cap. 335) (enacted 1974) 
(25) Stock Exchanges Unification Ordinance (Cap. 361) (enacted 1980) 
(26) Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance (Cap. 395) (enacted 1990) 
(27) Securities (Disclosure of Interests) Ordinance (Cap. 396) (enacted 1988) 
(28) Securities and Futures (Clearing Houses) Ordinance (Cap. 420) (enacted 1992) 
(29)Leveraged Foreign Exchange Trading Ordinance (Cap. 451) (enacted 1994) 
(30)Exchanges and Clearing Houses (Merger) Ordinance (Cap. 555) (enacted 2000) 
See Legislative Council Brief, Regulatory Reformfor the Securities and Futures Market - The 
Securities and Futures Bill (SU B38131,2000) and W6 of the SFO. 
34 Securities andFutures Ordinance expected to commence on April 1,2003, Press release, 
Dec. 13,2002 available at httg: //www. fstb. jzov. hk/fshL/MEtVress/c release2002. htm. (last 
visited Jan. 2,2005) and also see Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office USA, Hong Kong To 
Implement Securities & Futures Ordinance on April 1, press release, Mar. 31,2003 at 
Jittv: //wvm,. hongkong. org/press/nv 033103. htm (last visited Jan. 2,2005). 
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To facilitate mutual assistance, exchange of information, regular liaison and 
exchange of personnel to pave the way for an H share listing, the HKSE 
entered into a non-binding, five-sided Memorandum of Regulatory 
Cooperation with the Securities and Futures Commission ("SFC'*) on the one 
side, and the CSRC and SZSE and SSE on the other in June 1993 (the "MRC'). 
The MRC indicates a willingness on the part of the signatories to cooperate 
-. Nith each other in the regulation of their respective markets and articulates all 
the basic principles of securities market regulation important to any 
international market. 35 
G. Alternative Methods for PRC Companies to be Listed on the Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange 
Other than being listed as an H share company incorporated in the PRC, a PRC 
company can be listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange through a Hong 
Kong incorporated vehicle with controlling shareholders from the PRC 
36 entities. 
In the early stage or the H share experiment a number or PRC companies 
bypassed the official listing channels through reverse take-over, commonly 
. 
37 -door listing is the acquisition of a listed known as "backdoor listinif' Back 
company or the shell company by an unlisted company to gain a listing on the 
securities exchange. It may happen where a listed company acquires a non- 
listed company's assets or shares, and the value of the acquired assets, based on 
the criteria set by each Exchange, is larger than the acquirees original assets, 
resulting in a change in the control of the listed company to major shareholders 
of the non-listed company. As a result, it allows companies that may not be 
able to meet the listing requirements of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange to be 
35See also The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, LISTING CHMSE CowANiEs IN HONG KONG 
70 (Ille Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, 1998). 
36 DONGWEI SU, CiRNESH S'rom MARKHI's 
-A 
REsFARcH HANDBooK 54 (World Scientific, 
2003). 
37 See HKEx Listing Rules, R. 14.06(6) for a detailed definition of "reverse takeover". 
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listed on it and it will also enable private companies to be listed on the Stock 
Exchange much faster than companies which have to go through the listing 
procedures formally. 
Red chip companies are predominately diversified conglomerates which have 
grown rapidly due to the asset injection from the parent companies in the 
PRC. 38 They include China Telecom, Beijing Enterprises Holdings, China 
Everbright, Shanghai Industrial Holdings, China Resources Enterprises and the 
"window-companies" or '-International Trust and Investmenj Corporations 
(MCs)*' of provincial governments. 39 
Strictly speaking, red chip companies did not originally fall within the 
jurisdiction of the PRC authorities. However in June 1997, the CSRC in 
conjunction with the State Council introduced the Notice Concerning Further 
Strengthening Administration of Share Offering and Listing Overseas 
(commonly known as "Red Chip Guidelines')40 to prevent the dissipation of 
state assets. The PRC government was worried that state assets would be 
injected into the red chip companies and they might be sold off indirectly to 
overseas investors at a discount. The Red Chip Guidelines provides more 
stringent requirement for reporting to, and obtaining approval from, the 
Chinese authorities. Under the 1997 guidelines Chinese shareholders who 
controlled foreign listed companies or Chinese shareholders who intended to 
inject assets to red chip companies were either required to report to the CSRC 
or alternatively required to obtain consent from the local provincial 
government or relevant department of the State Council depending on their 
circumstances. 41 
3" SU, supra note 36, at 54. 
39 id. 
4OGuanyu Xnyibu Xqjiang zal Jingwai Faxing Gupiao he Shengshi Guanli de Tongzhi [Notice 
promulgated by State Council Concerning Further Strengthening Administration of Share 
Offering and Listing Overseas] (June 20,1997 Guofa [1997], effective as of the same day). 
41 Red Chip Guidelines, paras. 1,2 & 3. 
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On January 30,2004, the HKEx announced a number of changes to the Listing 
rules which came into effect on March 31,2004. Among them, reverse 
takeovers were added as a new category of notifiable transactions, making it 
more difficult to achieve back door listings. 42 Such notifiable transactions 
require notification and approval from the HKEx, approval from the 
shareholders, an accountant's report on the preceding three financial years of 
the business or companies acquired, publication on the newspaper and circular 
43 to the shareholders. With the new amendments, the HKSE was determined to 
stop companies from circumventing the Listing Rules by using reverse 
takeovers. 
Within the first four months of 2005, the State Administration of Foreign 
Exchange C'SAFE') issued two noticeS44 that in effect had frozen PRC 
investments involving offshore companies controlled by PRC resident 
individuals. 45 The SAFE notices is to track and control the establishment of 
offshore tax haven companies by PRC residents and the so-called "Roundirip 
Investments" have been key elements in the restructuring of PRC enterprises 
prior to their 1POs in Hong Kong and other overseas stock marketS46 which 
42HKEx,. N'ote to SubscribersfOrtheAmenciments to the Rules Governing the Listing of 
Securities - Update No. 80 (March 31,2004). 
43 HKE- x Listing Rules, RL 14.33. 
44 Notice on Questions in Relation to the Fnhancement ofForeign Exchange Administrationfor 
Mergers andAcquisitions ty Foreign Investors came into effect on Jan. 24,2005 ("Jan. 24 
Notice) and State Administration ofForeign Exchange Notice on Questions Regarding 
Registration ofForeign Investment by Domestic Residents andRegistration ofForeign 
Exchange forMergers andAcquisitions by Foreign Investors came into effect on Apr. 8,2005. 
The two notices in effect require domestic residents of the PRC to attend to examination, 
approval andlor registration of SAFF and approval from MOFCOM. Jan. 24 Notice requires 
PRC resident who directly or indirectly assunies control of an offshore company to attend to 
the examinaLion, approval and re&tration pursuant to the Offshore Investment Foreign 
Exchange Administration Measures ("Offshore FOREX Measures7) which originally applied 
to offshore investments by non-FIE PRC companies only. The approval from MOFCOM 
posed as a great administrative hurdle as the State Council. 's Document No. 5 of 2003 stated 
that approvals under the Offshore FOREX Measures are no longer within the jurisdiction of 
MOFCOM to approve. It is therefore unclear whether MOFCOM can issue such an approval 
and it is also not clear whether domestic residents include legal persons. SeeCarson'Alen& 
Katherine U, Update on PRC StateAdministration ofForeign Exchange (SAFE) Regulations 1, 
Heller Ehrman, October 17,2005 available at http: //ik-w-%v. hexvin. com/does/er, /PRC SAFE 
Reoulations HK Lawver. z)dL 
45 id. 
46 Id. 
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adversely affects the listing of red chips in Hong Kong. PRC domestic 
enterprises converted to FlEs through Roundtrip Investments often enjoy 
preferential tax treatment meant for foreign enterprises and this will result in a 
loss of tax revenue for the PRC government. 47 There is also concern about 
money laundering and the possible channeling out of wealth acquired through 
corruption and other economic crimes . 
48 The two notices had the side effect of 
preventing bona fide investments into the PRC by foreign investors, in 
particular private equity fundS, 49 and resulted in an abrupt fall in offshore 
listings and venture capital-style investments into the PRC through offshore 
companies in the first three quarters of 2005. These two notices were finally 
repealed by the Circular on Issues Relevant to Foreign Exchange Control with 
Respect to the Roundirip Investment of Funds Raised by Domestic Residents 
7hrough Offshore Special Purpose Companies issued on October 21,2005 and 
this Circular is effective from November 1,2005.50 Under the new Circular, 
domestic residents include both legal persons and natural and the approvals 
from SAFE and Ministry of Commerce ("MOFCOM") are no longer required 
for the SAFE registration of domestic residents. It also requires that proceeds 
raised by domestic residents through offshore SPVs must be invested in 
accordance with those reported in the SAFE registration and except in the case 
of IPOs, funds so raised through SPVs must not be retained in the SPVs. 51 If 
the Circular is interpreted positively, there may be a strong rebound in activity 
52 in 2006. 
47 id. 
48 Id. 2 
49 Id. 
50 China Law& Practice, It's &4FEAgainfor China Venture Capital Round-trips &Red-chip 
Listings, Nov. 2005 available at http: //www. chinalawandpractice. comlincludes/pTintasoSID= 
4785- See also Eirc Ng & Fiona Lau, BejjingBackj Down on Offshore Rules, SCNIP, Sept 30, 
2005. 
51 Carson Wen & Katherine U, Update on PRC State Administration ofForeign Exchange 
(SAFE) Regulations 1, Heller Ehrman, October 17,2005 available at http: //www. hewm. coml 
does/en/PRC SAFE Regulations HK Lawyer. pdf. 
52Id. See also Bei HU, China Clears Individual Offshore Forays, SCW, Oct 24,2005. 
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H. Strengths and Shortcomings of H Share Companies 
1. Accounting Systems 
Accountants are generally regarded as the guard dog for investors and for them 
to be effective, they have to raise the alarm in times of danger. The Listing 
Rules applicable to PRC companies ensure that the accounting standards 
employed by PRC companies seeking to be listed on the Hong Kong stock 
exchange should be the same as those for other companies listed there. PRC 
issuers can choose to adopt the Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards 
("HKFRS') or International Financial Reporting Standards (*'IFRS"). PRC 
issuers that adopt IFRS are exempt from disclosing differences of accounting 
practice between IFRS and HKFRS and compiling a statement of the financial 
effect of any such differences. 53 A PRC issuer may, in addition, report 
separately financial information confirming with applicable PRC accounting 
rules and regulations provided that the report contains a statement of the 
financial effect of the material differences (if any) from HKFRS or IFRS, as 
the case may be. 54 
H share companies tend to have better governance than the other PRC 
companies not only because of adopting international accounting standards but 
also because of other professional requirements that support the accounting 
profession in Hong Kong. H share companies require the use of professional 
accountants who are qualified under the Professional Accountants Ordinance" 
and they must be independent both of the issuer and of any other company in 
accordance with the Companies Ordinance and the requirements on 
independence issued by the Hong Kong Society of Accountants. 56 
53 listing Rides, R. 19A. 10. 
54 Usting RWes, R. 19A. 10 (note). 
53 listing Rules, R. 19A-08 & R. 4.03. 
56 Id. 
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Although the scale of accounting fraud in the PRC cannot be compared with 
the Enron case", commentators often remark that accounting fraud in the PRC 
is more blatant than in the West. 58 The Shanghai Stock Exchange found 
problems in 1999 annual reports of 38.06% of companies listed at that time, 
while the Shenzhen stock Exchange discovered problems with 25.67%. 59 The 
frequency of accounting fraud in the PRC can be illustrated Urith reference to 
the National Audit Office carried out in December 2001 as a random check of 
32 audit reports prepared by 16 accounting firms licensed to audit PRC listed 
60 
companies. Of these, 23 audit reports prepared by 14 accounting firms were 
described as "gravely inaccurate. "61 Such errors amounted to a combined 
RMB7.14 billion. 62 The long list of offences included forging sales revenue 
and bank deposits as well as dishonestly altering debt, profit and losses data. 63 
In 2001, Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants has disciplined more 
than 100 accounting firms and 120 certified public accountants in more than 
220 cases of irregularity since 2000.64 
The 2002 litigated Macat case is a telling example. Macat Optics and 
Electronics Company, Limited obtained approval from the CSRC and launched 
an IPO on the ShenLhen Stock Market in August 2000.65 At the beginning or 
"Biochemical firm Gangxia. (Yinchuan) Industry, the Shenzhen-listed A-share company whose 
deception caught the most public attention in 2001, declared total assets of about 
RUB3.15billion at the end of 2000. It vms exposed by Beijing's influential Caying magazine 
to have inflated it profits. I'lliq wag only a small fraction of Fnron's total assets of IJS$61.78 
billion at the end of September 2001. Chinese Cookery Books, SCW, Mar. 26,2002. 
'4 Ernst & Young's head of the PRC and Hong Kong, Anthony Wu Ting-yuk pointed out that 
Chinese accounting fraud cases are more blatant fraud while Enron, whose account massaging 
%ith off-balance-sheet activities and off-shore vehicle took advantage of a very grey area of 
accounting principles. See id. 
59 Id. 
'0 Id. 
61 Id. 
62 Id. 
63 id. 
64 id. 
65 See Huawei Ling et al.,. kfaikete E Meng - Yitiao Kongqian Wanzheng de Zhengquan 
Shichang Zaojja Dushuixian de fflanzheng Baoguang [Macat's Nightmare -A Whole 
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November 2000, the CSRC identified that Macat had falsified hundreds of 
millions of dollars of profit and revenue in its financial statements. 66 
According to both the CSRC report and court judgment of the case, "not only 
did the company, a small entity without any substantial assets, purposely 
defraud the public, but all the intermediaries, including an accounting firm, an 
asset valuation institution, a law firm, and a securities company also helped 
Macat to fabricate the false statements. " 67 The case was therefore 
characterized as involving a "sophisticated production line for producing false 
accounting reports and numbers in the securities market. "'68 
Although some commented that the PRC's endemic accounting fraud is no 
different from early days of the US securities markee9, the root causes of the 
70 PRC's accounting fraud plague are believed to be structural and historical. 
Structurally, unless the accounting firms are financially strong and have a 
broad audit and accounting business, it is very difficult for them to remain 
independent . 
71 However the Chinese accounting profession is still dominated 
by numerous small firms. The Chinese accounting market was estimated to be 
worth Renminbi seven to eight billion in 2000 with 4,446 accounting firms and 
52,000 practising certified public accountants sharing the pie. 72 Of them, only 
Production Line Making Falsified Reports in the Securities Market is RXposed], in CAInNCT 
MAG., Mar. 20,2002, available at litti)-/Amiiness. s(--)Iiti. coni/39/60article2OO4O6O39. slitm1 Oast 
visited Oct. 15,2004) (hereinafter "Macat's Nightmare'D. 
66 Steven Shi & Drake Weisert, Commentary, Corporate Governance with Chinese 
Characteristics, 29 CHINA BUS. REV. (Sept. -Oct. 2002), available at. bttp-//www. 
chinabusinessreview com/public/0209/shi. html. Oast visited Oct. 17,2004). 
67 Jiangyu Wang, Dancing with Wolves: Regulation and Deregulation ofForeign Invesan ent in 
China's StockMarket, 5 ASLAN-PACIFIC L. & POVY J. 1,40 (2004). 
68 See Ling, supra note 65. 
690ne professional výho held this view is Ernst & Young's China executive partner Alfred 
Shum. See SCW, supra note 57. 
70 Id. 
71 Id. 
72 id. 
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a few dozen firms employed more than 100 CPAs. 73 SmalI accounting fimis, 
especially those outside of the major cities, are dependent on the particular 
industry or business in that particular locality. 74 They may risk losing a client if 
they issue qualified opinions which may result in a customer's failure to gain a 
listing or suspension from trading. 
Historically, the PRC's accounting fraud is also believed to be a legacy of its 
planned economy. 75 Under the planned economy, accounting was viewed 
more as a paper game to meet official targets. 76 More than. 40% of Chinese 
accountants are older than 50 and they were trained under the planned 
economic system. 77 Until 1998, most Chinese accounting firms were operated 
by government agencies and as such, the accounting practice was prone to 
government interference. 78 A number of issuers were appointed by the 
Chinese government or state-owned enterprises not to "restructure into modem 
enterprises", but simply to raise capital to alleviate financial difficulties. 
Accountants tended to act according to their instructions. " During an 
interview, Fung Liufang stated that: 
"When a SOE obtains a quota for EPO, even though it has 
suffered loss in the past thrm years [which hence cannot 
meet the initial legal requirement for IPO], it can 
immediately have profit earnings in the past three 
consecuti,. v years simply by requesting those "securities 
accountants" to cook accounting statements for them, of 
course with extra high pay to those accountants ... The issuers 
73 id. 
74 id. 
75 Id. 
76 id. 
77 Id. 
78 Id. 
79 QINuLjAN HE, MANDALHUA DE XMNJING - ZHONGGUO Zlit WF-NI'I [THE TR" OF 
MoDmzNizAmoN 
- CmmA! s 
PRoBLEms] 24 (Jinri Zhongguo Chubanshe [Today China 
Publishing House], 1998ý 
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"make-up" fee is eventually absorbed bythe "issuance cost! ', 
vAiich shall be deducted from the capital contribution paid by 
investors purchasing the shares. SOE's made-up - 
intermediaries provide make-up service - investors pay the 
bill: this is the entire process of the game. "80 
H share companies are comparatively less susceptible to accounting fraud not 
only because of the international accounting standards that they have had to 
adopt but also because they are monitored by large, international accounting 
firms. This does not necessarily guarantee that they are fraud free as even 
Arthur Anderson failed to whistle blow in the case of Enron, but it does mean 
that it is more difficult for blatant accounting fraud to succeed. However 
accountants may only examine figures and, unlike forensic accountants, they 
may not examine what are behind those figures. To stamp out accounting 
fraud, internal accounting control should be in place alongside good corporate 
govemance. 
Connected Transactions 
A connected transaction is, among other things, a transaction between a listed 
issuer and a connected person. A connected person is broadly defined as a 
director, chief executive, substantial shareholders, or the associate of the listed 
issuer. In the case of a PRC issuer, it will include its promoter, supervisor or 
associate of its promoter or its supervisors. However, a connected person does 
not include any wholly-owned subsidiary of the listed issuer. Such connected 
transactions need to be announced publicly and a circular must be sent to 
shareholders giving information about the transaction. The approval of the 
shareholders given at a general meeting is required before the transaction can 
proceed. Some categories of connected transactions are exempt from 
disclosure and independent shareholders' approval requirements and certain 
transactions are subject only to disclosure requirements. Connected 
so Yingbo Shao, Guodu Gauanzhi Daozhi do Cuoche - Fang Liufang Xext Zhongguo 
Zhengquan Shichang [Frustration Caused by Over-Regulation -Fang Hufang on ChiwCs 
Securities Market], in JINGI GUANGcHA BAO [ECoN. WATCH DAILY], Dec. 6,2001, available 
at httr): /hiews. sohu. conVI7/39/neAsl47363917. shtmL (last visited Jan. 25,2006). 
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transactions can be one-off or continuing. The reason for imposing such 
requirements is to protect the interests of shareholders and provide certain 
safeguards against listed issuer's directors, chief executives or substantial 
shareholders (or their associates) from taking advantage of their positions as a 
listed issuer. 
As discussed earlier, the H share comparies are all SOEs before the quota 
system was scrapped. Although the PRC Govermnental Body as defted by 
the Listing Rules is not regarded as a connected person, entities under the PRC 
Government that are engaging in commercial business or operating another 
commercial entity are excluded from the definition of PRC Governmental 
Body. SOEs also carry out political and social functions and through 
restructuring, such functions have to be transferred to the parent companies so 
as to boost the profit or the proposed listed SOEs. The parent company will 
become a non-productive, loss-making entity which is burdened with pensions 
and various administrative expenses. To close down the parent company will 
create massive unemployment and hence social unrest. To cope with the 
situation, the issuer will provide sweeteners to the parent company through 
connected transactions. The Hong Kong stock exchange will ensure that such 
connected transactions are conducted properly without adversely affecting the 
shareholders' interests. For the sale of consumer goods or consumer services, 
the Hong Kong stock exchange will ensure, among other things, that the sale or 
purchase is conducted in the ordinary and usual course of business and it must 
be on normal commercial terms. It can pose a problem in the early days of 
market economy as most SOEs are monopolies with no alternative market and 
a market mechanism is not available in the planned economy. Paýment is then 
usually set on reasonable assumption and estimation. 
In addition, the separation of the listed issuer and its parent company is more 
legal than factual. The management of the listed company and its parent 
company originally belonged to one team and their previous relationship and 
their political hierarchy in the government will enable the continued influence 
of the parent company over the listed company. As a result some decisions 
taken by the listed issuer are believed to benefit the parent company rather than 
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investors as a whole. 
Accountability 
Under the Listing Rules which incorporate the Mandatory Provisions for 
Companies Listing Overseas", the articles of association of the listed issuers 
provide that there are three tiers of control over a company's operations: the 
shareholders' general meeting, the board of directors and supervisors, and the 
management. The shareholders' general meeting is the highest authority in the 
listed company and has the final say over key issues of the listed company. 82 
7he board of directors makes investment decisions 83 and the board of 
supervisor overseas the decision making process and performance of the 
directors and senior management 84 The management is responsible for the day 
to day management of the listed company and implements the decisions made 
by the board of directors. " The division of labour is to ensure the 
accountability of directors, supervisors and managers. 86 With checks and 
balances in place, it is difficult for any parties to abuse their positions. 
However the PRC government remains the largest shareholders for all SOEs 
which have listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange. The state is, after all, an 
abstract owner and typically, the PRC government does not exercise its rights 
as a shareholder to influence management effectively. 97 In practice, key 
81 Listing Rules, App. 13 Part D Sectim I(a). 
82 Mandatory Provisions, art-, 49 & 50. 
83 Id. art. 88. 
" Id. art. 109. 
Rýd. arts. 97 (for company secretary) & 100 (for managers). 
"According to the Mandatory Provisions, the board of directors and the board of supervisors 
are both accountable to the shareholders in general meeting and the managers are accountable 
to the board of directors. See Mandatory Provisions, arts. 88,100,108. 
27 Steven Shi & Drake Weisert, Commentary, Corporate Governance with Chinese 
Characteristics, 29 CFENA BUS. REV. (Sept. - Oct. 2002), available at http: //www. 
chinabusinessreview. com/public/0209/shi. html (last visited Oct. 17,2004). "Withsomany 
administrative entities still able to claim oAnership rights over SOEs, including state-asset 
management companies, affiliated companies belonging to local administrations and 
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managers can sometimes gain control over the shareholders' meeting so it 
functions like a rubber stamp approving everything decided by the 
management. " When everything belongs to the state, it belongs to no one and 
creates a moral hazard. Most directors on the board are the same management 
personnel for the pre-listed company. They tend to manage the company in the 
old ways. 'Me prevalent mindset among SOEs managers is that capital raised in 
the stock market is free, an attitude rooted in the era of the planned economy 
when SOE managers would receive loans from state-owned banks with no 
obligation to repay thern. 89 Such a mindset does not encourage responsibility 
and accountability and proceeds raised in such a way are not always allocated 
to their best use. 
In addition, most Chinese investors arc retail investors who focus more on the 
names of the company's key institutional investors and its relationship with the 
PRC government than on a company's basic performance. 90 There is also a 
lack of incentive mechanisms that is linked to their performarice. 91 As a result, 
Nvith a lack of accountability and incentive and a poor salary package, 
managers and directors alike are more prone to use their positions to divert 
money to their personal accounts. 92 This situation is more commonly found in 
companies listed in the PRC than in Hong Kong. One possible reason is that 
the H share companies are more high profile and the Chinese governmentwill 
keep a closer eye on such companies. The lack of profitability of H share 
companies is still a major concern and it reflects on the efficiency and 
supervisory councils and managers, no party can be held responsible for any losses they incur 
and for the risk of investing in them. " See John Mild, Managenjent and Organizationv in 
China: Key Trendi and Lisues in MANAGF1VfFNT AND ORGANIZAnONS TNTHR CHINME 
CoNTExr 44(J. T. Li et al. eds. Macmillan Press, 2000). 
88 Id. 
1" Id. 
90 Id. 
91 Id. 
92 Since the beginning of 2001, there were a series of scandals for companies listed on the stock 
exchanges in the PRC, namely, Guanxia (Yinchuan) Industry Co. Ltd., Lantian Co. Ltd., 
Zhenzhou. Baiwen Co. Ltd, Sanjiu Pharmaceutical Co. and Macat Optics and Electronics Co., 
Ltd. For details, see id. 
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accountability of the management level of such companies. 
4. Executive and Managerial Competence 
Other than accountability, the other problem in the PRC is the competence of 
directors and company secretaries in discharging their duties. The Listing 
Rules have tried to ensure that the directors and company secretaries have the 
necessary experience and competence to deal with the listed companies 
through the use of a sponsor and detailed qualification requirements. 
In the past the appointment of a sponsor was required to assist the issuer 
regarding listing application and after the listing, it had the responsibilities of 
educating the senior management level about all relevant laws. For non-PRC 
issuers, the Hong Kong stock exchange recommends retaining the services of 
its sponsor for at least one year following the listing. 93 However for PRC 
issuers this is not a recommendation but a requirement. " A sponsor must be 
any corporation or authorized financial institution licensed or registered to 
advise on corporate finance matters and appointed as a sponsor by the issuer. 95 
In practice, the sponsor is usually the lead underwriter of the IPO. Under the 
new rule effective on I January 2005, the sponsor's responsibilities are limited 
to preparing the issuer for listing, for lodging the formal listing application and 
all supporting documents and for dealing with the Hong Kong stock exchange 
on all matters arising in connection with the application. 96 It also needs to 
carry out due diligence inquiries and ensure that the information submitted to 
the Hong Kong stock exchange be true in all material aspects with no material 
omission. 97 For PRC issuers, they have to ensure that the PRC issuers are 
suitable to be listed and the directors and supervisors understand their 
93 The Listing Rules, R. 3.02 (now repealed). 
94 Id. R. 19A. 05 (1) (now repealed). 
95 Id. Cli 1. 
96M. R. 3A. I1 (1). 
97 Id. R. 3A. 1 1 (2) and Practice Note 2 1. 
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responsibilities and can be expected to honour their obligations. " A sponsor 
must perform its duties with impartiality 99 and at least one sponsor must be 
independent from the issuer under the test set out under the Listing Rules. 
Their work- %Nill come to an end immediately upon the listing of the issuer. 10 1 
Compliance advisers are any corporation or authorized financial institution 
licensed or registered to advise on corporate finance matters and appointed as a 
compliance adviser by the issuer. They are appointed during the Fixed Period 
to assist the issuers on all compliance issues and they have to perform their 
duties With iMpUtiality. 102 Compliance advisers must inform the PRC issuers 
on a timely basis of any amendment or supplement to the Listing Rules and any 
new or amended law, regulation or code in Hong Kong applicable to such 
issuers. 103 In other words, the compliance advisers have the responsibilities of 
educating the senior management level about all relevant laws. They also have 
to provide advice on the continuing requirements under the above laws. 104 In 
addition, they have to be the channel of communication with the Hong Kong 
slock exchange if the authorized representatives of the issuers are not in Hong 
Konglo'. The new Listing Rules requires both the sponsors and compliance 
advisers to ensure corporate governance of the issuer instead of relying on the 
sponsors alone. By separating the role of the sponsors and compliance advisors, 
the independence of sponsors from the issuers can be better facilitated. 
The duties of directors are also spelt out in the Listing Rules. Each director has 
to satisfy the Hong Kong stock exchange that he has the necessary character, 
98 Ilie Listing Rules, R. I 9A. 06 (I). 
" Id. R- 3A. 06. 
'00 Id. R. 3A. 07. 
101 Id. R. 3A. 02. 
102 Id. RL 3A. 25. 
103 Id. R. 19A. 06 (3). 
104 Id. 
103 Id. R. 19A. 06 (4). 
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experience and integrity and to demonstrate that he has a standard of 
competence commensurate with his position as a director of a listed issuer. 106 
Every board of directors of a listed issuer has recently been increased to 
include at least three independent non-executive directors'" and for the first 
time, it states that at least one of the independent non-executive directors must 
have appropriate professional qualifications or accounting or related financial 
management expertise. 108 For PRC issuers, one of the independent non- 
executive directors must also demonstrate an acceptable standard of 
competence and adequate commercial or professional experience to ensure that 
the interests of the general body of shareholders will be adequately 
represented. 109 Furthermore, at least two of the executive directors"O and one 
of the independent non-executive directors must be ordinarily resident in Hong 
Kong. "' Supervisors also need to demonstrate a standard of competence 
commensurate with their position as supervisors. 112 
The company secretary of a PRC issuer need not be ordinarily resident in Hong 
Kong' 13 but has to have the requisite knowledge and experience to discharge 
the functions of a secretary. Such a person has to be a member of The Hong 
Kong Institute of Company Secretaries, a solicitor or barrister as defined in the 
Legal Practitioners Ordinance or a professional accountant. 114 If not the holder 
106 Id. R. 3.08 & R. 3.09. 
107 Id. R. 3.10(l). 
log Id. R- 3.10(2). 
109 Id. R. 19A. 1 8(l). 
" Id. R. 19A. 1 5. 
111 Id. 
112jd. 19A. 18(2). 
113 Id. R. 19A. 1 6. 
114 When the PRC company secretaries do not possess either one of these qualifications, they 
may make a submission to the Hong Kong stock exchange that they can discharge the Ametion 
of company secretaries by pleading that they have the relevant experience. Among other 
things, the Hong Kong stock exchange will take into consideration the period of their 
employment with the PRC issuers and their familiarity -Aith the Listing Rules. See id. R. 
19A. 16 (note). 
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of this position has to have suitable academic or professional qualifications or 
relevant experience in discharging the functions of this position. For an issuer 
listed before December 1,1989, a candidate for the post could meet the 
requirement if he or she held the office of secretary of the issuer before that 
date. 115 Such strict requirements are important as a number of listed companies 
in the PRC have had members of the senior management or accountants who 
have been incompetent in discharging their duties. 116 
In the early dky of H share issue, all the issuers were SOEs. They are large 
monopolistic organizations with expertise in certain areas such as energy, 
airlines, highways etc. The senior management of such companies had 
acquired invaluable specialized knowledge of such industry that was very 
difficult to be replaced. When the SOEs were listed, understandably they 
retained the senior management especially when more often than not, the 
listing was initiated by them. The management level might have expertise in 
their areas but they started their management when the PRC was still a planned 
economy and they were government officials and party members. The 
management method under a planned economy is very different from the way a 
company should be operated under a market economy, especially when it is 
publicly listed. After listing new management methods need to be learned and 
senior management needs to change their mindset as they are no longer 
government officials but directors who should protect the interests of 
shareholders. Such a transition may take time but the Listing Rules are paving 
the way for such transition with the use of sponsors and independent non- 
executive directors. 
111 Id. R. 8.17. 
116 One of the examples is Anhui Gujing Distillery Company Limited whichww set up in 1959. 
In 1996, the stocks of Gujing Gong Band A were issued on the Shenzhen Stock Market Ihe 
company admitted in its board of directors' resolutions that accounting methods were adopted 
improperly due to the negligence and insufficiency of relevant financial personnel's 
understanding of relevant rules and regulations and the company has organized relevant 
personnel to further study Accounting Rules for Stock Limited Companies and Enterprise 
Accounting Rules. See Bulletin on Resolutions of the 1e Session of the 3`1 Board of 
Directors ofAnhui Guijing Distillery Company Limited, Bulletin No. 2004-02 Para. 111,425 
&6, Feb. 23,20(A at bttp: /hvww., Aenweipo. com/special/anhui-guiiniJanhui-guiiniz. htinL 
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Full Disclosure 
There are many differences between a PRC company and a Hong Kong 
company which an investor may not be aware of The investors should have an 
adequate understanding of the risks involved in subscribing for H shares. 
Based on similar principle as the US securities law, the HKSE Listing Rules 
demand full disclosure as the best way to dealwith such potential problems. 
Under the Listing Rules, a PRC issuer has to disclose in its prospectus risk 
factors that will. include, among other things, a brief summary off: 
* the relevant PRC laws and regulations; 
e the political structure and economic en-viromnent of the PRC; 
foreign exchange controls in the PRC and the exchange rate risk of the 
Renminbi; 
the different regulatory frarnework- for PRC issuers listing outside the 
PRC; 
a specific risk factors related to the business of the PRC issuer and/or its 
products; and 
the law(s) governing the resolution of disputes arising from the PRC 
issuer's article of association and the transfer of the PRC issuer's shares. 
There will also be a description of applicable company law matters including 
material differences between the requirements of the PRC and of Hong Kong. 
Such description should include the following 118: 
111 The I. Asting Rules, R. 19A. 42 (para. 64). 
118 Id. R. 19A. 42 (para. 65). 
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the quorum and voting requirements for general meetings of 
shareholders and for separate meetings of holders of domestic shares, 
foreign shares and H shares; 
the PRC issuer's ability, by way of a special resolution in a general 
meeting, to issue, allot or grant up to 20% of its eNisting share capital in 
domestic shares, foreign shares and H shares once every 12 months, 
without a separate vote by holder of foreign shares; 
the PRC issuer's ability to issue domestic shares, foreign shares and H 
shares pursuant to a share issue plan adopted at the inaugural meeting 
of the PRC issuer without a separate vote by holders of foreign shares; 
* any right of action a shareholder may have against director of the PRC 
issuer; 
* the special features of arbitration; and 
the standard of shareholder protection, which is different from that 
generally available in Hong Kong. 
Such disclosure is to allow the investors to have a fidl picture of the H share 
company and if they are well-informed and understand The risks investors can 
make an informed decision about whether to apply for the shares of such 
companies. 
Provisional Conclusions -H Shares Form a Bridge between the 
ITO Regulatory Regimes in Hong Kong and the PRC 
The legal regime governing H shares is to facilitate the listing of PRC 
enterprises on the Hong Kong stock exchange. The philosophy behind such a 
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regime is to ensure that PRC companies will meet the international standards 
TequiTed by the Hong Kong stock exchange. 119 Listing on the HKSE enables 
the PRC companies to access foreign funds from the Hong Kong capital market 
while affording investors proper protection. 
As shown by the statistics quoted earlier, H shares were very popular when 
they were first launched as such share companies were handpicked by the 
Chinese government and therefore most investors assumed that they would 
have the backing of the PRC government even though the profitability of some 
such enterprises was of a dubious nature. Prices of the H shares were easily 
affected by the policies adopted by the PRC goverment or the relevant 
ministries and corruption was also allegedly widespread among concerned 
cormnunist officials. 
E-vidence from different countries seems to suggest that both the legal 
protection of investors and some form of concentrated ownership are essential 
to ensure managerial accountability. 12' The Listing Rules and the relevant 
Securities and Futures Ordinance aim to protect investors by equipping them 
with some legal recourse. However the concentrated ownership is in the hands 
of the PRC government and the resulting moral hazard from such an "abstract" 
owner is not helpful in ensuring the accountability of directors and managers. 
Despite all these problems, the SOEs have undergone a rapid transformation 
showing improved performance and a separation of enterprises from 
government intervention. The enterprise reform programmes in the PRC have 
come a long way since adoption of the open door policy in 1979. Considering 
that the PRC was still a planned economy less than three decades ago, the 
improvement in corporate governance and the protection of shareholders' 
interests has been remarkable. 
119Robert Nottle, 77ze Development ofSecurifies Markets in China in the 1990s in Securities 
and Futures Commission, SEcumms REGuLAnoN IN HONG KONG 116 (Securities and 
Futures Commission, ed. 2002). 
120 Andrei Shleifer & Robert W. Vislmy, A Survey of Corporate Governance, JOU-NAL OF 
FjNANcE, 52,737-93. 
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To put such progress in context, it is important to trace its development. 
Dramatic changes in the PRC's reform policies began between 1984 and 1988 
when enterprises became the focus of the reform and decentralization was 
formally adopted on a national scale. 121 The decentralization programme aimed 
at two goals - to separate the government from enterprise operations and 
remove the Party from direct enterprise management with the director as the 
main decision-maker supported by the Party. 122 In 1989 the reforms were put 
on hold with the political upheavals and the fall of Zhao Ziyang, who favoured 
the market economy. 123 The market economy was still largely labeled as 
capiWism and the opposite of socialism. 124 Many reform, projects were in 
limbo until 1992 when Deng Xiaoping toured southern. China and restarted the 
reform momenturn. 125 The partial market programme was replaced by 
comprehensive markets. 126 The reform effort after 1992 was aimed at 
121 YuAN Lu. MANAGFmENT DFC[SION-MAKING IN CHINESE ENTERPRISES 18(Macmillan Press. 
19%). On May 10,1984, the State Council published GUAATUJLVYL6uKUODA GUOYING 
GoNow Qirr ZJZUQ UAV DE ZHAAWNG GULDING rl'emporary regulations on further expansion 
of autonomy in large and medium-sized state enterprises] by granting criterpriscs autonomy in 
10 areas including production planning, product sales, pricing, supplies, the use of capital 
retained from profits, disposal of unnecessary assets, management of labour and personnel, 
organizational design, rewards and salary and the formation of industrial groups among 
enterprises. In the same month, the SCRE S circulated GuAvru CBwGsHi Jivw 71ZIff GAIGE 
Siffmy GoNGzuo ZuonArHa DE XyAo [Key Points of the Working Conference on an 
Experiment ofFconomic Institutional Reform in Urban Cities] to Simplify government 
administrative systems and create a context to ensure enterprise autonomy. 
122 id. 19 
123 Td. 22. 
124 Id. 23. 
121 Id 
126 Party Congress Introduces Markel Economy, 42 BEIJING RE%riEwr, 5-6-, Fang Sheng, 
Openfng Up andMaking Use ofCapitaUsm, 12 BEjuitG REviEw, 17-19. In July 1992, the 
State Council published GU' NYU ZHU4NHUAN Guoymc; QjYH Avc; mvc; J1ZH1 DE Gulam; 
[Regulation on the Changes in the Operating Mechanisms of State-Owned Enterprises] which 
delegate 14 decision-making powers, namely, production planning, pricing, purchasing, 
foreign trade, investment, use of retained profits, disposal of fixed assets, formation of 
alliances with other films, employment recruitment and selection, personnel management, 
labour management, allocation of wages and bonuses, organizational design and change and 
the rights to reuse funds, materials and services allocated by government agencies. LU, supra 
note 121, at 158-159. 
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clarifying the o, "mership structure and introducing a new enterprise governance 
based on market economy. 127 
Developments since 1992 showed that the market economy had progressed at 
full speed. In his report to the 15'h Communist Party Congress held in 
September 1997 President Jiang Zemin in his "Report to the Congress" stated 
that the PRC favoured a joint stock system which separated ownership and 
management, this helped raise the efficiency of the operation of enterprises and 
capital. 128 In 1993, the first batch of H share companies were listed on the 
Hong Kong stock exchanges. The number of domestic joint stock companies in 
the PRC is reported to have risen from 3600 in 1995 to 9000 by the end of 
1997.129 At the same time the managements of the SOEs had been granted a 
considerable degree of decision-making autonomy. 130 As a result their 
accountability and governance constitute the natural next step in the PRC's 
economic reform 131 
Listing of H shares helps PRC companies to raise funds from international 
investors. However with the stringent listing requirements imposed by the 
Hong Kong stock exchange, it also helps to restructure the proposed PRC 
companies by making fuH use of a ready pool of international financial and 
legal intermediaries existing in Hong Kong. The listing rules stress the 
importance of full disclosure and so the listing of H shares and the introduction 
of foreign capital have required a significant increase in the transparency of the 
SOEs concerned, and it is thus a force for the reform of their corporate 
governance. 132 'Me Listing Rules and the relevant SFO also formalize the 
relationship betweenthe Hong Kong stock exchange and the SOEs and provide 
127 LU, supra note 121, at 159. 
129 FUll teXt of report delivered at the 15"National Congress of the Communist Party of China 
(September 12,1997), BEDING REVIEW, Oct 6,1997, at 10-33. 
129 Child, supra note 87, at 42. 
130 Id. 41 & App. 
131 Id. 41. 
132 Child, supra note 87, at 18. 
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more structural support. As a result, it can minimize the impact of the guanxi 
network 133 and ensure a level playing field based on competence and market 
mechanism. 134 
The listing of H shares may not solve all, or even most of, the problems of the 
SOEs regarding corporate governance but it is the right move in the right 
direction. The relevant rules in the Listing Rules and the SFO take into 
consideration the international standard required by the Hong Kong stock 
exchange and also the particular characteristics of PRC companies. Although 
such rules and laws were not created to harmonize the laws between Hong 
Kong and the PRC, they indirectly paved the way for such harmonization. If 
the same "equivalent compartmentalizatiorf' can be devised by the PRC 
companies for Hong Kong or foreign companies, it will draw the legal 
requirements between the PRC and Hong Kong even closer and harmonization 
may eventually be achieved. 
... Cmanxi refers to a special relationship due to the existence of particularistic ties. It involves 
some sort of family or achieved reldtionship between two parties. Examples orguanri bases 
include individuals' having worked together previously, having studied together, having been 
labours, having been teacher or student to each other, or being members of the same family 
(immediate or extended). Native origin is also a common basis ofguanxi in the PRC by 
coming from the same home town or having the same ancestral roots. Through identification, 
friendship and felt obligations, guanxi promotes interpersonal trust, interpersonal liking, 
loyalty and favouritisin that affect the operation of a company. See Anne S. Tsui et al., Guan)d 
in the Chinese Context, in LU, supra note 121, at 225-229 & fig. 9.1. 
134 It has been proposed that guanri is a substitute for formal institutional support arid a guanxi 
network takes on more importance for private-sector firms because of the lack of a reliable rule 
of law. 
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Regulatory and Institutional Revision of 
Integrated Capital Market Standards - 
Impact of International Soft Laws and CEPA 
Chapter I explains the backgrounds of the Hong Kong and the PRC stock 
markets and notes that integration of the stock markets of these two 
jurisdictions is beneficial to both For Hong Kong, it will enhance its status as 
an international financial centre, increasing the liquidity and diversity of its 
stock marka For the PRC, it can make use of the pool of highly skilled 
human resources and sophisticated financial infrastructure, increasing others' 
confidence in its stock markets. Geographical, cultural and economic factors 
also encourage such integration Chapter 11 explains the use of "equivalent 
compartmentalization" by the Hong Kong stock exchange to allow PRC 
companies to be listed on its exchange in the form of H shares. 
The H share experiment alone is not sufficient enough to consolidate the stock 
markets of Hong Kong and the PRC as it is only related to listing matters. Are 
there other factors that contribute to harmonization of law between these Mro 
jurisdictions which is conducive to such integration? This chapter explains the 
importance of soft laws in the harmonization process. It then proceeds to 
examine the Mainland and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership 
Agreement C'CEPN) and see how it facilitates mutual recognition of 
qualifications of the financial intermediaries in Hong Kong and the PRC. This 
chapter concludes by examining how both the international soft laws and 
CEPA foster integration of the clearing and settlement systems. 
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A. Harmonization of Laws and Regulations 
Harmonization of laws and regulations' is a process of increasing the 
compatibility and consistency of legal practices by setting bounds to their 
degree of variation. It can be distinguished from standardization which is the 
process which leads to uniformity of laws and regulations. Harmonization is a 
process ranging from minimum harmonization to maximum harmonization. 
Minimum harmonization is to set out minimum standards to be achieved in two 
jurisdictions while, on the other side of the spectrum, maximum harmonization 
is the state at which laws and regulations of two jurisdictions will become 
identical. 
It is advocated that structural reform on corporate governance based on 
international soft laws is required for the harmonization of securities laws in 
Hong Kong and the PRC in light of the Asian crisis in 1997 and large corporate 
failures like Enron and Worldcom. Accountability and building up a workable 
incentive system are two main issues that make rules and regulations work and 
they are singled out for discussion after the corporate governance issues. 
As far as financial intermediaries are concerned, this chapter continues by 
examining the mutual recolpfition concepts in relation to CEPA, CEPA II and 
CEPA 111. Both the international soft laws and CEPAs also contribute to the 
consolidation of the clearing and senlement systems in these two jurisdictions. 
Structural Refonn: Corporate Governance Culture (International 
Soft Law) 
a. Corporate Govemance - Over-view 
Corporate governance is affected by the relationships among participants in 
the governance system and their relative powers vary from one jurisdiction to 
another. Governance problems result from the separation of ownership and 
1A more detailed definitim of harmonization of law can be found in Chapter V 
(Harmonization ofLaw and Four Models ofIntegration). 
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control. However, this is not simply an issue of the relationship between 
shareholders and management, although that is the central element Governance 
issues may also arise from the power of certain controlling shareholders over 
minority shareholders. Stake-holders have also become increasingly important as 
employees and creditors have important legal rights and their rights also vary from 
jurisdiction to jurisdictiorL Effective corporate govemance should also adopt Us 
broad approach to the operation of checks and balances. Some of the other issues 
relevant to a company's decision-mak-ing processes, such as environmental, 
anti-corruption or ethical concerns, are also taken into account in some 
jurisdictions. 2 
Corporate governance is an important issue for the PRC. Take the banking 
sector as an example, Premier Wen Jianbo showed great concern in his annual 
press conference on March 14,2005 with the competence and accountability of 
state banks' management. Moral hazard, lack of internal controls, coupled with 
incompetence of bank staff resulted in a number of bank scandals recently'. 
Shortly after its successful December 2003 initial public offering, China Life 
Insurance was faced with class-action lawsuits in the United States for failing 
to disclose in listing documents an ongoing central government audit that 
revealed RMB 5.4 billion of financial irregularities within the company. 4 
2 OCED, OCED Principles of Corporate Governance 2004,12. 
3 Ajunior clerk in a sub-branch of the Bank of China in Harbin left the country with more than 
RMB I billion from the bank reserve. The China Construction Bank was investigating the 
disappearance of more than US$8 million fi-orn one of its branches in Jilin Province. The 
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and the China Agriculture Development Bank were 
also dealing with several massive scandals. Zliang Enzhao was sacked as the chairman of the 
China Construction Bank and China International Capital Corp., ajoint venture investment 
bank mainly between China Construction Bank and Morgan Stanley after Mr. Zhangwas 
named in a lawsuit filed in California court late in 2004 which alleged that he received about 
US$ I million in kickbacks in a deal to procure financial management software for the bank. 
(Xiangwei Wang, Leaders must Get Priorities Straight before Floating Scandal-Prone Banks, 
SCMP, March 21,2005. ) In a separate news report, the main Beijing branch of the Bank of 
China has been cheated of more than RNIB 600 million in a mortgage linked to a real estate 
project. 'Me Bank of China has endured five niýior scandals in recent years, involving billions 
of yuan losses at branches in Harbin, Guangdong and Heilongjiang and the scandals have 
brought down its president, a former head of its Hong Kong division and two Hong Kong vice- 
presidents. Shi Ting, Another Huge Fraud Rocky Bank ofChina, SCMP, April 3,2005. 
" Bei HuMainlandBanks Scrub Up Tatty1mage, SCW, April, 8,2005. 
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On the other hand, the problem with corporate governance in Hong Kong is the 
strong business lobby which advocates minimum intervention from the Hong 
Kong government. The history of securities regulatory reform in Hong Kong 
is a history of policy flip-flops and compromise, rather than a concise effort to 
give the regulator sharper teeth. 5 It was proposed by the government in its 
January consultation in 2005 to give the listing rules the statutory backing and 
as a result, the SFC have the ability to impose firies of up to HK$5 million on 
anyone breaching the listing rules -a measure for small and medium-sized 
breaches, with the hardier cases to be referred to the Market Misconduct 
Tribunal ("MMT') or criminal courts. Without fining power, the SFC is left 
with the options of public reprimands, disgorgement orders or banning 
directors. Fining power will reduce the time, effort and cost of court hearings 
and the MMT -a weapon so important to the SFC that for the first time in the 
history of the SFC, it publicly objected the possible government's decision to 
scrap such fining powers. 6 If the fining power of the SFC is scraped, it is not 
the first time that compromise vvith vested interest groups has watered down 
the power of the SFC. In 2002, an expert group proposed to have a single- 
regulator model in Hong Kong instead of having a division of labour between 
the stock market and the SFC in regulating the Hong Kong stock market. As 
the stock market is a profit-making organization, there is a serious conflict of 
interests for it to act as a regulator at the same time. Due to opposition from 
vested interest groups, the government retreated from the idea. 7 
b. Global Corporate Governance 
Large corporate failures have created repercussion all over the world and often 
stimulated debate about corporate governance. Such intense debate usually led 
to regulatory action and other reforms': 
5 Jane Moir, Watchdog to be Kept on Short Leash, SCNT, April 6,2005. 
6 See id. 
7See id. 
a Survey of Corporate Governance Development in OECD Countries, 9. 
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* Collapse of the Maxwell publisMng group at the end of 1980s led to the 
Cadbury code of 1992; 
Collapses like Poly Peck and BCCI in the 1990s and the Marconi 
(fon-nerly GEC) collapse in 2001 resulted in further enquiries and 
recommendations; 
Cases of Holtzman, Berliner Bank and more recently Babcok in 
Germany also served as catalyst for reform; 
Collapse of HIH (a larger insurer), Ansett Airlines and One Tel in 
Australia also called for further investigation and reform; 
Both banks and chaebol (in Korea) and Credit Lyonnaise (in France) in 
the early 1990s and Vivendi (in France) in early 2000s and the scandal 
with Swissair (in Switzerland) in 2001 have raised many governance 
issues; 
Large failure of financial and non-financial institutions in Japan in the 
1990s have also led to regulatory responses and legal changes; 
Cases of Enron, WorldCorn and Tyco, have sparked off major debate 
and legislative changes in the US. 
Large corporate failures or large scale crisis like the Asian crisis in 1997 often 
triggered re-examination of the corporate structure, practice and corporate 
behaviour. The inter-connectedness of our economy and the significant 
adverse externalities of any corporate failings prompt international action for 
higher corporate standards and governance. International standards set by 
international organization are frequently referred to as "soft law". In practice, 
soft law refers to a great variety of instruments including declarations of 
general principles, codes of practice, recommendations, guidelines, standards, 
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charters and resolutions. Although these kinds of documents are not legally 
binding, there is a strong expectation that their provisions NO] be respected and 
Mowed by the international conununity. According to BothO (1980): 
"A non legal commitment is ... often much easier 
for a state to accept than a 
legal one. In all probability, here lies the reason why states do not reject 
resolutions the terms of which they would by no means accept as a treaty. This 
presents both an opportunity and a danger. As resolutions also give rise to 
expectations, they trigger a certain pressure for compliance that is often, as has 
been shown, effective in the long run. They influence practice, and practice 
influences law. " 
Soft law helps to harmonize law and practice globally. Soft law is developed 
by various international organizations, some of them organized on national 
lines (e. g. OECD) and some on organizational/professional lines (e. g. IOSCO, 
IASB and lAASB). Soft law affects member countries while sometimes it also 
affects non-member countries if such non-member countries have adopted the 
principles or standards. Both Hong Kong and the PRC are not members Of 
OECD but both of them have adopted the Anti-Corruption Action Plan for 
Asia-Pacific (which is one of the initiatives of OECD) and they are influenced 
by OECD Principles of Corporate Govemance. 10 As for IOSCO, both Hong 
Kong and the PRC are members. More than one chairman of the SFC is the 
chairman of the Technical Committee of the IOSCO (Technical Committee is 
made up of 15 agencies that regulate some of the World's larger, more 
9 Mchael Bothe, Legalaml Non LegulMorms: A Meaningrul Distinction in International 
Relations? II NETHERLAM)s YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL LAw 65-95 (1980). 
10 As a response to OECD, the G7 agreed in 1999 to launch a Financial Stability Forum, 
involving all of the major players in the international financial system, including a number of 
emerging economies such as Singapore and Hong Kong. This Forum adopted 12 key standards 
considered essential for countries to follow in order to promote international financial stability. 
Daniel Blume, Experiences with the OECD Corporate Governance Principles (Nfiddle East 
and North Africa Corporate Governance Workshop, Cairo, Egypt, September 7,2003) at 
. httv: /Avv, %ýgcgf. orglifcext/egfnsf/AttachmentsBvTitle/N4ENA Sq! 03 ENp with OECD CQ Principles/$FHXJMENA 5M 03 +OECD +Blume. 0 The SSE Guidelines in 
the PRC drew heavily on the OECD Principles and UK Combined Code. SeeAsiaLaw& 
Practice, SIRUCTURING FOR Succus - THE FiRST 10 YEARS OF CAPUAL MARKETS IN CIUNA 
30 (Asia Law & Practice, June 2001). 
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developed and internationalized stock mukets) and the PRC is one of the 19 
member Executive Committee in 2004.11 
2. Structural Reform: Accountability System 
Accountability is associated with delegated authority and the party with the 
delegated authority has to answer for actions to the entity from which authority 
is derived, usually against agreed-to performance standards. Originally, 
accountability referred mainly to compliance with established norms of 
financial management In recent years, the meaning of accountability has 
broadened to include the achievement of performance targets and compliance 
with norms external to the organization - such as protection of human rights or 
preservation of the environment For a company, the management owes a duty 
both to the shareholders and arguably to stakeholders. Accountability usually 
also involves taking actions to correct problems, ensuring they do not reoccur 
and the imposition of various forms of penalties for failure. It is the liability of 
a board of directors to shareholders and stakeholders for corporate performance 
and actions of the corporation. 12 
One common misconception regarding the stock market in the PRC is the 
suggestion that government intervention in the management of the companies 
should be curbed as there should be a separation of the management from the 
government control. The problem with the state-owned government is not 
government intervcntion. As the government is the largest shareholder, they 
have the majority voting power to legitimately influence the decisions of the 
companies. The real problem of the state-owned enterprise is a lack of 
accountability. The government is an abstract concept and in the daily 
management of the companies, it translates into layers of bureaucracy, 
corruption and non-profit making goals. Separation of the government control 
and the management advocated in the early days of the corporatization did not 
112004 IOSCO ANNuAL REPoRT 20 at http: /twww. iosco. orR/annual EM2Wdocs/indexl. htnl. 
12 A nurnber of definitions can be found in the Google websites (e. g. see 
http: /Avw, Aýgoople. coni/search? hl=en&lr--&rls=GGLD, GGLD: 2005-09, GGLD: en&oi= 
defmore&q=; defme: accountahILity). 
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enable the state-o-Aned companies to turn the table around and make any 
profits. The state-owned companies were accountable to the majority 
shareholders who now happened to be the government and it means that they 
were accountable to nobody other than bureaucrats and possible corrupted 
government officials. 13 The government is not one single entity and it is 
operated at different levels, central, provincial and municipal levels. In an 
inter-view with China Central Television in 2005, State-owned Asset 
Supervision and Administration C'SASAC') 14 chairman Li Rongrong said that 
a key issue was to hold local state-assets bureaus accountable to their 
counterparts at the higher levels. 15 The issue of accountability does not only 
apply to the relationship between government ownership and the management 
of the SOEs but also the chain of commands within the government structure. 
The remedy is not to stop the government intervention. In fact, the government, 
as a shareholder, should have more intervention but it should exercise its rights 
in a way similar to institutional investors. However given a general lack of 
accountability as described above and that the PRC government is also 
concerned with non-economic goals like local development and employment 
generation16, the ideal system to ensure economic efficiency is to replace the 
13 There were heated talks about growing fraud and corruption at state firms at the NPC closed 
on March 14,2005. Procurator-General lia Chunwang said in his NPC report in March 2005 
that 10,407 officials were found to have misappropriated or stolen state assets during 
restnicturing programmes in 2004. Maine Chan, Beying Plans Clampdown on Illegal "'Tales of 
Stale Assets, SCMP, March 15,2005. 
14 SASAC was established in March 2003 to manage the country's problematic 196 SOEs 
which absorbed 80% of its total resources but contributed to orýy 40% of the industrial output. 
As at March 14,2005, it contmis 179 of the country's biggest SOFs with assets worth RMB 
9.2 trillion and it aims to cut the number of companies under its control to between 80 and 100. 
Eventually the goal is to groom only 30 to 50 internationally competitive state-owned 
corpurations. See Id. and Shi Tmg, State-Owned Firms to Face Faster Ctas, SCMP, March 14, 
2005. 
"See id. hi November 2003, SASAC announced five measures to restructure and reorganize 
SOEs: 1) to encourage more SOEs to list in the domestic markets; 2) to encourage merger and 
acquisition of large SOEs; 3) to establish an exit mechanism for non-competitive industries; 4) 
to encourage SOEs to invest abroad, set up branch offices and participate in international 
merger and acquisition and 5) to create opportunities for foreign enterprises to participate in the 
merger and acquisition of the PRC's merger and acquisition- &4&4CAnnounces Five 
Measures to Promote China's SOE Reform, PEOPLE'S DAILY ONLINE, Nov. 20,2003 
available at tq: //english. pgople. com. cn/200311/20/eng2OO3ll2O 128595. stAml 
16 It is the reason why it takes such a long time for the PRC government to introduce 
bankruptcy laws and exit mechanism for listed companies. 
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government with institutional investors as the majority" shareholders. If 
institutional investors's are majority shareholders, their voice and concern can 
be better heard and the interests of the shareholders are better protected. To 
achieve this goal, the first step is for the govemment to sell off its state shares 
to the private sectors. 
Non-floating state shares of more than 1,200 listed companies account for 66% 
of the RMB 3.53 trillion in market capitalization and therefore comprise the 
rnýority of the shares issued by the listed PRC companies in the PRC stock 
markets. The high concentration of non-tradable shares may create moral 
hazard as the managers of listed companies do not have to worry about falling 
stock prices, and becoming a target for takeover as in the west. '9 
The non-tradable shares are also one of the most important obstacles for the 
integration of stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC. Non-tradable shares 
17 The advantages of diversified ownership may probably be over-rated as the influence of 
small shareholders usually is limited and small shareholders tend to be more passive as they 
may be preoccupied with theirjobs and the money at stake tends to be smaller. 
"The words "Institutional investorsr' should be qualified. It sbould be noted that there are 
different types of institutional investors. Some institutional investors may be fund managers 
affiliated with commercial or investment banks. The client of such banks may be the listed 
companies the fund managers will invest in. There will be a conflict of interests as fund 
managers do not want to be seen as criticizing their client In any events, other than public 
information through disclosure, fund managers may depend aft access to the management of 
companies for their information, any public criticism of the companies may risk being shut out 
from the companies and any finther access to important financial information. See David 
Webbs, The H/MS Initiative: Representing & ActivatingAlinority Shareholders at 
hM: /tww, A, ýwebb-site. com/articles/hams. htm (last modified: July 1,200 1). Some institutional 
investors are less accountable to their "ownersr thim are corporate managements to their 
shareholders. John Coffee, Liquidity versus Control: The Institutional Investor Voice, 91 
COLU1%MIA LAW REVIEW, 1277-1338,1331 (1991). Despite such institutional investors, 
other institutional investors like the California Public Employees'Retirement System 
(CalPERS) are recognized as standard-bearers for the movement that advocates ownership 
rights so as to increase share value. Indeed, CalPERS is generally credited as a founder of 
shareholder activism stemming from its heightened proxy voting activity at selected companies 
in the mid-I 980s. See James Hawley et. al., Getting the Herd to Run: ShareholderActivism at 
the California Employees'Retirement System, 13USINESS ANDTHE CONTEMMRARY 
WORLD, 11-12 (Fall 1994). Sce also CalPERS Sharcowncr Forum, CaZPERý Fiewpointat 
. http: 
/hvww. calms-govemance. oroMewi)oint/default. a . 
15'Jian Chen & Roger Strange, The Evolution ofCorporate Governance in China 19(The 
Management Centre Research Papers, Research Paper 025 Subject Area: International 
Business, King's College, April 2004) at http: //, wwýv. kcl. ae. uvdepsta/psetmancen/ 
research/Res Paper 25-1)d 
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distort share prices and it is the main reason that results in different share 
valuation of the same companies in Hong Kong and the PRC. ne state share 
reform in 2005 is a major step in the right direction which is discussed in the 
last chapter. 
3. Structural Reform: Incentive System 
An incentive system is essential to motivate the management of the companies 
to comply with the rules and regulations. If enforcement of laws and 
regulations is the cure of the issue of compliance, to provide an incentive 
system to comply with laws and regulations is the prevention of non- 
compliance issue. Not any incentive system works as there is also a strong 
incentive for people not to comply with laws and regulations. By laying down 
the rules does not mean that they will or want to comply with them. The 
incentive to comply with rules and regulations has to outweigh the incentive of 
not complying with them. 
Incentive systems including bonus schemes and stock option plans are 
commonly used. In order not to defeat the purpose of incentive systen-4 such 
schemes and plans have to be carefully devised. The incentive system should 
help to align the directors' interests with shareholders and give the directors 
incentives to perform at the highest levels . 
20 To avoid short term profit at the 
expense of long term performance of the enterprises, shares granted or other 
forms of deferred payment should not be vested, and options should not be 
exercisable, for a period of time, usually three years and directors should be 
encouraged to hold on the shares for a further period after vesting or exercise. 21 
Incentives schemes should be subject to challenging performance criteria 
reflecting the company's objectives. 22 Any grant or incentive awards should 
be phased rather than one-off. 23 Further, any new incentive schemes and 
20 The UK Combined Code on Corporate Governance (July 2003), Code B. 1.1. 
21 Id. Schedule A(2). 
22 Id. Schedule A(4). 
23 Id. Schedule A(5). 
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significant change of existing plans should be approved by shareholders to 
avoid over-remuneration of the management at the expense of the listed 
companies. 24 
Incentive may prone to abuse by the management as they may want to hide 
losses and pump up profit figures to maximize their gains through bonus 
schemes or stock options. Therefore, an incentive system is equally important 
for the whistle-blowers, mainly accountants and auditors but whistle-blowers 
should also include employees. Such incentive systems include rights to 
protect them from improper dismissal or a certain degree of immunity from 
prosecution 25 Incentive system also applies to stakeholders. Performance 
enhancing mechanisms range from explicit economic incentives such as share 
distributions and forms of performance-related pay to the establishment of a 
corporate culture to motivate employees, employee consultation and 
representation on the boards. Creditors could also include undertakings about 
corporate disclosure by which the firm voluntarily commits to tighter standards 
than those required by applicable law. 26 
Proper incentives are important to supplement the market mechanism 
especially in an environment where the rule of law is questionable. If the law 
is not proper enforced, best corporate practice will depend on the conscience of 
the workforce and the general working culture. Incentives that help achieve 
the company's goal and protect the investors' interests can eliminate moral 
hazard that prevails in SOEs. One of the classic problems of SOEs in the PRC 
is that even senior management or directors do not receive high remuneration 
packages although they have considerable power and influence in the listed 
companies. The combination of poor remuneration and substantial power, 
24 Id. Code B. 2.4. 
25 In Hong Kong, auditors of listed companies are granted immunity from civil liability for 
reporting suspected fraud to the SFC. See Part XVI of SFO. There are also whistle-blowers 
lawsinCanada. See Canadian Law Site. com, Canadian WhistleblowerLaws at 
. 
http: /Avw, vý,. canadianlaNvsite. comtwliistle-blower. htnL 
26 OECD, Survey of Corporate Governance Development in OECD Countries at 
httpJtww, Aýoecd. orizidataoecd/58/27/21755678. pd p. 45 (last viewed Mar. 23,2006). 
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coupled with a lack of accountability, tends to foster corruption practices, 
power abuse, embezzlement or appropriation of companies' assets. 
Other than securities laws and regulations, integration requires synergy and 
similar corporate practice with the support of the whole legal environment. 
Integration of stock markets also requires appropriate legal and non-legal 
incentives to be in place to overcome the moral hazard within the organizations 
of the SOEs. 
It is not the intention of this chapter to list all the corporate governance issues 
and the above discussion is far from exhaustive in relation to the vast area of 
corporate governance. The above discussion is to tackle the corporate 
governance issues in the context of integration between the Hong Kong and the 
PRC stock markets. It has already been pointed out in Chapter II that H share 
rules and regulations have already laid down the foundation for the 
harmonization or rules and regulations if the stock markets were to be 
consolidated despite some of their shortcomings. Soft laws and the work of 
some international organizations have also assisted the harmonization of laws 
and practices. This chapter on corporate governance particularly singles out 
accountability and incentive issues. Accountability is a very important issue in 
governance and it is concluded that state shares have to be phased out before 
integration of stock markets can ever happen which is already in progress. In 
addition to the legal environment, incentives are important to illustrate the 
significant impact of informal rules and practices on integration. 
B. Mutual Recognition of Stock Market Intennediaries 
1. Mainland-Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership 
Arrangement - Structure and Operation 
One of the main factors that facilitates integration of the Hong Kong and PRC 
stock markets is the mutual recognition of qualifications of the financial 
intermediaries of these two jurisdictions. Mutual recognition of stock market 
intermediaries between Hong Kong and the PRC was partly achieved by the 
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Mainland-Flong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA). 
CEPA covers three major areas of liberali7ation: trade in goods, trade in services 
and trade and investment facilitatiorL 27 Trade and investment facilitation, 
although more general in nature than the other two, is potentially most important 
since it sets the groundwork for co-operation between the PRC and Hong Kong 
governments for implementation of the concessions provided in the other two 
areas. 
Liberalization regarding trade in goods is not discussed here as it is outside the 
scope of this thesis. This thesis mainly examines CEPA's impact on the 
service industry in Hong Kong in general and securities industry in particular. 
The discussion of the financial intermediaries is limited to securities dealer arid 
advisers, accountants and solicitors. 29 
CEPA is an organic and a forward-looking arrangement as both the PRC and 
Hong Kong governments have agreed to pursue further trade liberalization 
measures through consultation under the terms and conditions of CEPA. 29 
CEPA I was first concluded in June 2003 and implemented from January 1, 
2004. Under the CEPA framework, the PRC and Hong Kong agreed on a 
second phase of liberalization measures (CEPA II) in August 2004 to further 
relax the access to the PRC's services market In addition, further liberalization 
(CEPA III) took effect in January 2006. It is true that market liberalization 
measures associated with the PRCs WTO accession are applicable to Hong 
Kong but CEPA measures are above and beyond the WrO commitments and it 
only applies to those qualified as "Hong Kong companies" as defined by CEPA. 
CEPA not only provide enhanced access for Hong Kong! s service providers to 
the PRC market, but it also creates opportunities for Hong Kong professionals 
and residents to establish business or work in the PRC. 
27 CEPA, art. I at tM: /twwwtid. gov. hk/englislVcepa/files/main e. doc- 
21 Under CEPA, it is clearly stated that the PRC supports the full utilization of financial 
intermediaries in Hong Kong during the process of reform, restructuring and development of 
the financial sector in the PRC. See CEPA, Art. 13(3). 
29'Under CEPA, consultation and negotiation are held by the Steering Committee and the 
liaison offices and working groups set up under it. See CEPA, art 19. 
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CEPA I covers market access to 18 service industries. 30 On August 27,2004 
the two sides agreed, under CEPA 11, to further relax the market access 
conditions for Hong Kong services and service suppliers in the following areas, 
namely: legal, accounting, medical, audiovisual, construction, distribution, 
banking, securities, transpoM freight forwarding agency and individually 
owned stores. 31 
Under CEPA II, it was further agreed that eight more areas were opened up for 
preferential access to Hong Kong service suppliers from January 1,2005. They 
include: airport services, cultural entertainment, information technology, job 
referral agency, job intermediary, patent agency, trade mark- agency and 
professional qualification examinations. 32 in other words, the PRC 
government was committed to opening a total of 26 sectors to Hong Kong 
services and Hong Kong services providers with CEPA I and 11 combined. 
There are 23 liberaliLation measures under CEPA 111, covering ten areas. 33 
Authorities and professional bodies of both sides v611 continue to bold 
consultation meefings to consider specific methodologies for mutual 
recognition of professional qualifications. 
2. CEPA Terms Applicable to Financial Intermediaries 
In response to CEPA 34 , SFC and the CSRC signed 
in December 2003 the 
"Mainland/ Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement - 
30 These 18 service sectors are: management consulting, convention and exhibition, advertising, 
accounting, construction and real estate, medical and dental, distribution, logistics, freight 
forwarding, storage and warehousing, transport, tourism, audio-visual, legal, banking, 
securities, insurance, and value-added telecommunications services. 
31 CEPA IL art. 2(l) at lttp: /Avww. tid. gov. hktenglish/cepalfiles/sa main e. doc.. 
32 Id. art. 2(2). 
33 Hong Kong Trade Development Council, CEPA III - Opportunities for Hong Kong at 
kttp: /twwvý,. tdctrade. com/econfonmlftdettdcO5I I 011tin (posted Nov. 10,2005). 
34 CEPA, annex 4, Table 1,7(B) Securities- para. 2. 
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Arrangements relating to Qualifications of Securities and Futures Industry 
Practitioners" to implement CEPA in the securities industry. 
a. CEPA Terms Applicable to Securities Firms and Brokers 
Comparison between HK and PRC Qualifications of Securities and Future 
Industry Practitioners 
In Hong Kong, under the new SFO, a new single licensing system was 
introduced on April 1,2003. Under the new system, a license holder may 
engage in different types of regulated activities falling into nine 
categories. Each license issued will clearly defline the type of regulated 
activities allowed by the holder to participate in. 35 
36 Pursuant to the following mapping table , PRC professionals applying 
for 
Hong Kong licences or Hong Kong securities and futures professionals 
applying for qualifications to practise in the PRC are deemed as having 
possessed the necessary industry qualifications in the corresponding 
jurisdiction37: 
35 See Annex 2 for the nine regulated activities under the 'VO in Hong Kong. 
36 Hmg Kong Securities histitute, Mutual Recognition ofl+ofessional Qualification Marks 
New Page in Mainland -Hong Kong Coalition -Licensing ExaminationforSecunhes and 
Futures Intermediaries"Launched in Shenzhen, Press Release, December 29,2004 at 
http: /hv",. hk-si. org/ enpJnews/news 20041229. htmL 
37 Hong Kong Securities Institute, Mutual Recognition of Professional Qualification Marks 
New Page in Mainland -Hong Kong Coalition -'Zicensing ExaminationforSecurities and 
Futures Intermediaries"Launched in Shenzhen, Press Release, December 29,2004 at 
. http: /tww, A,. hk-si. orgjeng/nL%vs/news 20041229. 
htmL (based on information from the SFC 
website). 
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Regulated Activities specified in 
Practising Qualifications in the PRC Hong Kong Licences 
Securities Practising Qualification Dealing in Securities 
(having passed the Special Paper on Securities (Type I regulated activity) 
Dealing) 
Securities Practising Qualification Advising on Securities 
(having passed the Special Paper on Securities (Type 4 regulated act]N, ItN, ) 
Investment Analysis) 
Securities Practising Qualification Advising on Corporate Finance 
(having passed the Special Paper on Securities (Tvpc 6 regulated activity) 
Issuance and Undei-Ný riling) 
Futures Practising Qualification Dealing in Futures Contracts 
(having passed the Special Paper on Futures) (Type 2 regulated activity) 
Futures Practising Qualification Advising on Futures Contracts 
(having passed the Special Paper on Futures) (Type 5 regulated activity) 
Securities Practising Qualification Asset Management 
(having passed the Special Paper on Securities (Type 9 regulated activity) 
In% estment Funds) 
To practise in the securities and futures indusirv either in I long Kong or the 
PRC requires both the indusMI and practising qualifications. An individual has 
to obtain the industn- qualification before applying for the practicing 
qualification. Industry quallfcations are academic qualifications that can be 
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obtained through examinations. Practising qualifications are usually concerned 
NNith regulatory requirements like experience and conduct. 
In essence, the CEPAs work- in a similar way as the Home Country Rule 
adopted by the EU in a number of its directives (see Chapter IV). In this case, 
as Hong Kong and the PRC are not two countries, it can be called a home 
jurisdiction rule. This thesis now examines in more detail the operation of Us 
home jurisdiction rule in the securities, legal and accountancy industries: 
Hong Kong Professionals applying to work in the PRC Securities and 
Futures Industry 
In the PRC, the Securities Association of China ("SAC') and China, Futures 
Association (-CFA! ) are responsible for administering the industry 
qualificatiorL 38 CSRC has delegated the authority to grant practising 
qualification to SAC and CFA_39 
The first TRC Securities Regulations Examination" for Hong Kong securities 
and rutures professionals was held in Shenzhen in March 2004. The SAC and 
CFA have appointed the Hong Kong Securities Institute ('11KSI") to make 
enrolment by Hong Kong professionals, so Hong Kong professionals can enrol 
for the above examination through HKSI. 
After obtaining the industry qualification, such an individual will need to 
secure an employment with a PRC intermediary firm and apply to SAC and 
CFA for the practising qualification. However if such an individual wants to 
take up senior management role and in such a case, that individual has to apply 
directly to the CSRC. 
3' SFC, Topic 3 Closer Economic Partnership Agreement -Arrangement Relating to 
Qualift cations ofSecurilies and Futures Industry Practitioners 4 at h=: /Av%v%v. sfc. hk/ 
sfc/doc/EN/intermediaries/licensingAopl: c 03 cepa eng 1.12.92. pdE 
39 See U 
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it. PRC Professionals applying to work in HK Securities and Futures 
industry 
The PRC professionals have to sit for a licensing examination to obtain the 
industry qualification. The HKSA is responsible for administering the 
examinatiorL 40 The "Licensing Examination for Securities and Futures 
Intermediaries" (Paper 1) was held in Shenzhen on April 23,2005 (Saturday) 
on a reciprocal basis for PRC professionals. The "Licensing Examination for 
Securities and Futures Intermediaries"(Paper 1) in Shenzhen had been 
organized by the HKSI, assisted by the SAC, the CFA and supported by the 
Gro-*Nlh Enterprises Training Centre, Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The 
examination was administered locally by the Adult Education College of 
Shenzhen University. 
Notwithstanding satisfying the "Recognized Industry Qualifications" of the 
SFC, PRC professionals are still required to pass the relevant regulatory 
examinations in Hong Kong to satisfy "Local Regulatory Framework Papers" 
requirements. Those applying for a Hong Kong licence must comply with the 
requirements set out under the "Fit and Proper Guidelines" and "Guidelines on 
Competence". 41 Unlike the two-tier system in the PRC, anyone who satisfies 
the above test can apply for a representative license and/or approval as a 
responsible officer in Hong Kong. 
40 SFC, Topic 3 Closer Economic Partnership Agreement -Arrangement Relating to 
Qualifications ofSecuritiesandFuturesWustry Practitioners 19 at http: //ww%,. sfe. hk/sfc/ 
doe/EN/intermediaries/licensinWtopic 03 cepa eng 1.12.03. PdL 
41 Ihe SFC OLAH have regard to a number of matters in assessing whether a professional is fit and 
proper to be licensed, including the person's: 
(a) finaricial status or solvency-, 
(b) educational or other qualifications or experience having regard to the nature of the functions 
to be performed; 
(C) ability to carry on the regulated activity competently, honestly and fairly, and 
(d) reputaticn, character reliability and financial iritegrity 
Such assessment includes a test of competence on knowledge (which includes industry 
qualification) and experience. SFC, Topic 3 Closer Economic Partnership Agreement - 
Arrangement Relating to Qualifications ofSecurities andFutures Industry Practitioners 22 at 
http: /tww-výý. sfe. hktsfe/doe/EN/intermediaries/licensingltopic 03 cepa eng 1.12.03. pd 
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fil. CEPA III Opening More Opportunitiesfor PRC Securities and Futures 
Companies 
Under CEPA III, the PRC government allows certain qualified PRC securities 
and futures companies to set up subsidiaries in Hong Kong. Hong Kong will be 
increasing use as a financial platform for PRC securities and futures companies, 
,. Nrith the expectations of generating more cross-border business opportunities 
for Hong Kong and the PRC. 
b. CEPA Terms Applicable to Solicitors 
CEPA allows Hong Kong law firms (offices) that have set up representative 
pRC42 to frMS43 offices in the operate in association with PRC law I, except in 
the form of partnership. 44 Such association may save costs and share 
resources and provide a one-stop senice for clients dealing with cross- 
boundary securities business that may require legal knowledge of both 
42 The requirements for a Hong Kong law firm to set up a representative office in the PRC are 
laid do%Nn in the Xianggang Aomen Tebie)dngzhengqu Lushi Shiwusuo Zhunei& Daibiao Jigou 
Guanh Banfa [Measures for the Administration of the Representative Offices Stationed in the 
Mainland of China by Law Firms of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and the 
Macao Special Administrative Region] promulgated by the Ministry of Justice on I-larch 13, 
2002 available at httT): //w-%v%v. fdi. jzov. cn/Itlaw/lawinfodisp. isp? appld--l&language=en&id= 
ABCOOOOOOO0000008699- A representative office cannot provide legal services relating to the 
PRC laws. See Trade and Industry Department - FAQ LegalService 8 at http: //www. tid-g-ov. 
lik/englishlaboutustfacVfiles/faq legaLPdL 
43XianggangTebiexingzhengqu he Aopnen TebiexingzhengquLushiShiwusuoyu NeidiLushi 
Shiwwsuo Liapufing Guanli Banfa fMeasures for the Management of Associations Formed by 
Law Firms of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region or the Macao Special 
Administrative Region with Mainland Law Firms] promulgated by the Ministry of Justice on 
November 27,2003 and effective on January 1,2004 available at http: //w%vw. legalinfo. gov. c 
ggl/2003-12/01/cmtent 62497. htrn. and Sifahu Guanyu PangfaXianggangAomen 
Tebie)dngzhengquheNeidiLushiShiwuzuo, UangyingXukezhengYouguanShiyideBanfa 
7'bngzhi JNotice of the Ministry of Justice on Matters Concerning the Issuance of Licenses for 
Association Formed by Law Finns of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Rcgion or the 
Macao Special Administrative Region with Mainalnd Law Firms] to be issued on February 23, 
2004 available at htti): /Iw-%v%v. mofcom-gov. cn/aarticle/b/gt2OO4O3/ 20040300199637. html. A 
Hong Kong law firm can form an associationhrith a foreign law fum under art 3 9(c) of the 
Legal Practitioners Ordinance. Unlike a partnership, an association does not share joint 
professional liability. 
44 CEPA, amex 4, Table 1, I(A)(a) para. 1 available at http: ftw%v. tid. lzov. hk/englishtcepa/ 
fileslannex4. doc- 
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jurisdictions. 45 Only law finns with representative offices in the PRC are 
allowed to form such association because it is believed that they have acquired 
the requisite experience and establish the working relationship with the PRC 
I. f 
. 
46 aw mm 
Under CEPA, PRC law firms can employ Hong Kong legal practitioners to 
practise non-litigious matterS47 although a Hong Kong law firm in the PRC 
cannot employ a PRC practitioner as there is a general rule that Hong Kong 
law firms cannot practise PRC laws. Such legal practitioners must have 
practiced for two years in Hong Kong. They should have never been 
punished for any criminal offence, professional misconduct or any violation of 
the code of practice. In addition, such a legal practitioner must have secured an 
employment with a PRC law firM48 
CEPA also allows Hong Kong permanent residents with Chinese citizenship to 
sit for the legal qualifying examination in the PRC and acquire PRC legal 
professional qualification in accordance with the Rules on Entering for the 
State Judicial Examination for Residents of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region and the Macao Special Administrative Region. 49 For 
45 Trade and Industry Department - FAQ, Legal Senice I at btti): /Avww. tid. Rov. hk/engli 
aboutustfag/files/faq IMaj. pdf- 
46 id. 2. 
47 Id. para. 2. Art. 2 of Qude Neidi Falu Zhiye Zzge do Xianggang Tebiexingzhengqu he 
A omen Tebieidngzhengqu Jumin Zai Nei& Congshi Lushi Zhiye Guanli Banfa [Measures for 
the Management of Residents of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Having 
Acquired the Mainland Legal Professional Qualification to Work as Lawyers in the Mainland] 
C' Legal Qualification Measures") promulgated by the Ministry of Justice on November 27,2003 
and effective on January 1,2004 explicitly pr(nides that PRC law firms may employ Hong Kong 
lawyers. The Measures are available at. http: //www. lep-alinfo. gwcn/ggV2003-12/01/content 
62495. htm- 
4" Trade and Industry Department-FAQ, LegalSemice 3 at http: /Avww. tid. gov. hk/engli 
aboutus/faq/files/faq legal. pdf- 
49XianjWangTebiexingzhengqu he Aopnen Tebie)dngzhengquJumin Canjia GongfiaSifa 
KaoshiRuqgan Yijian [Several Rules for Residents of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region and the Macao Special Administrative Region to Attend State Judicial Examination] 
promulgated by the Ministry of Justice on November 27,2003 and effective on January 1,2004. 
See also id. para. 4 available at. http: //www. legalinfo. gov. crilggl/2003 -12/01 /content 62494. 
htrrL 
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those who have passed the above exa=nation, they can engage in non- 
litigation legal work- in PRC law firms in accordance with the law of the 
People's Republic ofChina on Lauyers. " 
CEPA also enables Hong Kong residents to identify greater employment and 
business opportunities in the PRC. In the case of Hong Kong lawyers, they 
may find additional business opportunities by offering professional assistance 
requested by the PRC law firms in respect of indhidual. cases, as they wrill not 
be subject to the requirement of a Hong Kong legal consultant permit as 
required before because of the CEPA 11 provisions. 51 
Examples of the special convenience provided by CEPA to enhance 
partnership within the Greater Pearl River Delta include waiving Hong Kong 
lawyers' residency requirements to operate in Guang: Lhou and Shenihen. 52 For 
the Hong Kong representatives worldng in the PRC representative offices of 
Hong Kong law firms (offices) located in places other than Shenzhen and 
Guangzhou, their minimum residency requirement is shortened from six 
months to two months each year. 53 
CEPA Terms Applicable to Accountants 
Hong Kong residents intending to apply for the PRC's accounting qualification 
certificate should do so in accordance with the. Measures on the Administration 
" Id. para. 5. According to arts. 6&II of the Legal Qualification Measures, Hong Kong 
residents, after obtaining the certificate of legal profession qualification and having 
completed internship of one year may apply to practice as lawyers. 
51 CEPA, annex 3, I(AXa) available at. http: //www. ti(Lgov. hVenglish/cel)atfiles/sa annex3 
e. doc. 
52 CEPA, annex 4, Table 1, I(A)(a) para. 6. See also Hong Kong Trade Development Council, 
CEPA I&II., Opponunifiesfor Hong Kong Services Industries - Overview (December 31,2004) 
at, htti): /Av,. vw. tdctrade. com/econfonmVtdc/tdcO4l2O5. htm- 
0 Id. Trade and Industry Department - FAQ, Legal Service 9 at http: //", w. tid gov. hk/english/ 
aboutus/fa(Vfiles/faq legal. pdf- 
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of Accounting Qualification. promulgated by the Ministry of Finance of the 
PRC. 54 
Hong Kong accountants who have already qualified as Chinese Certified 
Public Accountants ("CPAs') and practised in the PRC (including partnership) 
are treated on par with PRC CPAs in respect of the requirement for annual 
residency in the PRC. 55 The validity period of the "Temporary Auditing 
Business Permif' applied by Hong Kong accounting firms to conduct 
temporary auditing services in the PRC is one year. 56 CEPA III has extended 
the Permit to mo years. 
"Ibe Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants ("HKICPA") and the 
Ministry of Finance as well as the Chinese Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants ("CICPA') in the PRC have reached consensus regarding the 
mutual exemption of papers under the professional examinations in the 
PRC and Hong Kong. The mutual exemption of equivalent examination 
papers will facilitate accountants in the PRC and Hong Kong to acquire the 
professional qualifications in both places as soon as possible, with a view to 
enhancing the cooperation of the accounting sectors in the PRC and Hong 
Kong. 57 
Under CEPA 11, Hong Kong accountants providing bookkeeping services 
should have obtained the PRC's accounting qualification certificate. 58 
Consultancy compmiies in the PRC established by Hong Kong accountants can 
provide book-keeping service if they can satisfy the requiremenis specified 
'54Kuaiji Cong5v Zike Guanli Banfia [The Measures for the Management of Qualifications of 
Accountants] were effective on March 1,2005 available at httD: /Avww. mof lzov. crUnewsIfflet 
26-ful 20050302. doe- 
55 CEPA, annex 4, Table 1,1 (A)(b) para. 1. 
56 Id, para. 2. 
"Trade and Industry Department: FAQ, Accounting Servicey at httv: /Av%vw. tid. Rov. hklenglish/ 
aboutus/fq4files/faq accounting. 0 
2 CEPA, annex 3, I(A)(b) para. I available at. hUp: //www. tid. gov. hk/english/cepatfiles/ 
sa annex3 e. doc- 
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under the Provisional Measures for the Administration of the Provision of 
Bookkeeping Services. 59 Those who provide book-keeping service in the PRC 
60 
should hold the PRC professional qualifications of accountants or above. 
When Hong Kong accountants apply for a practising licence in the PRC, the 
length of auditing experience they acquired in Hong Kong is equivalent to the 
auditing experience acquired in the pRC. 61 
d. Other Securities-related CEPA 
CEPA allows the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited to set up a 
representative office in Beijing. 62 HKEx's representative officewas opened on 
November 17,2003. The opening of the office enables HKEx to provide better 
information services to PRC companies and help them get a better 
understanding of the Hong Kong market. It is also part of the efforts made by 
Hong Kong to facilitate the listing of more PRC companies and shorten the 
time of such preparations. 63 The office helps bring benefits to the Hong Kong 
securities industry as a whole, and not merely for HKEm Discussion is now in 
64 progress to open other representative offices in other PRC cities. All in all, 
the office is expected to improve links between Hong Kong stock markets and 
PRC supervision bodies, and facilitate communication between the HKEx and 
PRC enterprises wanting to list. 65 
"Td. 
60 Id. 
61 Id. para. 2. 
62 CEPA, annex 4, Table 1,7(B) Securities- para. 1. 
. 
fice, ftopiw 63 HKEx Opens Beijing 0s DAtLy ONLINF, November 18,2003 (Quoting from 
Charles Y. K Lee, chairman ofHKEx) at hffp: //envJishReot)le. com. cn/200311/18/ 
eng20031118 128458. shtmL 
" Matthew Harrison, The Implications ofCEPA for the Hong Kong Securities Industry 2, SFC 
Quarterly Bulletin, Spring 2004 available at bn: //wv. -A%hkex. com. hklresearýýapýrsI 
cepasfc. pd 
65 PEoPLE, s DAiLY OýuNE, supra note 63. 
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CEPA H also allows intermediaries which are licensed with the SFC and which 
satisfy the requirements of the CSRC to set up joint venture futures brokerage 
companies in the PRC. The percentage of shareholding owned by Hong Kong 
licensed intermediaries should not exceed 49% (including shareholding of 
66 related parties). 
3. Integration Contribution by CEPA 
Under CEPAs, securities intermediaries in Hong Kong and the PRC have held 
discussions and reached a consensus in respect of collaboration on 
examinations, mapping of PRC/Hong Kong qualifications, arrangements for 
approval of qualifications, regulatory co-operation, and breaches and 
investigafiorL67 
Mr. Gary Cheung, Chief Executive of the HKSI, said, 
"... Through taking the relevant training courses, PRC practitioners can gain a 
better understanding of the regulatory framework and laws governing the Hong 
Kong securities and rutures markets, hence boosting their industry expertise... It is 
our hope that the examination %ill encourage talents in the PRC and Hong Kong 
to learn from each other and exchange expertise, helping to lay a solid foundation 
for assimilation into the global financial markets. "68 
66CEPA IL annex 3,7(B) - Securities - Futures available at hn1): 1/www. tid. roV. hk/engJi 
cepa/files/sa annex3 e. doc- For the purpose of comparison, under WrO, foreign securities 
firms can establish joint ventures (N%ith foreign ownership less than 1/3) to engage (without 
Chinese intermediary) in underwriting A shares, and in underwriting and trading B and H 
shares, as well as goverriment and corporate debt. See also Rules Governing the Establishment 
of Foreign invested Securities Companies promulgated by the China Securities Regulatory 
Commission on December 16,2002. effective February 1,2003, rIO. Please note that CEPA It 
refers to the joint venture fidurcs brokerage companies only. 
67 SFC, Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement -Arrangements relating to Qualifications 
ofSecurifies and Futures, Press Release. November 21,2003 Oast updated: November 4,2004) 
(4 Hong Kong Securities Instibite, Mutual Recognition OfProfessional Qualification Marki 
New Page in Mainland - Hong Kong Coalition -'Licensing Examinationfor Securities and 
Futures Interniediaries'Launched in Shenzhen, Press Release, December 29,2004 at 
. http: /Avw, A, hk-si. orgI engLnews/news 20041229. htmL 
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'Me mutual recognition of professional qualifications between the securities 
and futures industries in the PRC and Hong Kong encourages communication 
and exchange of knowledge and views of practitioners. The collaboration also 
facilitates the cooperation between securities regulatory bodies, and the link-age 
and development of the securities and futures markets between the PRC and 
Hong Kong. The same can be said about accountants, auditors and book- 
keepers in the field of accounting. Mutual recognition relating to legal services 
tends to be more restrictive as it is more sensitive. Hong Kong legal finns still 
cannot practise the PRC laws and even if HK legal practitioners have passed 
the legal examination in the PRC, their work is restricted to non-litigation work. 
However in terms of the securities industry, Hong Kong law firms can still 
provide one-stop service dealing with cross-border securities issues by setting 
up representative offices in the PRC and by setting up associations with the 
PRC law firms. 
As commented by Lucinda Wong, Director of Licensing of the SFC, CEPA has 
brought the financial services industry of the PRC and Hong Kong much closer 
through promoting the flow of expertise across the border, cultivating a sound 
environment for securities and futures practitioners and enhancing the 
globalization and modernization of the securities markets. 69 
Other inter-governmental negotiations between Hong Kong and the PRC 
include the conduct of offshore RMB business in Hong Kong and introduction 
of a Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors scheme to facilitate PRC 
investors investing in Hong Kong7o (both of ýAfiich are currently under 
consideration). 71 
69 See id. 
70 Sina, QRI he QDII zhi shifianfie fIntroduction to QFII and QDHJ, II May 2002 at 
b=: //fmance. sinacormcritv/200205111205216. htmL (last xiewed on 5 May 2005). 
71 Hong Kong Trade Development Council, CEPA I&II. Opporfunifiesfor Hong Kong 
Services Industries - Overview (December 31,2004) at http: //wwwAdctrade. com/ 
econfbrum/tdc/tdc04l2O5. htrn- 
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C. Unified Clewing and Settlement 
In the financial markets, clearing and settlement systems refer to "the 
arrangements (not just the machinery) for the clearing and subsequent 
settlement of transfer of funds or securities between financial institutions. 
These ftmds or securities could be denominated in local or foreign currencies 
and the transfer could take place within the same jurisdiction or across the 
border. "72 
Technically, it may take time to integrate the clearing and settlement systems 
in Hong Kong and in the PRC but Hong Kong Monetary Authority Chief 
Executive Joseph Yarn was reported saying that cross-border clearing and 
settlement linkages between PRC and Hong Kong had been expanding in 
recent years both to satisfy growing demand and in anticipation of future 
liberalization and it is more the latter than the former that can better explain for 
such expansion 73 . It is the intention of the PRC government to prepare Hong 
Kong to be the international financial centre of the PRC. 74 Although there are 
still many restrictions on the PRC on cross-border and cross-currency flow of 
funds, these restrictions are likely to be progressively removed to generate 
more traffic of money between the two economies as the reform and 
liberalization of the PRC continues. 75 
1. International Standards Integration 
Apart from the mechanism of clearing and settlement, the arrangement for the 
clearing and settlement is just as important. International standards, codes and 
best practice have also helped to harmonize and sometimes standardize the 
'J2 Joseph Yam, Clearing andSetilement System., Ordinance, July 8,2004 at http: ft%-%v. 
tdctrade. com/econforum/hkmaftikma04O7O2. htriL 
73 Mainland - Hong Kong Cross-border Clearing Expanding, Xinhuanet, Apfil 4,2005 at 
. httv: HengJisfLsina. comttaiwan hkfl/2005/0408/27102. 
74 Id. 
7ýd. 
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systems and models to be adopted for clearing and settlement. Examples of 
76 
such international standards include the ISSA Recommendation 2000 , the 
Group of 30's recommendations on global clearing and settlement" and 
CPSS78- IOSCO Task Force's Core Principles for Systemically Important 
Payment Systems 79 and Recommendations for Central Counterparties; 80 
prepared in 2001 and 2004 respectively. 
The two Giovannini reports commissioned under the EU identified 15 barriers, 
divided into technical or market practice barriers, barriers related to tax 
procedures and legal barriers" The present inefficiencies of cross-border 
arrangements are a result of a lack of global technical standards, the existence 
of differing business practices and inconsistent fiscal, legal and regulatory 
underpinnings. 82 This thesis focuses on the legal obstacles only. International 
soft laws have tried to address the problems of legal certainty and systemic 
risks by promoting international standards and practices that safeguard the 
countries from systemic risks. Either Hong Kong or the PRC is a member of 
the following international professional groups which issue international 
standards and best practices. Such standards and best practices help to 
overcome the obstacles and hurdles or cross-border clearing and settlement 
between Hong Kong and the PRC. 
76 See Compliance to the MrlRecommendations2000 Afarket. - Hong Kong at http: /Avww. 
issanet. org/l)roiects/rec2000-hk6. hbnl (last updated: October 2,2001) and Compliance to the 
ISSA Recommendations 2000 -Market. - China at http: /Avwwissanct. orgiproiccts/roc2ooO- 
cn. (last updated: October 31,2001) for details regarding the status of implementation of 
the ISSARecommendations 2000 by Hong Kong and the PRC. 
77 Group of 30, Global Clearing and Settlement -A Plan ofAction, January 2003 available at 
httpYtww"ý. juoup30. org(docstexecutive summampd 
78 CPSS stands for Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems of the central banks of the 
Group of Ten Countries. 
79 CPSS-IOSCO Joint Task Force on Securities Settlement Systems, CPSS-IOSCO 
Conjulzative Report 2001-Reco? nmendationsforSecu? ities Settlement Systems available at 
. 
http: /Avw, A,. bis. orpJ pub]/cpss42. PdL 
go CPSS-IOSCO Joint Task Force, Recommendations on Central Counterparties, November 
2004 available at llttD: ft-%v%v. bis. ore/i)ubl/cDss64. i)df. 
81 Id. 
22 Id. 6 
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2. Foreign Exchange Control - Integration Obstacle 
Current account transactions of the PRC are no longer subject to exchange 
controls83 but there is still foreign exchange control on capital account 
transactions, which not only restricts currency convertibility for investment 
purposes but also cross-border capital flows, even if they are denominated in 
RMB. 84 
Other than the mutual recognition of qualifications discussed above, CEPA 
facilitated the continued cooperation in depth and breadth between Hong Kong 
and the RRC in terms of payment settlementý arid helped raise tile efficiency of 
clearing funds between the two places. 85 
Under the framework of CEPA, the People's Bank of China and the Hong 
Kong Monetary Authority signed a Memorandum of Cooperation concerning 
the operation of personal RMB business in Hong Kong in November 2003.86 
Hong Kong became the first place outside the PRC to conduct personal RMB 
business, including deposit-taking, currency exchange, remittances and credit 
cards. 87 Even before the memorandum, RMB had a large circulation in Hong 
Kong and had become the largest unofficial convertible currency after Hong 
Kong dollar. 88 
83 Joseph YarrtRenminbi Banking Business, September 30,2004 at httv: //N%'ww. tdctrade. co 
econforum/hkma/hkma040905. htTTL 
" Joseph YainIPOsrindFirmincialInier7nedialitirz, January 13,2005 at httR-/hvNyw. tdctrade. 
com/econforunVllkmaAikmaO5OlO2. lAnL 
8"Trade Development Council, Impact on Financial Sectors in Hong Kong and Guangdong, 
Issue 08, August 2003 at http: /twww. tdctrade. com/alert/cba-e03O8%ý: 2. htm- 
86 Hui Wing Fu, Hong Kong's Prospects as an Offshore Renminbi Centre, Dec. 1,2003 at 
. http: /twwNxý. tdctrade. comleconfonmilboc/boeO3l2Ol. 
htirL See also CEPA, annex 4 Table 1, 
para. 7B (3) at httj): /hv%w. tid gov. hk/english/cei)a/files/annex4. doc- 
27 The 2005-2006 Budget Speech, para. 30 available at. htti): //www. budaet. jzov. hk/2005/end 
budget]2. htm- 
88 Trade Development Council, supra note 85. 
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An even more significant development under the new arrangement was the 
creation of a RMB clearing system in Hong Kong. 89 All these signify the 
commencement of partial convertibility for offshore RMB. 90 
However the fact remains that the RMB is still not fully convertible and the 
current arrangement is only a preferential treatment for Hong Kong. 91 Hong 
Kong! s RMB business is restricted to individual customers, with deposit 
business offered solely to Hong Kong residents (holding Hong Kong identity 
card), excluding business entities and non-residents. This implies that Hong 
Kong! s business is of retail scale only. Besides, Hong Kong is restricted to 
conduct deposit-taking, currency exchange, remittances and credit cards and it 
cannot conduct other businesses like lending, securities and derivatives. 
Even if Hong Kong is not yet an offshore RMB centre with the restrictions 
mentioned aboveý the establishment of the offshore RMB market would make 
Hong Kong well prepared to evolve into an offshore RMB centre. Once the 
RMB becomes fully convertible, Hong Kong would take the lead. Moreover, 
the early operation of offshore RMB business in Hong Kong, together with the 
creation of the clearing system, related rules and framework as well as the early 
development of the market, would shape customary market practices in favour 
of Hong Kong against its competitors. They also signify that many restrictions 
on the PRC on cross-border and cross-currency flows of funds are likely to be 
progressively removed and they mark the first step in the smooth evolution of 
RMB to full convertibility. 92 This is the declared intention in the reform and 
liberalization of the PRC. 93 
89 The People's Bank of China, People's Bank orChinaAnnouncemeril, No. 16 of 2003 
available at bD: //, AvAv. &. Rov. cn/english/detail. aqv? col=6800&ID=24- 
90 Huiý supra note 86. See also CEPA, annex 4 Table 1, para. 7B (3) at jgp: /tww%,. tid. gov. hk-/ 
english/cena/files/annex4. doc- 
91 See id. 
92 Hong Kong Trade Development Council, CEP. 4 I&II. - Opportunifiesfor Hong Kong 
Services Indus&ies - Ovemiew (December 31,2004) at hMJ/wwwAdctrade. com/econforum/ 
tdc/tdc04l2O5. hUn- 
93 Joseph Yam, Mainland Infrastructural Linkages, April 7,2005 at http: //www. tdctrade. com/ 
econfbrum/hkma/hkmaO5O4Ol. htm- 
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The financial system in Hong Kong is playing an important role of channelling 
foreign savings into the PRC investments by allowing the PRC companies to 
list on the Hong Kong stock exchange but it is not allowed to channel domestic 
savings of the PRC into foreign and PRC investments. 94 VvUle PRC enterprises 
are given permission, on a case-by-case basis, to raise funds in Hong Kong, 
there is no mechanism yet to allow the many individual or institutional PRC 
investors to invest outside of the PRC. 95 The listing of PRC enterprises on the 
Hong Kong stock market only attracts, and leads to the inflow of, foreign 
(including Hong Kong) funds without catering for the demands of investors on 
the PRC. 96 The one-sided flow of capital is expected to give way to two-way 
capital traffic as QDIls have already been gradually implemented and CDRs 
schemes may be implemented in the futrue. However, in the long run, full 
convertibility is the answer to the integration of the clearing and settlement 
systems in Hong Kong and the PRC. Compared with the rest of the world, 
Hong Kong is one step ahead as far as the relaxation of foreign exchange 
control is concerned. 
3. Integrating Clearing and Settlement Systems -A Slow but 
Achievable Objective 
To link up the clearing and settlement systems in the stock markets in Shanghai, 
Shenzhen and Hong Kong may take time but with the current technology, it is 
an achievable aim International organizations like ISSA, G30 and CPSS- 
IOSCO (most of them were initiated and formed by private banking institutions) 
have set up standards, codes and best practice where clearing and settlement 
institutions all over the world will observe or be measured against. Small scale 
integration among clearing and settlement institutions has already taken place 
" Joseph Yarn, IPOs andPayment System, December 2,2004 at http: /Avww. tdctrade. com/ 
econforunVhkma/hkmaO4I2O1. htnL 
95 Joseph Yam, rMs and Financial Intermediation, January 13,2005 at httRIMNywAdetrade. 
conVeconfonim/likma4ikmaO5OlO2. htm- 
% See i<L 
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in Hong Kong and ShenzIlen and Guangdong. 97 
In addition, a RMB clearing bank in Hong Kong is appointed for the RMB 
business in Hong Kong. The main obstacle of integration is the foreign 
exchange control of the capital account transactions imposed by the PRC. 
However with the accession to the WTO, liberalization is on the agenda in the 
PRC and since Hong Kong is already one step ahead in dealing N%ith RMB 
business, it can adapt to the full convertibility of RMB very quickly and 
hopefully by that time, a unified clearing and settlement system for securities 
can be established, making it possible for the integration of the stock markets 
in Hong Kong and the PRC. 
D. Provisional Conclusions - International Standards and Mutual 
Recognition Foster Integration 
This chapter examined how the regulatory and institutional framework based 
on mutual recognition and international standards could facilitate the 
integration of stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC. 
Structural reform that adopted international standards issued by international 
professional bodies was advocated and in particular how such reform would 
address issues in corporate governance with effective accountability and 
incentive systems. 
Otheroncems of the securities industry were then addressed, namely a) the 
qualifications of the intermediaries and b) the clearing and settlement system: 
a) Tn the area oýrnutual recognition of qualifications, CEPA, a product of 
bRateral. negotiation between the governments of Hong Kong and the 
PRC, pioneered the means for achieving mutual recognition of 
97 Joseph Yam, Mainland InfrastructuralLinkages, April 7,2005 at http: /tww-%v. tdctrade. com/ 
econfbnmVhkma/hkmaO5O4Ol. htnL 
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qualffications for individuals worldrig in the securities industry. 
However mutual recognition of establishment in relation to investment 
firms is still not allowed. Foreign firms established in Hong Kong are 
still regarded as foreign firms and WTO agreements relating to foreign 
investment firms are applicable to Hong Kong. 
b) The main issue identified for the clearing and settlement system was the 
need to create greater certainty in the payment process and to reduce 
systemic risk. 98 Under the EU Model, the two Giovannini reports have 
singled out a number of clearing and settlement obstacles which are 
frequently referred to as the Giovannini Barriers. International bodies 
like ISSA, G30 and CPSS have issued international standards and best 
practices that help to overcome some of the Giovannini Barriers for 
cross-border clearing and settlement system. As Hong Kong or PRC 
institutions are members of the above groups, it will eventually help to 
facilitate integration of clearing and settlement system of these 
jurisdictions. 
A limited scale of integration has already been facilitated by 
establishing the Real Time Gross Settlement ("RTGS') linkages with 
Shenzhen and Guangdong in relation to clearing and settlement of 
Hong Kong and US dollars. Further, a RMB clearing bank in Hong 
Kong was appointed for conducting RMB business in Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong also became the first place outside the PRC to conduct 
personal RMB business, including deposit-taking, currency exchange, 
remittances and credit cards under a Memorandum of Cooperation 
signed in November 2003. The main obstacle of cross-border clearing 
and settlement is the non-convertibility of RMB on capital account 
tTansactions. 
" Directive 98/26/EC of May 19,1998 on Settlement Finality in Payment and Securities 
Settlement Systems, 11.6.98,1999 O. J. (L 166)45, preamble (1) & (4). 
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EU AND US MODELS 
A. Introduction 
Chapter two focuses on H shares and the whole H share experiment. The 
mechanism, the strengths and the weaknesses of H shares are explained in 
detail. The question to be addressed is how the consolidation of the stock 
markets in Hong Kong and the PRC can be achieved taking into consideration 
the advantages and readiness of such consolidation (see Chapter I) and the first 
step taken by the H share experiment (see Chapter II). Chapter III continues by 
examining other legal development that favours integration between the HK 
and PRC stock markets. This chapter further makes a comparative study of the 
European Union model and certain key features of the US model. 
The PRC-Hong Kong situation resembles the federalism practiced in the US. 
Politically the PRC and Hong Kong are one country and Hong Kong has no say 
in, among other things, its foreign policy. It corresponds with the federalism 
practiced in the US as the federal government and the state governments form 
one country and the federal government is, among other things, responsible for 
the country's foreign policy. The US securities market is also the largest 
securities market in the world and it is therefore worth examining the US 
model to see if it is applicable to the case in question. In contrast, it seems that 
the European Union model comprises different nations which are significantly 
different from the PRC-Hong Kong situation. It may be that the political 
union some EU Member States are driving towards with the recent proposed 
European constitution is not relevant to the PRC-Hong Kong situation as 
politically the PRC and Hong Kong are already united. However the legal 
systemsi, economic and cultural development between the PRC and Hong 
1 Hong Kong falls within the common lawjurisdictim whereas the PRC primarily belongs to 
the cNil law jurisdiction. 
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Kong are sometimes as great as those between different European states. From 
this perspective, the EU model can be very enlightening and inspiring. 
There are currently many debates on different issues relating to the US and the 
EU models. This thesis has made no attempt to discuss all the major issues 
regarding the US and the EU stock markets in detafl. The discussion is focused 
on what can be leamt from these models in light of the possible integration of 
the PRC and the Hong Kong stock markets. 
Securities law and company law are intertwined in the capital market. This 
thesis only focuses on securities law issues. As previously stated, this thesis 
mainly discusses the equity issues in detail and any bond issues, if ever 
discussed, are only discussed in general terms. 
B. European Union Model 
International relations theories provide the first step and the framework to 
understand the integration process taken place in the EU. Even though 
different international relations may be reviewed critically, this thesis does not 
make any attempt to assess the empirical data to see how accurate such 
international relations theories can describe the EU integration process or the 
dynamics between different EU institutions. The focus is not whether the EU 
integration process can be more truthfully described by one particular theory or 
a combination of such theories. The focus is on what one can learn from the 
international relations theories and the actual EU integration process so that if 
ever the PRC and the Hong Kong stock markets integrate, certain factors 
should be taken into consideration. 
1. Origin and Early Development of European Integration 
Being the architect of the European Union, Jean Monnet has a vision of Europe 
which throws light on the integration process in Europe. Proposed to Robert 
Schuman, the French Foreign Minister, Jean Monnet drafted the Schuman Plan 
in 1949 which eventually established the European Coal and Steel Community 
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("ECSC') in 1952. Monnet was the president of the High AulhoritY2 ofECSC 
from 1952 to 1955. He conceived the ECSC to be the first step towards 
European econon-& union which would then facilitate political union, thereby 
creating a European Union. 3 
Momet was responsible for French economic revival after the Second World 
War and thus he was strongly influenced by technocrats trained in the Grands 
Ecoles within the French bureaucraCy. 4 The importance of High Authority in 
the structure of the ECSC5 explained the importance of technocrats6. As 
experts, they took the lead to initiate most work that needed to be done. Interest 
groups were institutionalized in the ESCS in the form of the Consultative 
2 'Ihc High Authority was later rcnamod the Commission. See Kevin Fcathcrstonc, Jean 
Monnet and the "Democratic Deficit " in the European Union, 32 JCMS 149,158-9 (Ruic 
1994). 
3 h4onnet's previous experience in the inter-allied executive committees in the F irst World War 
and the president of the Committee of Co-operation of the Allied War Effort in the Second 
World War led him to recognize the advantages of international cooperation and accept a 
system of shared management Kevin Featherstone, Jean. 4donnet and the "Democratic 
Deficit " in the European Union, 32 JCMS 149,152 (June 1994) 
4 Paul Craig, 77ze. NTature of the Community. Integration, Democracy, andLegitimacy in TBF 
EvoLuTioN OF EU LAw 5 (Paul Craig & Grilinne de Bfirca eds., Oxford Univ. Press, 1999). 
Momet has been accused of being motivated by a "vision of a Europe united by a 
bureaucracy" O&cheal Burgess, FEDERALISM AND EUROPEAN UNION 59 (Routledge, 1989). 
-' h4onnet "was strongly attracted by the formula of a High Authority formed not by 
representatives of states, but by independent personalities, chosen for their competence, and 
not in receipt or instructions from governments (Pierre Gerbet, Les origines du Plan Schuman: 
Le choix de la mithode communautaire par le gouvernementfranVais in Histoire des Debuts 
de la Conitruction Furopienne, mars 1948-mai 1950 221 [ORicims oF THR EuRoPF. AN 
INTF. r. RATioN, MARcH 1948-1950] (Raymond Poidevin ed., Bryulant, 1980). Before the ECSC 
negotiations began with the British government, Monnet insisted that "all parties to the talks 
must accept before band the principle of the existence of a High Authority whose decisions 
would be binding" (Alan Milward, TIM RECoNsTRUcnON OF WESTERN EUROPE 1945-1951 
401 (Methuen, 1984)). Such a notion was seemingly sacrosanct. Also see Kevin Featherstone, 
Jean1fonnet and the "Democratic Deficit " in the European Union, 32 JCMS 149,157 (June 
1994). 
6 "The concept of technocracy, always stronger in France than in Britain, implies the control of 
policy by a disinterested elite of experts, with technical knowledge or at least technical outlook, 
differing both from the traditional businessman and from the party politician or bureaucrat. 
Their strength in France derives ... from the high reputation of their main breeding-ground, the 
great engineering colleges known as the Grandes Eeoles. " John Ardagh, THU NEW FRENCH 
REvmunom A SOCIAL & ECONOmc SUR%TY OF FRA\VE 1945-1967 18,19 (Seeker 
&Warburg, 1968). 
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Committee. Driven by corporatist style management7, the momentum of 
integration was built up by a combination of the benevolent technocrats and 
interest-propelled interest groups which formed trarisnational coalitions in 
support of the European policies! Monnet's strategy has been termed elite-led 
gradualism 9 as opposed to the more dramatic leap towards federalism favoured 
by those such as Spinelli. '0 Neo-functionalism was a proper vehicle for 
technocratic, elite-led gradualism as the idea of spillover fitted perfectly with 
the idea of gradualism as an effective strategy for further integration. 
2. Revised Theories of Market Integration Based on International 
Relations Theodes 
Market integration theories are probably the economic counterpart of the 
international relations theories and the market integration theories referred in 
this thesis are derived from the international relations theories. 
The study of international relations is the study of the states and how they 
interact with each other. It is an important subject because in our modem 
history, people live in states and they affect our lives immensely. States, 
although legally independent from each other, interact with one another to form 
the international system. One of the main goals of the international system is 
for the states to act together to preserve peace and one of the main goals of 
individual states in the international system is to maintain their security and 
survival. 
7 -Specifically, it was the practice of consulting representatives of industry to work out the 
details of policy. " Kevin Featherstone, Jean. Vonnet and the "Democratic Deficit " in the 
European Union, 32 JCMS 149,155 (June 1994) 
8 Helen Wallace, European Governance in Turbuient Times, 31 JCMS 293,300 (1993ý 
9 William Wallace & Julie Smith, Democracy or Technocracy? European Integration and the 
Problem ofPopular Consent in THE CRisis oy REPREsbmrA: noN iN EL. Rapu 140 (Jack 
Hayward ed., Frank Cass, 1995) 
10 Crai& supra note 4, at 6. 
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By studying how different states interact, international relations theories inspire 
market integration theories. As shown below, debates and reasoning 
concerning international relations theories are equally relevant to market 
integration although the emphasis is shifted from preservation of peace and the 
uphold of freedorn, justice and order to how markets cooperate and integrate 
with one another. 
Broadly speaking, international relations theories are the debate between 
realism and liberalism, each with its own variations. The former is pessimists 
Nvho believe the international relations are conflictual and all states seek their 
own interests. Realists preoccupy with power as power politics is the 
international relations and the balance of power is important for the 
preservation of peace. The latter is optimists who believe cooperation can 
shape international relations and the states include individuals and collectivities 
of individuals. As far as market integration is concerned, it is the liberalist 
ideas that are more relevant as the realists tend to prefer self-help to 
cooperation. 
As mentioned earlier, liberalism takes many different forms. Depending on 
what liberal school one subscribe, agents for change and cooperation include: 1) 
the states (inter-governmentalism); 2) technical experts (functionalism and 
social constructivism) and politicians (neo-functionalism); 3) issue groups 
(social constructivism); 4) cornmon understanding and values (English School); 
5) institutions especially international institutions (institutionalism and new 
institutionalisrn, neo-functionalism, multi-govemance theory, transnational 
theory). Some theories may combine with other theories but the above five 
agents are the main agents for integration to take place. 
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a. Functionalism and Neo-functionalism 
Functionalism was advocated by David Mitrany who believed that cooperation 
should be arranged by technical experts and not by politicians. " Such experts 
work in different functional areas such as transport, finance and IT and they 
will devise solutions to common problems. Their collaboration will increase 
over time when they see the benefit of cooperation- Increase welfare will also 
enable the citizens to see the benefit of modernization and shift their loyalty 
from the states to international organizations. 12 
Neo-functionalism, developed by Ernest Haas, builds on functionalism but 
believe that technical issues cannot be separated from politics. " Political 
actors have to be persuaded to intensify their cooperation. Noo-functionalism 
embodies a pluralist theory of international Politics. 14 The central focus of 
neo-functionalists is the concept of "spillover" which embraces both a 
functional and political dimensions. As far as functional spillover is concerned, 
integration of one sphere would create the urgency for integration to proceed in 
other areas due to the interconnectedness of the economy. Political spillover 
involves the "build-up of political pressure in favour of further integration 
within the states involved. " Such neo-functionalism was challenged by its 
failure to explain the EU's actual development with empirical fact like the 
Luxembourg crisis of 1965, when Member States reasserted state interests 
through the de facto unanimity principle over the majority voting with the 
Luxembourg Accord. 15 The theory also fails to explain why states seek to 
engage in international cooperation. 16 Despite all the challenges the neo- 
"ROBERT JACKSON & GEORG SORENSEN, INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: 
TBEoRiEs AND APPRoAcBEs 112-113 (Oxford University Press 2nd ed. 2003) (1999). 
12 See id. 113. 
13 See id. 113. 
14 Ernest B. Flaas, THE LTNrrING OF EUROPE: POLMCAL, SOCIAL d%ND ECONOMC FORCES 
1950-1957 (Stanford Univ. Press, 1958). 
15 Craig, supra note 4, at 4. 
16 Id. 4-5. 
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functionalists are likely to receive, international bargains will lead to task 
expansion in new areas as actors -ail] have the incentive to protect gains 
already achieved. 
Inter-governmentalism 
An alternative to neo-functionalism. is known as liberal inter-governmentalism 
expounded by Andrew Moravcsik. 17 The three core elements of the theory are 
"the assumption of rational state behaviour, a liberal theory of national 
preference formation, and an inter-govermnentalist analysis of interstate 
negotiation. " 18 The theory is based on economics and its literature is 
specifically derived from public choice tlieory. 19 Liberal inter- 
governmentalists put forward the idea that integration is determined by demand 
and supply. 20 The demand for integration is "a function of domestic preference 
formation. "21 The relationship between the government and the society is one 
of principal and agent in which societal principals has delegated power to 
government agents. 22 The primary objective of the government is to retain 
power. 23 To do so, they have to secure the support of societal actors by 
promising to attain their articulated preferences. 24 Economic interdependence 
and trade creates "international policy externalities". 25 International policy 
externalities arise when "the policies of one government create costs and 
17 AndmwM(zavcsik, Preferences andPower in the European Community A Liberal 
IntergavernmentalistApproach 31 JCMS 473 (1993). 
18 Td. 480. 
19 Craig, supra note 4, at 8. 
2D id. 
21 id. 
22 id. 
23 id. 
24 id. 
25Moravcsik supra note 17, at 485. 
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benefits for politically social groups outside its national jurisdiction. "26 Such 
externalities require international policy co-ordination and they provide the 
incentive for the creation of a single market. The supply of integration is "a 
function of interstate bargaining and interstate strategic interaction. , 27 The 
primary rationale for the existence of supranational institutions is efficiency. 28 
As International Regime TheorY29 states that such institutions can reduce 
transaction costs, stable institution setting for resolving interstate bargains is 
more cost effective than ad hoc interstate bargains. 30 It also enables states to 
overcome domestic opposition to governmental policy by according 
governmental policy initiatives greater domestic political legitimacy and by 
granting them greater domestic agenda-setting power. 31 Supranational 
institutions can also play an important role by acting as scapegoat for 
unpopular PofiCieS. 32 The essence of the liberal intergovernmental model is that 
the states are the driving force behind integration and that supranational 
national actors are acting on their behalf. The European community is not 
regarded as a challenge to the national state, but as a mechanism for 
strengthening state sovereignty. Supranational institutions will help bring 
about benefits to individual countries which could not be obtained by 
independent action. 
26 id. 
27Craig, supra note 4. at 9. 
28 Id. 10. 
"' An international regime is viewed as "it set or implicit and explicit principles, norms, rules, 
and procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a given [issue-area]. " 
INTERNATioNAL REGms 2 (Stephen Krasner ed., Comell Univ. Press, 1983ý The 
convergence of expectation means that everyone expects to play by the same rule. A basic idea 
behind international regunes is that they provide for transparent state behaviour and a degree of 
stability under conditions of anarcky in the international system. International regimes 
overcome collective goods dilemma by coordinating the beha%iours of individual states. 
30 Craig, supra note 4, at 10. 
31 Moravcsik, supra note 17, at 514-517. 
32 Id. 516. 
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C. Multi-governance Theory 
The state-centric inter-govemmentalism was challenged by multi-level 
governance theory. Multi-level governance theory is a theory of governance 
that postulates that "states do not monopolize links between domestic and 
European actors, but are among a variety of actors contesting decisions that are 
made at a variety of levels. The essence of the theory is that integration is a 
"polity creating process in which authority and policy-making are shared 
across multiple levels of government - subriational, national and 
supranational. v, 34 The theory is supported by a two stage argument. The first 
stage considers the circumstances under which national executives might 
voluntarily or involuntarily lose their grip on power. The state actors only 
have a relatively limited tenure of office and they may not give priority to the 
state as an institution. By transferring decisions to the supranational level, they 
can shift responsibility of unpopular decisions because in such cases, the 
political benefits outvveigh the costs of the political control. 35 The ability of 
Member States as principals to control the agents is limited by a number of 
factors, including the "multiplicity of principals, the mistrust that exists among 
them, impediments to coherent principal action, informational asymmetries 
between principals and agents and by the unintended consequences of 
institutional change. "-36 The second stage looks at the policy-making process in 
the EU and concludes that agenda-setting is not monopolized by the Council, 
the European Council, the European Parliament C'EP') and the European Court 
of Justice CTCF) but it is seen as a "shared and contested competence" among 
the four Community institutions. Subnational actors such as interest groups, 
also play an important part in this context. 37 
3'4 Gary Marks et. al., European Integrationftom the 1980s: Srate-Centric v. Multi-level 
Governance, 34 JCMS 341,346 (1996). 
341d. 342. 
33 Craig, supra note 4, at 17. 
36 Marks, supra note 33, at 353-4. 
37 Craig, supra note 4, at 18; See also Martin Westlake, The Style and the Alachineq: The Role 
of the European Parliament in the EU'j Legislative Progress, in LmaMG IN TUF 
EuRoPEAN UmoN (Paul Craig & Carol Harlow eds., Kluwer, 1998), 
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The multi-govemance theory considerably broadens the fields of inquiry and 
invites contributions from other sub-disciplines of political science: 18 The old 
battle of grand theories such as neo-functionalism and inter-governmentalism 
may only be of interest to only a small fraction of scholars but with multi- 
governance theory, European integration suddenly opens up to other scholars 
who are interested in the governance issues. 39 Modem states are increasingly 
faced with largely autonomous functional sub-systems and corporate actors. 40 
41 International system and domestic systems are therefore increasingly bluffed . 
From the governance perspective, the distinction is not states and international 
systerrL Rather, the distinction is between different institutional forms of 
governance and the negotiating systems that develop through which different 
actors struggle for their influenCe. 42 
Although multi-governance theory broadens the analytical horizon as 
compared to classical integration theory, governance is too broad an issue and 
there is a tendency that one will risk increasing information without increasing 
knowledge. 43 By including too many variables, the theory may become less 
coherent and less insightM and each expert may specialize in certain areas or 
governance which can be so specialized that makes comparative studies 
difficult, if not impossible. 44 
38 Markus Jachtenfuclis, Ae Governance Apprixich to European Inlegration 39 JCMS 245, 
255(2001). 
39 Id. 
40 Id. 258. 
41 Id. 258. 
42 Id. 258. 
43 Id. 259. 
44 Id. 258-259. 
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d. Institutionalism and New Institutionalism 
The basic assumption of institutionalism is that institutions matter and the new 
institutionalism usually lead to the analysis of international regimes. The new 
institutionalism advanced by March and Olsen suggests that "[flhe state is not 
only affected by society but affects it ... Bureaucratic agencies, legislative 
committees, and appellate courts are arenas for contending social forces, but 
they are also collections of standard operating procedures and structures that 
define and defend values, norms, interests, identities, and beliefs. , 45 New 
institutionalism may be confused with contextualisir0" and reductionisrný7 but 
it is distinguished from them by treating "political institutions as determining, 
ordering, or modifýring individual motives, and as acting autonomously in 
terms of institutional interests. : A9 It challenged utilitarianism by stating that 
"political behaviour was embedded in an institutional structure of rules, norms, 
expectations, and traditions that severely limited the free play of individualv611 
and calculation. 1)49 Unlike instrumentalism, it gives primacy to process rather 
than outcomes by seeing political decisions as "a process for developing a 
sense of purpose, direction, identity and belonging. "zo 
45 James March & J&an Olsen, RF. DTSCOVFRTNCI TNSTMITIONS: TM ORGANIZATIONAL BASIS 
oF PoLrrlc. s 17 (Free Press, 1989). 
46 Contextualism MUMS thdt exogenous events in the realm of international politics have 
stnictured the development of international relations. Brian Schmidt, On the Histoty and 
Hi. vtmiograpliynfftzteniationalRelationsat, http: //www%agepub. cn. uklpr)F/Book. %/ 
QOR772601. ndf. 
41 Red uctionism defines the system as attributes or interaction of units and treats the 
international system as the stun of its parts. However Waltz noticed that "the same causes 
sometimes lead to different effects, and the same effects sometimes follow from different 
causes, " and that *in international politics, systems-level forces seem to be at work, " meaning 
that "outcomes are affected not only by the properties and interconnections of variables but 
also by the way in which they are organized" See Kenneth Waltz, THEORY CW IN-LIALNAMUNAL 
Pourics 18,37,39(McGraw-Mll, 1979). 
42 Id. 4 
40 Id. 5 
" Id. 6 
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It is new in two ways. 51 It includes broader aspects of governance than the 
formal institutions of state and government and includes less formalized arena 
of politics like community and policy networks of actors with expertise and 
interests in a certain policy area. 52 It is also concerned with the "beliefs, 
paradigm, codes, cultures and knowledge" embedded with institutions. 53 
Institutions represent sets of formal and informal rules that "prescribe 
,, 54 behaviour roles, constrain states, and shape expectations. 
Hall and Taylor distinguished three institutionalisms - rationalists, sociological 
and historical. 55 For all of them, the basic premise is that institutions affect 
outcomes. Rooted in econonfic analysis, rationalists regard institutions as 
Iong-lived equilibrium patterns of rational behaviour" and thus realized 
outcomes in a strategic game "that society plays". 56 Rationalists assume 
players to make strategic decision making to achieve their preferred outcome. 57 
Sociological institutionalists borrow the idea from sociology and regard 
institutions as inseparable rrom human identity and behavioural choice. 
51 Simon J. Bulmer. lVewInstitutionalism. The Single Market andEUGovemance (Arena 
Worldng Papers WP97/25,1997) available at "tt : 1Avwwarena. uio, no/Rublicati 
M97 25. 
52 John Pctcrson. Decision-Making in the European Union: Towardi a Fraineworkfor Analysis. 
2: 1 JOURRAL OF EUROPFAN PuBuc Para 69-93 (Much 1995). 
53 James March & Johan Olsen, REDISCOVERINCT INSTITUTIONS: THE ORGANIZATIONAL 13ASIS 
OF POLITICS 26 (Free Press, 1989). 
34 Robert Keohane, Neoliberal Instautiontilism: A Perspective on World Politics, in 
INTERNATIONAL INsTaLmoNs AND STATE POWER 3(Robert Keohane ed., Boulder: WestView 
Press, 1989). 
33 Peter Hall & Rosemary Taylor, PolificaMcience and the 77iree Vew Institutionalisms, 
Por. mcAr, SwDTF. s. 44,930-57 (1996). 
56 Gerald Schneider & Mark Aspinwall, Institutional Research on the European Union: 
Mapping the Field in THE RULES OF INTEGRATIoN, INSTITUTIONALIST APPROACH TO THE 
STuDy OF EUROPE, 2 (Gerald Schneider & Mark Aspinwall eds., Manchester University Press, 
2001). See also Randall Calvert, The Rational Choice Theory ofSocial Institutions: 
Cooperatiop; Coordination, and Communication, in MOMRN PotrricAL ECONOMY 
218(Jeffrey Banks and Eric Hanushek eds., Cambridge University Press, 216-67,1995). 
57 Individual and institutions pursue their rationally predicted maximum self-interests in a 
manner analogous to games players trying to calculate not only their oN%u advantages, but the 
likely moves of their opponents. The result, paradoxically, is often neither the maximum 
individual nor the maximum collective self-interest. See Rwixr ABRAMS, FuUNDA: 11ONS OF 
ParrICAL ANALYSIS - AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF COLLECTIVE CHOICE 189-231 
(Columbia University Press, 1979ý 
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Historical institutionalists take the middle ground, belie-ting in the short run, 
strategic interaction is possible but in the long run, it will affect choice and 
behaviour. They emphasize prior institutional commitments which further 
action, limit the scope of what is possible and cause agents to redefine their 
interests. " 
e. Hybrid Theory - Multi-Governance and New Institutionalism 
Stone Sweet and Sandholtz attempted to combine the multi-govemiance theory 
with new institutionalism. They postulated a theory of integration based on the 
assumptions underlying multi-level governance and the new institutionalism. 59 
While government can influence the pace of integration, '! hey do not drive the 
process or fully control it". 60 The shifting importance between pure 
intergovernmental politics on one end or the spectrum and supranational 
politics at the other depends on "the levels of cross-border transactions and the 
consequential need for supranational co-ordination within that area. "61 The 
emistence of supranational within certain areas institutionalizes the process by 
which rules are created and applied by those who are subject to them, and 
shapes the perception which they have or their own selr-intereStS. 62 
f. Transnational Relations Theory, Social Constructivisin and the 
English School 
Research work on transnational relations will further illuminate the complexity 
of the international decision-mak-ing. 63 The notion of tratisnational relations 
"History creates context, which shape choice. " See id. 10. 
Alec Stone Sweet & Wa)me Sandholtz, European Integradon and Supranational 
Governance 4 JEPP 297 (1977). 
60 Id. 306. 
61 Craig, jupra note 4 at 21. 
62 Sweet& Sandholtzsupra note 59, at 310-11. See also Craig, jupra note 4, at 22. 
63 Theorists focusing on transnationalism often de-emphasize the state as primary and unitary 
actor. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY, REALISM, PLURALISM, GLOBALISM (Viotti Paul & 
Mark Kauppi eds., Macmillan Publishing, 2"d ed. 1993). 
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challenges the view that the state is the only significant actor in international 
relations while the concept of transgovernmental relations questions the idea 
that national governments can be treated as unitary actors. 64 Transnational 
relations are defined as "transboundary relations include at least one non- 
governmental actor"f5 and transgovernmental relations are defined as "cross- 
boundary relations among sub-units of national governments in the absence of 
,, 66 centralized decisions by state executives. 
Social constructivism 67 , coupled with the studies on principled issue- 
networkS6" and on "epistemic communiti&169, suggests that "transnational 
coalitions are often held together not by instrumentally defined self-interests, 
64 Thomas Risse-Kappen, Exploring the Nature ofthe Beast. ý International Relations 77zeory 
and Comparative PolicyAnalysis Afeet the European Union, 34 JCMS 53,58 (March 1996). 
65 Id. 57. See also Karl Kaiser, Dunsnationale Politik in D1E&UC11R0MS77SC1XS0UMj-1v7TA 
80-109 (Emst-Otto Czernpicl cd., 1969); TRANSNATIONAL RELATIONS AND WORLD POLITICS 
(Robert Owen Keohane & Joseph Nye, Jr. eds., Harvard Univ. Press, 197 1); Robert Owen 
Keohane & Joseph Nye, Jr.. PowER AND INTERDEPENDENCE (Little, Brown, 1977). 
" Risse-Kappen. supra note 64. at 58. See Robert Owen Keohane & Joseph Nye. Jr.. 
Transgovernm ental Relations and International Organizations, 27 WORLD POLITICS 39 (1974). 
67 Friedrich Kratochwil, Rum, NMM, AND DECISIONS (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1989); 
Alexander Wendt, Anarchy is Tf7tat States Make qf1l, 46 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION 391 
(1992); Nicholas Onut WORLD OF OUR OwN MAKING (Univ. of South Carolina Press, 1989) 
and Nicholas Onut Constructivism: A User'sManual in INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN A 
CONSTRUCTED WORLD 58-78 (Vendullm Kubalk-ova et at. eds., M. E. Sharpe, 1998) 
68 According to Sikkink, "[aln international issue-network comprises a -get of organi7Ations, 
bound by shared values, anti by dense exchange of information and services, working 
internationally on an issue ... [I]nternaticnal and domestic NOOs play a central role in all issue- 
networks. They are the most proactive members of the networks, usually initialing actions arxl 
pressuring more powerful actors to take positions... " The members usually work together in 
"a constant but informal, uncoordinated, and nonhierarchical manner. " Kathryn Sikkink, 
Human Rights, Principled Ixtue Networkv, andSovereignty in Latin America, 47 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION 411,415-417 (1993). 
" Episternic communities are a network of experts who share technical knowledge of a 
particular field as well as normative principles, causal beliefs, shared interests and common 
practices associated with a set of policy problems. (Peter Haas' defined it as a "professional 
group that believes in the same cause and effect relationships, trust tests to accept thern, and 
share commonvalues; its members share a common understanding of the problem and its 
solution. " Peter Haas, SAVING THE 1ý=ITERRANEAN: TBE POLITICS OF INTERNATIONAL 
EW. MON. MENTAL CO-OPERATION 55 (Columbia Univ. Press, 1990)). Its growth is related to 
increasing, westem professionalism and bureaucratization of policy-maldng. (Peter Haas, 
Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy Coordination 46 
INTERNAMNAL ORGANIZAMON 1,8-9 (1992). "It is the political infiltration of an epistemic 
community into governing institutionswhich lays the groundwork for a broader acceptance of 
the community's beliefs and ideas about the proper construction of social reality. " (Id. 27) 
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but also by collectively shared values and consensual knowledge. "M Unlike the 
claim made by realists7l, identities and interests of the state are socially 
contingent and they are subject to changes through social interaction and a 
change in political/policy process. Such interaction includes negotiating, 
bargaining, arguing and communication. 
Close to constructivism, the English School 72 made contributions to the 
international relations theory with its skepticism towards the value of 
behavouralist social science for the study of international politics, and its claim 
that international politics is more than simply an anarchical system as it has a 
societal quality to it73 The English School distinguishes a system of states (or 
international system) from a society of states (or international society). The 
former refers to the interaction of states so that they will have mutual 
70 Risse-Kappcn, supra notc 64, at 59. 
71 Realism believes that the world is anarchic and a realist thinks in terms of interest defined as 
power. States are independent political units and are the primary actors in international 
relations. World politics is a self-help system involves a struggle for power between states in 
the pursuit of their national interests and in maintenance of national sovereignty. These 
interests are intrinsic to the states. Even though diplomacy is one instrument for gaining a 
states objectives, ultimately the key instrument is military force. For Morgenthau's six 
principlcs of political realism and his discussion of politics, scc Hans Morgcnthau & Kcnnctli 
Thompson, Pourics A-mom NATION: THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER AND PEACE (Bricf cd.. 
1992). See also Kenneth Waltz, THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL POLITIcs (Addison-Wesley, 1979) 
for neo-realism which stresses the importance of baJance of power, see pp. 116-128. Also see 
NEoREAL. Ism AND NEoLEBERAusm: THE CONTEWORARY DEBATE (David Baldwin cd-, 
Columbia Univ. Press, 1993). 
72 The development of the English School dates back to the founding of the British Committee 
for the Study of International Politics in 1958 which brought together academics who were at 
that time teaching at British universities, and practitioners. Many of the members vAae not 
even British. Thomas Diez & Richard Whitman. Analysing European Integration. - Reflecting 
nit die Erigli. vliVchool-Scenariniforan Fticaunter, 40 JCMS 43,46(2002). Notableworks 
of Fnglish School include 1-ledley Bull (11M. ANARCTUAI-Scx=y: A Snmy oF 0RnFR IN 
WORLD POLITICS (Macmillan 1977)1 Jorgensen's study of the emergence of a "diplomatic 
republic orEurope" (Poco. - The Diplomatic Republic ofEurope in REFLECTIvE APPROACHES 
TO EUROPEAN GovERNANcE (Knud-Erik Jorgensen ed., Macmillan 1997)1 Adrian Hyde- 
Price's work on Germany and the emerging European order (GERMANY AND EUROPEAN 
ORDER: ENLARGING NATO AND THE EU 59 (Manchester Univ. Press, 2000) and The OSCE 
and European Security in RErtfiNKING SECURITY IN Pos-r-Cou) WAR EUR01% (William Park 
& G. Wyn Rees eds., Longman 1998)) and Nick Rengger's contextualization of the EU in a 
neo-medieval international system (European Communities in a Neo-Medieval Global Polity. 
The Dilemmas offairyland? in INTERNATIOmL RELATIONS THEORY AND THE POLITICS OF 
EUROPEAN INTEGRATION: POWER, SECURITY AND CMIMUNITY (Morten Kelstrup & Michael C. 
Williams eds., Routledge, 2000) -a system of overlapping authority and conflicting loyalties 
where the states compete with other actors for authority and loyalty. 
73 Diez & WWWian, supra note 72, at 46. 
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influences on each other in such a way that they behave as parts of a whole. 74 
The latter refers to a group of states conscious of certain common interests and 
common values so that they conceive themselves to be bound by a common set 
of rules in their relations with one another, and in the working of common 
institutions. 75 The EU can be described as an "EU world" society as first, they 
share the European "consciousness" with a common European hiStory76 and a 
"common intellectual culture 47 ; second, there are "common values "78 from 
human rights to a "social" form of market liberaliSM79; third, there is 
significant transnational. activities among civil society actors on an EU levelso, 
from common interest representations to student exchange programmes. The 
"values and shared understandings that mark out international society must be 
culturally generated and sustained"81. This does not mean uniformity of 
culture but a shared general consensus of what the basic foundations of this 
society are. 82 It involves a selr-identification or their members with common 
interests and values, and the acceptance of being bound by rules and 
institutions. 83 
74 HEDLEY BULL, THEANARcHLAL SOCIETY: A STUDY OF ORDERIN WORLD POLMCS 10-11 
(Macmillan 1977). 
73 Id. 13. 
76 Diez & Whitman, supra note 72, at 52-53. 
77 IIEDLEY BULL THE ANARCHIAL SOCIETY: A STUDY OF ORDER IN WORLD POLITICS 316 
(Macmillan 1977). 
73 ADRIAN HYDE-PRIcE, GERmANY AND EuROPEAN ORDER: ENLARGING NATO AND THE EU 
59 (Manchester Univ. Press, 2000ý 
79 Diez & Whitman, supra note 72, at 53. 
wj IIyL)E-PRicF, supra note 78, at 59. 
81 Nick J. Rengger, Culture, Society, and Order in World Politics in DILEMMA OF WORLD 
POLITICS: INTERNATIONAL ISSUES IN A CHANGING WORLD 88 (John Baylis & Nick J Rengger 
eds., Oxford University Press, 1992ý 
82 Diez & Whiwm, supra note 72, at 53. 
93 Id. 56. 
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Garrett and Weingas, 84 have stressed the importance of focus point in resolving 
coordination problem. Such focal point is extended to "constructed" focal 
point that is intentionally chosen and promoted by international actors. The 
use of mutual recognition as a method to facilitate internal market by the 
European Court of Justice as the constructed focal point helped to increase its 
influence despite its lack of enforcement power (at least until recently). 85 
9. Key Integration Insights from the International Relations Theories 
The previous discussion covers the debate between the state-centric model 
represented by inter-govemmentalists and the diffusion model represented by 
neo-functionalists. The debate is further opened up with multi-govemance 
model by looking at the influence and contributions of supranational, national 
and sub-national actors in international relation. The complexities or 
international relations are further illustrated by the notion of transnational and 
transgovernmental relations. The former points out that the state is not the only 
significant actor in international relations and the latter challenges the idea that 
national governments can be treated as unitary actors. New institutionalists, 
historical institudonalists and international regime 86 supporters focus their 
attention on the importance of international organizations in achieving 
effective integration among member states. Constructivists and the English 
School delve further into the make-up of networking and come up with the 
conclusion that shared values and consensual knowledge are the driving force 
towards integration. 
34 Geoffrey Garrett & BarTy Weingastý Ideas, Interests, andInstitutions: Cons"efing the ECr 
InternalMarket in IDEAS AND FOREIGN Pomcr. BELIEFS, INSTITUTIONS AND POLMCAL 
CHANGE (Judith Goldstein & Robert Owen Keohane eds., Cornell Univ. Press, 1993ý 
1* Usa Martin, An rnstitudonalist Pew International Institutions andState Strategies 
(prepared for the Conference on International Order in the 214 Century, McGill University, 
May 16-18 1997) at http: //NvvAv. people. fas. harvard edu/-Ilmartin/biblio. htmL 
86 "International regime' is defined as "principles, norms, rules, and decision-making 
procedures around which actor expectations converge in a given issue-area. " Stephen D. 
Krasner, Structural Causes andRegime Consequences: Regimes as Intervening Variables 36(2) 
INTT ORG. 185 (1982). 
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As regards the debate between state-centric and diffusion model, this thesis 
supports Golub" in pointing out that the state-centric and diffusion models are 
just speaking at cross purposes and either one taken alone lacks explanatory 
power. The diffusion model is inadequate because it confuses influence with 
power. By examining the Packaging Waste Directivess, Golub 89concluded 
that the diffusion literature often equates influence at draft and pre-draft stages 
with having power over final decisions. EP and the Commission can provide a 
range of policy options but they cannot prescribe specific policy outcomes. 
On the other hand, state-centric models are also of limited value because they 
overestimate the ability of the Council to dominate the other institutions. When 
the involvement of multiple actions produces ideas which the Commission and 
EP adopt into the final directive through amendments, diffusion of power away 
from the Council is unavoidable. Whereas state-centric models focus 
exclusively on power, diffusion models centre on influence. The fundamental 
differences between the two have to be made clear at the outset. 
Although rational institutionalists agree with the realists that the international 
system is anarchic, they believe that institutions and regimes can influence 
state behavior. The institutionalists argue that states that cooperate through 
institutions and regimes are often cost-efficient because these arrangements 
reduce transaction costs, enhance the predictability of state behavior, and 
promote a decentralized enforcement of rules through reciprocal situations-90 
Constructivism emphasizes that it is ultimately individuals (usually acting on 
behalf of states) who are the decision makers in international politics, so the 
perceptions that individuals have of the international structure is important. 91 
R7 Jonathan Golub, State Power and Institutional Influence in European Integration: Lessons 
from the Packaging Waste Directive, 34 JCMS 313,330-332. 
so Directive 94/621EC (OJL365,31.12.94). 
89 Golub, supra note 87, at 330-332. 
90 Rosm 0. KEOHANE, INlERNNFIONAL INSITfUTIONS AND STME POWER III (WeStView 
Press, 1989). 
9'Jana King, Book Review: Legal Rules and International Society, ByAnthonyClarkArend. 
New York, JIVY. 
Oxford University Press, 1999,25 YAM L INT'L L 533,550 (stanmer 20001 
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Constructivists view the international arena as socially constructed and the 
interests and identities of states can be changed through their interaction. 92 
Common values and common cultures unite people into interest and pressure 
groups and different international organizations. They also form policy 
platforms and consolidate votes. Action springs from belief Although 
constructivism, may be difficult to prove empirically and it is difficult to 
conduct comparative studies due to its subjective elements, it is undeniably one 
of the most important factors that Nvill affect the success of any integration. 
The above summary will help to throw light on some of the issues left 
unanswered under the section on methodology in Chapter I: 
Driving force: The top down approach is supported by inter- 
governmentalists but neo-functionalism, multi-govemance theory, 
transnational legal theory, English School and constructivism all show 
that integration is better achieved bottom up than top down in the long 
run. As Golub pointed out, the government has the power but non- 
government agencies have considerable influence if their interests or 
expertise unite them together; 
Timing: unless the inter-governmentalist approach is adopted, many of 
the other international relations theories require the convergence of 
beliefs, values and culture which needs time to achieve. A gradual 
integration is more desirable than a shocking "all at once" process; 
Sequencing: Government action including its economic reform is 
governed by its political ideology and it seems logical to believe that 
any significant economic reform should be preceded by corresponding 
political reform Such belief fails to take into consideration the fact 
that the government is far from being a unitary actor and different 
factions and interest groups in the government result in negotiation, 
92 Id. 
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compromise and trade-offs. As in the example of the PRC, political 
reform maybe regarded as seriously damaging to the Communist Party 
but economic reform, on the other hand, is regarded as beneficial if the 
living standards of the people are raised. Further, economic reform is 
often engineering by international organizations, business or interest 
groups and within each group, they tend to share similar values or 
culture; 
e Institutions: institutionalists and intemational regime theorists both 
stress the importance of institutions in reducing transaction costs and 
promoting similar interests. 
As this thesis takes an institutional approach to market integration, a closer 
examination of institutionalism follows. All institutions simultaneously 
empower and control. 93 New institutions are going to assume independent and 
integration functions and rules both in terms of policy formation and 
implementation which is autonomous from political intervention. 
One distinctive characteristic of the modem institutions within international 
law is a strong discourse of institutional autonomy. Discussion within the 
confines of institutions shifts an issue from the self-interest, coercive political 
discourse to the legal and policy-mak-ing discourse where legal reasoning and 
argument become the legitimate form of action. To resolve issues by legal 
rules and institutional Procedures will bring a certain discipline, structure and 
predictability to decision making proCeSS. 94 Rational choice institutionalists 
who base their analysis on game theories argue that institutions shape the 
strategies of the actors within them. However, this thesis agrees with the 
historical institutionalists that institutional context does not only shape the 
93 Ronald L. Jepperson, Institutions, InstitutionalEffecty, andInstitutionalism, in TBE NEW 
INSTUMIONALISM IN ORGANIZA11ONAL ANALYSIS 146(Walter W. Powell & Paul J. Dimggio 
eds., University of Chicago Press) (199 1). 
91 Tm GLOBALIZATION OF WORLD POLITICS - AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS 356-7 (John Baylis & Steve Smith, Oxford University Press, 3rd ed. 2005) (2001) 
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strategies of the actors but also affect their goals. 95 An appropriate institutional 
framework will, therefore, focus the parficipants' mind on the goal of market 
integration and provide an independent and autonomous environment removed 
from the political realm for discussion of its feasibility and implementation. 
3. Mutual Recognition 
Mutual Recognition is the main device used to facilitate legal harmonization 
and integration in the EU. Mutual recognition has been used so frequently in a 
number of different contexts that its meanings vary accordingly. Mutual 
recognition, used in the context of mutual recognition of professional 
qualifications 96 and mutual recognition of companies and legal person97, 
envisaged mutual recognition as an "outcome" of an EU legislative process. 98 
This also applies to the CEPA discussed in Chapter III. However mutual 
recognition, in the context of the Single Market, is regarded as an "alternative" 
to EU legislative action where legislation is controlled primarily by national 
governments. 99 It is this second type of mutual recognition that is the focus of 
the present discussion. This thesis also analyzes the correlation between the 
concept of mutual recognition and the international theories. 
95 Kathleen Thelen & Sven Steinmo, Institutionalism in Comparative Politics in STR1KnJRTNG 
POLUICS - HISTORICAL INSTMUTIONALISM IN COWARATIVE ANALYSIS 7-8(Sven Steinmo et al. 
eds., Cambridge University Press, 1999) (1992). 
" EC Treaty, Art. 57(l) C'1n order to make it easier for persons to take up and pursue activities 
as self employed persons, the Council shall, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to 
in Article 189b, issue directives for the mutual recognition of diplom&, % certificates and other 
evidence of formal qtialifications. ") 
97 Id. Art. 220 C'Member States shall, so far as is necessary, enter into negotiations with each 
other with a view to securing for the benefit of their nationals: ... the mutual recognition of 
companies or firms within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 5 8, the retention of 
legal personality in the event of transfer of their seat from one country to another, and the 
possibility of mergers between companies or firms governed by the laws of different 
countries... ") 
98 Kenneth A. Armstrong, Mutual Recognition in THE LAw OF THE SINGLE EuRoPEA. %j 
MARKHr: U. NPACKIN(I'I'ME PREMISES 225,226 (Catherine Barriard & Joanne Scott eds., Hart 
Publishing, 2002). 
" Id. 226 
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During the evolutionary process of the concept of mutual recognition, 
Armstrong pointed out that mutual recognition serves at least two purposes. 
Mutual recognition places limits upon the regulatory autonomy of Member 
States to ensure that unjustifiable barriers to free movement will be 
dismantled. 100 This purpose flowed from the nding of the ECJ in the well- 
known Cassis de Dijon judgment'" although the words "mutual recognition7 
did not appear in the judgement expressly. 102 The European Commission in a 
Communication issued in 1980 103 interpret mutual recognition more or less 
synonymous with home state control by placing limitations on the ability of 
Member States to exercise their regulatory power. This emphasis was 
furthered in the Commission's 1985 White Paper on "Completing the Internal 
mark, eft. 104 
The second purpose of mutual recognition is to act as a means or determining 
when legislative harmonization by the Community might be required. 
Harmonization would not be required if mutual recognition could serve the 
purpose. 105 This aspect of mutual recognition provides the basis for the "New 
ApproacW' in 1985. The "New ApproacW' provides a division between EU 
and the national levels under which EU legislative action would be necessary 
to harmonize the "essential requiremente' of products whereas Member States 
would mutually recognize any additional national technical requirements. 106 
The Commission further adopted a Communication on mutual recognition as a 
100 Id. 226. 
101 Case i 2ong, Rewe-7entrale AGv. Bundesmonopdverwaltungfur Branntwein (Cassis de 
Dijon) [I 9791FCR 649. The Commission took the concept of compaTatility and equivalence 
and converted it into the concept of mutual recognitiom 
102 GEORGE ALEXANDER WALKER, EuRoPEAN BANKING LAw - POLICY AND PROGRANDJE 
CONSTRUCTION 292(British Institute of International and Comparative Law and the London 
Institute of International Banking, Finance and Development Law, 2005). 
103Communication from the Commission Concerning the Consequences of the Judgment Given 
by the Court of Justice on 20 February 1979 in Case 120178,3.10.80, O. J. (C 256). 
10turopean Commission, Completing the InternalMarket, COM(85)3 10 final, 77. 
105 Axmstrong, supra note 9 8, at 227. 
10ýd. 
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follow-up to its "Action Plan for the Single Market". 107 The second purpose of 
mutual recognition acts as a restriction on the EU action while the first purpose 
of mutual recognition places the restriction on the power of the Member 
States. 108 
How does mutual recognition relate to the integration model? Three possible 
models can be adopted regarding integration and regulation of the European 
market. The first model is the use of "host" state control with the application 
of the non-discrimination principle. Under "host" state control, market access 
is only allowed if substantive and procedural rules of the state in which market 
access is sought have been complied with. The non-discrimination principle is 
to ensure fair and equal treatment between the host state and the other Member 
States. 109 However by adopting this model, market access will remain 
segmented requiring the exporters and service providers to comply with 
multiple sets of regulations. "' 
The second model is the use of "home" state control under %hich market 
access is allowed if substantive and procedural rules of the state which seek 
market access have been complied %ith"' Each goods or service will only 
need to comply with one set of regulations under "bome" state control 112 but 
the same goods or service may be subject to different standards depending on 
the rules and regulations of different home states. 
11 0 Action Planfor the Single Market, SEC(97) I fmal; Commission Communication, Muntal 
Recognition in the Context of the Fbllouýup to the Action Planfor the Single Market, June 
1999. 
10* Armstrong, supra note 98, at 227. 
109 Id. 229. 
"Old. 230. 
111 Id. 229. 
112 Id. 229. 
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The third model is the creation of one set of harmonized rules and regulations 
so that market access can be achieved by folloN%ing such set of rules. Diverse 
national regulatory requirements Arill be eliminated. '" 
Most people mistakenly regard "mutual recognitioif' as the synonym for 
"home" state control as mutual recognition may frequently result in "home" 
state control. ' 14 However as pointed out by Armstrong, mutual recognition is 
hovering between "host" state control and "home" state control. 1's 
Mutual recognition is both a policy consideration for the host state regulator 
and a substantive restriction on regulatory autonomy. 116 
Mutual recognition is more than the requirement for the host state regulators 
not to discriminate based on nationality. It requires the national regulators to 
be, in Amstrong's word, "other-regarding7.117 In other words, national 
regulators have to recognize the regulatory history of the product or service and 
give due consideration to such information in determining their regulatory 
control over such product or service under their domestic rules. The process 
facilitates the search for equivalences between home and host state regulatory 
requirements so that there will not be any duplication of regulatory 
processes. 118 Mutual recognition therefore "encourages a Europeanization of 
regulation not through the adoption and enforcement of harmonized European 
norms (a vertical Europeanization) but instead through an openness to the other 
113 Id. 229 
114 Walker, suppyj note 102, Chapter 6 generally for further discussion on the differences 
between mutual recognitiun and home country rule and their application in the banking and 
financial area (the author argues that home country rule converts mutual recognition into a 
doctrine of licensed recognition or licence or systems validation but mutual recognition fails to 
fully imply home country rule as pre-market entry requirements cannot be extended to include 
full post-nuLrket entry supervision and continuing regulation). 
'"Armstrong, supra note 98, at 227. 
116 Id. 230-240 
111 Id. 23 1. 
118 Id. 231. 
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regulatory systems of Member States (a horizonW Europeanization). ""9 As 
law is structurally attached to the social system in which it operates 120, the 
search for equivalence brings forth the question of "transplantability" of the 
law from one state to another. 121 However mutual recognition does not transfer 
regulatory activities outside the national systems 122 as the host state regulators 
is left with the exercise of the supervisory functions and they have the final say 
in the outcome. 
Mutual recognition is also a substantive restriction on regulatory autonomy. If 
the Member State seeks to impose its own domestic control on a product or 
service legalized in the home state, the action must be necessary to achieve that 
goal and it has to be proportionate. 12-' The concept of mutual recognition is 
used to undermine the argument that such action is necessary and proportionate. 
Mutual recognition is therefore a means to police attempts by a host state to 
insist upon the application of its control. 124 Such policing NAII be taken up by 
ECJ if cases are brought in front of them. 125 Armstrong has pointed out that 
evidently, "the ECJ seems to create a significant space for Member States to 
apply their regulatory controls for the protection of the consumer as regards the 
119 Id. 231,23 2. 
120 Gunter Teubner, Legal Irritants: Good Faith in British Law or How Unifying Law Ends up 
in New Divergences, 61(l) MOD. L. REV. 11 (1998). 
121 Armstrong, supra note 98, at 232. 
122 id. 
12 ýd. 
124 Id. 232,233 
125 Other than Cossis de Dijon, please also see Case 27/80, Criminal Proceedings against Anton 
Adriaan FietJe [1980] E. C. R. 3839(whether compliance with home state controls were enough 
to ensure equivalent regulatory protection); Case C-30/99, Commission v. Ireland (Precious 
Metals) [2001] E. C. R- 14619 (example of mutual recognition as a substantive restriction on 
Member States regulatory powers); Case C-1 54/89, Commission v. France (Tour GWdes) 
[1991] E. C. R. 1-659 (strong presumption in favour of home state control); Case C-384/93, 
Alpine Investments v. Minister van Financien [1995] E. C. R. 1-1141 (the home state was best 
placed to control the activities of the company concerned); Case C400/96, Criminal 
Proceedings Against Harpe&es [1998] E. C. R- 1-1512 (the national authorities were required 
to take into account of the regulatory history of the product concerned); Case C-1 84/96, 
Commission v. France (Foie Gras) 11998] E. C. R. 1-6197 (when legislating, legislatures should 
ensure that products complying with equivalent rules or standards to that of the host state 
should be permitted market access). 
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126 
provision of financial services , while in respect of goods, the ECJ tends to 
cut down that regulatory space by assuming that the average consumer can be 
protected by the provision of equivalent information to that required in the host 
state. , 127 
Despite its appealing idea, the application of mutual recognition is, to say the 
least, problematic. As the Commission has noted, "significant barriers to the 
application of the principle of mutual recognition arise at the administrative 
level e. g. allocating organizational responsibility for handling the request for 
recognition; the unwillingness of individual administrators to take 
responsibility for permitting market access on the basis of mutual recognition; 
and the wide discretion which administrators may possess. "' 28 
The distinction between "passive" and "active' mutual recognition made by 
Armstrong'29, provides art important insight into its relationship with some of 
the international relation theories. Passive mutual recognition refers to the host 
state giving practical and legal effect to a regulatory process which has already 
been carried out in another state. 130 Recognition is symbolic and it does not 
involve comparisons of functions like the recognition of foreign judgments 131 
and qualifications. 132 Active mutual recognition, however, requires national 
regulators to seek out functional equivalencies between the regulatory 
processes between the host state and the home state by the domestification of 
126 "The ECJ has repeated that in the absence of harmonization, it is for the Member States to 
regulate for risk" See Armstrong, supra note 98, at 238. 
127 Id. 237,23 8. 
128The Commission's first biennial report On the Application of the Principle ofNfutual 
Recognition in Product and Services Mar-Aets quoted by Armstrong, supra note 98, at 239. 
129 Id. 240-245. 
130 Td. 240,24 1. 
131 E. g. EC Treaty, art. 220: "Member States shall, so far as is necessary, enter into negotiations 
with each other with a view to securing for the benefit of their nationals: the simplification of 
formalities governing the reciprocal recognition and enforcement of judgments of courts or 
tribunals and of arbitration awards. " 
132 Id. 241. 
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the foreign regulatory process through its translation into some equivalent 
national regulatory requirement either in whole or in part 133 Although active 
mutual recognition may be more response to changing circumstances and 
technical progress, it does not give rise to a certain outcome and the result of 
non-recognition may be time-consuming and costly legal challenges. 134 
Mutual recognition may be considered to facilitate competition among rules 
and regulators so that it will produce a competitive process of regulatory 
adjustment and limit the possibility for "regulatory failure". 135 However if the 
differences between the regulations of home and host state are too great, 
market access will be denied and mutual recognition cannot be applied. 136 
More significantly, another advantage of mutual recognition is to regard it as 
an educational process for regulators. 137 To expose the national regulators to a 
completely set of regulations with a different history also stimulate a 
bureaucratic learning process as to how other systems regulate. 138 However for 
it to be successful, it will also depend on factors like the willingness to share 
information and knowledge among national regulators and the mutual trusts 
among national regulators. Bureaucracies may be resistant to learning and 
prefer routinized work. 139 
The concept of mutual recognition embodies and illustrates different 
international relation theories. The fact that the concept was first invented by 
ECJ and then strengthened and reinterpreted by the Commission illustrates how 
supranational, actors can contribute to the integration process as understood by 
transnational theorists and the multi-governance theorists. The whole EU 
13 ýd. 241,242. 
144 Id. 242,243. 
135 Id. 243. 
136 Id. 244. 
137 id. 
139 Id. 
139 id. 
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structures and its drive towards integration also demonstrate the belief of neo- 
functionalists and institutionalists. The importance of shared values and 
common cultures in active mutual recognition is central to constructivism and 
the English School. However, the power of the host state regulators in having 
the final say in the application of the mutual recognition concepts shows us that 
the importance of the state-centric theories like the inter-governmentalists 
should not be under-estimated. 
In the capital market, EU is moving from the broader concept of mutual 
recognition to a narrower concept of home state rule within the former (see the 
Prospectus Directive below) to quicken the integration process. Yet the 
establishment of European Securities Committee ("ESC') 140, comprised 
Member State Finance Ministry representatives, to act as a regulatory 
committee, and a Committee of European Securities Regulators O'CESR! ')141 to 
act as an advisory body under the Lamfalussy report (see below) are important 
steps leading to further integration of the EU. The former creates a network for 
governments to communicate and negotiate while the latter creates epistemic 
communities among experts with shared values and knowledge. Such 
networks and communities are cornerstone to build an integrated EU 
community. 
4. Single European Market 
The European Community expanded from six Member States 142 to nine 143 in 
1973, to twelve by 1986144, and to fifteen in 1995143. 'The EU enlargement on 
May 1,2004 includes Hungaryý Poland, the Czech Republic, the Slovak 
140 Commission Decision of 6 June 2001 Estahlishing the European Securities Committee, 
12.7.2001,20010. J. (L 191) 45. 
141 Id. 43. 
142 Belgimn, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and The Netherlands. 
143 nW new Member States are Ireland, Denmark and the United Kingdom. 
144 The new Member States were Greece in 1981, Spain and Portugal in 1986. 
145 The new Member States were Ausft* Finland and Sweden. 
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Republic, Slovenia, plus the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, and 
the Mediterranean islands of Malta and Cyprus. 
a. Institutions 
The basic institution framework set out in the 1950 Treaties founding the 
original three European Communities have remained relatively intact. Other 
than the four main institutions, i. e. the Council 146 , Commission 
147 
, 
Parliament 148 
, and the 
Court 149 
,a 
fifth institution, the Court of Auditors 150 was 
first established in 1975. Its primary role is financial supervision and it has 
influence over policy through its annual auditing and reporting role. The 
institutional balance has shifted over the year which elevated the European 
Parliament as a purely consultative body to a range of powers from 
consultation to shared legislative powers with the Council of Ministers. 
Overall speaking, the Commission remains the sole initiative of legislation, 
Nkith Council as the ultimate decision-maker on most major issues, and the 
Parliament playing the consultative or shared decision-mak-ing role depending 
on the circumstances. 151 
There are also a number of less prominent "quasi-institutions" mentioned by 
the Treaties including the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee 
of the Regions. They perform relatively weak consultative functions and have 
146 The European Council comprises the Heads of State or Government of each Member State, 
the Foreign Ministers of the EU Member States, and the President of the Commission. 
147S 
, ince enlargement on May 1,2004, the Commission consists of 30 members. France, Ttaly, 
Spain, the UK and Germany appoint two Commissioners each, whereas all other Member 
States appoint one each. 
149 Since 1979 the 787 Members of the European Parliament are directly elected to the 
European Parliament by the citizens of the EU for a five year term. 
149 Since enlargement on May 1,2004, the Court has twenty five judges (one per Member State) 
each of whom is appointed for a six year term. There are eight Advocates-General, who present 
reasoned opinions on cases before the Court. 
150 The Court of Auditors has 15 Members, one from each Member State, Nvho are appointed 
for terms of six years. 
151 GrAinne de B4rca, Institutional Development ofthe Et, ý- A ConstitutionalAnalysis in THE 
EvOLLMON oF EU LAw 57 (Paul Craig & GrAinne de Bfirca eds., Oxford Univ. Press, 1999). 
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no standing to call on the Court of Justice under Article 230 EC to ensure tat 
their functions aTe respected. 152 
The various checks within the balance have included the Commission's 
oversight of all the Community's activities, its obligation for annual reporting 
and its duty to answer Parliament's questions regularly, the budgetary control 
of the Council and the Parliament, the safeguards within the various legislative 
procedures, the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman to investigate any 
maladministration or malpractices, the administrative principles laid do%vn by 
the Treaty and by the Court of Justice, and the general oversight of the Court of 
Auditors and the Court of Justice. 153 
The formal constitution is laid down by the Treaty and the jurisprudence of the 
Court (through its rulings, concepts like "direct effect". "supremacy", "the 
general principles of EC law and the "rule of law" also apply), being the 
foundation legal rules which allocate and govern the exercise of power within 
the polity. 154 The "real" constitution concerns the way in which political 
power is actually exercised, to the conventions and practices of the actors and 
institutions which exercise public power. Such real constitutions involve 
secondary legislation other than the Treaty, non-legal or 'sofV' legal measures 
like the Luxembourg Accords and various inter-institutional agreements such 
as those on the budgetary and comitology procedures. 155 As a result, the EU 
has been criticized that fundamental principles of accountabilityý coherence, 
openness and fairness are wanting. "' 
152 Id. 60. 
153 id. 6o. 
151d. 61. 
15ýd. 61. 
156 Id. 80. 
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b. Legal Framework 
The regýflatory ffamework of the EU includes 157 : 
a The EU Treaties (see below) as the EU's "constitution" and they are 
regarded as the primary legislation; 
Community Law or the aquis communautaire which is composed of 
160 161 
regulations'58, directives'59, decisions , opinions/recommendations 
and the case law of the ECJ; 
* Explanations and resolutions adopted within the framework of the 
European Union; 
* Legal instruments within the framework of the Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (the second pillar: see the section on EU Treaties 
below); 
Legal instruments within the framework of the cooperation in the areas 
of Justice and Home Affairs (the third pillar: see the section on EU 
Treaties below); 
151 See The Swedish Presidency website, The Regulatory Framework of the EUat 
. 
httv: //wvmýeu200l. se1 static/enpJeu info/korthet reizelverk. asp- 
"' Regulations are binding in their entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. See 
Europa: Glossary: Community Legal Instruments athttwfleuropa. emint/scadplus/leg/en/ci 
P, 4000c htm#el 8- 
119 Directives bind the Member States as to the results to be achieved; they have to be 
transposed into the national legal framework and thus leave a margin for manoeuvre as to the 
form and means of implementation. See Europa: Glossary. Community Legal Instruments at 
. http: //europa. cu. int/scadplus/legI en/ciR(jz4000c. htm#cl8- 
160 Decisions are My binding on those to whom they are addressed. See Europa: Glossary. 
Community Legal Instruments at htti): Heiropa. eu. int/scadplus/leg/ en/ci0J24000c. htm#c1 8- 
161 Opinions and recommendations are non-binding, declaratory instruments. See Europa: 
Glossary: Community Legal Instruments atJittp: //europa. eu. int/scadplus/leg/en/cig/ 
g4000c. htm#c18- 
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International agreements which the Community has signed and mutual 
agreements of the Member States within the areas of activity of the 
Union. 
EU Treaties 
European integration is based on four founding treaties 162 : 
10 
The Treaty of Paris establishing the European Coal and Steel 
Community, which was signed on April 18,1951 and came into force 
on July 23,1952. It was expired on July 23,2002; 
The Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic Community, 
which was signed on March 25,1957 and came into force on January 1, 
1958; 
The treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, 
which was signed and came into force the same time as the Treaty of 
Rome, together the "Treaties of Rome"; 
The Treaty of European Union, which was signed in Maastricht on 
February 7,1992 and came into force on November 1,1993. The 
Treaty renamed the European Economic Community to simply 
"European Community". It also created a new structure with three 
"pillars"163 which is political as well as economic and introduced new 
162See European Treaties (ELJROPAý The EU at a glance/Treaties and law) at b=11turma. eu. 
int/abc/treaties en. htm. 
113 TIW first pillar comprised the European Communities, covering matters related to the Single 
Market and the "four freedoms". i. e. the free movement of persons, goods, services and capital 
across borders. It also includes cooperation in fiscal and monetary issues, i. e. the development 
of the Economic and Monetary Union. The second pillar consists of the Common Foreign and 
Security Policy. The third pillar is composed of police cooperation and cooperation in the area 
of criminal law. Only within the first pillar have the Member States relinqiAshed parts of their 
sovereignty to the institutions of the EU while in the other pillars decisions are mainly taken at 
intergovernmental level. See'lhe Swedish Presidency website, 7he Regulatopy Framework of 
the EU. The Three Pillars at http: //, A, %, Nv. eu200 1. se/static/enp/eu info/korthet Delare. aspL. 
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form of cooperation between Member States in the areas of defence and 
"justice and home affairs. " 164 
The founding treaties have been amended in 1973,1981,1986 and 1995 when 
new members have joined the Member States. The treaties have also been 
modified, resulting in important institutional changes and introducing new 
areas of responsibility for the European institutions 165 : 
The Merger Treaty, signed in Brussels on April 8,1965 and carne into 
force on July 1,1967 (provision of a Single Connnission and a Single 
Council of the then three European Communities); 
The Single European Acý signed in Luxembourg and the Hague and 
came into force on July 1,1987 (changes required for the achievement 
of the internal market); 
The Treaty of Amsterdam, signed on October 2,1987 and Caine into 
force on May 1,1999 (amending and renumbering of the Treaty of EU 
and the Treaty of the EQ 
'Me Treaty of Nice, signed on February 26,2001 and came into force 
on February 1,2003 (consolidating the former Treaty of EU and the 
Treaty of the EC). 
Further changes to the Treaties are expected as a result of the Convention on 
the Future of Europe and the Treaty of Accession of 10 new Member States, 
signed on April 16,2003 and came into force on May 1,2004. 
164 See European Treaties (ELTROPA: The EU at a glanceffreaties and law) at 
http: //europa. eu. int/abettreaties en. htm 
163 Id. 
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C. Internal Market 
In a narrow sense, single European market ("SEM') refers to the goal of 
completing the "internal mark-ef 7166 . 
The focus is on the legislative programme, 
beginning with the 1985 Commission White Paper on "Completing the Internal 
Market"167 and ending with the deadline on December 31,1992.168 
It is important to view the SEM not merely as a description of a set of 
programmes to remove frontiers within the internal market. It is a 
f Clio al. 169 1985 development of strategies which are both symbolic and un n The 
White Paper contained a list of legislative measure grouped under three 
headings (the removal of fiscal, physical, and technical barriers to trade) and 
for each, a target deadline for its adoption. 170 After the 1992 deadlines have 
passed, proposed measures on company law harmonization remained 
unadopted while problems of transposition and enforcement continued to emst 
as set out in its 1993 Strategic Programme for the SEM"71. 
To revitalize the momentum and inspired by the Sutherland report in 1992172, 
the Commission published a communication on "The Impact and Effectiveness 
of the Single Mark-et"173 by giving renewed attention to the SEM. To enhance 
monitoring and surveillance of the activities of the Member States and 
166 See Ardele 7a EC. 
161 COM(85)31 0 final. 
"" Kenneth Armstrong, Governance and the Single European Adarket in THE EVOLUrION OF 
EU LAW 747 (Paul Craig & GrAinne de B6rca eds., Oxford Univ. Press, 1999). 
`9 See id. 753. 
170 id. 
171 Making theMost of the Internal Market. Strategic Programme, COM(93)632 final. 
172 The report is chaired by former Commissioner, Peter Sutherland, to examine the 
development of the Internal Market. 7he Internal Market After 1992. Meeting the Challenge 
(EC Commission, 1992). 
173 COM(96)520 final. 
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economic actors, an Acton Plan for the Single Market was launched. 174 'Me 
Action Plan was '*a development of the methodology employed in the 1985 
internal market White Paper"175 with the use of strategic targets, deadlines, and 
compliance scoreboards -a method which was frequently used to enhance 
bureaucratic efficiency. It continued on the deregulation theme of the 1985 
While Paper and recommended strengthening the legal framework of the SEM. 
Harmonizafion is a mechanism to remove multiple sources of regulation, so the 
whole process can also be packaged as a simplification process. 176 
d. Single Market for Financial Services 
It has been reported that a single market for financial services is crucial for 
economic growth and job creation in the European Union. However financial 
markets in the EU remained segmented and the integration process was slow. 
As a consequence, in May 1999, the Commission adopted an Action Plan for 
Financial Services 177 to identify the key areas where action should be tak-exi. At 
both the Lisbon European Council in March 2000, and the Stockholm 
European Council in March 2001, the European Head of State or Government 
also urged the full implementation of the Action Plan by 2005. 
Headed by Baron Alexandre Lainfalussy, former President of the European 
Monetary Institute, a Committee of Wise Men on the Regulation of European 
Securities Markets was set up by the Council in July 2000 and it delivered its 
final report in February 2001. The report concluded that the EU's 1999 
cornitology procedure 178 should be extended to securities market legislation (i. e. 
174 Action Planfor the Single Market, CSE(97)1 fmal. 
175 AMIStrong, supra mte 168, at 754. 
176 id. 
1" COK1999)232 fmal. 
179 Most EU regulation is not enacted as legislation by the Council and EP but as implementing 
measures under the executive duties of the Commission. Such regulation can be adopted when 
the Council has conferred executive powers on the Corrunission and an implementation 
committee, composed of policy experts from the Member States, has given its opinion on or 
approved the Commission! s proposed implementing measures. 7he committee procedures are 
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the technical aspects of legislation would be delegated to new committees). 
Two new committees were established under the Committee's 
recommendations: a new high-level ESC, comprised Member State Finance 
Ministry representatives, to act as a regulatory committee, and a CESR to act 
as an advisory body both to the Commission and the ESC about technical 
implementing measures. 
The report also called for a four-level regulatory approach to speed up the 
regulatory process and to make it more flexible and efficient. Onthebasisofa 
Commission proposal, level I will consist of legislative acts (including 
regulations and directives) adopted under the co-decision procedure by the 
Council and the European Parliament on the basis of the EC Treaty. In 
consultation with the ESC, technical implementing measures will be adopted 
by CESR at level 2 under Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 
laying down the procedures for the exercise of implementing powers conferred 
by the Commission. Level 3 is to ensure consistent 179 and timely 
implementation of level I and 2 acts by enhanced cooperation and networldng 
among EU securities regulators through the CESR- Finally at level 4, the 
Conunission and the Member States should strengthen the enforcement of 
Community law. 
e. Single Market for Issue and Trading of Securities 
The objective of the EU directives is "the harmonization of essential elements 
of listing and public offers within the EU and the application of the principle of 
mutual recognition to listing particulars and prospectuses which have been 
approved by the competent authority of the Member States. "180 The main 
directives that affect the stock exchanges in Europe are summarized as follows: 
commonly referred to as "comitology*. See EurActiv, Comitology at http: //wwAýeuractiv. comf 
Article', Itcmuri=tcm: 29-117454-16&! 3Z=LinksDossi (lastvisitedNov. 14,2004). 
179 Regulators would work on joint interpretation recommendations, consistent guidelines and 
common standards, peer review, and compare regulatory practice to ensure consistent 
implementation and applications. 
180 Iain ý&cNeil and Alex Lau, International Corporate Regulation: Lisfing Rules and 
Overseas Companies, 50 ICLQ 787,795. See also Guido Feirarini, Towards a European Law 
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i. The Admission Directive 181 sets out the necessary conditions 
required for the admission of securities to listing. 
The Listing Particulars Directive 182 sets out the contents, vetting 
and distribution of the listing particulars. 
iii. The Continuing Obligations DirectiveI83 Set outs the information 
required to be published on a regular basis by companies whose 
shares have been listed. 
iv. Council Directive 88/627/EEC of December 12,1988 on the 
information to be published when a major holding in a listed 
company is acquired or disposed of. 
V. Directive 89/298/EEC of April 17,1989184 Sets out the requirements 
for the draAing up, scrutiny and distribution of prospectuses to be 
published when transferable securities are offered to the public. 
The first four directives were consolidated into Directive 2001/34/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of May 28,2001 on the admission of 
securities to official stock exchange listing and on information to be published 
on those securities (generally known as the Consolidated Admission and 
Reporting Directive - "CARD') to enhance clarity and rationality. Directives 
ii and v above created a partial and complex mutual recognition system but 
ofInvestment Services and Institutions, 31 CNM Rev 1293 (1994) and Guido Ferrarini, The 
European Regulation ofStock Exchanges: New Perspective 36 O. E Rev 569 (1999). 
181 Council Directive 79/279 1979 O. J. (L 66) 21. 
192Council Directive 80/390 1980 O. J. (L 100) 1 as amended by Directive 87/345 regarding 
mutual recognition of listing particulars and Directive 94/18 regarding exemption from the 
obligation to publish listing particulars in certain circumstances. 
193 Council Directive 82/1211982 O. J. (L 48) 26. 
194 Council Directive 89/298 1989 O. J. (L 124) 8. 
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they failed to achieve the objectives of creating a single passport"s. Directive 
2003n]IEC on the prospectus to be published when securities are offered to 
the public or admitted to trading and amending Directive 2001/34/EC (the 
"Prospectus Directive') therefore came into force on November 4,2003. 
Certain articles in CARD were repealed as a result. 186 As the title suggests, the 
Prospectus Directive amended Directive 2001/34/EC by consolidating 
Directive v above. 187 On April 29,2004, Commission Regulation EC No. 
809/2004 183 (the "Implementing Regulatioxf) implemented the Prospectus 
Directive as regards information contained in the prospectuses as well as the 
format, incorporation by reference and publication of such prospectuses and 
dissemination of advertisements was adopted to flesh out Directive 
2003nllEC. The Implementing Regulation should come into force from July 
1,2005.189 
The European Conunission had made public a working document related to the 
Prospectus Directive (IP/03/1018). The working document was based on 
advice given to the Commission by the Committee of European Securities 
Regulators after an extensive consultation process and to make such working 
document public was to enhance the open and transparent regulatory process 
for drawing up technical implementing measures. It is also part of the 
procedures agreed to implement the March 2001 Stockholm European Council 
Resolution to improve decision-making concerning securities markets 
(]P/02/195). 190 
Other directives relating to the securities include the Market Abuse Directive 
(2003/6/EC) which was implemented on January 28,2003 (implementation of 
185 Preamble (1) of the Directive 2003nI 2003 O. J. (L345) 64 (the "Prospectus Directive). 
186 Prospectus Directive, art. 27. 
181 Id. preamble (3). 
18s Commission Regulation 809/2004 2004 O. J. (Ll49)1. 
189 Implementing Regulation, art. 36. 
190 Midday Express 1211112003, RAPID, Novemberl 2,2003, LEXIS, Navs Libraryý 
Commission of the European Communities File. 
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the Market Abuse Directive by the Member States into their national 
legislations must not be later than October 12,2004191) and the Directive on 
disclosure requirements for publicly-traded companies (Transparency Directive) 
which has yet to be adopted. 
Other directives related to the capital markets in the EU are UCITS Directives, 
New Investment Services Directive (see definition below) and directives and 
Commission communication related to inter-EU clearing and settlement system. 
Distance Marketing Directive 192 is not discussed here as it relates only to the 
retail business and the Tak-e-over Directive'93 is also not discussed as it is not 
related to the IPO regime. 
i. Prospectus Directive 
Objcýtiyta 
The Directive constitutes a major step in integrating the European capital 
markets and the first attempt to legislate for the European financial markets by 
implementing Lainfalussy four-level regulatory model. The main aim of the 
Prospectus Directive is to replace the current mutual recognition procedure and 
in its stead, introduce a new pan-European single-passport procedure. 194 The 
single passport procedure requires the publication of a prospectus'" and once 
approved by the competent authority in the relevant home Member State 196 2 
it 
can be used all across countries that belong to the European Union upon 
notification to the competent authorities in the other Member States in which a 
191 Market Abuse Directive, art. 18. 
"'2 Distance Marketing Directive 9.10.2002,2002 O. J. (L 271)16. 
193 Directive 2004/25/EC of April 21,2004 on Takeover Bids, 30.4.2004, O. J. (L 142)12. 
104 Prospectus Directive, prearable (1). 
195 Id. art. 3. 
19ýd. art. 13. 
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listing is sought or a public offer is made. 197 As far as the home Member 
States are concerned, they have to approve the prospectus in accordance with 
the disclosure requirements from the Prospectus Directive. The Prospectus 
Directive is therefore different from the CARD, the Market Abuse Directive 
and the Transparency Directive as, for example, the CARD will allow the 
home Member States to add more stringent requirements and additional 
conditions and obligations regarding the admission of securities to official 
listing provided that such additional requirements "apply generally for all 
issuers or individual classes of issuer and that they have been published before 
application for admission of such securities is made. "198 Both the Market 
Abuse Directive and the Transparency Directive aim at minimum 
harmonization among the laws of the Member States whereas the Prospectus 
Directive aims at maximum harmonization and setting common standards 
across European Union. 199 
The aim of the Prospectus Directive is to "ensure investor protection and 
market efficiency in accordance with high regulatory standards adopted in the 
relevant international fora. sý200 Following from this aim, it is clear that the 
Prospectus Directive is not a race to the bottom but the aim is begging the 
question of how to ensure investor protection (which usually implies stringent 
requirements and providing for the different needs and circumstances in 
different Member States) and market efficiency (which implies avoiding 
duplication and overlapping approval procedures by simplifying rules and 
regulations and creating uniform legal standards and procedures) at the same 
time. 
197 Id. arts. 17 and 18. 
198 CARD, aft 8. 
'"Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton Memorandum, The E. U. Prospectus Directive - Impact 
on European CapitalMarket, January 15,2004 at 3, available at WESTLAW 1428 PLI/Corp 
1009. 
200 Prospectus Directive, preamble (10). 
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Scope 
The Prospectus Directive does not apply to unit trusts and investment 
companies2ol. For details of the scope of the Prospectus Directive, see article 
1(2) of the Prospectus Directive. 
Exempt Offers and Exe! pptions 
Any offer of the securities to the public -*Nill require the publication of a 
prospectus. "Offer of securities to the public" is defined broadly as "a 
communication to persons in any form and by any means, presenting sufficient 
information on the terms of the offer and the securities to be offered, so as to 
enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe to these securities. "202 
The Prospectus Directive contains exempt ofTers that exempt certain kinds of 
offer ftom. the obligation to publish a prospectus. 203 
General standard for fair presentation of recommendations and disclosure of 
interests and conflict of interests are provided in the Fair Representation 
Directive. 
Fonnat and Content of the Prospectus 
Under the Prospectus Directive, a prospectus consists of three principal 
documents, which can be combined in a single prospectus or be kept 
separate204: 
1. a summary; 
201 Id. arts. 1(2Xa) and 2(l Xo). 
202Id. aft 2(lXd). 
203 Prospectus Directiveý art. 3(2) and 4. See also Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton 
Memorandum, ne E. U. Prospectus Directive - Impact on European Capital Market, January 
15,2004 at 4, available at %TSTLAW 1428 PLI/Corp 1009. 
204 Prospectus Directive, art. 5(3). 
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a registration document containing information relating to the issuer; 
and 
3. a securities note proNiding information relating to the securities to 
be offered or admitted to trading. 205 
The summary "shall, in a brief manner 206 and in non-technical language, 
convey the essential characteristics and risks associated with the issuer, any 
guarantor and the securities, in the language 207 in which the prospectus was 
originally drawn up. "208 The information required for the summary note is 
provided under Amex IV and article 5(2) of the Prospectus Directive. The 
Commission Regulation No. 809/2004 (the "Implementing Regulation) 
implements CESR Level 2 advice in connection with certain articles of the 
Prospective Directive and it does not pro-tide for substantive disclosure 
requirements regarding the summary note. The summary is an attractive 
marketing document because it may be the only document translated into the 
official language(s) of the host or/and home Member States 209 and also the 
summary will only incur civil liability including its translation unless it is 
misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read together with the other parts 
of the prospectus. 210 
203For certain types of non-equity securities including warrants issued under an offering 
programme or certain non-equity securities issued in a continuous or repeated manner by 
credit institutions. The tripartite prospectus may be replaced by a base prospectus at Ule Option 
of the issuer. At the time when the base prospectus is filed, the final terms of the offer may not 
be known and the issuer is allowed to file the final terms as soon as they are available without 
additional approval. Prospechis Directive, art 5(4). 
206 Preamble (21) of the Prospectus Directive provides that the suminary normally should not 
exceed 2,500 words. 
207 Preamble (35) provides that if the prospectus is drawn up in a language that is customary in 
the sphere of international finance, the host or home Member State should only be entitled to 
require a summary in its official language(s) so as to minimize costs. As a result, summary of 
the prospectus becomes very important as it may be the only document written in a language 
that certain prospective retail investors know. 
208 Prospectus Directive, art. 5(2). 
209 Id. preamble (3 5). 
210 Id. arL 6(2). 
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The information required to be disclosed in the prospectus is specified in detail 
in the Implementing Regulation by the use of schedules and building blocks. 
"Schedule" means a list of minimum information requirements adapted to the 
particular nature of the different types of issuers and /or the different securities 
involved whereas "building block' means a list of additional information 
requirements, not included in one of the schedules, to be added to one or more 
schedules, depending on the type of instrument and/or transaction for which a 
prospectus or a base prospectus is drawn Up. 21 1 Registration document 
schedules include those for share212 . wholesale 
debt and derivative securities 
(at least EUR50,000) 213 , retail 
debt and derivative securities (less than 
EUR5 0,000ý14, asset backed securities2ls, depository receipts216, banks issuing 
'217 securities , securities issued by sovereign states and their regional and 
local 
authorities 2 19 , securities issued by public international bodies and 
debt 
securities guaranteed by a member state of the OECD 219 . Securities note 
schedules include those for shares220, wholesale debt securities221, retail debt 
securides222, derivative securities223 and collective investment undertakings of 
the closed-end type224. Building blocks include registration building blocks for 
21 'Implcmenting Regulatims, arts. 2(l) & 2(2). 
212 id. amex i. 
213 Id. aMeX IX. 
214 Id. annex TV. 
215 Id. amex VIL 
216 id. amex x. 
217 Id. annex XT. 
219 Id. annex XVI. 
219 Id. annex XVIL 
220 Id. annex III. 
221 Id. anne, x XIL 
222 id. amex v. 
223 Id. anne, x XIL 
224 Id. annex XV. 
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pro forma fmancial information 
225 
, securities note 
building blocks for 
226 227 
guarantees , asset 
backed securities , equity securities underlying 
convertible and exchangeable securitieS228. The schedules are based on the 
information items required in the IOSCO Disclosure Standards and the annexes 
in CARD. 229 
Incomoration by Reference 
To achieve efficiency by lowering cost and not endangering investor 
protection230, the Prospectus Directive introduces the concept of incorporation 
by reference. Issuers may under the Prospectus Directive to incorporate latest 
available published documents that have been approved by, and filed with the 
competent authority of the home Member by reference to them. 231 Such 
incorporation by reference cannot be used in the summary notes. 232 The 
Implementing Regulation provides a non-exhaustive list of documents that may 
be incorporated by reference and they include annual and interim financial 
information, mergers or demergers documents, audit reports and finatýCial 
statements, memorandum and articles of associations, earlier approved and 
published prospectuses, regulated information and circulars to shareholders. 233 
Restrictions are, however, imposed on the use of incorporation by reference 
and as a result, they lessen its usefulness in efficiency but help safeguard 
investor protection- For instance, the language used for the information 
223 Id. aMeX II. 
226 Id. annex VT. 
227 Id. annexVIIL 
228 Id. annex XIV. 
229 Implementing Regulation, preamble (2) & Prospectus Directive, preamble (22) and art. 7(3). 
230 Prospective Directive, preamble (29). 
231 Id. arL I I(, ). 
232see id. 
233 Implementing Regulation, art. 28. 
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incorporated by reference has to be consistent with the prospectuS234 and the 
information sbould be accessible and comprehensible. 235 Only previously or 
simultaneously published documents may be used. 26 New updated 
information may only be incorporated through a supplement to the prospectus 
and such supplement requires prior approval from the competent authority. 237 
Finally, as a general principle, the issuer has to consider whether "the natural 
location of the information required is the prospectus, and that the information 
should be presented in an easily and comprehensible form. "238 
AppLoyal 
All prospectuses should be approved by the home Member State before 
publication 239 to avoid duplication of the approval authorities and to facilitate a 
single point of clearance. 
Only one single competent authority should be designated to approve 
prospectuses in ea-ch Member State to avoid unnecessary costs and overlapping 
of responsibilities., Under strict conditions, if the Member State has more than 
one competent authority, only one will assume the duties for international 
cooperation. 240 
234 Id. preamble (30). 
235 Id. art. 28(5). 
136 Prospectus Directive, art. I1 (1). 
237 Td. art. 16(l). The Prospectus, Directive requires the filing and publication of a supplement 
to the prospectus (including the summary and translation thereof, if appTopTiate) if there is any 
"significant new factor, material mistake or inaccuracy relating to the inforniation included in 
the prospec(us" aller the prospectus is approved but before the final closing of the offer to the 
public or the trading beings, as the case may be. 7he Directive does not give examples of such 
information but any new financial information may justify a supplement which may have 
significant impact on the offering as the investors who hýve already agreed to purchase or 
subscribe for the securities will have the right to withdraw their offers to purchase or subscribe 
withý a prescribed period of not shorten am two working days after the publication of the 
supplement. Id. art. 16(2). 
239 Implementing Regulation, preamble (30). 
239Prospectus Directive, art. 13(l). 
24ýd. preamble (37). 
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Publication 
The approved prospectus should be filed with competent authority of the home 
Member State and made available to the public as soon as practicable. 241 in 
the case of initial public offering of a class of shares not already admitted to 
trading on regulated market before, the prospectus should be available at least 
of th off . 
242 six worldng days before the end e er 
A home Member State may also require publication of a notice stating how the 
prospectus has been made available and where it can be obtained by the 
public. *24' The Implementing Regulation has set out the information required 
for such a notice if it is required by the home Member State. 244 
ii. Markei Abuse Directive 
Market Abuse Directive was. adopted on January 28,2003 245 and was effective 
as of that date. Since then, three directives and one regulation have been 
passed to implement the Market Abuse Directive, namely: 
Directive of December 22,2003 regarding fair presentation of 
investment recommendations and the disclosure of conflicts of interest 
(the "Fair Presentation Directive, )246; 
241 Id. art. 14. 
242 Id. 
24 ýd. aft 14(3ý 
2441mplementing Regulation, art. 3 1. 
245Directive 2003/6/EC, 2003 O. J. (L 96)16. 
216 Commission Directive 2003/125/EC, 2003 O. J. (L 33 9)73. 
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Regulation of December 22,3003 regarding exemptions for buy-back 
programmes and stabilization of financial instruments (aie "Buyýback 
Regulation, ' ) 247; 
Directive of December 22,2003 regarding definition and public 
disclosure of inside information and the definition of market 
manipulation (the "Definition Directive' )248; 
Directive of April 29,2004 regarding accepted market practices, the 
definition of inside information in relation to derivatives on 
commodities, the drawing up of lists of insiders, the notification of 
managers' transaction and the notification of suspicious transactions 
249 (the "Market Practices Directive'). 
Obiectives 
The Market Abuse Directive provides a common framework for market abuse 
which, according to the Directive, consists of insider dealing and market 
manipulation 250 so as to enhance integrity of financial markets and public 
confidence in securities and derivatives. 251 The insider dealing legislation 
should be consistent with the market manipulation legislation Before its 
enactment, legal requirements vary from one Member State to another, leaving 
economic actors often uncertain over concepts, definitions and enforcement. 252 
Technological development further complicates the problem by providing 
incentives, means and opportunities for market abuse. 253 In addition, the last 
247 CommissionRegulaGon(EC) No. 2273/2003,2003 O. J. (L 336)34. 
24RCorr, MiSSion Directive 2003/124/EC O. J. (L 339)71. 
249 Commission Directive 2004n2/EC, 2004 O. J. (LI 62)7 1. 
250 Market Abuse Direethre, preamble (12). 
2511d. preamble (2). 
252 Id. preamble (11). 
253 Id. preamble (10). 
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directive dealing with insider dealing ('Insider Dealing Directive") was 
enacted on November 13,1989254 which is more than a decade ago and 
therefore needs updating. New events like the terrorist attacks on September 
11,2001 also prompted the Member States to safeguard themselves from 
financing terrorist activities. 255 
Scope 
7he Market Abuse Directive will apply to all financial instruments trading on a 
regulated market in at least one Member State, or for which a request for 
admission to trading on such a market has been made, irrespective of whether 
or not the transaction itself actually takes place on that market. 256 Insider 
trading will also be applied to financial instruments not adrnitted to trading on 
a regulated market in a Member State but whose value depends on a financial 
instrument on a regulated market, or for which a request for admission to 
trading on such a market has been made i. e. derivati-ve instruments. 257 As a 
result, it includes trading on regulated markets, grey markets and off-market 
transactions and, it also includes secondary as well as primary and grey 
markets. 258 Financial instruments include but not limited to transferable 
securities, units in collective investment undertakings, money-market 
instruments, financial-futures contracts, forward interest-rate agreements, 
interest-rate, currency and equity swaps, options (particularly on currency and 
interest rates) and derivatives on commodities. 259 The wide scope and 
254 1989 O. j. (L 334)30 
2"Market Abuse Directive, preamble (14). 
256 Id. art. 9, the first para. 
257 Id. art. 9, the second para. 
259 Cf. Insider Dealing Directive, art. 5. Its application is restricted to transferable securities 
vAlich are "admitted to trading on a market of a Member State", so it only refers to transferable 
securities traded on the secondary market. 
259 Market Abuse Directive, art. ](3). 
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application of the Market Abuse Directive is to guarantee the integrity of the 
EU financial markets. 260 
The Market Abuse Directive specifies in detail what constitute insider 
tradinj261 and rnarket ManipUlation262. 
Exemptions 
The Market Abuse Directive , Arill not apply to Member States and their 
federated states or similar local authority, the European System of Central 
Banks, a national central bank or any other officially designed bank or by any 
person acting on their behalf if they carry out iransactions relating to fiscal or 
monetary policies. 263 
The prohibition under the Market Abuse Directive v611 not apply to trading in 
own shares in "buy-back7' programme or -to the stabilization of a financial 
2 instrument . 264 Details of the buy-back programme and stabilization aflowed 
are provided in the Buy-back Regulation. 265 
Sanctions 
Like the Prospectus Directive, each Member State must designate a single 
competent authority to ensure that the Directive is complied with. 266 In 
addition to criminal sanctions, each Member State must ensure appropriate 
administrative measures can be taken and sanctions can be imposed on those 
260 Id. preamble (34). 
261 MarketAbuse Directive, arts. 2-4 & Definition Directive, art. I(l). See Maiket Abuse 
Directive, art I (I), the second para. for derivatives on commodities. 
262 Definition Directive, arts. 4-5 & Market Abuse Directive, art. 1(2). 
263 Market Abuse Directive, art. 7. 
264 Id. art. 8. 
265 See Buy-back Regulation, arts. 5& 7-11. 
266 Market Abuse Directive, art. 11. 
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who do not comply with the Market Abuse Directive. 267 A Est of the 
administrative measures and sanctions should be drawn up by the 
Commission. 268 
iii. Transparency Directive 
The Transparency Directive ("Transparency Directive) deals mainly with the 
post-listing continuing obligations. Unlike the Prospectus Directive but similar 
to the Market Abuse Directive, it aims at minimum harmonization. The 
Transparency Directive does not impose a ceiling on the requirements imposed 
by Home Member States. Home Member States are allowed to impose 
additional requirements, commonly known as "super-equivalent" requirements, 
on the issuers . 
269 As the Transparency Directive deals with financial reporting 
requirements, the choice of Home Member States will have significant impact 
on continuing cost incurred by the issuers. However the Host Member States 
are not allowed to impose more stringent requirements than provided by the 
Transparency Directive and article 6 of the -Market Abuse Directive. 270 
The Transparency Directive also establishes the home Member State control 
and provides for filing disclosed information and notification required under 
the Transparency Directive with the competent authority of relevant Home 
Member States. 271 
Obiectives 
The Transparency Directive is to "enhance both investor protection and market 
efficiency" by ensuring accurate, comprehensive and timely information about 
267 Id. art. 14(l). 
269 Id. art. 14(2). 
269 Transparency Directive, art. 3 (1 
270 Id. art. 3(2), 
271 Id. art. 15. 
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security issuers272, furthering convergence and integration by the adoption of 
common international accounting standards273, and enhancing effective control 
of share issuers and overall market transparency on important capital 
movement by informing the public changes to major holdings in issuers. 274 
The end result is an efficient, transparent and integrated securities market that 
275 
will attract investors, foster economic growth and increase emploýment . 
To achieve this purpose, the Transparency Directive establishes requirements 
regarding the publication of periodic and ongoing financial reports and 
information about major holdings. The Transparency Directive forms part of 
the European Union's Financial Services Action plan that aims to create a 
single market in financial services for the European Union by 2005.276 
Scope 
The Transparency Directive will establish disclosure requirements for issuers 
whose securities are already admitted to trading on a regulated market situated 
Nvithin a Member State. It urill not apply to unit trusts and investment 
companies. 
Accounting Standards and Periodic Reports 
The Transparency Directive requires annual 277 and half-yearl y 278 reports to 
include consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with 
272 Id. preamble (1). 
273 Id. preamble (7). 
274 Id. preamble (11). 
273 Id. preamble (1). 
276 Id. preamble (3). 
277 Transparency Directive, art. 4(3) and Regulation 1606/2002, arts. 2&3. 
278 Transparency Directive, art. 5(3) and Regulation 160612002, arts. 2&3. 
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p International Financial Reporting Standards CIF 'S, ý) 
279 unless they are 
prepared in accordance %ith financial standards that are considered to be 
equivalent . 
2"' The use of IFRS for the publicly listed companies in the EU 
regulated market is an important step in integrating the capital market within 
the EU. The common accounting standards can facilitate comparability in 
terms of financial information. 
Equivalent accounting standards are only allowed for a tErd country and the 
Transparency Directive has not specified what accounting standards are 
equivalent to IFRS. It is likely that the European Commission will take the 
view that US GAAP should be considered as equivalent to IFRS . 
281 If an 
issuer whose registered office is in a third country prepared its financial 
statements in accordance with internationally accepted standards, it may adopt 
282 IFRS starting on or after January 2007 whereas publicly traded companies 
governed by the law of a Member State has to adopt IFRS starting on or after 
January 1,2005 . 
283 The same exemption applies. to issuers which are admitted 
279 IFRS is originated and developed from the International Account Standards C'LkSe). LkSs 
are developed by the International Accounting Standards Committee CIASC"), whose purpose 
is to develop a single sct of global accounting standards. l-'urthcr the restructuring of the IASC, 
the new Board on April 1,2001 renamed the IASC as the International Accounting Board 
C'IASB') and, as far as the fixture international accounting standards are concerned, renamed 
IASs as IFRS. These standards should ensure a high standard of transparency and 
comparability for financial reporting in the European Union. See Regulation (E-C) no. 
1606/2002 of July 19,2002 on the application of international accounting standards, 2002 O. J. 
(L 243)] ("Regulation 1606/2002"), preamble (7). Tntemational accounting standard should 
be adopted provided that firstly, they are not contrary to the principle that the financial 
reporting should give a true and fair view of the company's assets, liabilities, fimnicial position 
kind profit or loss; secondly it is conducive to the European public good and lastly, they meet 
the criteria of understandability, relevance, reliability and comparability required for making 
economic decisions and assessing thestewardship of management See Regulation 160612002, 
preamble (9) and art. 3. International accounting standards above shall mean TASs, MRS and 
related interpretations, subsequent amendinerits to those standards and related interpretations, 
future standards and interpretation issued by the IASB. Sm Regulation 1606/2002, art. 2. 
28OTransparency Directive, art. 119. 
28L Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
harmonization of transparency requirements with regard to information about issuers whose 
securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market and amending Directive 2001/34/EC, 
26.3,2003 COM(2003)138(01), p. 30athttp: //euTopa. eu. intleomm/intemal market/securities/ 
transvarencv/index en. htnL 
282 Transparency Directive, art. 19(l a) and Re6nilation 1606/2002, art. 9. 
283 RegUlation 1606/2002, art 4. 
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on a regulated market of any Member State and issue only debt securitieS284 
(not including convertible and exchangeable bondS)285. 
Such issuers, if unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed by the home 
Member State or by one of its local authorities and if they were already 
existing at the time the Prospectus Directive entered into force (i. e. November 
4,2003), may choose to be exempt from the obligation of publishing half 
286 yearly reports. Half-yearly report may also apply to certain credit 
institutions acting as small-size issuers of debt securities. 287 During a 
transitional period of ten years, the Member State may grant an exemption 
from producing half-yearly reports to issuers admitted to trading on a regulated 
market prior to January 1,2005 who exclusively issue debt securities to 
professional investors ordy. 288 
The Transparency Directive also provides for several exemptions for certain 
289 
types of issuers horn the reporting requirements 
The annual financial report requires the financial statements to be audited in 
accordance with Articles 51 and 51290 of Council Directive 78/660AEEC29 1 on 
the annual accounts of certain types of companies 292 whereas the half-yearly 
financial report requires the condensed set of financial statements which may 
284ld 
. art. 
9. 
285 Transparency Directive, art. 2(l)(b). 
296 Id. art. R(I b). 
287 Id. preamble (8b) and art. 8(1 a). 
298 Id. preamble 8(b) & art. 26(3a). 
7'89 Id. arts. 8(lXa) (See id. preamble (3a)) and preamble (8e) & art. 8(l)(b). 
290 Directive 2003/5 I/EC of June 19,2003 amending Directive 78/660/EEC, 83/349/EEC, 
86/635/EEC and 91/674/EEC on the annual and consolidated accounts of certain types of 
companies, banks and other financial institutions and insurance undertakings, 17.7.2003,2003 
O. J. (L 178)16, Art. 1(18). 
291 14.08.1978,1979,1978 O. J. (L 222)l 1. 
792 Transparency Directive, arts. 4(2Xa) & 4(4). 
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293 
or may not be audited. Both the annual and half-yearly report shall comprise 
a management report. 294 The financial statements in both the annual and half- 
yearly report should include a "true and fair view" certification regarding the 
accounts whereas the management report should include a "fair view" 
certification. 295 If the issuers are required to prepare consolidated accounts, it 
should be prepared in accordance with Directive 83/349/EEC of June 13, 
1983 296 on consolidated accounts. 297 
Quarterly financial reporting is not required although national legislation and 
the rules of the regulated market may require it and the issuers themselves may 
also do it out of its own initiative. However share issuers are required to 
publish a less extensive quarterly financial report for the first and third quarter 
of a financial report for the first and third quarter in accordance with article 6 
of the Transparency Directive. 
Electronic Communication 
The Transparency Directive will facilitate electronic communication between 
issuers and their slizreholders. 298 This will enable Euiope to move to a system 
of EU-wide dissemination of corporate and financial information which will be 
available to investors in all Member States. 299 
293 Td. arts. 5(2) & 5(4). 
294 Id. arts. 4(2)(b) & 5(2)(b). 
291 Id. arts. 4(2Xc), 4(5) & 5(2Xc). 
2,6 18.7.1983,1983 O. J. (L 193)1. 
297 Transparency Directive, arts. 4(3), 4(4), 4(5) & 5(3). 
2OR Id. arL 13(3). 
299 Financial Services: European Parliament's Approval ofProposed Transparency Directive 
Is Good Newsjor Investors, March 30,2004 (IP/04/398) at. http: //europa. eiLint/comnV 
internal market/securities/transpuency/index en. htryL 
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Sanctions 
In addition to criminal sanctions, Member States may impose civil and/or 
310 
administrative sanctions. Member States may also disclose to the public 
every measure taken or sanction imposed provided that it will not damage the 
financial markets or cause disproportionate damage to the parties involved. 301 
iv. UCITS Directives 
The Prospectus Directive and Transparency Directive do not cover unit trusts 
and investment companies because such companies are governed by the 
Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities ('VCITS') 
Directives. Together the UCITS Management Directive (the "Management 
Directive") 302 and the UCITS Product Directive (the "Product DirecfiVe, )303 
amend the original 1985 UCITS Directive 304 to keep abreast of the market 
development of the past 19 years. 
The Management Directive makes significant changes to the previous UCITS 
regime. Among them, it introduces an EU-wide passport for UCITS 
management and investment companies by use of mutual recognition and home 
Member State supervision M; it allows UCITS management companies which 
are subject to prudential supervision to carry out activities such as discretionary 
300Transparency Directive, art. 24(l). 
301 Id. art. 24(2). 
302 Directive 2001/107/F. C of January 21,2002,13.2.2002,2002 O. J. (1,41) 20. 
303 Directive 2001/108/EC of Jamary 21,2002,13/2/2002 (L 41)35. 
304 Council Directive 85/61 I/EEC of December 20,1985, O. J. (L 375)3 C'UCITS Directive"). 
For the first time in the financial field, this Directive laid doVAM the principle of mutual 
recognition of authorization but it does not provide for mutual recognition for collective 
investment undertakings. See preamble (1) of the Management Directive. 
305 The Management Directive, preamble (6), art. 1(3) (replacing art. 5 of the UCITS Directive 
regarding management companies - see art. 5(l)) and aft 1(5) (replacing art. 12 of the UCITS 
Directive regarding investment companies - investment companies may only manage assets of 
their own portfolio and unlike management companies, they may not receive any mandate to 
manage assets on behalf of a third party. See art. 1(6) inserting, amongst other clauses, art. 13b 
to the UCITS Directive). 
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client-by-client portfolio management 306 and (in certain cases) investment 
advice307; it introduces a simplified prospectus as a marketing document in the 
EU-108; it introduces new prospectus requirements for all UCITS schemes-409 and 
imposes new financial resources requirementS310 and conduct of business rules 
on UCITS management and investment companies. 311 
Regarding the simplified prospectus, it is no longer necessary to offer the full 
prospectus to investor prior to conclusion of a sale although a simplified 
prospectus has to be offered to subscribers ftee of charge before the conclusion 
of a sale . 
312 The simplified prospectus is supposed to be investor-flhendly and 
provide key valuable information for the average investors. 313 However the 
full prospectus must be supplied upon request. 314 Contents requirements for the 
simplified prospectus are set out in Schedule C, Annex I to the Management 
Directive and Member State can neither add to nor delete the information 
which must be included .3 
15 A maximum harmonization approach is adopted 
for the simplified prospectus like the Prospectus Directive although the 
Management Directive sets out to pro-tide for minimum harmonizatioIL316 
3'1d. prcamblc (9), art. 1(3) (rcplacing art. 5 of the UCITS DircctivC - scc mt. 5(3Xa)). 
-107 Id. art. 1(3) (replacing art. 5 of the UCITS Directive - see art. 5(3)(b)). 
"'Id. preamble (15ý art 1(9) (replacing art. 28 of the UCrrS Directive - see particularly art. 
28(3)). 
309 Id. preamble (IS), art. 1(9) (replacing art. 28 of the UCUS Directive). 
31 ýd. art 1(3) (replacing art. 5 of the UMS Directive - see art. 5a for management companies) 
& art. 6 (inserting, amongst other clauses, art. 13a of the TJCTTS Directive - see art. 13a(l) for 
investment companies). 
311 Id. art. 1(3) (replacing art. 5 of the UMS Directive - see art. 5f for management 
companies) & art. 1(5) (inserting, amongst other clauses, art. 13 of the UCITS Directive - see 
art. l3c for investment companies). 
312 Id. art. 1(13) (replacing art. 33 of the UCUS Directive - see art. 33 (1)). 
313 Id. arL 1(9) (replacing art. 28 of the UCITS Directive - see art 28(3)). 
314 Id. arL l(I 3) (replacing art. 33 of the UCUS Directive - see art. 33(l)). 
315 Id. art. 1(9) (replacing art. 29 of the UCITS Directive - see art. 29(3)). 
316 Id. preamble (16). 
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The Product Directive widens the scope of the UCITS Directive beyond mere 
bonds and shares 317 and widens the range of financial assets in which collect 
investment undertakings covered by the single authorization may invest. ", 
They all combine to help UCITS to achieve financial targets or risk profile in 
their prospectuses. The definition of transferable securities is also clarified. 319 
Both the Management and Product Directives were effective as of February 13, 
2002. Relevant laws and regulations complying with the Management and 
Product Directives should be adopted no later than August 13,2003 and 
320 applied not later than February 13,2004 . 
V. New Investment Services Directive 
Obiectives 
The New Investment Services Directive (the "MiFID ")321 attempts to provide 
legal framework to encompass the full range of investor-oriented activitieS. 322 
It also establishes a comprehensive, risk-sensitive 323 regulatory regime 
governing the execution of transactions in financial instruments irrespective of 
the trading methods used to conclude those transactions so as to ensure a bigh 
quality of execution of investor transactions and to uphold the integrity and 
overall efficiency of the financial SySten, 1324 It also aims to harmonize the 
317Product Directive, preambles (2), (4), (6), (8), (9), (11)& (12). 
318 Td. preambles (6) and (I Iý 
319 Id. art. 1(2) (inserting art. 1(8) of the UCrrS Directive). 
'420 The Management Directive, arts. 3&4 and Product Directive, arts. 3&4. 
32k Directive 2004/39/EC of April 21,2004 on Markets in Financial histruments amending 
Council Directives 95/61 I/EEC and 93/6/EEC and Directive 2000/12MC and repealing 
Council Directive 93/22/EEC, 30.4.2004,2004 O. J. (L 145) 1 (the "MiFUY). 
322 Id. preamble (2). 
323 "Measures to protect investors should be adapted to the particularities of each category of 
investors (retail, professional and counterparties). " See id. preamble (31). 
324 Id. preamble (5). 
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initial authorization and operating requirements for investment firms including 
conducts of business rules and provide for the harmonization of some 
conditions governing the operation of regulated mark-ets. 32' 
The MiFID is characterized by its risk-sensitive approach and it sets out to 
provide: 
an effective Pan-European passport for investment firms (issues 
include initial authorization of the establishment of investment 
firms and home country rule) 
a legal framework for the operation of investment firms which is 
more efficient and provide better protection for investors (issues 
include ongoing supervision, conflicts of interests, conduct of 
business rule and best executed orders and relation between 
investment firms and their tied agents, market transparency and 
integrity) 
effective competition between regulated markets, multilateral 
trading facilities C'MTF') and systematic internalizers (issues 
include the abolition of "no concentration rule" and their respective 
obligations) 
* free access to clearing and settlement 
supervision and enforcement of the MOD (issues include 
administrative sanctions, right to appeal to court and extra-judicial 
mechanism for investors' complaints and international cooperation 
and exchange of information) 
325 Id. preamble (1). 
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Scope 
The MiFID does not apply to insurance undertaking, collective investment 
undertakings, pension funds, employee-participalion scheme, persons 
providing an investment service that is incidental to his regulated professional 
work and persons dealing on their own account in financial instruments or 
providing investment services in commodity derivatives provided that on a 
group basis, such investment services are only an ancillary activity to their 
main business. 326 Optional exemptions are also available for Member States. 327 
Initial AuthoTization and Home Co=y Rul 
Performance of investment services requires prior authorization and such 
authorization is granted by the home Member State. 328 Jurisdiction shopping is 
discouraged by requiring any investment firm which is a legal person to have 
its head office in the same Member State as its registered office. If the 
investment firm is not a legal person or is a legal person without a registered 
office, it should have its head office in the Member State in which it actually 
carried on its business. 329 The authorization should refer to specific activities 
and once authorized, the firm will have a pan-European passport to operate its 
business in any Member States. 330 
The only exception to the home country rule is the supervision of branches of 
investment firms as the host Member States will assume responsibility for 
ensuring that the services provided by the branch fulfill conduct of business 
326 Id. art. 2(lXa), (c), (e), (h) & (k). See art. 2(l) for the full list. 
327 Id. art. 3. 
3281d. art. 5(l). 
329 Id. art. 5(4). 
330 Id. art. 6. 
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obligations, client order handling rules and adopt best execution orders for 
clients. 331 
Risk-sensitiye Approac 
The MiFID rejected the one size-fit all regulatory approach. One of the 
objectives of the ISD is to protect investors' interests but different trading 
activities involve different risks. 332 As a result, in order to protect investors, 
different rules should be tailor-made for different activities in accordance with 
the risks they pose. In the case of regulated exchanges and MTFs, the MiFID 
emphasizes the organization, transparency and fairness of the trading systems 
run by the market. 313 As far as banks are concerned, the emphasis is placed on 
avoiding conflicts of intereSt? 34 . ensuring that banks meet all their obligations 
to clients, and full disclosure to clients. 335 
Investment finns that provide only investment advice do not involve handling 
clients' money so capital requirements arising from the Capital Adequacy 
336 
eXeMpt. 
337 Directive can be . Instead, the risks they may suffer are the 
possibility to be sued by clients and in such a case, professional indernnity 
insurance should be in place. 339 
331 Id. art. 32(7). 
332 Id. preamble (3 1). 
333 Id. arts. 13 & 14 fOT MTF and arts. 3640 for regulated markets. 
334 Id. art. 18. 
3'41 Id. arts. 13,19,21 & 22. 
336 Directive 93/6/EEC of March 15 on Capital Adequacy of Investment Firms and Credit 
Institutions, 1993,11.06.1993, O. J. (L 141)1. 
337 T-he HFID, art. 67(l) (amending art. 2(2) of the Capital Adequacy Directive). 
338 Id. art. 67(3) (inserting after art. 3, art. 4a & 4b). (There is probably a typo in the MOD as 
the articles to be inserted should be 3a and 3b). Please note that all investment firms have to 
meet its obligation under Directive 97/9/EC of March 3,1997 (26.03.97, O. J. (L 84)22) on 
investor-compensation scheme upon authorization. See id. art 11. 
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Eligible counterparties, being investment firms, credit institutions, insurance 
companies, UCITS and their management companies, pension funds and their 
management companies, are professional investors . 
339 As such, when 
investment firms deal with eligible counterparties, they do not need to comply 
with conduct of business rules, best orders execution and part of the client 
order handling rules under articles 19,21 and 22 (1) of the MFID. 340 
The quote disclosure rule which require investment firms and market operators 
to make public current bid and offer prices and the depth of trading interests at 
these prices may allow for small dealers, which are unlikely to be significant 
contributors to liquidity or price-formation for shares, to be exempted from the 
scope of the pre-trade transparency requirements. 341 The details of the 
exemption will be determined by the implementing measures to be adopted by 
the Connnission under the 'comitology' arrangements. 342 
Enforcement and CooDeration 
Member States are encouraged to set up procedures for efficient and effective 
out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes involving services provided by 
investment firms. 343 Member States are encouraged to use existing cross-border 
cooperation mechanisms, notably the Financial Services Complaints Network 
(FIN-Net) and followed the adversarial principle and the principles of 
independence, transparency, effectiveness, legality, liberty and representation 
314 
of the Commission Recommendation 98/257/EC of March 30,1998. 
Administration sanction has to be effective, proportionate and dissuasive 345 and 
339 Id. art. 24(2). 
'440 Id. an. 24(l). 
34t Id. aft. 29(3Xb)&(c) and arL 44(3)(b)&(c). 
342 Id. art. 29(3)& art. 44(3). 
343 Id. arL 53. 
344 Id. preamble (61). 
315 Id. art. 51. 
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the aggrieved parties should always be given the righl to apply to court to 
. 
346 -the-spot appeal International cooperation in supervisory activities, on 
verification or in investigations 147 , exchange of information 
348 and inter- 
authority consultation prior to authorization are provided for. 349 
vi. Clearing and Settlement 
The Commission has noted the costs of cross-border clearing and settlement 
are much higher than in the US and it is far too complex. As a result it not 
only hinders competition, it also may create uncertainty in the payment process 
and increase systemic risk 350 in payment and securities settlement system 
Clearing refers to the activities that have as effect to guarantee from the 
potential losses arising in the event of default of a counterparty to a trade 
("replacement cost risk7). It will usually involve netting with novation because 
it reduces the size of credit and liquidity exposures of participants, thus 
reducing the costs in the transactions. Clearing Members and Central 
Counterparties provide intermediary services in the clearing activities. 
Settlement includes the pre-settlement (the process of calculating the mutual 
obligations, on a gross or net basis, prior to settlement), settlement and custody 
functions. This service is usually provided by Central Securities Depositories 
and custodians. 
Because of the above situation, the Commission issued consultation papers 
considering the need for EU measures to improve clearing and settlement 
followed by a Commission Communication in April 2004 (the 
346 Id. art. 52. 
347 Id. arts. 56 & 57. 
348 Id. art. 58. 
349 Id. art. 60. 
35'Such risks include credit risk, liquidity risk, custody risk, operational risk and legal risk 
For further discussion of each of the risks above, see Recommendations for Securities 
Settlement Systems, Report of the CPSS-IOSCO Task Force on Securities Settlement Systems, 
November 2001 at httv: /tw", w. iosco. org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD123-Englishpd 
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"Communication') 
. 
33 1 At present only the Settlement Finality Directive 352 
deals with clearing and settlement of securities of a cross border nature. The 
Directive was effective on June 11,1998.353 and was to implement by 
December 11,1999.354 The objective of the Directive is to create greater 
certainty in the payment procesS355 and to reduce systemic risk- 356 Systemic 
risk in this context refers to the risk that the bankruptcy of one participant 
(such as bank, securities institutions or clearing house) in a settlement will 
have "knock-on7' effect leading to bankruptcy of the other participants, 
ultimately leading to a widespread financial crisis. The Settlement Finality 
Directive deals with settlement situation in times of insolvency by providing 
that netting and transfer orders that are entered into a system before the 
opening of insolvency proceedings, are legally enforceable. 357 The more 
notable contribution of the Directive is to treat securities as being located at the 
register, account or system where it has been recorded rather than the 
jurisdiction where a security is located (common known as the place of the 
relevant intermediary approach, pRIMA). 358 The Directive, however, applies 
only to securities offered as collateral to central banks and to payment and 
settlement systern. 359 As such, the Directiveý together with the Directive on 
360 Financial Collateral Arrangements , managed to address differences in the 
351 Communicationfrom the Commission to the Council and the Furopean Parliament. 
Clearing and Settlement in the European Union - 77te Way Forward (the "Communication"), 
28.4.2W4, COM(2004)312 final. 
352 Directive 98/261EC of May 19,1998 on Settlement Finality in Payment and Securities 
Settlement Systems, 11.6.98,1998 O. J. (1,166)45. 
353 Id. art. 13. 
'454 Id. art. 11 (1). 
355 Id. preamble (4). 
356 Id. preamble (1). 
357 Id. art. 3(l). 
359 id. art. 9(2). 
359 Id. art. 1. 
360 Directive 02/47 of June 6,2002,2002, O. J. (L 168)43. 
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legal treatment of netting and conflict of law issues discussed in the Giovannini 
ReportS361 (see below). 
The Communication aims to ensure an efficient, integrated and safe market for 
securities and settlement. 362 Such integration will require coordination 
between private sector bodies, regulators and legislators and the legal 
underpinnings of clearing and settlement in the EU should be clear, reliable 
and coherent . 
363 It points out that the present inefficiencies of cross-border 
arrangements are a result of a lack of global technical standards, the existence 
of differing business practices and inconsistent fiscal, legal and regulatory 
underpinnings. 364 The two reports of the Giovannini Group identified 15 
barriers, divided into technical or market practice barriers, barriers related to 
tax procedures and legal barriers365 ("the Giovannini Barriers")366 . This thesis 
will focus on the legal barriers. 
In the absence of a common regulatory framework, The European System of 
Central Banks (ESCB) and the CESR launched a joint working group to 
develop common standards for entities providing clearing and settlement 
services in the EU 367 based on an adaptation of the CPSS-IOSCO 
Recommendations. 36' The legislative ftamework should also provide a level 
361T'he CommunicatiM supra note 351,22-26. 
362 Id. 3. 
363 Id. 34. 
. 414 Id. 6. 
365 id. 
366 See Amex 3 for the Giovannini Barriers. 
367 Consultative Report. Standardsfor Security Clearing and Settlement Systems in the 
European Union, July 2003 at htti): /hvww. eeb. intlecb/T)df/cons/cesr2OO3/ecbcesr MortjLd 
36g See Annex 4 for the CPSS-IOSCO Technical Committee Recommendations for Central 
Counterparties. 
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plqýring field for banks/investment firms and providers of clearing and 
settlement services which are not banks/investment firms. 369 
The Commission is considering proposing a directive that will complement the 
removal of Giovannini barriers so that restrictions and barriers as regards the 
location of clearing and settlement are lifted . 
370 The proposed directive should 
provide for a functional approach (introducing common functional definitions 
of clearing and settlement activities to ensure consistency of action and 
avoidance of regulatory conflicts), initial and on-going prudential and investor 
protection requirements (including capital adequacy requirements, high level 
principles on risk management such as Delivery Versus Payment, together with 
some further principles on investor protection such as proper accounting 
practices and reconciliation procedures of book-entry holdings throughout the 
chain of intermediaries) and supervisory co-operation (which will be based on 
the principle of home country rule as enshrined in several other EU Directives 
and the supervisory model should provide for a framework for the regular 
exchange of information and cooperation between supervisors). 371 Other than 
a common regulatory framework, the proposed directive should also introduce 
a comprehensive rights of access and choice (including the right to choose the 
settlement location and the right to make use of the services of Central 
Counterparties in other Member States) 372 and appropriate governance 
arrangements (including: "(i) the ownership and group structure; (h) the 
composition of the board of directors; (iii) the reporting lines between 
management and the board of directors; and (iv) the management incentives 
and the process that makes it accountable for its performance, e. g. audit 
committees. "'ý' 
'*'9 Tlw Communication, supra note 351,8. 
370 Id. 11,12. 
371 Id. 16_1 9. 
372 Id. 13-16. 
373 Id. 19. 
374 Id. 1 9_22 
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C. US Model 
As discussed earlier in the introduction of this chapter, this thesis will not 
discuss the US model in the same detail as the EU model. US capital market, 
having the largest capitalization, is a good case study. The securities law in the 
US is disclosure-based and very complex This thesis will look briefly at the 
history of the US securities laws Aith an emphasis on issues relating to legal 
integration and regulatory convergence. The US model will not be discussed 
in full but instead based on the EU model, it NNill be insightful to look at the 
alternatives the US model can bring regarding integration and convergence. 
1. Brief Histo rical Account of US Securities Laws 
a. State Laws 
State laws, the so-called blue sky laws, were enacted in response to the 
increasing prevalence of overvalued, speculative, and fraudulent securities. 375 
Between 1911, when Kansas 376 adopted the first blue sky law, and 1933, when 
the first federal securities statute was adopted, all states, except Nevad277, 
implemented such laws. 378 
373 Joel Seligman, Ae Historical NeedforA Mrjn&jtmy Corporate Disclosure System, 9 J. 
CoRp. L. 1,19 (Fall 1983); Jonathan R. Macey and Geoffrey P. Miller, Origin ofthe Blue Sky 
Laws, 70 TFX L. REV. 347,353-360 (Dec. 1991). 
376 Although Kansas is generally regarded as, the state which passed the first bluesky law in 
1911, Connecticut as early as 1903 adopted a brief statute which made it unlawful for any 
mining or oil corporation to offer its shares until certain filing conditions bad been met. See 
Louis Loss & EDwARD M. Cow'ETT, BLUE SKY LAW 5 (Little, Brown and Company, 1958). 
377 Nevada was the second state after Connecticut to regulate the issuance and sale of non- 
utility securities in 1909 but the act was watered down in 1911 and repealed in 1915 and 
Nevada has not had any blue sky law since. See id. 5&6. The last state to adopt the blue sky 
law was Delaware. Since then, the blue s1W law was repealed in Delaware. See id. 17. 
372 Hearing on the Federal Securities Act 73rd Cong., I st Sess., A Study ofthe Economic and 
Legal Aspects ofthe Proposed Federal Securities Act (submitted for the record by the 
Department of Commerce) ("Economic and Legal Study') 93-94 (1933ý quoted by Stephen M. 
Cutler, Remarks at the F. Hodge ONeal Corporate and Securities Law Symposium 
(Washington University School ofLaw, February 21,2002) at http: //www. see. gov/news/ 
speech/spch022103sme. ("Remarksl 
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The main objective of the blue sky laws is to protect public investors but three 
regulatory devices are used based on a different philosophical approach: "(1) 
anti-fraud provisions; (2) provisions requiring the registration or licensing of 
certain persons in the securities business; and (3) provisions requiring the 
registration or licensing of securities. vt 379 They are supposed to be 
complimentary and support each other. States may adopt one or two of the 
above regulatory devices or a combination of all. 380 
Attempts have been made to create a nationwide uniform model state securities 
law in 1947. At that time, no two blue sky laws were identical with 47 statutes 
containing 2800 exemptions. "' In 1956, a model act called the Uniform 
Standards Act of 1956 was approved. This Act, or variations thereon, was 
subsequently adopted in 39 jurisdictions. The Uniform Standards Act was 
revised in 1985 but was only adopted by a few states. It was later redrafted in 
2002.382 The enforcement of the state laws also varies. The administrator is 
the official or agency exercising day-to-day control over the operation of the 
blue sky laws. Their scope of authority, their positions in the governmental 
hierarchy, their titles, salaries, staff and budgets all vary from state to state 
depending on factors like the state's constitution and constitutional precedents, 
its administrative traditions, the legislative and administrative history of its 
statute, general budgetary considerations and the personalities of the 
administrator and his predecessors. 393 
Despite the state regulations, there was widespread demand for the federal 
government to assume a role in policing the markets due to an upsurge in 
379 Id. 19. 
380 Id. 20. 
m'Dennis C. Hensley, 7he Development ofa Revised Uniform Securities Act, 40 Bus. LAw. 
721 (Feb. 1985). 
m2 JoEL SEuumm, THE NEw UwFoRm SEcuiungs Acr I (Aspen Law & Business, 2003). 
393 Loss & COWETT, supra note 376, at 46. 
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market misconduCt. 384 State-only enforcement allows securities fraudsters to 
operate in a state which has less stringent securities law and it is difficult to 
apply to interstate sales of securities. 385 Federal legislation, therefore, is to 
provide uniform standards for offering securities to the publiC386 and to prevent 
scarnmers from"tak[ing] advantage of state boundaries ". 387 
The federal laws, the 1933 and 1934 Acts, were not implemented to replace the 
blue sky laws as the Congress' intent at that stage was to "supplement and 
strengthen" the existing state regimes. 388 However a new priority soon came 
into the horizon. In 1980, Congress passed the Small Business Investment 
Incentive Act, adding Section 19(c) (now section 19(d)) to the Securities Act of 
1933 which required greater federal/state cooperation in order to, among other 
things, maximize uniformity in federal and state standards, reduce transaction 
costs and paperwork and minimize 'Interference" wiLh capital formation 389 
This Act, like the 1933 and 1934 Acts, explicitly preserved existing state 
authority. 390 
However it is a concern that state regulation over securities vary and the effort 
to develop a consensus model act for all states remains thus far fruitless. 391 in 
1996, Congress passed the National Securities Markets Improvement Act 
('NSMIX) wlich unlike the previous federal securities laws, pre-empted vast 
384 See Remarks, supra note 378 
385 id. 
386 Recognition of the importance of nationd uniformity in securities laws arose before the 
adoption of the federal securities laws. Tn 1929, a more uniform approach to securities law 
started with the development of the Uniform Sale of Securities Act by the National Conference 
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. However Us model state statute was adopted by 
only seven states. Dennis C. Hensley, The Development ofa Revised Uniform Securities Act, 
40 bus. LAW. 721,722 (Feb. 1995). 
387 Economic and Legal Study, supra note 378,101. 
'*gs Id. 
389 Securities Uniformity: Annual Conference on Uniformity ofSecurities Laws 1-2, Release 
No. 8072 (March 20,2002) quoted by the Remark, supra note 378. 
390 Securities Act, 15 U. S. C. §19(cX3XC). 
301 The Remarks, supra note 378. 
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areas of state regulation. 392 In a joint statement by the Conference Committee 
that approved NSMIA, it stated that "[T]he system of dual Federal and state 
securities regulation has resulted in a degree of duplicative and unnecessary 
regulation ... that, 
in many instances, is redundant, costly, and ineffective. "393 
Congress were worried that the dual system of regulation had become dueling 
systems, making it difficult for capital formation, job creation, and commercial 
innovation. 394 However drafters of NSMIA made it clear that the states were to 
44continue to exercise their police power to prevent fraud and broker-dealer 
sales practice abuses" 395 but abstained from regulation of "the securities 
registration and offering process. 1,, 396 The prohibitions on state authority 
"applied both to direct and indirect state actiorL, ý397 It meant that the states 
should not rely on their residual power to set regulatory standards for the 
398 national markets. 
392 Kevin A. Jones, MeNational Securities Markets ImpravementAct of 1996. A NewModel 
for FTicient CapitalFormation. 53 Ark L. Rev. 153.154 (2000). 
393 Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference, Conference Report - National 
Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996, HR 3005, House Conf. Rep. No. 104-864 (Sept 
28,1996). 
394 Remarks, supra note 378. See also §2(b) of the Securities Act. It provides that in rule- 
making and in considering whether certain action is necessary and appropriate, the SE C shall 
consider, in addition to the protection of investors, whether the actionwill promote efficiency, 
competition, and capital formation. 
395 Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference, Conference Report - National 
Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996, HR 3005, House Conf Rep. No. 104-864 (Sept. 
28,1996). 
396 Td. Tf the securities offered are listed or authorized for listing on the New York or American 
Stock Exchange or traded on the National Market System of the Nasdaq Stock Market, 
offerings of such securities are exempt from stdte registration requirements. See §I 9(bXl) of 
the Securities Act of 1933, enacted as part of the NSMIA. As far as state registration is 
concerned, there are three types of registration, namely, registration by coordination, 
registration by notification and notification by qualification. The last one goes beyond full 
disclosure and requires merit regulation as the state securities administratorswill analyze the 
securities to be offered to see if the offering is "fair, just and equitable. " Some states reject 
merit regulation while others still adopt it See MARC I. STEINBERG, UNDERSTANDING 
SECURITIES L, %W 123 (Lexis Publishing, Yd ed. 2001) (1989). 
397 National Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996, H. R. Rep. No. 104-622,30 (June 17, 
1996). 
39' Remarks, supra mte 378 
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Federal Securities Law 
399. There are seven federal legislations governing flie securities industry . 
a Securities Act of 1933 
* Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
e Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 
e Trust Indenture Act of 1939 
e Investment Company Act of 1940 
* Investment Advisers Act of 1940 
d, Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970 
a Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 
i. Securities Act of 1933 
The objective of this Act is to require that investors receive financial and other 
significant information concerning securities being offered for public sale, and 
prohibit deceit, misrepresentations, and other fraud in the sale of securities. 400 
Disclosure of important financial information through the registration of 
securities is the main method to achieve these goals. Generally, securities sold 
in the US must be registered . 
40 1 Registration forms are used to minimize the 
399 Securities Exchange Act, 15 U. S. C. §3(a)(47). See also The Laws That Governs the 
Sectaltiej Indust? y (SEC: Laws & Regulations) at http: //www. see. rov/ about laws. shtmL 
400 id. 
401 Securities Act 15 US. C. 4 77a et seq. §5 (It is wilawftd to make use of any means of 
communication in interstate commerce or any mail to offer to sell or buy any securities unless 
it is registered with the SEC. ) 
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costs and paperwork to comply with the law. 402 Registration statements and 
prospectuses Ail] make public shortly after filing with the Securities Exchange 
in th US. 403 SU h0 Commission ("SEC), the securities regulator eC inf rmation 
will help investors to make informed decisions. Investors who purchase 
securities and suffer losses have recovery rights if they can prove that the 
404 disclosure they are based upon is incomplete or inaccurate. 
Small offerings may be exempt from the registration process to lower the cost 
of offering securities to the public and foster capital formation. 405 Other than 
that, private offerings to a limited number of persons or institutions, intrastate 
offerings and securities of municipal, state, and federal government may be 
exempt from registration requirements. 406 
ii. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
The SEC is created by this Act and it empowers the SEC with broad authority 
over securities industry in the US. 407 Among them, it includes power to register, 
regulate and oversee brokerage firms 408, transfer agents 409 , and clearing 
agencies 4 10 and self regulatory organizadonS411 like the New York Stock 
Exchange 412 , American Stock Exchange 
413 and the National Association of 
402 Securities Exchange Act, supra note 399, §1 3(bXI). 
403 Securities Act, supra note 401, §6(d). 
404 Securities Act, supra note 401, § 11 (a). 
405. Smurities Act 17 C. F. R. Part 230, Regulation A. 
40ýd. Regulation D. 
401 Securities Exchange Act, supra note 399, §4. 
4081d. §15. 
40! Id. §17A- 
410 Id. 
411 id. pq 
412 Id. §6. 
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Securities Dealers. 414 The Act also prohibits certain market misconducts like 
insider trading 41S and provides the SEC with disciplinary powers over regulated 
entities and persons involved. 416 It also empowers the SEC to require periodic 
reporting of information from publicly listed companies 417, disclosure of 
important information by any person seeking to acquire more than 5% of a 
company's securities by direct purchase 4111 or tender offerS4'9 and govern the 
disclosure in materials used to solicit shareholders' votes in annual or special 
420 meetings of the publicly listed companies. 
iii. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act became effective on July 30,2002 to initiate reforms to 
enhance corporate responsibilitY421, further facilitate fmancial disclosures422 
and combat corporate and accounting fraud423, and created the 'Tubic 
Company Accounting Oversight Board" ('TCAOB 424 to oversee the 
activities of the audifing profession. 
413 Id. 
414Td. §11 A. 
415 Id. §20A- 
416 For example, Securities Exchange Act, supra note 399, §15(b)(4). 
417Td. §13(a). 
418 id. §13(d). 
419 Id. §14(d). 
420 Id. § 14(a). 
421 Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Title 111, §301-308. 
422 Id. Title IV, §401-409. 
423 Id. Titles VIII & XL §801-807, §1101-1107. 
424 Id. §101(a). 
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iv. Other Securities-related Acts 
Public Utility Holding Company Act governs interstate holding companies 
engaged, through subsidiaries, in the electric utility business or in the retail 
distribution of natural or manufactured gas. 425 
Debt securities such as bonds, debentures, and notes that are offered for public 
sale are subject to the Trust Indenture Act. Such securities may be registered 
under the Securities Act but the trust indenture (which is a formal agreement 
between the issuer of bonds and the bondholders) has to conform to the 
standards of this Act, otherwise it may not be allowed to offer for sale to the 
PubliC. 
426 
The Investment Company Act 427 regulates the organization of companies, 
including mutual funds, that engage primarily in investing, reinvesting, and 
trading in securities, and whose own securities are offered to the public 
investors. This Act is designed to minimize conflicts of interest that may arise 
in these complex operations. 428 
_ 
The Investment Advisers ACt429, as it were, applies to and regulates investment 
advisers. Finns or sole practitioners that advise on securities investment wiffi 
at least $25million of assets under management or those that advise a registered 
investment company must register with the SEC430 and conform to regulations 
that protect investors. 
423 The Laws Aal Governs the Securities Industry (SEC: Uws & Regulations) at 
, httr): /twwwsec. jzov/about laNvs. shtml- 
426 Id. 
421.15 USC & 80a-l et seq. 
42g The Laws 77zat Governs the Securities Industry (SEC: Laws & Regulations) at 
http: /twwwsec. Rov/about laws. shtml- 
429 15 USC § 80b-I et seq. 
430 Investment Advisers Act, 15 U S. C. § 80b-1 et seq., §203A(a). 
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The goal of the Securities Investor Protection is to arrest the domino effect 
created by the bankruptcy of insolvent brokerage houses, restore investor 
confidence in the capital markets, and upgrade the financial responsibility 
requirements for registered brokers and dealers . 
43 1 The Act is designed to 
create a new form of liquidation proceeding. It is applicable only to firms 
which registered with the SEC and became a member of the Securities Investor 
Protection Corporation. 432 It is designed to accomplish the completion of open 
433 transactions and the speedy return of most customer property. The maximum 
protection provided is $500,000 of customer assets held as securities by a 
broker-dealer. SIPC provides up to $100,000 of protection for casIL434 
2. Key Characteristics of US Securities System 
a. Single Federal Regulator - Securities Exchange Commission ("SEC') 
The SEC is the sole independent regulatory agency of the US government 
responsible for administering and enforcing federal securities law . 
435 A large 
body Of precedent was created through regulations, interpretive ruling, 'ýno- 
action letters", administrative orders and cases instituted in federal court 436 
b. Disclosure Based System 
The US securities laws are based on disclosure, on the assumption that full 
disclosure of the material facts about an issuer and its business will lead to the 
fair pricing of its securities and the maintenance of fair and efficient capital 
4'41 Securities Investor Protection Corp. v. Barbour, 421 U. S. 412,414 (1975). 
432Lous Loss & JOEL SELiGmAN, FuNDANaNTALs OF SECURITIES REGULATION 60-61 (Aspen 
Publishers, 5d ed., 2004) 
433 Securities Investor Protection Corp. v. Barbour, 421 U. S. 412,414 (1975). 
434 Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 432, at 60-61. 
435 Guy P. LANDER, U. S. SEcuRmEs REGuLxfI0N 1-2 (Institutional Investor Books, 2003). 
436 Id. 
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437 -e informed investment decisions. The markets Investors can then mak 
Securities Act which is also known as the 'truth-in-seculities" acý is an act to 
defeat caveat emptor ("let the buyers beware") by a statutory requirement 
making "seller beware" as requested by Roosevelt. 438 It can be achieved by 
two means, first, by full public disclosure of information of information about 
new securities issues as mentioned above and second, by imposition of stiff 
penalties for failure to comply -Arith the law. 439 
The disclosure is in the form of registration statement 440 and it mainly consists 
of two parts, the first part being the prospectu ? 41 and the second part being 
supplemental information. The latter is not given to investors but is available 
for inspection at the SEC's offices or at the SEC's website. To ensure that the 
information is user fiiendly and intelligible to investors, plain English has to be 
used. 442 The SEC has published different forms and rules which specify the 
information required by a registration statement under different situations. 443 
431 Id. 1. 
438 kV-4NK FRrmm, 1-IzANKuN D. RoosEvELT: LAuNauNG TIIE NEW DEAL 343-344 (Little, 
Brown, 1973). 
439 JA)vms Bum VALuFs iN Tim MARKETPLACE.. THE AmnucAN STOCK MARKET UNDER 
FEDERAL SECURTrIES LAW 25 (Walter de Gruyter, 1988). 
440 Securities Act supra note 1031, §5(a). 
441 Id. §2(10). 
442 Registrants must use plain English principles in the organization, language and design of the 
cover page, summary and risk factors section of their prospectuses in connection with their 
public offerings. See Securities Act, supra note 401, §421 (dXI). 71he plain English principles 
include the use of the following: active voice; short sentences; definite, concrete, everyday 
words; tabular presentation or "bullet" lists for complex material, whenever possible, no legal 
jargon or highly technical business terms; and no multiple negatives. See Securities Act, Rule 
421(dX2) available Lit http: //%Yww. law. uc. edu/CCIJ33ActRIs/ýule421. html. Oast viewed Jan. 4, 
2006). It became effective on October 1,1998. 
443 For example, Form S-1 is the most commonly used form of registration statement for US 
companies; Form SB-l may be used by "small business issuer" as defined in Securities Act, 
Rule 405 as US or Canadian company with less than $25 million in revenues and under $25 
million in public float-, Form F-I is the general form for foreign private issuers. 
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C. Other Rule Relaxation - Regulation S and Rule 144A 
Regulation S444 is a series of rules that allows securities offered outside the US 
not to be registered with the SEC under Section 5 of the Securities Act . 
445 It 
reflects the decision of the SEC not to exercise administrative jurisdiction 
through registration over securities offered and sold in the US despite 
incidental US conduct or roots. 446 
Rule 144A provides a non-exclusive safe harbour exemption from registration 
under Section 4(l) of the Securities Act for resales of certain restricted 
securities by persons other than the issuer (and Section 4(3) for dealers) to 
qualified institutional buyerS44'7.448 The philosophy behind is that certain 
institutions are assumed to be sophisticated and therefore do not need the 
protection of the registration requirement of the federal securities laws and 
sales to such pat-ties are not regarded as a public offering. 449 
d. Encouragement of Private Securities Litigation - Section 11, Rule I Ob- 
5 and Class Action 
When the SEC declares a registration statement effective, it only means that it 
has completed the review of the registration statement to see whether, on the 
surface, it appears to comply with the proper form and appears to provide the 
proper disclosure. It does not mean that it approves the contents of the 
registration statement. 
444 Securities Act, supra note 405, Regulation S (Rules 901-905). 
445 Id. Rule 901. 
446 LANtut, supra note 435, at 47. 
`7 For full definition of qualified institutional buyer, see Securities Act 17 C. F. I; L Part 230, 
Rule 144A(aXI). 
44SSecurities Act, supra note 405, Rule 144A(b), (c) & (dXl). 
419 LANDER, supra note 435, at 41. 
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Section 11(a) of the Securities Act is a strict liability provision which 
empowers the investors with an express right of action when a registration 
statement contains untrue statements of material fact or misleading on-ýissions 
of material fact. Section 11(b)(3) provides the defence for all other parties 
except the company. The defendant needs to show that, after reasonable 
investigation, there is a reasonable ground to believe and did believe, at the 
time the registration statement became effective, that the statement therein 
were true and there was no omission to state a material fact required to be 
stated therein or necessary to make the statement therein not misleading. There 
is no requirement of a "reasonable investigatioe' if the defendant is acting on 
the authority of an exTerL The "reasonable investigation" in Section 11(b)(3) 
is generally known as the "due diligence" investigatiorL450 
Rule lOb-5 under Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act is the most 
commonly used remedy in private securities remedy. The rule applies in many 
situations including provision of misleading information, ornission to disclose 
material information, mismanagement of a corporation in ways that connected 
with the purchase and sale of securities, fraud cases and insider-trading cases. 
Violation of Section 10(b) and Rule lOb-5 carry civil and criminal penalties. 451 
Class actions are civil suits brought by an individual plaintiff or group who 
seek to represent the interests of a much large group with similar situation (the 
"clasSi). 452 They make possible legal battles against defendant companies by 
small retail investors. Class actions are usually brought when an individual 
plaintiff's claimed damages are not large but when the total damages alleged to 
have been suffered by the entire group was significant. A typical example will 
be a class action on behalf of shareholders who purchased stock on the basis of 
allegedly misleading information published by a company which is filed with 
the SEC. 
450 LANDER, supra note 435, at 12. 
451 Securities Exchange Act, supra note 399, §§21B(bX3) & 21B(e). 
452 Id. §21D. 
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3. Convergence and Mutual Recognition 
The concept of mutual recognition is the cornerstone of the EU integration 
model. The evolution of the mutual recognition and its shortcomings have been 
discussed earlier. From a historical perspective, the EU started the regulatory 
integration process through piecemeal harmonization by enacting directives in 
specific areas. Tbrough the ECJ and encouraged by the Commission, mutual 
recognition became an acceptable legal device to facilitate integration on a 
wider scale. As discussed earlier, mutual recognition became a search for 
"equivalence" by the regulators in the host countries among Member States. 
The philosophy behind the search is the acceptance of diversity and the spirit 
of integration is to find equivalent standards rather than conformity. However 
such search is bound to fail if the differences between Member States are great. 
In such a case the regulators in the host countries will refuse to compromise as 
the political and economic stakes to do so will be very high for them. Recent 
development was to use home country rule with maximum harmonization (no 
addition or deletion is allowed e. g. the Prospective Directive) or minimum 
harmonization (by setting a minimum standards and the Member States can 
impose stricter measures e. g. the Market Abuse Directive) to replace the 
concept of mutual recognition By doing so, the EU took the power from the 
host country regulators and transferred it to the home country regulators. Such 
action might violate national interests and the subsequent directives and 
legislation might prove unpopular with the Member States. Politicians might 
accept such a compromise as it might divert attention from them for unpopular 
issues and measures. Despite such a development, home country rule 
continues to uphold the respect of diversity. The problem with such a rule is 
that it does not provide a level playing ground and this is partly remedied with 
the use of maximum or minimum harmonization. 
The US model as discussed earlier is rather complex. The SEC's primary 
concern in legislating for and regulating US markets is investor protection. 453 
453 Commissioner Roel C. Campo U. S. SEC, Convergence andBeyond U. S. -Europe 
Symposium: Program on lidernational Financial Systems (Nov. 15,2003)C'Commissioner's 
Speech") at http: //vANw. sec. g2y/news/spehl I 1503rce1tra. 
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The earlier discussion shows that the US legislation provides accommodations 
to small size business, professional investors and foreign players. However the 
starting point of the US regulation is to treat everyone the same. The Sarbanes- 
Oxley Act is a good example to show that the SEC treated domestic and 
foreign market participants the same. But in implementing such act, 
accommodations are provided because of conflicting home country 
regulations. 454 
Regarding the issue of integration, the concept of convergence is the 
cornerstone in the US. 455 Convergence is "the movement of two or more sets 
of standards towards each other at a relatively high level, producing identical 
or nearly identical principles of regulatory purpose". 456 The question is: What 
is the difference between "equivalence" and "convergence"? Doesn't 
"equivalence" also lead to "con%, ergence "? 457 
"Ibe starting point to understand "convergence" is important to understand the 
US's fear of a "race to the bottone'. "Convergence" does not denote a process 
but it also carries substantive restriction. For the SEC, "convergence" of 
international standards for securities legislation must occur based on best 
practices . 
458 In this respect, the SEC has recognized the development of 
international standards principally through the work of the IOSCO. The 
Commissioner of the SEC has once queried the EU model by posing three very 
454 id 
455 The U. S Unit has issued a "Background Paper on Regulatory Convergence. " See 
Directorate-General for External Economic Affairs (DG 1), Commission of the European 
Communities, Background Paper on Regulatory Convergence (Nov. 1991) (the "Background 
Paper'). See also Regulatory Convergence in E. CJU. S. Relations, US. Briefs (Jan. 20,1993); 
Progress Report on E. UIU. S. Relations, 9 (July 1994) at 11. 
4"6 Commissioner's Speech, supra note 453. (Convergence has also been defined as "the 
process by which the rules, regulations, or political institutions governing economic activity in 
different countries become more similar. Under this definition, regulatory convergence implies 
that regulations in two or more countries become more similar over time, but it does not 
necessarily imply that regulatory structures are, or will become, identical. " See Henry 
Laurence, Symposium: Ae Rule OfLaw In ne Era OfGlobalization: Spawning the SEC, 6 
Ind. J. Global Leg. Stud. 647,649 (Spring, 1999). ) 
457 Commissioner's Speech, supra note 453. 
452 Id. 
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similar questions: Can you determine that equivalence has occurred if there is 
no hannonization? Can you reach "equivalence" if you have only a small 
amount of "harmonizatioif? How much harmonization produces 
equivalence? 459 The Commissioner is asking for a standard upon which 
equivalence can be measured. For the SEC, the standard has to be high and it 
has to be similar to the US standardS. 460 The SEC Commissioner has used the 
example of Canada to show how "convergence" works . 
461 For almost 15 years, 
the US and Canada have been engaged in the Multi-jurisdictional Disclosure 
System ("MJDS") which came from the concept published in 1985 on 
Facilitation of Multi-national Securities Offerings. MJDS is regarded by the 
SEC Commissioner as a post-convergence model and it gained the SEC 
support because the Canadian and US systems were in almost every respect 
converged. 462 
How about for countries which the SEC is not sure whether their systems are 
converged with them? In such a case, dialogues have to be held on regulatory 
459 id. 
460 "SEC officials confirm that the SEC is far less interested in learning from its foreign 
counterparts than it is in imparting the wisdom it has accumulated regulating the world's largest 
financial markets. " Kal Raustiala, The Architecture ofInternational Cooperation: 
Transgovernmental Networks and the Future ofInternational Law, 43 Va. J. Intl L 1,35 (Fall, 
2002). A statement by Richard Breeden, then Chairman of the SEC, reveals the SECs dim 
view of convergence as a give-and-take approach: "I'm interested in knowing the capital rules 
in other countries to know how big their buffers are. l! m not at all interested in what the French 
think US capital standards ought to be. " Cited in Joel P. Trachtman, Unilateralism, 
Bilateralism, Regionalism, Mulfilateralism, and Functionalism: A Comparison with Reference 
to Securities Regulation, 4 Transnatl L. & Contemp. Probs. 69,112 (1994). See also Paul G. 
Mahoney, Securities Regulation By Eritbrcement: An International Perspective, 7 Yale J. on 
Reg. 305,320 (1990); James R. Doty, The Role ofthe Securities andExchange Commission in 
an InternationalizedMarketplace, 60 Fordharn L Rev. 77 (1992). 
461 "The US/Canadian Multijurisdictional Disclosure System, for example, does not evidence 
significant regulatory compromise on the part of the SEC.. the principle of mutual 
recognition ... is Mowed only to the extent that the foreign rules satisfy the SEC's regulatory 
goals ... in some cases, other jurisdictions are changing their laws to get into a position to reach Lsimilar] agreements with the SEC. " Joel P. Trachtman, Unilateralism, Bilateralism, 
Regionalism, Multilateralism, and Functionalism: A Comparison with Reference to Securities 
Regulation, 4 Transnat'l L. & Conternp. Probs. 69,95 (1994) quotcd by Kal Raustiala, The 
Architecture ofInternational Cooperation: Transgovernmental Networks and the Future of 
International Law, 43 Va. J. Int'l L 1,35 (Fall, 2002). 
462 Commissioner's Speech, supra note 453. See also the Back-ground Paper, supra note 455 
(One of the conclusions of the US Unit on regulatory convergence is that regulatory 
convergence is more attainable if the polities involved share common economic and regulatory 
objectives). 
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issues to achieve cooperation or convergence. In the former case, the purpose 
is to enhance cooperation so that new regulations, at a minimum, do not 
conflict. In the latter case, the dialogue may result in convergence or partial 
convergence of regulatory standardS. 463 
If "mutual recognition7' is an acceptance of diversity and the search for 
"equivalence', "convergence" is the search for conformity among countries 
xvith similar regulatory standards and systems. 464 
D. Provisional Conclusions - EU Model More Appropriate Than US 
Model 
This chapter examined the EU model of integration in some detail and certain 
aspects of the EU model were compared to the US model of integration. It 
began by examining the EU model, looldng into its philosophical basis through 
an evaluation of its current intemational relation theories. Insights gained from 
these international relation theories threw light on some of the questions posed 
under the "Methodology" section in the opening chapter and the prevailing 
literature tend to support that: governments have the immediate power to 
facilitate integration although technocrats and other interest groups have 
463 Id. (examples of such dialogue include the US-E U financial markets regulatory dialogue, a 
brand-new dialogue between the SEC and the Committee of European Securities Regulators, 
the Trans-Atlantic legislative dialogue, the Trans-Atlantic business dialogue and the formation 
of IFAC to deal with International Standards of Auditing). "nie lASB has pledged to work 
with national standard setters such as the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), an 
independent private standard setter in the United States, to create high quality global 
accounting standards. The SEC has been encouraging the IASB and FASB to address the 
significant differences between US GAAP and TAS. Tbrough cooperative efforts between the 
TASB and national standard setting bodies such &% the FASB, significant progress in achieving 
convergence to the highest quality international accounting standards can occur. " Quoted from 
See Felicia H. Kung, Banner Issue: The International Hannonization OfSecurifies Laws: ne 
Rationalization ofRegularo? y Internationalization, 33 Law & PoPy InVI Bus. 443,476-477 
(2002) based on the following: John M. Mcrrissey, Deputy Chief Accountant, Office of the 
Chief Accountant, US Securities and Exchange Commission, Remarks at the 28th Annual 
National Conference on Current SEC Developments (Dec. 5,2000). 
464 The difference between the US and the European models on securities regulation cannot be 
over-exaggerated. Laurence argued that the United Kingdom, Japan, and Germany all 
consciously chose to remodel their institutions of financial oversight along broadly American 
lines whereas all countries, beginning with the United States, reformed their regulatory 
institutions in response to predominantly domestic political pressures. See Henry Laurence, 
Symposium: The Rule OfLaw In Yhe Era Of Globalization: Spaýwwing the SEC, 6 Ind. J. Global 
Leg. Stud. 647,649 (Spring, 1999ý 
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considerable influence over governments regarding integration if they unite 
together; integration should be a gradual process; political refortn does not 
necessarily need to precede economic reform and; the establishment of 
institutions is important to facilitate integration. 
Following on from this discussion of international theories, "mutual 
recognition! ', a device that forms the cornerstone of the EU directives, was 
scrutinized and its different strands of meaning reviewed. It was shown that 
the concept of mutual recognition illustrates how different international 
theories work Mutual recognition was first invented by the ECJ and was 
strengthened and reinterpreted by the Commission and by doing so it shows 
how supranational actors can contribute to the integration process as 
understood by transnational and multi-govemance theorists. The emphasis on 
shared values and common cultures in active mutual recognition is also central 
to constructivism and the English School. 
Mutual recognition is often wrongly treated as a synonym for home country 
rule. It could be more accurately described as hovering between host and home 
state control or as a search for equivalence by host country regulators. The 
recent trend for law-maldng in the EU is to replace mutual recognition with 
home country rule although the spirit of mutual recognition lives on with its 
search for equivalence in diversity. 
The construct of the EU was then examined, looking first at its institutional set- 
up and the legal framework or treaties that it is based upon. It was seen that 
EU institutional structures and their drive towards integration demonstrate the 
belief of neo-fimctionalists and institutionalists. To explore the integration 
issues, the Commissioif s 1985 initiative to complete the internal market was 
examined. To accelerate the momentum, the Commission adopted the 1997 
Action Plan for the Single Market to enhance its bureaucratic efficiency by 
laying down concrete agenda, strategies and deadlines. Further EU initiatives 
on the internal market include the EU's effort to simpli4r laws and regulations. 
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Equipped with the general understanding of the internal market, the scope of 
this chapter was narrowed down to the integration of financial market in the 
EU with the adoption of the Financial Services Action Plan in 1999. The 
Lamfalussy Report was examined as it affects the whole legislative process in 
the EU with the creation of the ESC and CESR and its four-level regulatory 
approach. The scope of this chapter was then further narrowed down to 
legislation relating to the issue and trading of securities. The following 
directives/areas were examined in detail: 1) the Prospectus Directive; 2) the 
Market Abuse Directive; 3) the Transparency Directive; 4) the UCITS 
Directives; 5) New Financial Services Directive; 6) Clearing and settlement 
issues with the discussion of the two Giovannini reports. By examining the 
above directives in detail, it can be shown that home country rule has been 
used to supplement the mutual recognition principle in all directives recently 
adopted. Some directives aim to provide minimum harmonization by setting 
the minimum standards whereas some other directives aim to provide 
maximum harmonization under which any addition and deletion from their 
requirements are not allowed. The directives apply different requirements to 
different financial activities depending on the nature of their risks. 
Some key features of the US model were then examined. US federalism with 
its federal and state securities law (the latter commonly known as the blue sky 
laws) were examined. The US model is based on full disclosure and in 
general it is easier for US investors to take legal action on securities 
misconduct. Although the federal laws accommodate small business issuers 
and foreign private issuers by lowering their legal burden, the US approach 
tends to impose uniform laws and standards on all issuers. The US federal 
government's attempt to achieve uniformity in state securities laws is an on- 
going struggle. In contrast, the EU approach tends to respect diversity and its 
legal framework is risk-sensitive and therefore different rules will apply to 
businesses with different risk profiles. The difference between the EU and US 
approach can be illustrated by the differences between "mutual recognition" (a 
concept frequently used by the EU in law-making until they have been recently 
replaced with the use of "home country rule") and "convergence" (a concept 
embraced by the US regulators). Both mutual recognition and home country 
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rule accept different standards whereas convergence denotes one standard and 
according to the SEC, it should be a high standard comparable to the US. The 
SEC has made clear that convergence is more feasible with countries with the 
same political and economic climate and the example given is between the US 
and Canada. Following from this analysis, convergence seems to be an 
impossible task especially with the enlarged EU. 
This chapter discussed the EU model in more detail than the US model because 
even at the beginning, the author has noted that the differences between Hong 
Kong and the PRC bear more resemblance to differences between European 
countries than differences between the federal and the state governments in the 
US, e. g. the political and economic development of both Hong Kong and the 
PRC are very different in ways more closely resembling the differences 
between European countries . 
465 In addition, Hong Kong has a long history of 
common law tradition while the PRC legal system more resembles the civil law 
system than the common law system. As suck comparison between the EU 
model and the PRC-HK model was thought to be more appropriate and 
insightful. However the US model was discussed because it offered a very 
important alternative to the EU model. The following chapter will therefore 
concentrate on examining how the EU model can apply to the Hong Kong-PRC 
scenario. 
465 Please see Chapter 1. 
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Four Models of Integration and New Proposed Institutional 
Framework for the PRC and Hong Kong Stock Markets 
Many factors favour integration of the stock markets in Hong Kong and the 
PRC. ' A noticeable feature of the 2004 Hong Kong stock market was the major 
surge in PRC listings. Of the 892 company stocks listed in Hong Kong on 
December 31,2004,81 were red chips and 72 were PRC-incorporated 
enterprises known as H shares. 2 During the same period, 204 securities were 
listed on the GEM of the HKEx, of which 3 were red chips and 37 were PRC- 
incorporated enterprises. 3 The average daily turnover of shares traded during 
2005 was approximately HK$15,960 n0ion (approximately US$2,046 million) 
of which H shares in the Main Board and the GEM account for approximately 
3 9%. 4 By the end of 2004, the market capitalization of the H shares and red- 
chips topped 28% of the total capitalization in the Hong Kong stock market 
(including both the Main Board and the GEM) and by the end of the third 
quarter of 2005, the market capitalization of the H shares has increased to 
1 With the continuous fall of A share price since Shanghai's A-Share Index peaked at 2,33 9 
points in June 2001, prices on the PRC's stock exchange have fallen almost 50%. However on 
a positive side, the valuations of the PRC companies become more reasonable and the gap 
between A shares and H shares has significantly narrowed, making it easier for integration of 
both markets to take place. For example, at their peak in June 2001 Yanzhou's A shares were 
quoted 45 times its annual earnings but Yanzhou's H shares were quoted in Hong Kong at a 
price-earnings ratio of about 14. As at April 6,2005, Yanzhou's stock is valued in Shanghai at 
a price-earnings ratio of 26 in Shanghai while its H shares in Hong Kong is valued at 24 times 
its annual earnings. Tom Holland,, Foreign Interest Grows as A Shares Fall into Line, SCNT, 
April 6,2005. As between the two stock exchanges in the PRC, they planned to launch a 
common share index on April 8,2005 which will serve as the barometer for both the Shanghai 
and Shenzhen stock exchanges while before that, the Shan" composite index was regarded 
as the national benchmark as it accounted for about 66% of the combined capitalization of the 
two PRC exchanges. Reuters in Shanghai, Cotnmon Share Index to Debu4 SCNT, April 6, 
2005. Also see First Unified Index of Shanghai, Shenzhen Bourses to be Released Friday, 
CHINA SECUIMIES JOURNAL., Apr. 6,2005 at hilp: //www. cs. coM. crVenglislilmark-ets/ 
t2OO5O4O6 629530. htm, 
2 See SFC, TabkB4., N"umberofListed Companies by Stock Type at http: /twxrw. sfe. hk/sfe/ 
doe/EN/researchlstat/b04. doe, (Research Papers and Statistimlls4arket, and Industry Statistics). 
3 See id. 
4 See SFC, Table B9: Average Daily turnover by Stock Type at http: //w%Aw. sfe. hk/sfe/doe/EN/ 
research/stat/bOg. doe. fResearch Papers and Statistics/Market and Industry Statistics). 
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32%. 5 Red chips, H shares and other PRC private enterprises were clearly 
playing an increasingly dominant role in Hong Kong stock markee. So far, no 
Hong Kong company stock is listed in the PRC. 
Preamble 
This thesis has attempted to achieve the following objectives: 
A factual description of the Hong Kong and PRC stock markets and the 
legal rules and regulations governing their operation; 
An exploration of the possible advantages to Hong Kong and the PRC 
if the stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC were integrated; 
A definition of H shares and a discussion of how they help to 
harmonize the securities laws and regulations in Hong Kong and the 
PRC; 
An analysis of the EU model with special attention to the directives 
relating to the stock markets (notably their extent of harmonization) and 
the concept of mutual recognition; 
m An examination of various theories of international relations; 
e An analysis of the US model and the concept of convergence; 
A factual description of various international organizations relating to 
the securities industry and their legal initiatives; 
5 See SFC, Table B8. - Capitalization by Stock Type at bU: //www. sfc. hk/sfc/doc/EN/ýesearch/ 
stat/b08. d fResearch Papers and Statistics/Market and Industry Statistics). 
6 Bank of China (Hong Kong), Exanumng Hong Kong Stock Market's Development, Febniary 
1,2005 at http: //www. tdctrade. com/econforum/boe/bocOS020 J. htnL 
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a Reviewing all other initiatives taken by Hong Kong and the PRC that 
facilitate integration between the two jurisdictions, including a detailed 
analysis of the two CEPAs. 
B. Challenges and the Latest Development - Capital Account Non- 
Convertibility, Segmentation of Shares, Brokerages Problems and 
Lack of Investors' Protection 
This chapter examines the meaning of harmonization of laws and rules and 
proposes four models of integration. Harmonization of laws and rules will 
provide a legal environment for the integration of the stock markets but 
such integration also requires political will and corresponding government 
policies and a general readiness by all parties to embrace and make full use 
of such a move. For this to happen the PRC government will need to 
continue its attempts to overcome tnýor obstacles to integration such as 
foreign exchange control and segmentation of the share system. 
Adoption of Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors ("QFlls") Prior 
to Achieving a Fully Convertible Currency 
In June 2005, speaking on foreign exchange control Vice Premier Huang Ju 
said that the PRC government would take a step-by-step approach to 
achieving capital account convertibility including items such as direct 
investments and securities investments. 7 
Implemented in December 2002 before the adoption of a fully convertible 
currency, the QFII program was an attempt to open up the local market to a 
limited number of foreign investors. The PRC government based its QFII 
program on the Taiwanese and Korean models of the early 1990s. 
Licences were granted to a limited number of foreign participants to invest 
in the A share market instead of aflowing them to convert their fOTex into 
7 Agence France-Presse in Beijing, China to GraduallyAlake Currency Fully Convertble. Vice 
Premier, SCNT, June 6,2005. 
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yuarL In this scheme capital outflow is therefore controlled by requiring 
QFIIs to hold their quotas in yuan for at least one year. In addition, 
repatriation of funds must be approved by SAFE and must be carried out in 
measured instalments. Under the existing system, after a one-year lock up 
period it may take four months for a closed-end fund and twelve months for 
other QFIIs to remit the entire principal overseas. ' 
'Me rules governing the QFIIs are the Provisional Rules on the 
Management ofInvestment in Domestic Securities by Qualified Foreign 
Institutional Investors (the "QFI1 Rules") issued on November 5,2002 by 
the CSRC and the People's Bank of China ('TBOC"). According to these 
rules, QFIIs are defined as; fund management institutions, insurance 
companies, securities companies, or commercial banks with at least US$ 10 
billion in securities assets under management. Since the start of the 
program, the licences have mainly been granted to investment banks such 
as UBS Limited, Citigroup Global Markets Limited and Deutsche Bank 
AG9 and to fimd managers such as Jardine Flemming Asset Management 
and Franklin Templeton Investments. 10 
At the end of 2004 QFII quotas totalled US$4 billion and an additional 
US$6 billion was added the following year increasing the quota to $10 
billion. However by the end of 2005 demand for shares by QFIls was 
exceeding supply by as much as ten times. " There was, therefore, still 
room for the quota granted to QFIls to ftn-ffier expand. During this period 
the Shanghai and Shenzhen market capitalization was approximately 
US$400 billion. 12 If two-thirds of this were in state shares, which cannot 
8 Mark A DeWeaver. New Hopefor Chinese Stocks, CIRNESE Busmss. Dec. 16,2005. 
9 Stella S. Leung & Yi Zhang, QualifledForeign Institutional Investors ("QF77s') in China, 
An O'Melveny & Myers LLP Research Reporý May 2004 available at http: //www. oinm. comf 
webeodeAvebdata/contenVpublications/topics 2004 05. pdf Oast viewed December 20,2005). 
10 DeWeaver, supra note S. 
11 See id. 
12 See id. 
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be bought and sold by the QFIIs, the total value of non-state shares would 
still amount to approximately US$140 billion and US$ 10 billion would 
only be sufficient to buy less than 7% of that amount 
QFIls still face many problems 13 under the existing QFII scheme: entry 
threshold requirements to join the QFII scheme are very high allowing only 
the largest institutional investors to participate. The fund repatriation 
restrictions, particularly the one year lock up period mentioned above, are 
another disincentive. Further limitations stem from the PRC's reluctance to 
allow QFIls to acquire control of the companies they invest in. To this end 
shares that can be bought in a single company are limited by the 
government with shares held by an individual QFII not pm-mitted to exceed 
10% of the total shares of that listed company, and the shares held by all 
QFlIs in an individual company not permitted to exceed 20% of the total 
shares of the listed company and in addition QFIIs are not allowed to buy 
non-tradable state-owned shares and legal person shares. Unclear tax 
guidelines are a further problem for QFlIs and uncertainty stemming from 
this can act as a disincentive to investment; no clear tax rules and 
guidelines have been promulgated in regard to the scheme. Arguably 
dividends and capital gains relating to the sale of shares by a QFII should 
be exempt from tax in the same way that B shares are exempt and a 10% 
withholding tax could apply to the sale of bonds similar to those currently 
applied to foreign investors who sell bonds on the PRC market. Despite 
all these problems and a prolonged bearish market, QFHs are still keen on 
investing in the PRC's stock markets but if the above problems are not 
resolved, this interest could eventually wane. 
Reducing the Segmentation of the PRC Share Structure by the Sale of 
State Shares 
The segmentation of the PRC share structure into state shares, legal person 
shares, A, B, H and N shares, poses as a big obstacle for market integration 
13 Leung & Mang, supra note 9. 
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with Hong Kong. The problems are threefold. Firstly foreigners, before 
the introduction of the QFII scheme, are, in the vast majority of cases, not 
allowed to buy A shares. Second, it is difficult for PRC citizens to hold 
foreign listed shares because of foreign exchange control. Thirdly, almost 
two thirds of shares issued, namely non-floating state shares and legal 
person shares, are unavailable to either domestic or foreign investors. 
The issue of curtailing foreign investment has been addressed by the 
introduction of the QFII scheme which has given increased, but still limited 
access to the PRC markets (see above). The issue of limiting PRC national 
as investors in non-PRC listed companies has been addressed by the 
implementation of the QDIIs and the possible implementation of CDR 
scheme in the ftiture (see above). 
The PRC government has attempted to address the problem of non-floating 
state shares 14 by allowing foreigners to acquire non-tradable shares outside 
the market in off-market deals. It has also tried to gradually float non- 
tradable shares in the public market. Acquiring non-tradable shares off- 
market is attractive to foreign investors who want to buy shares in PRC 
companies but who are not operating within the QFII scheme. However the 
progress of such sales is rather slow, the main problem being that the 
supporting legal framework is sketchy and the approval process somewhat 
untested. 15 The law governing such transactions, The PRC Administrative 
16 Measures Relating to Acquisition of Listed Companies , usually referred 
to as the PRC Public Takeovers Code, is an attempt to regulate the trade of 
14 About 65% of the shares of the PRC listed firms tire non-Lradable state shares and legal 
person shares held by central and local governments and state-owned companies and in terms 
of market value, it amounts to2.08 trillion yuan. See Enoch Yiu, Warrants Suggested as a 
Solution, SCNT, June 2,2005. 
15See id. For the procedure required for the transfer of non-tradable shares of listed companies, 
please see Rules on Handling Transfer of Non-Publicly Tradable Listed Company Shares 
promulgated by Shanghai Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Stock Exchange and China Securities 
Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited C'CSDCCL") effective on Jan. 1,2005 which 
requires such transfer to be conducted either by the Shanghai Stock Exchange or Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange and it has to be conducted through C SDCCL 
16 It became effective on Dec. 1,2002. 
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non-tradeable shares to investors that has met with only limited success. On 
the positive side this Measure does support a pragmatic valuing of off- 
market shares close to the net asset value per share" wbich is far better 
than the inflated prices on the stock market with the average price to 
earning ratio as high as 34 to one. 18 However the stipulated legal 
requirements to complete a sale make it difficult to finalize the sale and 
where the potential investment is from overseas investors, the Ministry of 
Commerce requires that the board of director's of the target company to be 
invested in should approve all sales of non-tradable shares, giving the board 
a veto power even over small transactions. Furthermore, if the transaction 
requires amendments to the listed companies, a vote of two-tl*ds of the 
shareholders is required" and a CSRC waiver granted on an ad hoc basis 20 
is required to avoid a general offer if its stake in the target reaches 30% and 
if a general offer is required, it is untenable because foreign investors still 
cannot buy the remaining listed A shareS. 21 The only successful examples 
of foreign buyers taking a controlling stake in domestic companies are the 
overseas arm of the PRC companies which in effect are attempts to move 
the immediate ownership offshore. 22 There is also a significant risk of non- 
completion for foreign investors. Foreign investors in state shares must pay 
in full before the transfer of title is completed. Due to difficulties in 
implementing a traditional escrow arrangement within the PRC banking 
system the approval of the Ministry of Commerce is usually required 
17p 
Such sa , le share requires the approval of the State AssetsSupervision and Administration 
Commission which follows a similar approach. 
'BDoug Markel, ff`hyDeaIsAre Faltering in China $30OBillion Sale, Jan. 2004 ITIR 38 (Jam 
2004). 
19 See id. 
20 AdministrativeMeasures Relating to Acquisition ofListed Companies does notprovide for 
acquisitions of non-tradable shares as a basis for granting a waiver. 
211n the absence of waiver, sometimes foreign investors can make a general offer of A shares 
through PRC-incorporated whoRy foreign-owned enterprises or QF]Is as nominees. See 
Markel, supra note 19 at 3 8. 
22 Id. at 37 & 38. 
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however it is difficult to enter a legally binding agreement with a PRC 
seller before that approval is obtained. 23 
Other than the off-mark-et sale of non-tradable state shares to foreign 
investors, the government has also attempted to float an increasing number 
24 
of state shares. The April 2005 promulgation of the Notice Concerning 
Issues in relation to Experimental Reformsjbr the Re-designation of Shares 
in Listed Companies by the CSRC set the scene for state share reform. The 
PRC government chose four small private and local government backed 
firms to launch the trial scheme to sell non-tradable shares in Mkv 2005.25 
Guidelines from the CSRC and the State-owned Asset Supervision and 
Administration C'SASAC"ý6 expanded the scheme to include larger state- 
owned enterpriseS. 27 On August 24,2005, the PRC government farffier 
extended the scheme to float all non-tradable shares in more than 1,300 
fisted PRC firms which involved shares amounting to US$270 billion, this 
represented a major and highly significant capital market shake-up. 28 On 
September 4,2005, the CSRC issued the Administrative Measures ofListcd 
Companies Stock Right Allocation Reform extending the state share reform 
23 See id 
24 It is unsure what the status of foreigners who own non-tradable shares but are not under the 
QF11s scheme is when the state share reform has converted the non-tradable state share into A 
shares. Ilie conversion will make the holding ofsuch shares illegal as the only foreign 
investors who can hold A shares are those under the QFUs scheme. See Elaine Chan & Anette 
Jonsson, China Bites Bullet by Moaling all its Shares, SCNT, Aug. 25,2005. 
" Yiu, supra note 14. 
26 In November 2003, the SASAC issued Several Opinions on the Rationalization ofthe 
Reorganization ofStale-ownedEnterprises which stressed the importance of increasing 
transparency in SOE sale transactions and facilitation and acceleration or the sale of state assets 
to either domestic or foreign private entities. On December 31,2003, the S. ASAC and the MOF 
jointly issued the Provisional Proceduresfor the Administration of the Dmsfer ofEnterprise 
Siate-ownedAssets effective on. February 1,2004 which establishes a compulsory regime to 
conduct the transfer of state-owned assets in enterprises through qualified equity exchanges. 
About 20 equity exchanges have been set up and approved by the SASAC and a number of 
local regulations have been enacted to govern. the establishment and management of such 
equity exchanges. See Jean Marc Deschandol, Breaking New Ground in State-owned Assets 
Transfers, CHNA LAW & PRACTICE, April 2,2004. 
27yiU, supra note 14. 
2' Chan & Jonsson, supra note 24. 
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to all listed companies requiring the listed companies to draw up plans to 
sell their state shares . 
29 In practice, at least two thirds of holders of non- 
tradable shares were required to put forward a joint motion requiring the 
company's board of directors to convene a shareholders' meeting. 'Me 
decision to float the company's non-tradable shares then had to be 
approved by two thirds of all attending shareholders (including two thirds 
of attending holders of tradable shares) . 
30 Approval by shareholders of the 
share reform scheme does not, however, mean that shares will be 
immediately floatable, in fact the non-tradable shares will be frozen for at 
least a year and will be floated in limited amounts each year, for example a 
maximum of 5% for the first 12 months after the lockupý' with no more 
thari 10% to be sold in the following two-year period. 32 The scheme also 
offers provision for the protection of minority shareholders whose shares 
might be diluted in the process of such a market share flotation although 
strictly speaking, such conversion should have no dilutive effect as the total 
number of shares remains the same and listed and non-listed shares convey 
the same ownership rights, so the ownership rights should not be affected 
either. In fact, it is the value of the shares owned by the state that stand to 
be diluted with expensive state funded compensation schemes such as the 
granting of bonus shares to listed shareholders. 33 In effect the 
29 Up till Sept 12,2005,46 companies have published their plans, with 44 offering 
compensation to the holders of their tradable shares which on average, holders of tradable 
shares have been offered two free shares for every 10 they hold. Mark O'Neill, China Hastens 
Sale ofStaie Shares, SCNT, Sept. 12,2005. 
30 Holders of tradable shares may demand more compensation than the state shareholders arc 
willing to pay. For example, in the case of Tsinghua Tongang - A, the plan was rejected 
because an insufficient number of shareholders voted for it Mark O'Neill, Make or Breakfor 
Share Reform, SCNT, Sept. 19,2005. 
31 Mark O'Neill, China Hastens Sale ofState Shares, SCNT, Sept. 12,2005. 
32 DeWeaver, supra note 8. 
33See id. In order to mitigate share dilution effects and to ensure market stability, the CSRC 
issued the Provisional Measures on theA&ninistration ofthe Buyback ofTradable Shares by 
Listed Companies issued on and effective from June 16,2005 which allows listed companies to 
implement share buyback plans to reduce their registered share capital. On the same day, the 
CSRC issued Circular onlklatters Relevant to Tradable Shareholding Increase by Listed 
Companies'Controlling Shareholders after the Listed Companies Stock Righty Allocation Pilot 
Reform alloNNing shareholders of a listed company to increase their holding of tradable shares 
after the 12-month lockup period without triggering the mandatory tender offer requirement. 
See Jean-Marc Deschandol, Unclogging PRC Stock Exchanges, Norton Rose's China Legal 
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compensation is for the loss of value of the shares held by the listed 
shareholders due to a potential fall in market price of the said shares 
because of an increase supply of shares in the market. 
It is important to note that state share reform is primarily a domestic one 
applicable only to holders of A shares; compensation for holders of B and 
H shares has been ruled out even though the share prices of B and H shares 
may be adversely affected by such the conversion of state shares to 
tradeable A shares. No matter what impact state share reform will have on 
existing issuers, the state share reform will have significant repercussions 
on the future listing of PRC companies. Such an impact can be seen in the 
listing of the China Construction Bank Corporation ('VCB") in October 
2005 on the Hong Kong stock exchange. CCB's listing is a landmark initial 
public offering ("IPO') being the biggest ever HKEx IPO of any bank or 
indeed of any PRC enterprise, and the biggest in global markets for the first 
five years of the new millenniUm34 It is also a landmark IPO as it is the first 
time that the state-owned share reform has been extended to a PRC 
company with a listing solely outside the PRC. To launch the IPO, CCB 
obtained approval from the State Council, the CSRC and from shareholders, 
for the conversion of all of its domestic shares (held by its promoters) and 
its unlisted foreign shares (held by overseas strategic investors) into H 
shares and for their listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. CCB's 
promoters could continue to hold H shares converted from domestic shares 
and still freely tradable on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, subject to the 
expiration of the relevant lock-up period agreed between the promoters and 
the underwriters. The listed H shares of CCB constitute a single class of 
shares, equal in all respects with each other, and in particular, they rank 
equally for all dividends and other distributions. Dividends on the H shares 
Watch (issue 8), June 2005-September 2005 at. httD: //www. nortonrose. com/html vubs/ 
view. asP? id=3315&p1ff1 Oast viewed Dec. 20,2005) 
34 CCPs IPO Rises to M9.23 BiLlion, Xinhua News Agency, Nov. 10,2005 muflable at 
http: /tww, A, xhina. org. en/enplish/BAT/I 48347. htnL (last viewed on Dec. 20,2005). 
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are paid in Hong Kong dollars while dividends on the H shares converted 
from domestic shares are payable in Renminbi. 35 
The success of Us flotation may indicate the effectiveness of state share 
reform in helping the PRC stock markets to recover from a prolonged 
bearish period that began in 2001. The A share market had been suffering 
due to a lack of confidence in the PRC stock markets due to the 
government's constantly fluctuating policies on state shareS36 mid the state 
share reforms, though not perfect, have helped to rebuild confidence. 
Problems in selling non-floating state-owned shares may take time to sort 
out a legacy of the government's past policies of retaining ftdl control of 
state-owned enterprises. To achieve a gradual and successftd conversion 
under the guidelines of the present reform, listed companies in the PRC 
must first suspend trading of their shares to decide on the implementation 
of the flotation to be followed by a 12-month lockup period after which the 
conversion of non-tradable state shares to A shares will take place. In the 
first twelve after the lock-up no more than 5% of company shares can be 
traded in the market and no more than 10% can be traded in the following 
24 month period. 37 T'his system does, however, take time; a total of three 
years being required to sell more than 10% of newly converted A shares in 
the market and even longer before government ownership is lower than 
50%. 39 Although the progress is slow", it is in the right direction and it 
35 Matt Emsley, State-Owned Share Reform Comes to Hong Kong, HERBERT SMITH'S 
HONGKONG CORPORATF. F, 131JTJFTIN, November 24,2005 athttoWwww. berbertsmith. 
com/NR/rdonlwe-J9BO7CF40-T)47C-427A-A9F8-F5BFT)42420IC/1()()3/1125. btmN3. (Ia.. -, t 
viewed December 20,2005). 
36 There is fear that Beijing will mismanage the sale of two trillion yuan in state shares, 
allowing too many to be sold and flooding the market See id. 
37 DeWeaver, supra note 8. 
38 See id 
39 Even the momentum of the state share reform was rather slow and as a result, officials from 
every province and city in the PRC were summoned by top government officials, including 
CSRC chairman Shang Fulin and the PRC's Vice Premier Huang Ju to a meeting in Beijing on 
Nov. 10,2005 to speed up the state share reform and explain its importance. Jamil Anderlini, 
Mainland Orders Firms to Hustle on State-Share Reform, SCW, Nov. 11,2005. 
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does not destabilize the stock market in any significant way. " Perhaps most 
importantly of all, such measures will make help to reassure investors that a 
way is being paved for the orderly transfer of non-tradable shares to the 
open market. This measure, in the context of a regulated time-table, will 
also help boost the confidence of genuine investors and deter speculators 
hoping for quick profits. 
PRC state share reform leading to the gradual convergence of state shares 
into floating shares is helping the PRC stock markets to move closer 
towards harmonization with the Hong Kong stock market. A further 
indicator of this growing harmonization can be found in the steady fall in 
share prices on the PRC stock exchanges bringing the PE ratio of A shares 
closer to those of H shares. 41 
Brokerages Problems 
The PRC has approximately 130 brokerages and their problems have been 
a major obstacle to the development of the stock markets. Xinhua Far East 
Ratings has estimated that even for the best 23 capitalized brokerages, an 
additional financing of 20 billion yuan (approximately US$2.48 billion) is 
42 required. A survey of 2,000 urban households published in June 2005 by 
the central bank that only 5.6% of them wanted to buy stocks, down from 
10.6% a year earlier, while 17.3% preferred bonds, up from 14.6%. 43 The 
CSRC reacted to eight-year low in the stock markets by summoning 45 
institutional underwriters to an emergency meeting in Beijing to devise 
4ý People's Bank of China governor Zhou Xiaocbuan said in an international conference that 
"Maintaining balance and control is the key" when he talked about globalization and the 
development of the financial and capital markets. CSRC chairman Shang Fulin responded by 
saying that changes "should be gradual and take into account the PRC's reform and opening up 
timetable, legal framework and the capabilities of companies and specialists working in this 
industry. " Jamil Anderlini & Bei Hu, China Must Keep Balance and Control, SCMP, Oct. 19, 
2005. 
41 Tom Holland, Foreign Interest Grows asA Shares Fail intoLine, SCW, April 6,2005. 
42 See id. 
43Mark O'Neill, A-share Markets Reelingfrom Crisis ofConflidence, SCNT, June 13,2005. 
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methods to save market. 44 The lack of confidence in the stock market 
coupled with the poor management of the PRC brokerages 45 took its toH on 
the latter . 
46 Another reason for the poor performance of the PRC 
brokerages is because of their keen competition. In the first eleventh 
months of 2005, the top three brokers had a share of over 5% of Shanghai 
market turnover, while the top 10 accounted for 44%. The average daily 
turnover in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets needed to be three times 
the present level (i. e. at least 60 billion yuan) in order to make all the 
brokerages a profit. 47 In the past two and a half year, 19 PRC brokerages 
have been closed and taken over with at least 33% of the 129 securities 
companies suffering losses. The PRC"s securities firms lost at least 
RMB15 billion in 2004 . 
48 A recent survey conducted by China, Securities 
Association showed that the top three brokerages by revenue have gone 
down even more than the other brokerages. 49 
Both the government and big investment banks are involved in bailing out 
the brokers. The former took over or closed down 20 of the worst cases. In 
2005, the PBOC bailed out Guotai Junan, China, Galaxy, and Shenyin 
Wanguo with over 15 billion yuan. The PBOC and CMC Securities 
announced that they would jointly take over both Hua7da, Securities and 
CWna Securities. The latter involved in the bailing out as a means of 
getting access to local underwriting opportunities. In September 2005, UBS 
said it would take a 20% stake in 16'h ranked Beijing Securities for US$21 0 
44 id 
45 CSRC published a list on November 24,2005 a list of 21 best performing brokerages 
(mostly smaller ct-xnpanies) to shame the other 100 or so brokerages into improving corporate 
governance and overhauling management structure. The 21 favoured companies will be 
granted special CSRC approval to act as agents for mergers and acquisitions, sales of state- 
owned assets and business related to the continuing reform of non-tradable shares. Financial 
derivatives such as futures and options would also be pioneered by them. Jamil Anderlint 
Watchdog Names 21 Best Brokerages, SCW, Nov. 23,2005. 
46 501/o to 60% of revenue of brokerages came from brokerage commissions. See id. 
47 DeWeaver, supra note 8. 
48 Jamil Anderliniý MainlandBrokerage Losses Top 15b Yuan, SC&T, June 15,2005. 
49 See id. 
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million. Citigroup, HSBC, and CSFB are all interested in a stake in IP 
ranked Xiangcai Securities while HSBC has applied for a brokerage licence 
by collaborating with 22 nd ranked Shanzi Securities. Merrill Lynch is 
setting up ajoint venture with 51" ranked Huaan Securities and JP Morgan 
may take over the 50'ranked Liaoning Securities. 50 
Lack of Investors' Protection 
A number of short term measures have been taken by the PRC government 
to reverse the bearish trends that beset PRC stock markets in the early years 
of the twenty-first century. But in the long run, laws have to be changed to 
protect investors' interests to address more ftindamental issues. 
The short term initiatives adopted by the PRC include the following four 
measures. Firstly, as a confidence-building initiative, the Ministry of 
Finance and the CSRC announced in 2005 that tax liabilities on shareholder 
dividend payments would be halved from 20% to 10%, effective from the 
date of announcement; 51 Secondly, corporate, individual and stamp taxes 
were repealed for transactions involving the transfer of non-tradable state 
and legal person shares. 52 Thirdly the CSRC also decreed in June 2005 that 
listed companies would be allowed to buy back shares from the open 
market and cancel them to reduce share liquidity and enhance valuations. 53 
Finally the CSRC also proposed in June 2005 that parent companies 
involved in state-share reforms should be allowed to buy shares in their 
listed subsidiaries directly from the secondary market and sell them after a 
lock-up period of six months. 54 
50 DeWeaver, supra mte 8. 
51 Jamil Anderlini, Beijing Slashes Taxes on Share Trade, SCNT, June 14,2005. 
52 id. 
53 id. 
54 Id. 
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More substantial long term measures to increase shareholder protection and 
boost their confidence include revision of the Securities Law and Company 
Law. A revised version of the 1999 Securities Law took effect on January 
1,2006 35 with increased investor protection and more business 
opportunities for financial institutions . 
56 The Revised Securities Law 
prohibits any publicity or leaking of information before such information is 
announced in accordance with the relevant laws and regulations" . Revised 
articles on underwriting now extend the range of financial misdemeanors 
liable to penalties from inaccurate or misleading information or material 
omissions from official reports to inaccurate or misleading information or 
material omission from any other information disclosure. 58 It also outlaws 
'Improper competitive methods" adopted by some underwriters when 
touting for business" and penalizes issuers using the funds they raise for 
purposes other than those stated in their offering documents. 60 The revised 
law also allows for offending individuals to be temporarily or even 
permanently banned from working in the markets. s' 
The Revised Securities Law also affords brokerage clients better protection 
from wrongful misappropriation by their brokers. The newly added article 
139 forbids "any unit or individual to misappropriate (nuoyung) in any 
manner funds or shares [intended] for client trade settlement". Under the 
same article, it also specifically provides that in the event of bankruptcy, 
client funds cannot be used to pay off a brokerage's creditors. The 
securities companies are required to implement an efficient internal control 
-" See the Revised Securities Law promulgated on October 27.2005 available at Jittp-//Iepal. 
Reoj)le. cgmxWGB/42735/3807665 htmi. (in CWnese, last viewed on Dec. 21,2005). 
DeWeaver, supra note 8. 
57Revised Securities Law, arts. 25 & 71. 
-"Cf. art. 63 of the Securities Law with art. 69 of the Revised Securities Law. 
"Revised Securities Law, art. 29. 
65 Id. art. 15. 
61 Id. art. 233. 
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system and avoid conflict of interests among clients and between clients 
and the securities companies. 62 
On September 28,2005, the CSRC, the Ministry of Finance and the PBOC 
jointly set up a new company Nvith registered capital of 6.3 billion yuan to 
manage a fund that will protect investors by compensating the clients of 
troubled brokerage firmS63 based on article 134 of the revised Securities 
LaNv. The fund, which is called the "Fund to Protect Securities Investors, " 
offers a comparable level of protection as that offered by the Securities 
Investor Protection Corporation in the US. 64 Brokerages and other 
securities houses in the PRC are required to finance the investor protection 
fund. The fund is not used to protect investors against normal market risks 
and fluctuations, instead, it is used to compensate the loss of the customers' 
assets when a brokerage house has been shut down by the PRC regulators 
due to financial diffiCUltieS. 65 
The CSRC is also given more power to conduct investigation including the 
power to freeze the accounts of people or units under investigation without 
an order from a judicial organ 66 , and make on-the-spot inspections 
(xianchang flancha). 67 "Records of communications"68 has been added to 
the list of documents that it may inspect and copy, evidence that is 
important in cases of share price manipulation. 
62 Id. id. 13 6. 
63 Jamil Anderlini,, Vtate-Run Fund to Help Repay Investor I osses, SCMP, Sept. 29,2005 and 
China Aims to Lift Confidence with Compensation Fund, China Daily, available at 
. 
http: //w",. chinadailv. coin cn/ enRlish/doc/2005-09129/content 481945 htm (last update: Sept. 
29,2005). See also Joseph R. Tiano, Jr. China Watch: Regulators Building Investor 
Confidence - Chinese Style, Dec. 9,2005 (Vol. 1, No. 1) available at httR: /Avww. thelenrei(L 
com/articles/article/art 268 idx. htm (last viewed on Dec. 21,2005. 
"Tiano, supra note 63. 
65 See id. 
66 Cf. Securities Law, art. 168(4) & Revised Securities Law, art. 180(6). 
67 Revised Securities Law, art. 180(l). 
68 Id. art. 180(4ý 
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New business opportunities for the brokerages include margin and stock 
lending and derivatives trading, both permitted subject to the issuance of 
relevant regulations by the State Council. 69 Securities companies were 
strictly separated from banks, trusts and insurance companies but the 
Revised Securities Law now allows the government to make exceptions to 
such requirements. 70 
The Company LaAv in the PRC (the "Company Law') was also revised and 
came into force on January 1,2006 . 
71 The Company Law mainly atTects 
local companies as there are usually specific laws and regulations for 
foreign-invested companies. However if there are no clear indications in 
the specific laws and regulations, the Company Law will also apply to the 
foreign-invested companies, unless otherwise stated. Many of the revised 
articles are not related to or targeted at listed companies. Yet it is 
important to note that the Company Law in the past was drafted to give 
primacy to government control rather than corporate autonomy and the 
present revisions is a move by the PRC government towards a western style 
of corporate entities in terms of organization structures and division of 
powers. 72 
The Revised Company Law makes many significant amendments and 
among them it: provides for a lower incorporation threshold to encourage 
69 Id. arts. 142 & 2. See also Circular an Issues Concerning Warrant Investment hyTecurities 
Investment Fundv in theSplitVhare Reform promulgated by the CSRC on Aug. 15,2005 
available at http: //www. csrc. pc)v cn/enrisp/detail isV)infbid=l 129278380100&tvpe=CMS. STD- 
Under the state share reftirms, PRC companies has issued six warrants up till Dec. 22,2005 
and has a recorded a combined turnover of 8.39 billion yuan on Dec. 21,2005 compared with 
1,669 warrants in Hong Kong securing a turnover of approximately 4 biffion yuan (HK$3.89 
billion). The PRC warrants market may overtake Hong Kong's if it is able to sustain their 
turnoven. Fiona Lau, Mainland ChWlengesfor Top Spot on Warrants, SCMP, Dec. 22,2005. 
70 Revised Securities Law, art. 6. 
71 Revised Company law, see httR: //leRal. p2ople. com. cn/GB/42735/3807519. htmL (in Chinese, 
last viewed on Dec. 20,2005). 
72Pinsent Masons, Introduction to China's New Company Law, Dec. 2005 available at 
http: /tww, A,. pin, -. entinasons. com/media/I 186002219. (last viewed on Dec. 20,2005). 
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private enterprises, expands forms of capital contribution (including 
intangible assets), allows for the one shareholder limited liability 
company7' and introduces the legal doctrine of piercing the corporate 
74 veil. 
In terms of corporate governance, the Revised Company Law reduces the 
power of the all-powerful chairman of the board of directors by providing 
that other than the chairman of the company, a managing director or 
manager may serve as the legal representative of a company. 75 Under the 
new Company Law, if a company provides a guarantee for its shareholder 
or actual controller, this must be approved by the resolution of a 
shareholders' meeting or general shareholders' meeting; interested 
shareholders or those controlled by the actual controller are not allowed to 
vote . 
76 Moreover, shareholders holding one-tenth of the shares may 
convene shareholders' meeting if the directors or supervisors fail to do so77 
and shareholders representing one-tenth of the voting rights may propose to 
convene an extraordinary board meeting. 7' Ten days prior to the 
shareholders' meeting, shareholders representing 3% of the shares can 
formulate proposals to the board of directors on item they think should be 
discussed at shareholders' meeting 79 and they also have the rights to 
petition to the People's Court for the dissolution of the companies if they 
believe its continued existence will result in significant financial loss to 
73 New Company Law, ch. 3 (arts. 58-64). 
74Td. art. 20. Also see Five NfajorAmendments in Cc. *npanyIaw -Allowingfor One ShareholderCompanies, Oct 27,2005 athtti): //npc People. com cn/GB/15017/3806889. html 
(in Chinese, last viewed on Dec. 20,2005). 
75 Id. art. 13. See also Faegre & Benson, China Law Update - September - October 2005, Nov. 11,2005 at http: //www. fawgre. com/articles/article 1738. aspx (last viewed on Dec. 20, 
2005). 
76 Id. art. 16. 
77 Id. arL 102 for companies limited by shares. 
78 Id. mt. I 11. Supervisors can also propose to convene an extraordinary board meeting. Id. arL 
120. 
79 Id. art. 103. See also Deschandol, supra note 33. 
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shareholders. " Shareholders have the right to sue the company's officers 
and directors in the company's name, i. e. to bring a derivative action. 81 A 
cumulative voting system is set down for shareholders' meetings for the 
appointment of directors under which the number of votes available to a 
shareholder is equal to the number of shares held by the shareholder times 
the number of positions up for voting. 92 There is also a requirement for 
listed companies to have at least one third of their board composed of 
independent directors and such directors are involved in important decision 
such as major related party transactions and the appointment of 
accountants. " 
The Revised Securities Law and the Revised Company Law are designed to 
shake off the image of a policy market with low quality companies, poor 
corporate governance 94 and plagued with fraud and corruption" and 
8DId. art. 193. Xew Company Law: Eight Major Changes Take Centre Stage at littvIllegad. 
people. com, crVGB/42731/3807433. (in Chinese, last viewed on Dec. 20,2005). 
81 Id. art. 153. 
82 Id. art 106. 
831d. art 123. See paras. 1(3) and VI(a)(b) of GuidelineforIntroducing Independent 
DirectGri to the Board ofDirectors qfLdsted Companies issued on Aug. 16,2001 available at 
. 
b! M: //ww%Nr. csrc. gov. cn/entosp/detail. isn? infoid=1061947964100&type=CMS. STD- Seealso 
Deschandol, supra note 33. 
" The sixth annual corporate governance survey conducted by CLSA Asia-Pacific and the 
Asian Corporate Governance Association ranks Hong Kong a close second on 69 points, one 
pointless than Singapore and ahead of 61 -point third ranked India. 'Re survey reviews and 
.; cores companies in ten Asian markets on their corporate governance standards. I'lle survey looks into five areas i e. rides and regulations, enforcement, political and regulatory 
environment, international accounting and auditing standards, and corporate governance 
culture. 1he Rill mark is 100. The PRC remained second from the bottom at 44. See Enoch 
Yiu, Hong Kong Narrows Gap as Singapore Slips, SCNIP, Nov. 23,2005. 
85 Top leaders in the PRC repeatedlywarned that the party's survival depended on its success 
to fight corruption. From Dec. 2002 to Nov. 2004, the party's anti-graft bodies investigated 
and punished 339,000 corrupt party officials. The National Audit Office's anti-corruption 
movement published a report in September 2005 to expose misappropriations in 32 ministries 
and government organizations and this report and their other past reports have revealed that 
almost no government ministry is hree of financial misconduct The encouraging note is that 
many of the misappropriations dated back many years. See Wang Xiangwei, Transparency is 
still Best Way to Beat Corruption, SCW, Oct 10,2005 and Better Pay is Key to Stamping out 
Graft, SCW, Oct. 3,2005. 
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replace it with the image of a well regulated but free market that will 
salvage investors' confidence. 
C The Significance of the Institutional Approach 
To speed up the integration process, an institutional approach to the 
integration of the PRC and Hong Kong stock markets is explored and the 
role of H share rules and regulations as agents of integration is examined. 
Adopting an institutional approach to the integration of stock markets in an 
Asian context is a novel undertaking. 
The Institutional. Approach 
In the past institutions were studied as formal, static organizations. The 
study or institutions was vitalized by innovative research conducted by 
March and Olsen in 1980s to be followed by the "new" institutionalist 
research in the field of European integration in the mid-nineties. The study 
or the institution as a dynamic and changing entity is still in its early stages 
especially in relation to historical and sociological institutionalism which 
takes a broader approach to institutions than the International Regime 
theorists. Under the international relations theory, the concern for culture 
and interests by historical and sociological institutionalism has also been 
shared by constructivists and followers of the English School and the 
concern for transnational and subriational actors by the institutionalists has 
also been shared by transnational and transgovernmental relations. All 
these international relations theories disagree with the inter- 
governmentalists who believe that integration can only be facilitated by 
governments. Tbey further question governments as the only unitary actor 
and suggest an alternative for realists' power politics. 
The concept of globalization is now a well established one. However the 
concept of an institutionalist approach to examining large-scale 
international integration is fairly recent, and when it is adopted, it is usually 
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in the area of European integration. It is rare to employ concepts of 
institutionalism when examining integration issues in an Asian context, 
particularly when the integration being examined is integration of regional 
stock markets Aithin a transnational rather than an international context In 
the present study only two jurisdictions are focused on - Hong Kong and 
the PRC. Due to a complex, post-colonial back-ground, these two 
jurisdictions are now, in a political context, somewhat paradoxically 
referred to as "one country, wo systems. " 
How can institutionalism throw light on two jurisdictions which take a 
completely different political and economic approach but which are, 
nevertheless, rooted in the same culture? This thesis cannot quantitatively 
answer this question since the integration of the two systems has not yet 
been completed (in other words, data cannot be collected for an event 
which has not occurred). However this thesis can normatively examine the 
complex legal and regulatory regimes in both jurisdictions and seek to 
assess the international climate. 
D. Rationale for an Institutionalist Approach 
The function of Institutions can be identified as follows: 
* Institutions affect outcome. 86 flis is a core assumption made by all 
institutional ists. 
Spill-over Effect of Neo-functionalism: An institution is an agent and it 
may sometimes have its own agenda through an identification of new 
issues, proposed solutions and establishment of alliances (an institution 
will over a period of time strive both to legitimize itself by increasing 
g6 Gerald Schneider & Mark Aspinwall, Institutional Research on the European Union: 
Mapping the Field in THE RuLEs OF INFEGRATION: INsnrufIONAMT APPROACH TO 1118 
STOW OF EUROPJý I (Gerald Schneider & Mark Aspinwall eds., Manchester University Press, 
2001). 
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its members and create a demand for its goods). 87 As an agent, an 
institution often exploits their superior knowledge and experience to 
reach its goals (especially if the principals do not have a clear idea how 
certain action should be tak-en). 88 
Well-organized Mobilization and Positive Coercion: Institutions are 
useful for non-state actors and policy networks to unite in their support 
for norms and therefore mobilize and coerce decision-makers to change 
state policy. 89 
Efficient Decision-Making: Institutions are two-edged sword. Although 
institutions may act as a constraint especially on actors' opportunity 
sets, it is at the same time liberating and enabling as they reduce the 
number of options available for the actors to consider and thus help 
them to act in complex environments. 90 
Favouring Gradual Rather than Radical Changes: Institutions being a 
two-edged sword also apply here. During time of crisis, institutions 
provide stability, not optimality but only when a new order stabilizes 
that society can return normal before optimization start again. 91 
According to historical institutionalists, institutional changes tend to be 
incremental rather than radical in a stable and settled society and over 
time, it will also be incremental-transformative (by transforming the 
character of the government). 92 However the "stickiness" of institutions 
and longevity of prior structural arrangements may prove inefficient 
over a period of time as social changes may not be met with a 
97 Id. 4. 
88 Id. 7. 
89 Id. 32. 
"0 Id. 99. 
91 Id. 100. 
92 Id. 81 & 83. 
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corresponding evolution of the institutional framework. 93 Further, 
institutions as "congealed" preferences can constrain other preferences 
and behaviour. 94 Change in institutions is path-dependent as initial 
choices determine later developments i. e. once a particular pathway is 
chosen, alternatives tend to be ruled out aftertvards. 95 
o Shape Identities, Values and Preferences: An institution may help to 
achieve shared cultural and cognitive-based understandings may 
promote common actions while different understandings may act as a 
constraint 96 Nationally-rooted cultural features "establish a system of 
common reference" among actors, including their perception of the 
outside world, and they also establish a common identity rooted in both 
history and an anticipated future. 97 Institutions supply identities and 
preferences which assist actors to define what they are, what they want 
and what is appropriate for them, thus reducing behavioural 
uncertainty, increasing successful co-ordination, facilitating social 
learning (by holding constant certain factors in the flow of events). 98 
Those who lack a strong party identification are more responsive to 
institutional incentives from the inside. 
E. Applying Institutionalism 
Institutions constitute actors and their interests. 99 Actors in the integration 
of stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC are: 
" Id. 10. 
94 Id. 41. 
9' Id. 8 1. 
96 Id. 3. 
91 NATIONAL CULTURES AND ELRoPEAN INTEGRATION' EXPLORATORY ESSAYS IN CULTURAL 
DIVERSITY AND COMMON POLICIES 4-5(Staffan Zetterholm ed., Berg Publishers, 1994). 
91 Philipp Genschel, Comment. 7he "Europanisation " ofCentral Government* in THE RLLES 
OF INTEGRATION:. INSTITUTIONALIST APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF EUROPE, supra note 86. 
99 Id. 21. 
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1. Goveniments 
A government is not a unitary actor as it includes central and municipal 
governments. Politically being one country, both Hong Kong and the 
PRC are eager to cooperate with each other. Being the sovereign 
country, the PRC will have a better bargaining and agenda-setting 
power but being an intemational financial centre for some time, Hong 
Kong has much to offer and the PRC government also realizes its 
importance. Hong Kong has also close ties with Shenzhen and 
Guangdong Municipality Government due to its proximity and similar 
economic outlook 
Their interests are to ensure the success of the stock markets and avoid 
any systemic risks that may endanger their economies. The success of 
the stock markets depends on investors' confidence in the stock markets 
which in turn depends on the corporate governance of the listed issuers. 
2. Stock Exchanges 
HKEx is profit-making company and is very active in promoting itself 
to the PRC. It has its own representative office in Beijing under CEPA. 
HKEx also held meetings with the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock 
Markets especially related to technical and trading matters. 100 When it 
comes to substantial rule and policy changes, HKEx has to take the 
matters to the CSRC as the stock markets in the PRC have few powers 
than HKEx (see Chapter 1: Stock Markets in the PRC under Regulatory 
Agencies). 
100 On May 31,2001, HKEx reached agreements with the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock 
Exchanges to exchange securities market data. See Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing 
Limited, HKEx Reaches Agreements with the Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock 
Exchanges to Exchange Securities Market Data, new release, May 31,2001 available at 
tM: /tww, A,. irasia. com/regbodAik/hkex/pmsst p01053 1. 
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3. Settlement and Clearing Houses 
The concern of settlement and clearing houses are mainly commercial 
and technical but a high standard is imperative to avoid any systemic 
risks in the stock markets. 
4. Regulators 
There is fairly close cooperation between the CSRC in the PRC and the 
SFC in Hong Kong in terms of training and standard-setting. However, 
in terms of integration, enforcement issues are usually the stumbling 
block It is difficult to envisage the two regulators to merge as they 
work under %, ery difficult legal systems. For instance, the independence 
of judiciary in Hong Kong and the non-independence of judiciary in the 
PRC will create very different impression of the enforcement 
environments. However the objective is to create similar enforcement 
rules and standards in administrative, civil and criminal regimes and the 
regulators are particular concerned with the first one. 
5. Financial Intermediaries 
Utility maximization which is usually translated into profit 
maximization, better remuneration package and further career 
advancement is the main concern of securities firmsý their brokers, 
solicitors and accountants. However they are also the frontline 
regulators and whistle-blowers for any illegal dealings through their 
own due diligence. 
6. Interest Groups 
Shareholder activism is not well developed in both Hong Kong and the 
PRC and their interests are mainly protected by laws and regulators and 
other actors in the stock markets. 
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F. Existing International Organizations or Negotiation Channels 
Didsting negotiation channels and international organizations are 
organized along supranational, national, organization, professional 
lines'01 and lines of specific interests: 
Supranational: Among different national states including 
Hong Kong and the PRC governments e. g. 
OCED and New York Convention 
National: BeUveen PRC Government and Hong 
Kong Goverment e. g. CEPA and 
arbitration arrangement relating to H 
shares 
Organizational: Among bankers and settlement and 
clearing houses e. g. CLS System for 
cross-border foreign exchange transaction 
effective December 6,2004; the linkage 
between HKD RTGS in Hong Kong and 
HKD RTGS in Shenzhen effective 12 
December 2002; CPSS-BIS 
0 Organizational: Among regulating bodies e. g. IOSCO 
Professional: Among professional bodies of financial 
intermediaries e. g. IASB, IAASB 
Interests: Among interest groups and one of them is 
shareholders concern groups which are 
lacking in both Hong Kong and the PRC 
101 Schneider & Aspinwall, supra note 86 at 14. 
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especially those that are strived to protect 
the interests of minority shareholders. 
David Webbs, one of the few who 
advocates shareholder activism in Hong 
Kong, has proposed the establishment of 
Hongkong Association of Minority 
Shareholders CHAMS') which lobbies 
for better laws and regulations to protect 
investors, runs a Corporate Governance 
Ratings Division staffed by experienced 
lawyers, accountants and investment 
professionals and bring a quasi class 
action on behalf of aggrieved investors 
through HAMS Enforcement DivisiorL 
The HAMS is proposed to be funded by a 
Good Governance Levy since all 
investors *Nrill benefit from good 
corporate governance. The Hong Kong 
government is required to propose a bill 
to be passed by the Legislative Council 
for Us reasom 102 Although HAMS is 
novel, it is well-thought out and it is one 
of the few suggestions that try to tackle 
the root problem 103 inherent in the stock 
market in Hong Kong By representing 
the shareholders, Webbs has also drafted 
responses to consultation papers 
published by the Hong Kong government 
or the stock markets. It is hoped that 
similar groups can spring up from the 
102 David Webbs, The HAMS Initiative: Representing & Activating Minority Shareholders at 
tM: //w"%webb-site. conVarticles/hams. htm Oast updated: July 1,2001). 
103 The root problem of securities market in Hong Kong is that companies are controlled by 
families and the interests of minority sbareholders are frequently ignored. 
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PRC and Hong Kong as minority 
shareholders should also play a part in the 
negotiation and bargaining table. 
Intemational. negotiation channels and international organizations may 
sometimes be cross-sectored: 
HKEx to the PRC Government (from a representative 
organization to a government) e. g. H share rules and regulations 
the Joint Forum is composed of representatives from banking, 
securities and insurance supenisory bodies. The Joint Forum 
ultimately resulted from an initiative of the Basel Committee 
seeking to promote cross-sector collaboration and a basic 
harmonization of supervisory rules between the international 
supenrisory regulatory bodies for the banking, securities trading 
(IOSCO) and insurance (International Association of Insurance 
Supervisors) industries. 
0 the CPSS-IOSCO Joint Task Force on Securities Settlement 
Systems in December 1999 in line with efforts of the Financial 
Stability Forum to address vulnerabilities in the international 
financial system. The Task Force comprises 28 central bankers 
and securities regulators from 18 countries and regions and the 
European Union. 
G. What Institutions to Establish for Further Integration? 
Further integration can be facilitated along supranational, national, 
organizational, professional and subnational lines. It should be noted that 
cross-sectored negotiation is desirable as the stock markets will affect and 
be affected by different sectors of societies: 
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Supranational Line: both the PRC and Hong Kong governments 
should encourage its ministries and departments to participate in 
international organizations and communities. 
National Line: According to the Basic Law, Hong Kong 'Will 
maintain its autonomy for fifty years from 1997. Hong Kong and 
the PRC will eventually become one system but any drastic changes 
may bring along undesirable effects if the economy and society are 
not prepared for it It is time for Hong Kong and the PRC to start 
now and maintain close cooperation so that the two economic 
systems can draw closer to each other. 
Organizational Line: Regular meetings/fora between stock 
exchanges of Hong Kong and the PRC should be encouraged 
especially in relation to technical cooperation and assistance. 
Professional Line: Delegation and teaming programmes should be 
encouraged among financial intermediaries. The Hong Kong and 
the PRC governments should establish formal venues or 
organizations for regular meetings of legal and technical groups 
under the stock exchanges and the governments. 
0 
Subnational Line: Shareholders should understand the risks of the 
stock markets and how their interests can be better protected. 
Shareholder activism should be encouraged. It is hoped that more 
shareholders monitoring groups may be able to establish in the 
future. 
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H. Committee Appointment, Legislative Proposal and the Proposed 
Instihitional Framework 
This thesis adopts a law-based approach IN Laws include more than listing 
rules, securities and company laws as laws may be used to establish 
institutions. This thesis argues that institutions are potent and important 
forces not only to advocate integration but they also affect our values and 
shape our preferences. 
Institutions take time to set up and too many changes enacted within a short 
period of time may cause confusion. This thesis proposes the establishment 
of institutional support in stages within an improved institutional 
framework The improved institutional framework involves the 
establishment of institutions for policy deliberation and institutions for 
dealing with implementation and technical issues. 
A policy making institution with clearly defined power and with a mission 
to investigate the possibility of integrating the stock markets of Hong Kong 
and the PRC is instrumental to integration. It should have powers to initiate 
policies and implement legislative decisions in the same way that the 
Council of European Union is able to. The first suggested stage of setting 
up this institutional framework would involve the creation of a Joint 
Capital Market Steering Committee with government representatives from 
the Central Policy Unit'05, the Financial Services and Treasury BureaO6 
"' See Methodology. 
10' Central Policy Unit is a simple and flexible organization formed primarily by researchers to 
conduct policy research including researches affecting "cross bureaux! ' policies and it also 
assesses public opinions for government's reference in decision-making. It has already 
established the Strategic Development Research Group under the Hong Kong Guangdong 
Cooperation Joint Conferencewith the CPU representing Hong Kong in collaboration with 
Guangdong organizations to initiate research in support of Hong Kong/Guangdong cooperation. 
The Central Policy Unit is therefore relevant in the discussion of stock market integration. See 
Central Policy Unit, A bout CPU at litIR: //www. ci)u. pov. hktenglisIVindexhtm Oast viewed on 
March 10,2006). See Annex 5 for the government organizational chart in Hong Kong. 
106 "The policy responsibility of the Financial Senices Branch is to maintain and enhance 
Hong Kong! s status as a major international financial centre, ensuring through the provision of 
an appropriate economic and legal environment... " See Financial Services Branch, About Us - 
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and the Beijing Office under the Chief Secretary for Administration107 and 
non-government representatives from the SFC with delegates from HKEx 
(on the Hong Kong side) and representatives from the Standing Committee 
of the NPC'08 and State Council'09 (with delegates from the CSRC and the 
two exchanges in the PRC all represented by the State Council). The 
Steering Committee should be headed by a reputable figure in the financial 
world independent of the Hong Kong and PRC governments. This Steering 
Committee would examine the reasons for harmonization of laws regarding 
the capital markets and how integration of the PRC and Hong Kong could 
be achieved. 
The Steering Committee may suffer ftorn being an unelected body without 
democratic legitimacy. It is therefore important that the Steering 
Committee is not only accountable to the Chief Executive in Hong Kong 
and the National People's Congress in the PRC but should also be 
accountable to the public by publishing its initiatives and carrying out 
public consultations. As regards public consultation, the establishment of 
an advisory body (for example, a PRC-HK Economic and Social 
Committee) similar to the European Economic and Social Committee is 
important as it would act as the sounding board for interest groups. 
On the technical side, e-asting cooperation along professional lines should 
be strengthened and institutionalized. In terms of the frontline regulators, 
both the CSRC and SFC have relevant departments dealing with 
international cooperation. The SFC and the CSRC signed a memorandum 
of regulatory cooperation in June 1993 and later in July 1995, the latter 
Welcome Message at htti): /Avww. fstb. gav. hk/fsb/aboutus/welcome/l*ndex. htn (last viewed on 
March 10,2006). 
107 Beijing Office means the office of HK government in Beijing and is therefore relevant to 
the liaison between the Hong Kong and the PRC governments. 
108NPC is the highest legislative and policy making organ in the PRC but it is composed of 
delegates elected from all over China, so the highest permanent policy making organ is the 
Standing Committee of the NPC. 
109 See Annex 6 for a list of PRC government departments directly under the State Council. 
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concerning futures transactions. As mentioned above, there were also 
secondment and training programmes between the two departments. 110 This 
thesis proposes the establishment of a PRC-HK Regulatory Harmonization 
Committee with representatives from the CSRC, Financial Services Branch 
of the HK government and SFC with delegates from the HKEx and 
Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges. Under the Committee and based 
on existing departments, the PRC-HK Regulatory Harmonization 
Committee should include the folloAing divisions: the PRC-HK 
Cooperation Division"', PRC-HK Legal Affairs Division112, pRC_HK 
Information Division 113 P PRC-HK Research Division 
114 and PRC-HK 
Technical Infrastructure Research Division. ' 15 
Stock markets in the PRC have little say in policy making matters but there 
needs to be greater cooperation between the PRC-HK stock markets 
regarding technical matters so as to harmonize systems and trading 
practices which will be beneficial to them in the long run even if 
110 See Chapter 1, p. 90 
""Ibis Division should be under the Dcpmtmmt of International Cooperation (cSRC), 
Business Development - Beijing Representative Office (HKEx), Global Business 
Development Department (Shanghai Stock Exchange), Strategy & International (Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange), China Policy Team and International Policy Team under Chairman's Office 
(Sr-C). See CSRC, About the CSRC - Organization at htý): //www. csrc. gov. cii/en&omeraget 
about2 en. is (viewed on March 10,2006); HKEx, About HKEx - Organizational Chart at. 
bttV: 1/www. hkex com. hk/exchangdorg/M chart. htrn f last updated February 3.2006; SSF, 
ftani&jlion Stmeture ofthe SSE at bu: //www. sse. coin. cn/sseR!? gaVen us/pslabout/os. shtml 
Oast viewed on March 10,2006); SZSE, Orgtmizaflon Siructure at http: //www. szse. cn/main/ 
en/Catalog. 1 372. asp_Lc (last viewed March 10,2006) and SFC, OrgaWzafional Structure at 
. htti): /Avw, Aýsfc. hk/sfc&tmYEN/aboutsfc/structure/structme. htmL (last updated September 30, 2005). 
112n, is Division should be under the Department of Legal Affairs (CSRC), Legal Services 
(EIKEx), Legal Affairs Department (Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges), and Legal 
Services (SFC). 
'"This Division should be under the Information Centre (CSRC), Information Services 
(I-IKEx), Information Centre (Shanghai Stock Exchange), Information Service (Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange) and probably Research Department (SFC). 
'"This Division should be under the Research Centre (CSRC), Research and Plaiming / Risk 
Management (HKEx), Research Centre (Shanghai Stock Exchange), Research Institute 
(Sherizhen Stock Exchange) and Research Department under Supervision of Markets (SFC). 
115 This Division should be under the Research Centre (CSRC), Information Technology 
0-IKEx), Technology Centre (Shanghai Stock Exchange), System Operation (Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange) and Information Technology (SFC). 
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integration does not take place. This thesis proposes the establishment of a 
PRC-HK CToss-trading Facilitation Committee for such purposes. 
The proposed Steering Committee would support an inter-governmental 
approach with the proposed technical committees and the PRC-HK 
Advisory Committee reflecting the influence from the other decentralized 
international relations theories. The first stage of the proposed institutional 
framework is as follows: 
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Under this proposed institutional framework, when the PRC and HK 
governments, in consultation with the public, are resolved to bannonize law 
and regulations regarding the capital markets in these two jurisdictions, 
further institutions could be established, as part of a second stage of 
institutional development, to enforce the policies and laws laid down by the 
Joint Capital Market Steering Committee and the PRC-HK Regulatory 
Harmonization Committee and to review its perfonnance. 
The second stage of institutional development would involve the setting up 
of three new committees. First, the setting up of a HK-PRC Judicial 
Committee for further judicial cooperation, similar to Eurojust This would 
be effected by the Ministry of Justice in the PRC and the Department of 
Justice in Hong Kong. Such a Committee would facilitate mutual legal 
assistance and deal with extradition requests. It would also examine the 
possibility of the establishment of an MMT in the PRC which would be 
equivalent to the one in Hong Kong, and if this were found possible, 116 the 
proposed Committee would also ensure close cooperation between the 
MMT in Hong Kong and in the PRC. 
Secondly, the setting up of a Cross-Border Police Assistance Unit approved 
by the Ministry of Public Security in the PRC and Secretary of Security in 
Hong Kong to further cooperation between the public security officers in 
the PRC and the police in Hong Kong to tackle cross-border financial 
crimes. Its functions would be similar to Europol and OLAF. 
Governmental administration should be regularly monitored and any 
discovered maladministration promptly dealt with; in Hong Kong there 
already exists an Office of the Ombudsman directly under the Chief 
Executive to deal with any such maladministration. 'Me third proposed 
committee would be a committee established under the Ombudsman whose 
116 An organization like the ECJ is desirable to deal with cross-border misconducts. However it 
seems to be a waste of public resources to create supranational court systems just for two 
jurisdictions in a certain area of legal practice. The suggestion of a unified Nflff is a 
compromised suggestion as it will be easier to form as it is a tribunal and the jurisdiction of the 
MMT is more limited. Please see Annex 7 for the use of MW as an instrument for market 
integration. 
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function would be specifically to deal v6th any maladministration 
uncovered in the following government committees: the Joint Capital 
Market Steering Committee, the PRC-HK Regulatory Harmonization 
Conunittee and any other government organizations dealing with cross- 
listing and cross-trading matters. 
The establishment of a specific committee under the Hong Kong 
Ombudsmen and of an Ombudsman in the PRC would help to protect both 
Hong Kong and PRC investors by addressing public complaints involving 
government maladministration at an early stage. The Hong Kong 
committee under the Ombudsman together with the PRC Ombudsmen 
would serve a similar function to that of the European Ombudsman. 
The rour-level regulatory approach for the legislation of securities laws as 
suggested by Larnfalussy Report' 17 could therefore apply to the situation in 
Hong Kong and the PRC with slight modification. The policy making 
organ similar to the European Council would be the Joint Capital Market 
Steering Committee. This is the first level. in consultation with the Joint 
Capital Market Steering Committee, technical implementing measures 
could be drafted by the PRC-HK Regulatory Harmonization Committee in 
level 2. Level 3 is to ensure consistent and timely implementation of level 
I and 2 acts by the PRC-HK Cross-trading Facilitation Committee in 
consultation with the PRC-HK Regulatory Harmonization Committee. 
Finally at level 4, the Joint Capital Market Steering Committee, the HK- 
PRC Regulatory Harmonization Committee with the assistance from the 
MMT, the HKPRC Judicial Committee, the Cross-Border Police Assistance 
Unit and Ombudsmen should strengthen the enforcement of cross-border 
securities laws and regulations. 
As the whole institutional framework may suffer from a lack of democratic 
legitimacy, the organizations should be accountable to the public through 
public consultation for a reasonable period of time and the involvement of 
117 See Chapter IV, pp. 202-3. 
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interest and professional groups in their decision making. The 
organizations should also uphold the principle of transparency by ensuring 
easy public access to their documents. It is essential that all institutions 
created should follow the principle of accountability and transparency. 
I. Harmonization of Law and Four Models of Integration 
This thesis has proposed four models of integration based on different 
degrees of law harmonization. Before examining the four models of 
proposed integration, it is important to revisit the concept of harmonization 
of law. 118 Harmonization does not require the adoption of a single, model 
set of rules "9, but instead implies a wide range of ways in which 
differences in legal concepts in different jurisdictions are accommodated. 120 
In the present context, such accommodation can take place through 
meetings and negotiations between and within: governments, securities 
regulators, international organizations and academics. Harmonization 
results from conscious efforts to mediate differences between legal regimes 
rather than any one-sided imposition of conformity. 
After reviewing the literature on the subject of harmonization of law, 
Professor Martin Boodman noted that "in a legal context harmonization is 
merely synonymous with the process of problem solving and is as infinite 
in its configurations as are potential problems in law" 121 and found little 
analytical and theoretical use of this term. It is true that harmonization may 
be identical with the process of problem solving but since harmonization is 
not equivalent to standardization (although harmonization can also include 
118 A short discussion of harmonization of law can also be found under Chapter III (A). 
11911armonization should not be taken as a synonym for homogenization. A system of separate 
jurisdictions applying harmonious laws should be able to simultaneously respect local 
differences. Stephen Zamora,. NIAFTA and the Harmordzation ofDomestic Legal Systems, 12 
Ariz. I Int'l & Comp. L. 401,405 (Fall, 1995). 
120 Id. 403. 
121 Martin Boodman, Ae Myth of Harmonizaiion of Laws, 39 An I Cow. L. 699,707 
(19911 
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standardization), the extent of harmonization required to achieve the 
desired result becomes a good analytical or theoretical tool for problem- 
solving. 
What are the optimal results from a harmonization of law? Harmonization 
of law is, in itself, value neutral and justification of its desirability is 
required. Harmonization of law is a big step forward in bringing about the 
consolidation of stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC. Arguments for 
the desirability of consolidating the HK and PRC stock markets has been 
discussed in more specific terms in Chapter 1. To recap the main 
advantages of such a consolidation: it is potentially an efficient cost saving 
scheme under which economies of scale can be achieved and greater 
liquidity be generated by pooling order flow; attaining easier access to 
more markets by both investors and issuers and lowering user costs by 
sharing technological and legal costs. Arthur Rosett also points out, 
"harmonization of results, that is, general consistency in substantive 
outcomes, will allow those who engage in transactions a higher level of 
confidence in a worldwide market. it 122 
To achieve the advantages of law harmonization, the EU has experimented 
with different degree of harmonization. Lowest Common Denominator 
(LCD) harmonization endeavours to identify areas of similarity and then 
adopt standards which are commonly held by all of the member states. 123 
The optimal harmonization or maximum approach, however, will 
inevitably involve changes in the laws of member states to achieve newly 
defined and desirable legal standards. 124 A third approach is known as 
minimal harmonization which recognizes the value of attempting to 
achieve a desirable standard, but also recognizes the desirability and 
122 Arthur Rosett, Unification, Harmonization, Restatement, Codification, and Reform in 
International CommercialLenp, 40 Alt LCONe. L. 683,683(1992). 
123 Louis F. Del Duca, Teachings ofthe European Community Experiencefor Developing 
Regional Organizations, II Dicy- L INT'L L. 495,498 (Spring, 1993) 
12 ýd. 
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importance of the retention of local options. 12-' To speed up the 
harmoni7ation process, the EU readily embraced the concept of mutual 
recognition which was created out of the judicial process. The concept of 
mutual recognition has been discussed in detail in Chapter IV. Broadly 
speaking, it is a flexible concept that embodies both the concept of 
minimum harmonization and optimal or maximum harmonization. 
The Four Models of Harmonization 
The four models of la%v harmonization regarding the securities laws also 
reflect four stages of integration. Although all the modals are 
fundamentally law based and underpinned by the stock market, each has a 
different focus and is driven by different entities. Model I is stock 
exchange driven and law based, Model 2 is also primarily stock exchange 
driven and system based, Model 3 is government led and law based and 
Model 4 is an ideal model for full integration incorporating the three 
pre-vious models. 
1. H Share Model ý'Model 1") 
Model 1, the H share model, is stock exchange driven and law based 
integration model involving the harmonization of the listing rules between 
the Hong Kong and PRC stock markets as a first step towards further law 
harmonization and market integration. This thesis has argued that 
harmonizing listing rules is an essential step towards the integration of the 
HK and PRC stock markets. 
H share rules and regulations have been developed to enable PRC 
companies to be listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange. It is an attempt 
to harmonize listing rules between the two jurisdictions based on a method 
similar to mutual recognition used in the EU rather than the convergence 
approach adopted by the US. As explained in Chapter IV, mutual 
125 Id. 498-9. 
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recognition requires the national regulators to be "other-regarding". 126 This 
means that national regulators have to recognize the regulatory history of 
the product or service and give due consideration to such information in 
determining their regulatory control over such product or service under 
their domestic rules. Mutual recognition became a search for "equivalence" 
by the regulators in the host countries among EU Member States. The 
philosophy behind the search is the acceptance of diversity, and the spirit of 
integration is to find equivalent standards rather than conformity. This is 
exactly what the Hong Kong stock exchange has done. H share rules and 
regulations have taken into consideration historical characteristics of PRC 
companies and have brought them up to international standards required by 
the Hong Kong stock market. This may sound like "convergence" as 
"convergence" of international standards for securities legislation must 
occur based on best practices and it is an attempt by the US to avoid a "race 
to the bottom". In practice, however, convergence in the US sense of the 
word tends to require the other jurisdictions to five up to the US standard 
and therefore it may be regarded as the search for conformity among 
countries with similar regulatory standards and systems. This is not the 
situation between Hong Kong and the PRC as their regulatory systems are 
very different. 
This thesis argues that H share rules and regulations can act as a blueprint 
for the harmonization of securities laws between Hong Kong and the PRC. 
Harmonization of laws in turn lays the foundation for the integration of 
stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC. As discussed in Chapter II, H 
share listing rules have their own advantages and shortcomings. Other than 
all its merits and weaknesses, the scope of H share rules and regulations is 
limited., mainly covering the listing requirements and continuing 
obligations of the issuers which, when compared with the EU counterpart, 
is equivalent to the areas of laws covered by the Prospective Directive and 
Transparency Directive. 
126 Kenneth A. Amstrong, Mutual Recognition in TIM LAW OF THE SINGLE EUROPEAN 
MARKET: UNPACKING THE PREMISEs 231 (Catherine Barnard & Joanne Scott eds., Hart 
Publishing, 2002). 
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Further harmonization of law in the areas of Market Abuse Directive and 
New Investment Services Directive is required. A few principles can be 
deducted from our previous discussion of the Market Abuse and New 
Investment Services Directives in Chapter IV. 
Under the Market Abuse Directive, it has been said that insider dealing 
legislation should be consistent with market manipulation legislation. Such 
legislations should be constantly updated as technological development will 
provide new incentives, means and opportunities for market abuse. There 
should be administrative, civil and criminal remedies available which 
serves different purposes. These include. administrative measures designed 
to help deal with market misconduct swffUy and are more appropriate for 
minor misconducts; civil remedies that can compensate aggrieved investors 
and which are the best remedies for any misconduct that may incur 
significant financial losses to individual investors so that they can recover 
their loss, and criminal remedies for serious offence that send a strong 
signal to the whole community to avoid any systemic risks. The problem 
with criminal remedies for crimes such as insider dealing is that they can be 
extremely difficult and complicated to prove and therefore instances of 
litigation on insider dealing are rare in all jurisdictions. 
As far as financial intermediaries are concerned, CEPAs mainly cover 
mutual recognition of professional qualifications for individuals. CEPA H 
allows Hong Kong to set up joint venture future brokerages if its 
shareholding does not exceed 49%. For other securities firms, Hong Kong 
has to follow the Rules Governing the Establishment of Foreign invested 
Securities Companies 127 as a result of the PRC's accession to the WIFO in 
which foreign securities firms can establish joint ventures (with foreign 
ownership less than 1/3) to engage (without Chinese intermediary) in 
127 The Rules were promulgated by the China Securities Regulatory Commission on 16 
December 2002, effective 1 February 2003, rlO. 
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underwriting A shares, and in underwriting and trading B and H shares, as 
well as govemment and corporate debt 
When the PRC government decides that the time is suitable for the opening 
of the securities industries to foreign competition, the New Investment 
Directive can provide guidance for the ftirther integration of the stock 
markets of Hong Kong and the PRC. Home country rule may be adopted 
for the authorization of the establishment of an investment firrn. The risk 
sensitive approach adopted by the EU is sensible as different rules should 
be tailor-made for different financial activities in accordance with the risks 
they pose. As far as clearing and settlement is concerned, There should be 
equal access to central counterparty, clearing and settlement for all 
investment firms and they should be subjected to non-discriminatory, 
transparent and objective criteria. Efficient and effective out-of-court 
settlement should be encouraged for cross-border disputes and 
administrative sanctions have to be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. 
The party should always be given the right to appeal. They should also 
consider tapping into existing cross-border cooperation mechanisms like 
the Financial Services Complaints Network which follows the adversarial 
principle along with principles of independence, transparency, 
effectiveness, legality, liberty and representation. 128 
Chapter 11 explains that the principle and philosophy behind H shares is 
"equivalent compartmentalizatioe' and concludes that if the same 
"equivalent compartmentalization" can be devised by the PRC companies 
for Hong Kong or foreign companies, the listing rules between the PRC 
and Hong Kong may then be harmonized. There will only be an incentive 
to do so if the PRC government abolishes foreign exchange control over 
capital accounts. However, it can be argued that if this is implemented and 
harmonization of rules does not take place, integration may not necessarily 
occur. Yet if harmonization of law takes place, it will create a level playing 
128 Commission Recommendation 991257/EC on the principles applicable to the bodies 
responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes of March 30,1998,17.4.1998, 
1998 O. J. (L 115) 31-34, arts. I- V11. 
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field for Hong Kong and PRC investors and issuers and lays down a solid 
foundation for integration. 
Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of Model I 
Advantages 
a. Listing rules are essential to issuers and harmonized listing rules ensure 
the standards of listed issuers. 
b. Harmonizing listing rules also imply harmonizing continuing 
obligations of the issuers which may provide sufficient protection to 
investors. 
C. By harmonizing listing rules, dual listing can be made possible and 
streamlined. It also saves the cost of producing different documents to 
meet the various requirements of the listing rules from different stock 
exchanges. As far as the issuers are concerned, the secondary market is 
only important because it indicates how successful their companies are 
and it acts as a thermometer of the investors' confidence in their 
companies. It may also be useful if they want to raise more capital by 
placement or spin-off. However the primary capital is usually of a more 
direct concern to the issuers and if they can raise capital simultaneously 
in different capital markets, it is more likely that their target proceeds 
will be achieved and it also enhances its profile in the jurisdiction it is 
listed in. That is the main reason why some companies prefer dual 
listing in more than one jurisdiction. 
Disadvantages 
a. The scope of harmonization under this model is rather limited if only 
listing rules are harmonized. To ensure that the integrated stock market 
works properly, trading rules, membership rules and securities laws 
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(especially regarding civil redress and criminal penalties) are equally 
important. 
b. As a cost-saving device, harmonization of the clearing and settlement 
system is of paramount importance but it is not covered by the H share 
model. 
2. System Harmonization Model ("Model 211) 
Model 2, a primarily stock exchange driven and system based model of 
integration, involving harmonization of trading and operating systems in 
which consolidation is usually achieved through mergers, joint ventures 
and alliances. The main concern of the integrating stock markets is to 
minimize transaction costs and to ensure that the system continues to 
fimction properly and efficiently. 
Model 2 is similar to the early stage business-driven Euronext model. 
Euronext was created from the merger of the former national cash and 
derivatives markets in Amsterdarn, Brussels and Paris, and later Lisbon and 
also London (although only for derivative trading) with an aim to create a 
Pan-European 129 order-driven 130 capital market through merger and 
horizontal integration. Unlike the Frankfurt vertical silo model 131 which is 
also adopted by Deutsche B6rse SA, Euronext prefers a linkagewhich is 
based exclusively on listing/trading activity and increases its trade capture 
through cross-border integration. 
129 At the end of 2004, a total of 294 members were connected to Euronext's cash markets. A 
total of 440 permits for cash trading access were provided to 208 active members in fourteen 
countries around Europe. See Euronext website at bttp: //www. euronext. comleditorial/anchorst 
wide/0.5371.1732 4525263,00. htmL (last viewed December 15,2005) 
130 Euronext is fully automatedwith an electronic central order book, automatic order matching, 
execution of different type of orders and full anonymity for orders and trade. See id. 
131 A "vertical sild" model is me under wWch listing/trading/clearing and settlement services 
are provided by one entity or the same group of entities. See Appendix 1: Significant ErrorsAs 
Concerns Euronext available at http: //eurapa. eu. int/comm/competition/p-eneral - 
info/securities/ 
comments/euronext appendix I enj)d 
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It seems that if the driving force for integration is based on business rather 
than politics, it will be more efficient and has a higher chance of 
succeeding. Common business interests among the participating members, 
such as increasing market share, draw the stock exchanges of Paris, 
Amsterdam, Belgium and Portugal together. Euronext NV, formed on 
September 22,2000, is a holding company incorporated under Dutch Law 
that operates through local subsidiaries. In early 2002 the Euronext group 
farther acquired the London International Financial Futures and Options 
Exchange CUFFE) and merged with the Portuguese exchange BVLP. 
Trading is centralized, and a uniform trading platform, the Paris Bourse! s 
NSC (electronic) trading engine, is used, allowing a single trade price to 
be established. Cross-border transactions can be facilitated through this 
single trading platform, NSC, and cleared through a single system, Clearing 
210. Listing applicants are free to choose their point of entry to the market 
(Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris or Lisbon) and companies can select their 
trading venue from among participating exchanges. Apart ftom the 
harmonization of law, integration took place in three phrases: 1) The first 
phrase took place between 2000 and 2002 and involved the consolidation of 
trading across four national markets; 2) The second phase, from 2002 to 
2003, involved the consolidation of national clearinghouses from five 
different countries into a single clearinghouse, LCH. Clearnet. 132 3) The 
final phase, which began in 2001, involves the consolidation of settlement 
services in partnership with Euroclear. 133 By consolidation, Euronext has 
132 In February 2001, Clearnet SA became the sole clearing house and central counterparty for 
markets operated by Ruronext following the merger of the French, Belgian and Dutch clearing 
houses. In November 2003, Clearnet SA also became the sole clearing house for the Lisbon 
cash market. In Jme 2003, London Clearing House (LCH), UK's largest, member-owned 
clearing house, and Clearnet SA announced their intention to merge and the merger was 
completed on December 22,2003. Under the merging agreement, Euronext remains the largest 
shareholder with a 41.5% stake, although its voting rights are limited to 24.9% and as such, 
Euronext is no longer regarded as the majority shareholder of LCH Clearnet. The benefits 
predicted by LCRClearnet include: "economies of scale leading to reduce clearing fees 
charged to users over time; lower back offices costs; more efficient use of capital; facilitation 
of initial margin offsets; faster development of new products and services; and responsiveness 
to users. " London Economics - DG Competition, Overview ofEU25 Securities Trading, 
Clearing, Central Counterpardes, and Securities Settlement - An Overview of Current 
Arrangements, February 2004. 
133 The Euroclear System is operated by Euroclear Bank SA, a Belgian credit institution that 
was set up in 2000. Euroclear has developed a non-exclusive partnership with Euronext. 
France and the Netherlands employ the service of Euroclear France and Euroclear Nederland 
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successfully reduced its trading fees by about 30% on equity and by 20% 
on equity derivatives. For instance, in cash trading activity, the average 
fee per trade was reduced from 1.60 euro in the third quarter of 2001 to 
1.08 euro in the same period in 2004.134 As far as IPO was concerned, 9.4 
billion euros were raised on Euronext's market in 2004, being the largest 
cash securities market in Europe by the quantity and the value of the 
trading proceeded through its central order book and by comparison, 9.4 
billion euros is more than three times the amount raised on the HKSE. 135 
Technology successfidly facilitated this integration by creating identical 
platforms. Technology like the NSC trading system quickens integration 
but harmonization of rules takes a longer time to achieve and is an ongoing 
process. In the cash market, Euronext trading rules are harmonized using 
the Euronext Cash Markets Trading Manual and the Euronext Rules Book I. 
Euronext Rules Book I contains harmonized rules while Euronext Rules 
Book II addresses national rules for a particular country. Although 
Euronext now has a set of common trading rules and employs the same 
trading systems, initially each Euronext market had its own separate listing 
rules. The memorandum of understanding signed by the Euronext 
regulators on March 22,2001 136 provided a framework to fin-ther 
harmonize the listing and trading rules. The harmonization of the cash 
markets' rule book was only completed in February 2005. 
Creating a single trading platform across several exchanges takes years to 
accomplish. It took Lisbon was almost lhvo years to be successfully 
transferred to NSC Euronext's cash trading platform, accomplished in late 
However in Belgium and Portugal, settlement activities are performed by Euronext's 
subsidiaries, CIK (Caisse Interprofessionnelle de NpOts et de Virements de Titres) and 
Interbolsa respectively. Participants in Interbolsa include banks, brokers, foreign 
institutions and the Banco de Portugal and the Portuguese Government Debt Agency (IGCP). 
See official website of Euronext at http: //www. euronext. com.. 
134 Eizope China Information Centre, Euronod: 77ze Gateway to Opportunities at 
httv: /tww, AýEIEMechina. cn/Rsdt-show. asj?? id---299. (last viewed on Dec. 12,2005). 
135 See id. 
136 Euronext at http: //wvmýeuronext. com/editorialWde/0,5371.1732 4528690.00. biml 
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2003, and it was only in 2004 that it completed a four year project in which 
it migrated its markets to harmonized IT platforms for cash trading (NSC), 
derivatives (LIFFE CONNECY&) and clearing. 
The Euronext fee structure was itself only harmonized in January 2004, 
four years after Euronext was established. At first shares were listed on the 
national markets and it was only on April 4,2004 that Euronext launched 
the Eurolist, a single list for its cash markets across the geographical 
borders. Eurolist classified companies in alphabetical order and identified 
them on the basis of their market capitalization sorting them into three 
categories: A, for large caps (more than I billion euros), B, for mid caps 
(between the 150 million euros and I billion euros) and C, for small caps 
(less than 150 million euros). 137 It was also on May 17,2005 that Euronext 
launched Alternext, a less regulated market focused on the small and 
medium size enterprises both for the Euro Zone and internationally. 139 
The creation of Euronext provides an example of minimum integration 
especially in the early stages. Operational rules were mostly standardized 
but not the listing rules. Harmonization started in the secondary market 
with the trading rules and then moved onto the primary market. The 
establishment of Euronext also illustrates how integration is an on-going 
process facilitated through a single trading platform In its later stages of 
establishment it also shows that harmonization can be ffirther achieved 
through a single clearing and settlement system with one or more entities. 
As it continues to evolve, Euronext is becoming more integrated. As far as 
membership is concerned, one single membership is applicable. Common 
membership status regarding trading and/or clearing can be attained 
13" Europe China Information Centre, Euronext: 77ie Gateway to Opportunities at 
. httv: /twww. gjgo, 00 Als ee pechina cnIjzsdt-show. as]2? id=299. (last viewed on Dec. 12,2 5). os Euronext official website. 
138 See id. Also see Euronext official website at http: /Avww. euronext. com. 
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through automatic cross-membership based on the EU passport 
notifications 139 under the MiFID. 
Although its activities are supervised by the enforcement agency in which 
each market is located, the regulatory bodies of each jurisdiction work 
closely together and as mentioned earlier, a memorandum of understanding 
was signed among the participating authorities to form a chairmen's 
comn-dttee (composed of chairmen of each regulatory authorities) and a 
steering committee (composed of representative from each regulatory 
authorities) and there are regular meetings between the chairmen's 
committee and the management board of Euronext. 140 The main regulators 
are Autorit6 des March6s Financiers ("AMF') (after the merging of 
Commission des Opdrateurs de Bourse C'COB') and Conseil des March6s 
Financiers ("CMF*) in 2003) (France), AFM (the Netherlands Authority 
for Financial Markets, formerly known as STE) (the Netherlands), 
Commission Bancaire, Financidre et des Assurances CCBFN') (formerly 
known as CBF) (Belgium) and Comissao do Mercado de Valores 
Mobiliarios C'CMVM") (Securities Market Comn-dssion) (Portugal). 
Tbree lessons can be derived from the Euronext experiences 141 : 
a. Even with a merger between exchanges, separate national identities of 
the constituent exchanges can still be retained, or at least be separately 
marketed, while creating a new trans-national institution; 
b. Anticipated technological efficiencies through a merger such as the 
single trading platform, can take several years to be realized; 
139 PatA - Frangois Dubroeucq, General Overview ofEuronext 12, IOSCO Conference 
(October 28,2002) available at htti): /Avww. se. com. my/gngaftViaffairs/paut. pdf 
"'Annual Report of Euronext 2003,174 milable at httv. /Av%vw. euronext. corn/filehiexv/ 
0.4245.1626 53424 368147802.00. 
14'RubenLee, ChangingMarket Structures, Demutualization and the Future ofSecurilies 
Trading 12,5h Annual Brooldngs/IW/World Bank Financial Markets and Development 
Conference (April 15,2003) available at http: //%. vww. oecd. orp, /dataoecd/5/15/18450470. p 
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c. Technological aspects of a merger are comparatively quicker to 
implement than regulatory harmonization. 
Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of Model 2 
Advantages 
a. System harmonization models such as Euronext are frequently driven 
by business interests and as a result the integration process is faster flm 
the government driven Model 3. 
b. Stock markets that participate in integration can retain national 
characteristics despite the harmonization effect and may therefore be 
more politically acceptable. 
c. Stock markets that participate in integration will usually share a similar 
political, economic and cultural outlook and these similarities will 
maintain investors' confidence in cross-border sale and purchase of 
shares. Such similarities are also conducive to efficient law 
enforcement because similar political, economic and cultural 
backgrounds facilitate negotiation with and understanding among 
member bodies. 
d. System harmonization sets out the correct series of procedures for 
successful market integration. This has been illustrated with reference 
to Euronext. Euronext illustrates the advantages of the system 
harmonization model by harmonizing the trading rules first and thus 
minimizing the disruption to trading brought about by the merger. By 
harmonizing trading rules secondary trading is facilitated and liquidity 
of the listed issuers is increased through rights issue, placement and 
spin-off. Following the harmonization of the trading rules, the second 
phase, as illustrated by Euronext, involves the launching of the single 
trading platform with NSC, followed by the harmonization of clearing 
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and settlement systems and listing rules. Such a development sequence 
is practical and logical as it is not essential to harmonize all rules and 
laws at the very outset 
Disadvantages 
a. If securities laws are not harmonized it will create systemic risks, a 
main cause of financial crises. This has been illustrated with reference 
to Euronext. It is not within the legal ambit of Euronext being a 
privately run enterprise, to harmonize securities laws. However, 
securities laws especially in the area of market abuse need to be 
harmonized as market abuse may lead to systemic risks and it is usually 
one of the main causes of financial crises. However although the 
Euronext model does not tackle securities law issues, Euronext benefits 
from the initiatives made by the EU as the four participating stock 
exchanges are situated in the Member States of the EU. The EU 
Market Abuse Directive has laid down minimum standards to tackle the 
problem of market abuse. 
b. Other than securities laws, system harmonization models do not cover 
harmonization of company law. The harmonization of company laws 
will guarantee the quality of the listed companies by standardizing the 
establishment, the operation and the demise of the companies and 
pro-vides suitable safeguards against fraudulent activities. Without 
harmonization the standard of corporate governance cannot be 
guaranteed and as a result investors may suffer unnecessary losses. 
c. A system harmonization model similar to Euronext cannot be directly 
applied to the Hong Kong and PRC stock markets. Hong Kong and the 
PRC share different political, economic and business outlooks. The 
Hong Kong and PRC governments may therefore need to contribute 
more to the integration process by standardizing legal practice, legal 
standards and legal enforcement in order to gain investor confidence in 
market consolidation. 
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d. System harmonization through merging the Hong Kong and PRC stock 
markets is politically sensitive and potentially economically damaging. 
The PRC government is unlikely to relinquish control over its stock 
markets as it tends to be rather protective towards sensitive national 
industries. The potential merger may also potentially undermine the 
"One Country, Two Systems" policy. The Hong Kong stock market 
took a lot of time to build up its reputation and investor confidence may 
be adversely affected by a merger as investors may suspect that the 
PRC government will not be committed to maintaining the same high 
international standing achieved by the Hong Kong stock market and the 
PRC government may be too interventionist. 
3. Mixed Harmonization and Mutual Recognition Model ("Model 3") 
Model Three, a govenunent led and law based model is a government 
driven EU model based on law harmonization through mutual recognition 
and other harmonization concepts such as home country rule. Rules 
concerning listing, market misconducts and financial intermediaries are 
harmonized through a series of directives. 142 Harmonization ranges from 
setting up minimum standards to full standardization. Such harmonization 
goes beyond the rule books of the stock exchanges and affects the securities 
and company laws of the Member States if they are adopted. 
Due to the number of Member States involved, there is no centralized 
clearing and settlement system and supervision remains in the hands of the 
enforcement and supervisory agency in each Member States. The EU 
model is an example of partial integration. A full description of the EU 
model can be found in Chapter TV and Annex 8 shows a table comparing 
the directives in EU with the laws and regulations in Hong Kong and the 
PRC. - 
142 See Chapter IV (4(e)) for a list of such directives. 
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Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of Model 3 
Advantages 
a. Governments can harmonize laws and regulations that are not within 
the power of the business entities. As this model involves government- 
to-govemment negotiation, individual governments may tackle 
harmonization of laws although business concerns may lobby for law 
amendments. 
b. Government laws which are investor oriented rather than business 
oriented, can set the precedent for market standards The Prospectus 
Directive provides an example as it sets a precedence for prospectus 
related requirements. The more the Member States there are, the more 
important maximum harmonization becomes. If too much deviation is 
allowed by each Member State, the whole system will become too 
complicated to be user friendly and it will minimize its usefulness. 
Such maximization is well-suited to the PRC-HK scenario as it only 
involves two jurisdictions. 
c. Model 3 does not require mergers or consolidation. It only requires the 
harmonization of law so that cross-listing and cross-trading is possible. 
This option is politically more feasible than Model 2 and avoids any 
drastic changes in terms of control of the stock markets. 
Disadvantages 
a. Model 3 can be very time-consuming as it requires a much longer 
process of integration than Model 2, involving, as it does, cross- 
government negotiation and legislation. Furthermore, different 
governments may have their own. self-interests. Political negotiation 
may result in lengthy discussions resulting in an only partially adequate 
solution. An example of this is the EU's political tug-of-war over the 
Takeover Directive. 
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b. Model 3 can be problematic in that it can be difficult to reach 
agreement on the extent of harmonization. For example, as many 
countries are involved in the EU, some of them with different political, 
economic and cultural realities, it can be difficult to reach an agreement. 
The two Giovannini Reports has identified many hurdles for the 
harmonization of clearing and settlement systems in the EU but it has 
been difficult for the EU as a whole to agree to a strategy for 
overcoming theni. 
4. Full Harmonization Model C'Model 4") 
Model Four is an ideal model for full integration incorporating the three 
previous models. Under this model, the following requirement should be 
fulfilled: 
" listing rules including accounting standards are harmonized; 
" there are common trading and operation rules; 
" issuers are free to choose their point of market entry; 
" single trading platform; 
" centralized clearing and settlement system; 
" mutual recognition of qualifications of financial intermediaries and 
single membership rules; 
" common law enforcement agency 
Relative Advantages and Disadvantages 
The full integration model is the ideal model. The only problem with such a 
model is that it is almost impossible to achieve. Due to different political, 
social and cultural differences among different countries, harmonization of 
all the elements mentioned above would take a very long time to achieve if 
it could be achieved at all. However the model is useful as it categories and 
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identifies different factors affecting the stock markets for further discussion 
and debate about how to proceed with market integration. 
5. Legal Readiness of Hong Kong and the PRC Regarding the Four 
Models 
The applicability of the four models mentioned above depends on the 
nature of the stock markets and the countries in which they are located. 
Hong Kong and the PRC involve only two jurisdictions (and one country). 
In many ways they are in a better position to consolidate than the EU 
Member States or even the four Euronext's market places. The obstacle to 
consolidation lies mainly in the fact that Hong Kong and the PRC adopt 
very different approaches to the market mechanism (see the PRC Model 
and Hong Kong Model in Chapter 1) and their development histories also 
differ significantly (see Historical Background under the Introduction to 
the PRC Securities Market and Introduction to the Hong Kong Securities 
Market in Chapter 1). 
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Hong Kong- 
PRC 
1. Harmonization %/(adoption Prospectus One way only: 
of listing rules of IFRS 
143 Directive H shares 
including the and and the listing rules* 
harmonization harmonni- use of (HK: IFRS but 
of accounting zation is IFRS 
144 
not in the 
standards an on- PRQ 
145 
going 
process) 
143 See Euronext, Euronext Fits With the European LFRS Calendar WhileAlaintaining the 
Quality ofInformation bvvailing in the NextEconomylNextPrime Market Segments, Press 
Release, Dec. 16,2002 available at httD: "w%v. iasr)lus. conVresource/euronextO2l2.0 
144 See Chapter III. 
145 Hong Kong companies were required to adopt the IFRS at the beginning of 2005. All H 
share companies are also required to adopt the IFRS. Although the IFRS is not adopted in the 
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Models Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Hong Kong- LIntegration 
PRC 
2. Harmonization X Market X 
of securities Abuse 
law Directive 
3. Harmonization X A series of X 
of company Company 
law Law 
Directives, 
Takeover 
Directive 
and 
directives 
relating to 
financial 
disclosures 
4. Harmonization f X (other X 
of trading and than 
operational ensuring a 
rules high 
quality of 
execution 
by 
MOD 
5. Harmonization X X 
of trading 
systems 
6. Single trading X X 
platform 
PRC, fonnal talks on converging the PRC and EFRS will begin in October 2005. See Kelvin 
Wong, Date SetforAccounting Rule Talks, SCW, June 19,2005. 
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Models Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Hong Kong- [Integration 
PRC 
7. Centralizedand x %I x 
unified clearing 
and settlement 
system 
8. Mutual MiFID MiFID For 
recognition of (for professionals 
qualifications investment only and not 
of financial firms for investment 
intermediaries only) firms 
(i. e. brokers 
and dealers, 
solicitors and 
accountants) 
and single 
membership 
rules 
9. Issuers are free -b/ Foreign firms 
to their point of are not 
market entry allowed to be 
listed on the 
stock 
exchangesin 
the PRC 
10. Centralized X (working ECJ (and 4 x (other than 
enforcement together Europol, arbitration for 
agency through Eurojust cross-border 
MOU signed and securities 
among them) European disputes)" 
Anti-Fraud 
Office 
(OLAF)) 
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Models Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Hong Kong- 
Integration PRC 
11. Merger or x X (not x 
Consolidation necessary) II 
Notes: *H share listing rules follow the principle of mutual recognition 
and, in this thesis, are termed "equivalent 
compartmentalizatioe'. as explained in Chapter 19. Chapter H 
concludes by saying that H share listing rules can be used as a 
blueprint for law harmonization as soon as foreign companies 
are allowed to be listed on the PRC stock exchanges. If Us can 
be achieved, Model I can then be applied, although strictly 
speaking, Model I is not an integration model, it is a stepping 
stone for further integration. At present, one of the problems of 
implementing ftirther harmonization is the quality of potential 
issuers in the PRC. Only the best issuers in tenns of size, 
growth potentials and profitability are encouraged to be listed 
on the Hong Kong stock market as H shares. However if the 
standards of H shares have to be applied across the board to all 
listed issuers in the PRC, not many PRC companies would 
qualify. In the interim period, Model I should apply and 
ultimately H share rules should apply to all companies "6 
leaving the small and medium size companies to be listed on 
special board like the SME board in Shenzhen. Such an SME 
board can also, over time, be integrated with the GEM board in 
Hong Kong using the H share rules under the GEM Lisfing 
Rules. 
146 State-OINned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission chairman Li Rongrong 
told the HKEx to keep up its regulatory standards and do not lower them for PRC enterprises 
as such standards will help the PRC companies to compete internationally. Any enterprises 
that do not meet the high disclosure and corporate governance standards will not be able to 
survive in the long term. See Enoch Yiu, Stay Shoict on Listing, HKEx Told, SCNT, June 3, 
2005. 
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** The Euronext model shows that a centralized enforcement 
agency is not a prerequisite for integration of stock markets to 
take place. If a centralized enforcement agency cannot be 
established, the second best alternatives is to harmonize 
enforcement standards and practice through training and 
secondment programmes and regular talks and meetings 
between enforcement agencies in Hong Kong and the PRC. 
However law enforcement is an important issue despite the 
Euronext model as Hong Kong and the PRC are subject to 
different legal systems and the PRC law and law enforcement 
does not generally inspire investor confidence, doubts remaining 
in the competence, independence and impartiality of PRC law 
and enforcement Reassurance is required for foreign investors 
to have confidence in the PRC markets. The arbitration 
provision of the H shares helps to reassure potential investors 
but arbitration is subject to a number of limitations as described 
in Armex 7. 
Criminal offences need to be tried in the courts of Hong Kong 
or the PRC depending on their jurisdiction. Annex 7 suggests 
that a cross-border MIAT and its appeal court can be established 
to adjudicate cases arising from the integrated stock markets. If 
it cannot be formed, at least the PRC can learn from establishing 
tribunals similar to the MMIT in Hong Kong. The MMT 
functions like a specialized court with simplified procedures for 
civil action and such a tribunal is useful as financial misconduct 
tends to be complex and the judges need to understand the 
operation of the stock markets. A specialized courtv'ill allow 
the judges to develop expertise in adjudicating cases relating to 
financial complaints and market misconduct 
Cross-border cooperation can be facilitated by appropriate 
supranational. organizations. Take the example of the EU, 
Europol is the European Union law enforcement organization 
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that assists the law enforcement authorities of Member States in 
their fight against serious organized crime and terrorism 147 ; 
Eurojust improves the co-ordination of investigations and 
prosecutions between competent authorities in the Member 
States 148 and; OLAF is an independent organization within the 
European Commission that protects the interests of the 
European Union by fighting fraud, corruption and any other 
irregular activity, including misconduct within the European 
institutions. 149 Cross-border problems relating to police 
investigation, legal assistance and specific cross-border 
misconduct that significantly increases systemic risks should be 
addressed by appropriate institutions. 
Hong Kong and the PRC governments can also make use of 
misting cross-border cooperation mechanism similar to the 
Financial Services Complaints Network in the EU. 150 
Points 4-7 are not yet integrated into the Hong Kong - PRC scenario but 
this thesis has pointed out in previous chapters that technically they are 
ready for integration. Points 8 and 10 have been discussed in full in Chapter 
III and Amex 7 respectively. Point 9 will be automatically overcome if 
integration of stock markets takes place. 
147 See the official website of Europol at ht! R: //www. e! m2Rol. neY- Europol commenced full 
activity on July 1,1999. 
14" See the official website of Eurojust at hti): //www. eurojust. eu. inY. It was established in 
2002. 
149 See the official website of OLAF at http: //europa. eu. int/comnVanti fraud/index en. html- It 
is established by ECSC Decision 1999/352 of April 28,1999. 
150 Europa, HN-NET. - I'Vetworkfor Settling Cross-border Financial Disputes 
Out qj'Court at 
http: //europa. eu, int/comnVintemal market/fmseMces-retail/finnet/index en. htm#overview. 
(Europa: European Commission/Internal Market/Free Movement of Services & Freedom of 
Establishment/ Financial Services/Retail Financial Services/FIN-NET: Out of Court Redress). 
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J. Closing Comments -A New Beginning for Progressive Integration 
Signs of the convergence between the Hong Kong and the PRC stock 
markets are readily identifiable: convergence of law is progressing with the 
promulgation of H share listing rules which have been a first attempt to 
harmonize listing requirements between the Hong Kong and PRC stock 
markets'51; the PE ratios of A and H shares of the same listed companies 
are drawing ever closer' 52; segregation of shares in the PRC is being phased 
OUý53 ; capital account convertibility is being gradually implemented in the 
54 PRC1 , investor protection in the capital market is being prioritized by the 
PRC government'" and in pursuit of this, the PRC government is showing 
a sustained willingness to adopt international standards similar to those in 
Hong Kong. Above all, the Hong Kong and the PRC economies are 
becoming increasingly interdependent. 156 
Obstacles to the integration of the PRC and the Hong Kong stock markets 
are being lifted in stages despite the fact that no significant individual or 
organization has specifically advocated such integration or been made 
responsible for it. Although the most prevalent notion of market 
integration is through merger or acquisition, such as in the creation of the 
Euronext; it is not difficult to understand why both Hong Kong and the 
PRC governments are reluctant to pursue integration this way. Despite the 
fact that there is no legal impediment to the PRC government acquiring a 
151 See Chapter II generaHy. 
152 See Chapter T (Provisional Conclusion), footnote 1104 and Chapter V(ji). 
153Sm this chapter (B) fix the state share refomL 
154See Chapter M(C) and Chapter V(B). 
155See Chapter I(C(lXa)), this chapter (A(lXa) and B). 
156 Hong Kong has been the largest investor in the PRC since the open door policy in 1979, see 
Lin Hong and Liu Bing, The Impact ofAsian Crisis on the Hong Kong's Economy, 1 Studies 
on Hong Kong and Macau 19,21 (1998) (in Chinese) and Donald Tsang OBE JP, 77ze 1997-98 
BudgerPrelude, address (Feb. 27,1997) at httv: /fw, %, w. info. gov. hk/fstb/tb/budgetlbdgt97/ýng/ 
eprelude. . At the same time, the PRC is one of the largest investors in Hong Kong, only 
second to the UK, see Zhu Youlan, Hong Kong's China-fwided Companies, HONG KONG 
Busmss, Feb. 1998,29. 
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majority shareholding in the Hong Kong stock market, it has exhibited no 
inclination to acquire such a shareholding as politically this would send out 
a signal hostile to the concept of "One Country, Two SystemS.,, 157 Any 
kind of direct PRC involvement in the operation of the Hong Kong stock 
market may also seriously undermine investor confidence, both locally and 
abroad, as most investors would be skeptical about the PRC government's 
commitment to maintaining high international standards in the operation of 
a major world stock market. It would also be difficult for the Hong Kong 
stock market, as a listed company, to take over PRC stock markets. The 
PRC government tends to be protective of sensitive national sectors, such 
as key industrial and financial areas, and it is therefore highly unlikely that 
the PRC government would allow its stock markets to move out of its 
immediate control. 
Merger and acquisition as a means of integrating the PRC and Hong Kong 
markets clearly present insuperable problems. There remains, however, a 
possible pathway to integration that is not so problematic, namely, through 
a harmonization of laws'58 based on the EU model. This would allow the 
Hong Kong and PRC governments to retain immediate control or their own 
stock markets but at the same time permit them to enact IaNvs and 
regulations that can converge cross-listing and cross-trading with minimum 
transaction costs. Modem technology, as discussed in Chapter 1, is capable 
of making this technically possible. 159 
Legally, laws and regulations can be harmonized under operational 
principles such as mutual recognition or home country rule. Mutual 
recognition is a broad and flexible term and may have different meanings 
depending on its use and contexts. 160 It essentially advocates 
157 See Introduction, for the concept of "One Country, Two Syswm! e'. 
158 See Chapter HI (Section A) and Chapter V (Section 1) for the discussion on harmonization 
of law. 
159See Chapter I (Section C(lXc)). 
160 See Chapter IV (Section B(3)). 
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comparability and equivalence (or a notion of "other-regarding" ). 161 It 
could include other operational principles such as minimum harmoni7ation, 
maximum harmonization and home country rule. It is important that if this 
concept is used during the process of integration, the exact meaning of the 
term should be clearly defined to avoid problems of legal uncertainty and 
miscommunication which have on occasion arisen within the European 
context. 
One of the attractions of using the concept of "mutual recognition7' is that it 
refers to a process of cross-identification and cross-validation of the 
exercise ofjurisdictional powers rather than a single activity. 162 Integration 
is a gradual process that may take many years to accomplish. '63 In addition 
to this, it is recommended that certain revised institutional frameworks are 
considered 164 based on the EU model 165 in order to speed up such a process. 
The use of a number of strengthened institutions within a new framework 
can act as a catalyst for further integration. This has strong theoretical 
backing in international relations theories including functionalism, neo- 
functionalism, social constructivism, the English School, institutionalism 
166 and new institutionalism . If the relevant government institutions can be 
set up, the possibility of finiher integration of the PRC and the Hong Kong 
stock markets could be moved substantially closer. 
Enhanced institutional support is essential because an improved 
institutional framework pro-, ides an independent and politically 
autonomous environment for efficient and effective policy formation and 
"'See id. 
"'7 GEORGE ALExANDER WALKER, EuRoPEAN BANKrNG LAw - POLICY AND PF-OGRAMNE 
CONSTRUCTION 305-306 (British Institute of International and Comparative Law and the 
London Institute of International Banking, Finance and Development Law, 2005). 
163 Please refer to the questions inspired by development law under Methodology and the 
allempts to answer such questions under Chapter IV(B(2)(g). 
164 See Chapter V (Section M. 
163 See Chapter IV (Section B(4)) for the discussion of the EU model. 
166 See Chapter IV (Section B(2)) for a discussion of international relations theories. 
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implementation, and for resoliring technical issues free from undesirable 
government interference. 167 
PRC and Hong Kong stock markets have achieved substantial progress in 
cross-listing through the use of H share. The benefit of a more substantial 
and complete level of integration can still be realized. This will, however, 
require some fundamental changes in current regulatory and political 
thinking and policies. Hopefully this can still be achieved and both 
economies merged into a new level of closer integration and cooperation. 
167Institutionalists define institutions as, "established rules, nornis, and conventions, " and they 
believe that the establishment of institutions can mitigate the negative effects of anarchy by 
reducing transaction costs, encouraging iteration, providing information, monitoring, issue- 
linkage, and reputational benefits and thus promoting cooperation. See Samuel P. 
Baumgartner, Is Transnational Litigation Different, 25 U. PA. J. INTL ECON. L. 1297,1354-5 
(Winter, 2004) 
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ANNEX 1: H Share Companies Listed on the Main Board and the GEM 
of the Hong Kong Stock Market by the End of 2004 
(See Ch. H: Footnote 11) 
Source: TheJbIlowing tables are complied with the JbIlowing sources': 
2. StockExchange Fact Books ("Fact Books ")from 1994 to 2004 , 
0 Fact Books dating back to 1999 available at the HKEx official 
website flast idsited January 3,2005) (the 1998 li7ct Book was 
previously included on the site); 
The number of shares offered by each listed company before 1998 is 
extractedfrom the prospectuses of the relevant listed company. 
*Note: (a) Hong Kong offerprice (b) International offerprice 
(a) Main Board 
Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(ddImm/yy) Business (HKS) 
Sector 
15/07/93 Tsingtao, Offer for 317,600,000 2.8 889,280,000 
Brewery Co. subscription 
Ltd. 
26/07/93 Shanghai Offer for 1,680,000,000 1.74 2,654,400,000 
Petrochemical subscription 
Co. Ltd. I I I II 
1 Please note that as some information comes from different sources, the figures may not tally 
with each other but the differences are generally slight. Business sector information is not 
given for companies listed before 1997 in this table. 
2 Information regarding the number of shares offered is not given in the 1997 Fact Book or in 
any other fact books prior to that date; information regarding "Business Sector" is not given in 
the 1996 Fact Book or any other fact books prior to that date. 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/mm/yy) Business (HK$) 
Sector 
06/08/93 Guangzhou Offer for 145,000,000 2.08 301,600,000 
Shipyard subscription 
International 
Co. Ltd. 
06/08/93 Beiren Printing Offer for 100,000,000 2.08 208,000,000 
Machinery subscription 
Holdings Ltd. 
03/11193 Maanshan Iron Offer for 1,732,930,000 2.27 3,933,750,000 
& Steel Co. subscription 
Ltd. 
07/12/93 Kuming Offer for 65,000,000 1.98 128,700,000 
Machine Tool subscription 
Co. Ltd. 
29/03/94 Yizheng Offer for 1,000,000,000 2.38 2,380,000,000 
Chemical subscription 
Fibre Co. Ltd. 
17/05/94 Tianjin Bobai Offer for 340,000,000 1.20 408,000,000 
Chemical subscription 
Industry 
(Group) Co. 
Ltd. 
06/06/94 Dongfeng Offer for 170,000,000 2.83 481,100,000 
Electrical subscription 
Machinery Co. 
Ltd. 
08/07/94 Luoyang Glass Offer for 250,000,000 3.65 912,500,000 
Co. Ltd. subscription 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Methodl Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/mmlyy) Business (HKS) 
Sector 
17/08/94 Qingling Offer for 500,000,000 2.07 1,035,000,000 
Motors Co. subscription 
Ltd. 
11/11194 Shanghai Hai Offer for 1,080,000,000 1.46 1,576,800,000 
Ying Shipping subscription 
Co. Ltd. 
02/12/94 Zhenhai Offer for 600,000,000 2.38 1,428,000,000 
Refining & subscription 
Chemical Co. 
Ltd. 
13/12/94 Chengdu Tele Offer for 160,000,000 2.80 448,000,000 
Cable Co. Ltd. subscription 
16/12/94 Harbin Power Offer for 435,000,000 2.58 1,122,300,000 
Equipment Co. subscription 
Ltd. 
23/05/95 Jilin Chemical Offer for 893,027,000 1.589 1,431,880,000 
Industrial Co. subscription/ (a) 
Ltd. Offer for 1.605 
placing (b) 
06/07/95 Northeast Elec Offer for 247,950,000 1.80 446,310,000 
T&T subscription/ 
Machinery Offer for 
Mfg. Co. Ltd. placing 
02/02/96 Jiangwei Offer for 160,000,000 1.29 233,230,000 
Textile subscription/ 
Machinery Co. Offer for 
Ltd. placing 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(ddImm/yy) Business 0m) 
Sector 
02/05/96 Nanjing Panda Offer for 242,000,000 2.13 515,460,000 
Electronics Co. subscription/ 
Ltd. Offer for 
placing 
14/05196 Guangshen Offer for 1,244,650,000 2.91 633,832,920 
Railway Co. subscription/ (a) 3,567,047,976 
Ltd. Offer for 2.9395 
placing (b) 
23/07/96 Guangdong Offer for 201,352,000 3.67 738,961,840 
Kelon subscription/ 
Electrical Offer for 
Holdings Co. placing 
Ltd. 
13/11/96. Anhui Offer for 483,010,000 1.77 872,627,700 
Expressway subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing 
31/12/96 Shangdong Offer for 140,000,000 1.82 273,000,000 
Xinhua Pharm subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/nunlyy) Business MM) 
Sector 
05/02/97 China Eastern Offer for 483,000,000 1.38 666,540,000 
Airlines Corp. subscription/ 1,083,950,000 (a) 1,506,960,500 
Ltd. Offer for 1.39 
placing/ (b) 
Consolidated 
enterprises 
12/03/97 Shenzhen Offer for 747,500,000 2.20 1,644,500,000 
Expressway subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
14/05/97 Beijing North Offer for 707,020,000 2.40 1,696,848,000 
Star Co. Ltd. subscription/ 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Properties 
15/05/97 Zhejiang Offer for 1,433,854,500 2.38 3,412,573,710 
Expressway subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
21/03/97 Beijing Datang Offer for 1,430,669,000 2.52 3,605,285,880 
Power subscription/ 
Generation Co. Offer for 
Ltd. placing/ 
Public 
utilities 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd1mm1yy) Business (HK$) 
Sector 
12/06/97 Jiangxi Copper Offer for 656,482,000 2.55 1,674,029,100 
Co. Ltd. subscription/ 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
23/06/97 First Tractor Offer for 335,000,000 4.50 1,507,500,000 
Co. Ltd. subscription/ 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
25/06/97 Beijing Offer for 144,210,000 1.76 253,809,600 
Yanhua, subscription/ 867,790,000 (a) 1,544,666,200 
Petrochemical Offer for 1.78 
Co. Ltd. placing/ (b) 
Industrials 
27/06/97 Jiangsu Offer for 1,222,000,000 3.11 3,800,420,000 
Expressway subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
24/07/97 Angang New Offer for 890,000,000 1.63 1,450,700,000 
Steel Co. Ltd. subscription/ 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HKS) 
(dd/nunlyy) Business (HK$) 
Sector 
31/07/97 China Offer for 71,000,000 4.70 333,700,000 
Southern subscription/ 1,103,178,000 (a) 5,240,095,500 
Airlines Co. Offer for 4.75 
Ltd. placing/ (b) 
Consolidated 
enterprises 
29/09/97 CATIC Offer for 242,000,000 1.73 418,660,000 
Shenzhen subscription/ 
Holdings Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
07/10/97 Sichuan Offer for 895,320,000 1.55 1,387,746,000 
Expressway subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
17/10/97 Chongqing Offer for 413,944,000 1.71 707,844,240 
Iron & Steel subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/mm/yy) Business (HK$) 
Sector 
21/10/97 Anhui Conch Offer for 361,000,000 2.28 823,080,000 
Cement Co. subscription/ 
Ltd. Offer for 
placingl 
Industrials 
30/10/97 Guangzhou Offer for 219,900,000 1.65 362,835,000 
Pharmaceutical subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
21/01/98 Huaneng Introduction/ - - 
Power UI Utilities 
Inc. 
01/04/98 Yanzhou Coal Offer for 82,000,000 2.42 198,440,000 
Mining Co. subscription/ 768,000, (X)O (a) 2,072,360,000 
Ltd. Industrials 2.44 
(b) 
30/06/99 Shangdong Offer for 64,678,000 1.58 102,191,240 
Int'l Power subscription/ 1,366,350,000 (a) 2,158,833,000 
Development Offer for 1.58 
Co. Ltd. placing/ (b) 
(1071) Utilities 
05/08/99 Great Wall Offer for 142,222,000 3.15 447,999,300 
Technology subscription/ 266,662,000 (a) 839,985,300 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 3.15 
(0074) placing/ (b) 
I Industrials 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HKS) 
(dd/mm/yy) Business (HK$) 
Sector 
16/12/99 Shenyang Offer for 90,300,000 1.70 153,510,000 
Public Utility subscription/ 330,100,000 (a) 561,170,000 
Holdings Co. Offer for 1.70 
Ltd. (0747) placing/ (b) 
Utilities 
01/02/00 Beijing Capital Offer for 26,470,000 1.87 49,498,900 
International subscription/ 935,450,000 (a) 1,749,291,500 
Airport Co. Offer for 384,230,000 1.87 941,248,231 
Ltd. (0694) placing/ (b) 
Consolidated 2.4497 
enterprises (b) 
07/04/00 PetroChina, Co. Offer for 879,122,000 1.27 1,116,484,940 
Ltd. (0857) subscription/ 16,703,296,000 (a) 21,213,185,920 
Offer for 1.27 
placing/ (b) 
Miscellaneous 
19/10/00 China Offer for 839,024,000 1.59 1,334,048,160 
Petroleum & subscription/ 15,941,464,000 (a) 25,346,927,760 
Chemical Offer for 1.59 
Corporation placing/ (b) 
(0386) Industrials 
07/02/01 Travelsky Offer for 19,765,000 4.10 81,036,500 
Technology subscription/ 291,089,000 (a) 1,193,464,900 
Ltd. (0696) Offer for 4.10 
placing/ (b) 
Consolidated 
enterprises 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Methodl Offered Price* (HKS) 
(dd/mm/yy) Business (HKS) 
Sector 
10/12/01 Zhekiang Offer for 85,000,000 2.96 251,600,000 
Glass Co. Ltd. subscription/ 93,713,000 (a) 277,390,480 
(0739) Offer for 2.96 
placing/ (b) 
Industrials 
12/12/01 Aluminium Offer for 235,294,000 1.37 354,588,880 
Corporation of subscription/ 249,989,815 (a) 3,191,294,440 
China Ltd. Offer for sald 2,264,605,553 1.37 
(2600) Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Industrials 
31/07/02 BYD Co. Ltd. Offer for 13,000,000 10.95 1,637,025,000 
(1211) subscription/ 136,500,000 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
15/11/02 China Telecom Offer for 377,820, (X)O 1.47 555,395,400 
Corporation subscription/ 730,494,300 (a) 10,552,512,600 
(0728) Offer for sale/ 6,919,095,700 1.47 
Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Consolidated 
enterprises 
18/11/02 Hainan Meilon Offer for 16,470,000 3.78 76,242,600 
Airport Co. subscription/ 3,700,000 (a) 686,183,400 
Ltd. (0357) Offer for sale/ 206,743,000 3.78 
Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Consolidated 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Methodl Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/mmlyy) Business 
Sector 
enterprises 
20/11/02 China Oilfield Offer for 400,396,000 1.68 672,665,280 
Senrices Ltd. subscription/ 139,532,000 (a) 1,905,886,080 
(2883) Offer for sale/ 994,924,000 1.68 
Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Industrials 
13/02/03 Sinotrans Ltd. Offer for 466,280,000 2.19 1,021,153,200 
(0698) subscription/ 162,461,000 (a) 
Offer for sale/ 1,158,835,000 2.19 
Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Consolidated 
enterprises 
19/06/03 Beijing Capital Offer for 56,464,0(X) 1.66 93,730,240 
Land Ltd. subscription/ 51,330,000 (a) 843,555,560 
(2868) Offer for sale/ 456,836,000 1.66 
Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Properties 
27/06/03 Lianhua Offer for 60,000,000 3.875 668,437,500 
Supermarket subscription/ 112,500,000 
Holding Co. Offer for 
Ltd. (0980) placing/ 
Consolidated 
enterprises 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/mmlyy) Business (HKS) 
Sector 
30/06/03 Baoye Group Offer for 18,0729000 1.43 25,842,960 
Co. Ltd. subscription/ 162,612,000 (a) 232,535,160 
(2355) Offer for 1.43 
placing/ (b) 
Industrials 
24/09/03 Weiqiao Offer for 124,886,000 8.50 1,061,522,500 
Textile Co. subscription/ 162,350,500 (a) 
Ltd. (2698) Offer for 8.50 
placing/ (b) 
Industrials 
30/10/03 AviChina Offer for 799,920,000 1.21 967,903,200 
Industry & subscription/ 152,710,500 (a) 1,064,655,405 
Technology Offer for sale/ 727,170,000 1.21 
Co. Ltd. Offer for (b) 
(2357) placing/ 
Industrials 
06/11/03 PICC Property Offer for 1,502,600,000 1.80 2,704,680,000 
and Casualty subscription/ 764,180,000 (a) 3,516,084,000 
Co. Ltd. Offer for sale/ 1,189,200,000 1.80 
(2328) Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Finance 
15/12/03 Great Wall Offer for 57,000,000 13.30 1,743,630,000 
Automobile subscription/ 74,100,000 
Holding Co. Offer for 
Ltd. (2333) placing/ 
I Industrials 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HKS) 
(dd/mmfyy) Business am) 
Sector 
18/12/03 China Life Offer for 1,294,118,000 3.59 4,645,883,620 
Insurance subscription/ 676,470,000 (a) 22,067,934,630 
Company Ltd. Offer for sale/ 5,470,587,000 3.59 
(2628) Offer for (b) 
placing/ 
Finance 
23/12/03 Fujian Zýjin Offer for 174,150,000 3.3 1,321,800,000 
Mining subscription/ 36,413,090 
Industry Co. Offer for sale/ 189,960,910 
Ltd. (2899) Offer for 
placing/ 
Miscellaneous 
06/02/04 Shanghai Forte Offer for 319,136,000 2.35 1,722,580,000 
Land Co. Ltd. subscription/ 413,877,436 (a) 
Offer for 2.35 
placing/ (b) 
Properties 
11/03/94 Weichai Power Offer for 45,000,000 10.50 1,328,250,000 
Co. Ltd. subscription/ 11,500,0(X) 
Offer for sale/ 70,000,000 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
16/06/04 China Offer 242,000,000 3.175 7,683,500,000 
Shipping subscription] 220,000,000 
Container Offer for sale/ 1,958,000,000 
Lines Co. Ltd. Offer for 
Placing/ 
Consolidated 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HKS) 
(dd/mmlyy) Business am) 
Sector 
enterprises 
24/06/04 Ping An Offer for 208,184,000 10.33 14,336,920,000 
Insurance subscription/ 126,172,000 
(Group) Co. of Offer for sale/ 1,053,538,000 
China Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Finance 
09/12/2.004 ZTE Offer for 70,534,000 22.00 3,523,320,000 
Corporation subscription/ 1,384,590 
Offer for sale/ 88,232,450 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
15/12/04 Air China Ltd. Offer for 1,122,272,000 2.98 9,615,070,000 
subscription/ 293,321,091 
Offer for sale/ 1,810,938,909 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Consolidated 
Enterprises 
20.12/04 IRICO Group Offer for 48,530,000 1.58 766,760,000 
Electronics Co. subscription/ 44,120,000 
Ltd. Offer for sale/ 392,644,000 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Industrials 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Shares Offer Funds Raised 
Date Method/ Offered Price* (HK$) 
(dd/mmlyy) Business OM) 
Sector 
22/12/04 Beijing Media Offer for 23,870,000 1.42 1,040,370,000 
Corporation subscription/ 4,991,000 
Ltd. Offer for sale/ 26,040,000 
Offer for 
placingl 
Consolidated 
Enterprises 
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Note: (a) Hong Kong Offers (b) International Offers 
(b) GEM 
Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Methodl Shares Price Raised 
(dd/mm1yy) Business Offered (HKS) (HKS) 
Sector (in 
million) 
27/07/00 Beijing Beida Offer for 26,400,000 11.00 290.40 
Jade Bird placing/ 
Universal Sci- IC software 
Tech Co. Ltd. design 
04/08/00 Shanghai Fudan Offer for 143,750,000 0.80 115.00 
Microelectronics placing/ 
Co. Ltd. IC software 
design 
31/10/00 Tong Ran Tang Offer for 72,800,000 3.28 238.78 
Technologies placing/ 
Co. Ltd. Pharmaceutical 
30/03/01 Changdu Top Offer for 169,000,000 0.72 121.68 
Sci-Tech Co. placing/ 
Ltd. Enterprise 
software 
24/04/01 Jiangsu Offer for 234,000,000 0.36 84.24 
Nandasoft Co. placing/ 
Ltd. Enterprise 
software 
24/05/01 Jilin Province Offer for 172,500,000 0.50 86.25 
Huinan placing/ 
Changlong Bio- Pharmaceutical 
pharmacy Co. 
Ltd. 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Method/ Shares Price Raised 
(ddImm/yy) Business Offered (HK$) (HK$) 
Sector (in 
million) 
18/12/01 Mudan Offer for 7,700,000 1.13 100.06 
Automobile subscription/ 
Shares Co. Ltd. Offer for 80,850,000 
placing/ 
Automobile 
21/12/01 Capinfo Co. Offer for sale/ 70,408,909 0.48 371.76 
Ltd. Offer for 704,089,091 
placing/ 
Internet 
solution 
28/02/02 Northeast Tiger Offer for 207,000,000 0.26 53.82 
Pharmaceutical placing/ 
Co. Ltd. Pharmaceutical 
03/05/02 Zheda Lande Offer for 112,125,000 0.83 93.06 
Scitech Ltd. placing/ 
Telecom 
solutions 
18/06/02 Tianjin TEDA Offer for 100,000,000 0.98 98.00 
Biomedical placing/ 
Engineering Co. Medical & 
Ltd. health 
28/06/02 Changchun Da Offer for 161,000,000 0.45 72.45 
Xing placing/ 
Pharmaceutical Pharmaceutical 
Co. Ltd. 
28/06/02 Changmao Offer for 183,700,000 0.55 101.04 
Biochemical placing/ 
Engineering Co. Chemical 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Method/ Shares Price Raised 
(dd/mm/yy) Business Offered (HK$) (HKS) 
Sector (in 
million) 
Ltd. product 
31/07/02 Shanghai Jiaoda Offer for sale/ 12,000,000 0.66 87.12 
Withub Offer for 120,000,000 
Information placing/ 
Industrial Co. System 
Ltd. developer 
13/08/02 Shanghai Offer for sale/ 18,000,000 0.80 158.40 
Fudan- Offer for 180,000,000 
Zhangjiang Bio- placing/ 
Pharmaceutical Pharmaceutical 
Co. Ltd. 
07/10/02 Launch Tech Offer for 110,000,000 0.72 79.20 
Co. Ltd. placing/ 
Automobile 
related service 
29/10/02 Zhengzhou Gas Offer for sale/ 50,0607000 0.25 137.67 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 500,600,000 
placing/ 
Energy 
08/11/02 Zhejiang Offer for 250,000,000 0.26 65.00 
Yonglong placing/ 
Enterprises Co. Textile 
Ltd. 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Method/ Shares Price Raised 
(dd/mm/yy) Business Offered (HK$) (HK$) 
Sector (in 
million) 
12/12/02 CCID Offer for sale/ 19,000,000 0.25 52.25 
Consulting Co. Offer for 190,000,000 
Ltd. placing/ 
Consulting 
services for IT 
industry 
12/12/02 Powerleader Offer for 220,000,000 0.28 61.60 
Science & placing/ 
Technology Co. Server solution 
Ltd. provider 
29/01/03 Shenzhen Offer for sale/ 177,900,000 0.34 60.13 
Dongjiang Offer for 
Environmenul placing/ 
Co. Ltd. Environmental 
protection 
22/04A)3 Yantai North Offer for 38,000,000 3.70 140.60 
Andre Juice Co. placing/ 
Ltd. Production and 
sale of juice 
03/0703 Shaanxi Offer for 230,000,000 0.25 57.50 
Northwest New placing/ 
Technology Energy 
Industry Co. Products 
Ltd. 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Method/ Shares Price Raised 
(dd/mm/yy) Business Offered (HKS) (tEKS) 
Sector (in 
million) 
10/10/03 Shenzhen Offer for 116,800,000 0.90 105.12 
EVOC placing/ 
Intelligent EIP Provider 
Technology Co. 
Ltd. 
05/11/2003 Xi'an Haitian Offer for sale/ 161,764,706 0.68 110.00 
Antenna Offer for 
Technologies placing/ 
Co. Ltd. Antenna 
provider 
13/11/03 Nanj ing Dahe Offer for 250,000,000 0.53 132.50 
Outdoor Media subscription/ 
Co. Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Advertising 
14/11/03 Ningbo Yidong Offer for 130,000,000 0.50 65.00 
Electronic Co. subscription/ 
Ltd. Offer for 
placing/ 
Controller 
systems 
21/11/03 Wumart Stores, Offer for 87,952,000 6.22 547.06 
Inc. subscription] 
Offer for 
placing/ 
Retail chain 
store 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Method/ Shares Price Raised 
(dd/mm/yy) Business Offered (HKS) (UK$) 
Sector (in 
million) 
09/01/04 Tianjin Tianlian Offer for 330,000,000 0.25 82.50 
Public Utilities placing/ 
Co. Ltd. Energy 
18/02/04 Zhejiang Offer for 23,000,000 1.33 30.59 
Prospect Co. placing/ 
Ltd. Automotive 
parts & 
components 
27/02/04 Shangdong Offer for 264,500,000 0.62 163.99 
Weigao Group placing/ 
Medical Medical 
Polymer Co. equipment 
Ltd. 
15/04/04 Shangdong Offer for 27,656,000 0.70 96.79 
Molong subscription/ 3,278,000 
Petroleum Offer for sale 107,342,000 
Machinery Co. Offer for 
Ltd. placing/ 
Petroleum 
Machine 
09/06/04 Nanjing Sample Offer for sale/ 900,000 4.15 84.66 
Technology Co. Offer for 19,500,000 
Ltd. placing/ 
Video Security 
System 
Solutions 
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Listing Company Listing No. of Offer Funds 
Date Method/ Shares Price Raised 
(dd/nmik/yy) Business Offered (HK$) (HK$) 
Sector (in 
million) 
30/06/04 Shanghai Offer for 5,556,000 0.54 30.00 
Qingpu Fire- subscription/ 50,004,000 
Fighting Offer for 
Equipment Co. placing/ Fire 
Ltd. Fighting 
Equipment 
07/07/04 Shenzhen Offer for sale/ 18,200,000 0.28 56.06 
Mingwah Aohan Offer for 182,000,000 
High placing/ Non- 
Technology IC Cards & IC 
Corporation Ltd. Cards 
13/07/04 Sanmenxia, Offer for sale/ 18,200,000 0,30 105.01 
Tianyuan Offer for 318,200,000 
Aluminum Co. placing/ 
Ltd. Aluminum 
1 Industry 
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ANNEX 2: Nine Regulated Activities under the SFO in Hong Kong 
(Ch. I 11: Footnote 35) 
The nine regulated activities are as follows': 
I, Vpe Reoulated Activ ties 
i, J , iý 
TNpe I Dealing in securities 
Type 2 Dealings in futures contracts 
Type 3 Leverage foreign exchange trading 
Type 4 Advising on securities 
Type 5 Advising on futures contracts 
Type 6 Advising on corporate finance 
Tý pe 7 Providing automated trading services 
Type 9 Securities margin financing 
Type 9 Asset management 
As securities practitioner qualifications are slightly different between 
representative (general practitioners in the PRC) and responsible officers 
1 Part V of the SFO and also see Hong Kong Securities Institute, Mutual Recognition of' 
Professional Qualification Marks New Page in Mainland - Hong Kong Coalition -"Licensing 
E\arnination for Securities and Futures Intennediarics" Launched in Shenzhen, Press Release, 
December 29,2004 at http: //www. hk-si. org/ eng/news/news 20041229. html-. 
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(senior management personnel in the PRC), the folloAing mapping table shows 
2 
the corresponding terrns used in [long Kong and the PRC 
Representative 
dealing in securities 
advising on securities 
advising on corporate finance 
assct management 
Securities general practicing qualification 
" securities dealing 
" securities investment analvsis 
" securities insurance and underwriting 
" securities investment funds 
Representative Futures general practicing qualification 
" dealing in futures contracts futures 
" advising on futures contracts fUtILITes 
Responsible officer 
dealing in securities 
advising on securities 
advising on corporate finance 
asset management 
Securities senior management personnel 
practicing qualification 
" securities dealing 
" securities investment analysis 
" securities insurance and underwriting 
" securities investment funds 
0 
Responsible officer 
dealing in futures contracts 
advising on futures contracts 
Securities senior management personnel 
practicing qualification 
" futures 
" futures 
2 Intermediaries and Product Division, SFC, CEPA Opens Up Northern ConcluifforMarkof 
Professionals, SFC Quarterly Bullet 4(Winter, 2003) available at 
http: //ývN\, N\,.,,, fe. hk/st'c/doc/lý'N/ speeclies/public/bulletin/sfc bull eti rd"i nterl) 3 featurel. pdt. 
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ANNEX 3: Giovannini Banriers 
(Ch. W: Footnote 366) 
Source. Glovannini Barriers at Europa website (Europa: European 
ConunissionlEconomic and Financial AffairslGiovannini GrouplReports) at 
liffp. lleuropa. eu. intleoninLIeconottiv rinancelpublicationsl, -iovanniniI 
cI, eaEEygIIOI en. pdf 
Technical Requirements/Market Practices 
a Diversity of IT platforms/interfaces 
9 Needs to maintain multiple memberslip of settlement systems 
41 National differences in rules governing corporate actions 
e Differences in the availability/timing of intra-day setflement finality 
* Impediments tO Temote access 
* National differences in settlement periods 
* National differences in operating hours/settlement deadlines 
a, National differences in securities issuance practice 
a Restriction on the location of securities 
* Restriction on the activity of primary dealers and market-makers 
T&xatio 
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* Withholding tax procedures disadvantaging foreign intennediaries 
* Tax collection functionality integrated into settlement system 
Lep] Certainty 
a National differences in the legal treatment of securities 
* National differences in the legal treatment of bilateral netting 
* Uneven application of conflict of law rules 
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ANNEX 4: CPSS-IOSCO Technical Committee Recommendations for 
Central Counterparties 
Ch. W: Footnote 368 
Source: CPSS-IOSCO Technical Committee Recommendationsfor Central 
Counterparties (CCPs) at IOSCOwebsite (htW: 1Avww. tosco. org1Iibrajy 
loubdocs1i9dPIOSCOPM 65-pdg 
1. Legal risk 
A CCP should have a well fbunded, transparent and enforceable legal framework for each aspect of ds 
activities in all relevant jurisdictions. 
2. PBFtiCip&tiOn Fequirenmnts 
A CCP should require participants to have sufficient financial resources and robust operational 
capacity to meet obligations arising from participation in the CCP. A CCP shouild have procedures in 
place to rnonitor that participation rGquirements are met on an ongoing basis. A CCPs participation 
requirements should be objective. publicly disclosed. and permit %ir and open access. 
3. Collateral requirements 
A CCP should c2tculate its credit exposures to participants an 2 daily basis and hold collateral that in 
normal marke4 conddions covers its potential losses from closing out positions held by a defaulting 
participant. 
Financial resources 
A CGP should maintain sufficient financial resources to withstand a default by the participant b3 which 
it has the largest exposure in extreme but plausibl* market conditions that produces losses not fully 
covered by collateral requirements. 
S. Default procedures 
A CCPs default procedures should be clear and transparent and they should ensure that the CCP 
can take timely action to contain losses and liquidity pressures and to continue meeting its obligations. 
S. Custody and Investment risks 
A CCP shcmld hold assets in a m2nnGr whereby risk of loss or of delay in its access to them is 
minimised. Assets invested by a CCP should be hold in instruments wfth minimal credit market and 
liquidity risks- 
7. Operational risk 
A CCP should identify socKess of operational risk and minimise them through the development of 
appropriate systems, control and procedures. Systems should be reliable and secure. and have 
adeqU2tQ, scalable capacity. Business continuity plans should allow for timely recovery of operations 
and kilfilment of a CCP'3 obligations. 
B. Money settlements 
A CCP should employ money seltlement arrangements that eliminate Or SMY limit ft SetflQM9nt 
b2nk risks. that is, its credit and liquidity risks from the use of b2nks to effect money set0emOnts with 
its participants. Funds transfers to the CCP should be final when effected- 
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9. physical deliveries 
A CCP should clearly state its obligations with respect to physical deliveFies. The nsks from these 
obligations should be identified and managed. 
10. Risks In links between CCPs 
CCPs that establish links either cross-border or domestically 14 clear trades should design and operate 
such links in ways that observe the other recommendalions in this feport 
11. Efficlency 
While maintaining safe and secure operations, CCPs should be cost-effective in meeting the 
requirements of users 
IZ Govemance 
Governance arrangements for a CCP should be effective. clear and transparent to fiffil public interest 
requirements and to support the objectives of owners and usem- In particular, they should promote the 
effectiveness of the CCP's nsk management procedures. 
III Transparency 
A CCP should provide market participants with sufficient information for them to identify and evaluate 
accurately the nsks and costs assoctated with using its services. 
14. Regulation and ovemight 
A CCP should be subject to transpatent and effertive regulation and over5ight In both a domestic and 
an intRM24=21 context central banks and securities regulators should cooperate with each other and 
with other relevant authonte& 
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ANNEX 5: Government Organizational Chart in Hong Kong 
(Ch. V: Footnote 106) 
Source. Hong Kong SAR Government, Organizational Chart of the 
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region at 
. http.. *Ilwww. info. rov. hklrovcht e. him (last updated May 2005) 
[See Next Page] 
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ANNEX 6: List of PRC Government Departments Directly under the 
State Council 
(Ch. V: Footnote 110) 
Source: Yhe Organizational Structure ofthe State Council at 
, htU2: /Avww. china orz. cn1english17cuafxun164 784. htm. flast viewedMarch 9, 
2006) 
In 1998, the State Council underwent a major reform of its structure. Now it is 
composed of the General Affairs Office, 28 ministries and commissions 
(including the People! Bank of China and the National Auditing Office), 17 
directly affiliated organs and 7 working offices, in addition to a number of 
directly administered institutions. 
Specifically: 
1. The General Affairs Office 
2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
3. Ministry of National Defence 
4. National Development and Reform Commission 
5. Ministry of Education 
6. Ministry of Science and Technology. 
7. Commission of Science, Technology and Industry for National Defence 
8. State Cominission of EtImic Affairs 
9. Ministry of Public Security 
10. Ministry of State Security 
11. Ministry of Super-vision 
12. Ministry of Civil Affairs 
13. Ministry of Justice 
14. Ministry of Finance 
15. Ministry of Personnel 
16. Ministry of Labour and Social Security 
17. Ministry of Land and Resources. 
18. Ministry of Constructioril 
19. Ministry of Railways 
20. Ministry of Transportation 
21. Ministry of Information Industry 
22. Ministry orWater Resources 
23. Ministry of Agriculture 
24. Ministry of CommerceL 
25. Ministry of Culture 
26. Ministry of Health 
27. State Population and Family Planning Commission 
28. People's Bank of China 
29. National Auditing Office 
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Organizations directly under the State Council 
1. General Administration of Customs 
2. State Administration of Taxation 
3. State Environmental Protection Administration 
4. General Administration of Civil Aviation of China 
5. State Administration of Radio, Film and Television 
6. State General Administration of Sports 
7. National Bureau of Statistics, 
8. State Administration of Industry and Commerce 
9. General Administration of Press and Publication 
10. State Forestry Administration 
11. State Bureau of Quality and Technical Supervision and Quarantine 
12. State Food and Drug Supervision Administration 
13. State Intellectual Property Office 
14. National Tourism Administration 
15. State Administration of Religious Affairs 
16. Counsellors' Office of the State Council 
17. Government Offices Administration of the State Council 
Administrative Offices under the State Council 
1. Foreign Affairs Office of the State Council 
2. Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of the State Council 
3. Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office of the State Council 
4. Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council 
5. Research Office of the State Council 
6. Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council 
7. Information Office of the State Council 
Institutions Directly under the State Council 
1. Yinhua News Agency 
2. Chinese Academy of Sciences 
3. Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
4. Chinese Academy of Engineering 
Development Research Center of the State Council 
6. National School of Administration 
7. China Seismological Bureau 
8. China Meteorological Administration 
9. China Securities Regulatory Conunission 
10. China Insurance Regulatory Commission 
11. State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission 
12. China Banking Regulatory Commission 
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13. National Social Securities Fund Council 
14. National Natural Science Foundation of China 
(China. org. cn May 20,2003) 
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ANNEX 7: The Use of MMT as an Instrument for Market Integration 
(Ch. V: Footnote 117) 
CROSS-BORDER ENFORCEMENT OF ]LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
If the stock markets in Hong Kong and the PRC were integrated, what type of 
organization could be used if a cross-border securities dispute arose? Should 
they be resolved by arbitration, law court or specialized tribunal? 
Currently under the H share regulation in Hong Kong, any dispute regarding H 
shares is required to be settled by arbitration. ' In general, arbitration tribunals 
I The Arbitration Law of the PRC was promulgated on August 31,1994 by the NPC and came 
into effect on September 1,1995. Almost all the international arbitration cases and all H share 
disputes are filed to CIETAC for arbitration. ClKrAC is also called the Arbitration Court of 
China Chamber of International Commerce since 2000. It was established in 1956 with its 
original name being Foreign Trade Arbitration Commission. In 1980 the Arbitration 
Commission was renamed as the Foreign Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, later 
in 1989 changed to its current name. The rules adopted by CIETAC were amended in 
1988,1994,1995,1998 and 2000. The new arbitration rule has come into force on May 1,2005. 
In terms of recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards. the IPRC is party to the New York 
Convention of 1986 (accession in 1987). Ihe PRC is also a member state to the Hague 
Convention on the Senice Abroad of Judicial and Extra-judicial Documents in Civil or 
Commercial Matters (reservations were made relating to Articles 8 and 9, Article 10, sub- 
paragraph a, Article 10, sub-paragraph b and c, Article II and Articles 24 and 25). The PRC 
has also recently acceded to the Hague Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil 
or Commercial Matters. There are therefore strict internal control mechanism for the court to 
set aside (e. g. the Supreme People's Court on April 23,1998 issued the official document 
concerning setting aside of the award - "TIw Supreme People's Court Notice on the Relevant 
Imes Concerning Setting-Aside by the People's Court of the Foreign-Related Arbitral 
Awards", No. FA14011999) or refuse awards. Setting aside and reffising awards require 
approval from higher court and ultimately from the Supreme People's Court in the PRC. 
CIETAC has established its headquarter in Beijing and its sub-commission in Shanghai and 
Shenzhen. In theory, ICC International Arbitration Court may conduct its arbitration 
proceedings in the PRC although its pmeeedings must be in compliance with the Arbitration 
Law. For the Arbitration Law, some procedural aspects concerning the validity of the 
arbitration agreement and the appointment of the arbitrators are different from the counterpart 
of the ICC Arbitration Rules. (See Li Hu, Introduction to Commercial Arbitration in China tit 
bM: /twvý"ý. ýftic. or. ig/a, rnRosiunV2pen materials/] Ith/erVUHu. 0 (lastvisited: Il May 
2005); CIETAC, The New CIETAC Arbitration Rules Will Come into Force on May 1", 2005 
at bi! R: /tw,, vw. cietac. Qrg. cn/english/news/news. htm (last visited: II May 2005); APEC - 
International Commercial Disputes, A Guide IoArbirration andADR inAPECUember 
Economies: People's Republic of China at http: /Avww. arbitration. co. nz/contentasl)? section-- 
O, vervieNN, &countrY=CHN. (last visited: II May 2005). 
In Hong Kong, the Arbitration Ordinance (Chapter 341 of the Laws of Hong Kong) is the 
primary source of law for dispute resolution outside the courts and Order 73 of the Rules of the 
High Court (Chapter 4A of the Laws of Hong Kong) lays down the procedural rules governing 
arbitration related proceedings in the High Court such as an application to the Court for the 
enforcement of settlement agreement or arbitration award. (See APEC - International 
Commercial Disputes, A Guide to Arbitration andADR in APEC Member Economies: Hong 
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have many advantages over judicial courts. They are less formal, quicker and 
therefore less costly. The arbitrators are usually elected because they are a 
respectable member of the industry to which the disputing parties belong and 
therefore have the expertise to deal with the cases. Arbitration is a private 
procedure and the case is not reported publicly and so it will encourage the 
disclosure of all information including sensitive information resulting in a 
fairer decision. The informality also means that compromise and mediation are 
encouraged before and during the process of arbitration and so the process is 
less adversarial than the court. 
In addition to these general reasons, there are also practical reasons for 
arbitration to be used particular in the Hong Kong - PRC scenario. As Hong 
Kong adopts the common law system and the PRC the civil law system, they 
may have divergent views over what constitutes law (e. g. the applicability of 
case laws), how laws are applied and the precedent value of the decided case. 
The court system in the PRC also does not inspire confidence of international 
investors as the qualifications and competence of judges in the PRC vary 
greatly. Corruption is still a zný or problem, not to mention the protectionism 
prevailed in some local provinces. 
Other than historical reason, the competence and shortage of judges are partly 
due to the low remuneration package they receive in the PRC compared with 
other professions that require similar qualifications. E Mang Wan, Vice 
Chairman of the Supreme People's Court, said that the income of a lawyer in 
the PRC could be 100 times more than a judge. Ile was reported saying that 
most law students would prefer to be a lawyer, to be followed by working in a 
big corporation before they would finally consider being a judge. The shortage 
of judges is serious. For example, in Guizhou alone, there was a shortage of 
694judges. 2 
Kong, China at http: //w-%vw. arbitration. co. nz/ content. asi)? country--HKG (Last visited: II May 
2005)) The substantive provisions of the New York Convention have been incorporated into 
domestic law of Hong Kong under the Arbitration Ordinance. See Arbitration Ordinance 
(Chapter 341), Part IV. 
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As discussed in Chapter I, corruption in the PRC is ripe. In terms of corruption, 
the PRC government has much to leam from the ICAC in Hong Kong. The 
ICAC is a separate independent organization directly under and accountable to 
the Chief Executive. The ICAC Commissioner reports regularly to the 
Executive Council on major policy issues and attend meetings of the 
Legislative Council to answer questions on policy matters and funding. Due to 
its organization structure, the ICAC has impressive records fighting 
corruption. 3 
However there are problems associated with arbitration. As arbitration 
proceedings are private, the arbitrators do not have the benefit of previous 
decisions. But the more serious problem is the lack- of investors' protection. 
Although the speedy and less formal arbitration means lower cost, the court 
system offers legal aid for poor applicants and some jurisdictions offer class 
action suit for groups of investors, lowering the cost of each investor in 
bringing a lawsuit. 4 
How about the use of a supranational court in enforcing cross-border securities 
disputes? In terms of track records, both the PRC and Hong Kong courts are 
2 Hong Tao SM, A Shortage of. kfore Than 10,000 Judges - Govemment Officials Laments the 
Fact thatLawStudents do not R"ant to be Judges, XTNH1JANFT quoting from CHTNA 
YOUTH DAILY, Mardi 11,2005 at littv: //bip, 5. xinhuanet. coin/gate/bi&5/news. xinbtianet. 
com/newscenter/2005-03/1 1/ content 2681103- litin, 
3 In March 2004, the ICAC arrested 20 people on bribery allegations relating to textile firm 
Kwong Hing International Holdings and LcRoi Holdings. In another well-publicized case, the 
TCAC in July 2004 arrested nine people, including Derek Wong Chong-kwong, chairman of 
Seintech International Holdings, for allegedly bribing banks and analysts to manipulate the 
shdre price of Seratech. The ICAC in March 2005 charged f(mmer chairman of Skyworth 
Digital Holdings, Stephen Wong Wang-sang and his brother Wong Pui-sin with 
misappropriating HK$49 million in company funds and operating a fraudulent share-option 
scheme. Other recent ICAC arrests include chairman and executives at Global Trend, Yue 
Fung International Group Holding, Fu Cheong International Holdings and Gold Wo 
International Holdings. The number of corruption reports received by the ICAC in 2004 was 
3,746, down 13% from 4,310 in 2003. Enoch Yiu, IC_4C Forum to Put Ethics in Spotlight, 
SCMP, April 11,2005. 
4 In the PRC, the NPC that opened on March 5,2005 had considered a reNised draft of the 
Securities Law that, among other things, will make it easier for "class action suits" by groups 
of investors involving false statements, insider trading fraud and market manipulation. See 
Mark O'Neill, Stock Market Woes Swept Under Carpet at NPC, SCMP, March 14,2005. 
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rather prohibitive for the plaintiffs as there are very few successful securities- 
related cases. 
As at March 2005, PRC courts have accepted only cases involving false 
statements and so far only one has been successful. It was a suit brought by 
546 investors against Shanghai-Iisted Daqing Lianyi Petrochemical. In August 
2004, a court in Harbin ruled for the plaintiffs and ordered the company to pay 
damages and the underwriter involved was to take responsibility for its role. 5 
Due to complicated procedures, onerous burden of proof and the difficulties in 
establishing scienter, there are not many cases relating to false disclosure being 
brought to the court and even few which are successful. 
In Hong Kong, as at April 2005, only two cases were brought about by the SFC 
regarding disclosure-related offence. The first case was Huareng Textile 
International Group which was successfully prosecuted and its director Cai 
Yang Bo were successfully prosecuted for providing false and inisleading 
information in July 2003 with both Huafeng and Cai being fined HK$50,000 
each and they were ordered to pay investigation costs of HK$28,000 to the 
SFC. The second case was brought by the SFC in 2005 against Benby Chan 
Yiu-tsuan, managing director of Hong Kong listed Asia Aluminum Holdings 
for knowingly publishing a false or misleading clarification announcement to 
the SFC. 6 The maximum penalty for such an offence is a fine of BK$100,000 
and 12 months' imprisonment. 
In any event, due to the different legal systems as mentioned above, it would be 
rather difficult to set up a law court to deal with cross-border securities dispute 
that could be agreeable on both sides if the Hong Kong and the PRC securities 
markets were integrated. 
As for specialized tribunals, there is much to learn from the recently 
established Market Misconduct Tribunal under the SFO in Hong Kong. 
5 See id. 
6 Andy Cheng, Director Denies Lying to HKFx, SCW, April 8,2005. 
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1. Market Misconduct Tribunal ("MMrl) 
SFC was first established in 1989 with Securities and Futures Appeals Panel 
('*SFAP') to hear appeals from decisions of the SFC and an Insider Dealing 
Tribunal to hear insider trading cases. The separation of the adjudicative 
functions and the introduction of civil proceedings for hearing insider trading 
cases have been in operation for more than a decade in Hong Kong. 
The Securities and Futures Ordinance C'SFO') was enacted on March 13,2002 
and the SFO came into operation on April 1,2003. Under the new SFO, the 
SFAP was upgraded to a status of statutory tribunal with its jurisdiction 
expanded. 
Under the SFO the civil regime has been considerably extended so that the 
rernit of the Market Misconduct Tribunal CMMT') (which replaces the Insider 
Dealing Tribunal ("ID-n) extends to all types of market misconduct and not 
just insider dealing, as previously. 
Under the current regime in Hong Kong, market misconduct can be referred to 
the SFC, Department of Justice or the police: 7 
Di9ckAhuwysawd= Si ary 
bySFConft proumtion wder 
primary bn; ds L3UbySr-C 
Rcf=-g to die 
Dapotment of 
Justice 
I Rererral to 
Commercial Crime 
Bureau of the Police 
M*NUWY 
A&isc Fuimial S=ctxy 
to hzfibft MMT 
pwmdinpwAaPartXDI 
Pm9eca6an by 
Dqmrtmi of Jusfim 
unda Put )av 
Yinancial Services and the Treasury Bureau, Consultation Paper on ProposedAmendiments to 
the Securities and Futures Ordinance to Give Statutory Backing toMajor ListingRequirements 
23, http: /Av, Arw. fstb. gov. hk/fsb/t)prlconsult/doe/statutorybackin, q e, pdf- 
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The present system allows a number of sanctions under section 257 of the SFO 
but it was proposed by the Hong Kong government that it should be allowed to 
publicly reprimand primary targets, namely, issuers, directors and officers and 
to impose civil fine on the issuers and directors. Civil fine was not proposed to 
be imposed on officers of the issuers because of human right concerns. 8 It was 
also proposed that statutory backing should be given to the listing rules. Under 
the proposed scheme, the MMT would operate on a two-tiered sanctioning 
regime: 9 
Sanctions AiDiDlicable to 
V Tier a Reprimand 0 Issuers 
* Directors 
0 officers 
0 Civil fines of up to HK$8 - Issuers 
million 0 Directors 
244 Tier * Existing sanctions under & All pcrsons, 
s. 257 of the SFO - including issuers, 
(a) disqualification order directors and 
(b) disgorgement order officers 
(c) "cold shoulde' order 
(d) "cease mid dc3ist" ordcr 
(C) referral order 
ffl cost order 
It was proposed that the SFC should also have fining powers. It would result in 
a concurrent fining regime. However the government's rationale was that the 
SFC was to deal with minor breaches in a timely manner whereas MMT was to 
deal with more serious breaches. As a result, it was proposed the maximum 
fine allowed for the SFC was 5 million Hong Kong dollars while the maximum 
fine allowed for the MMT was 8 million Hong Kong dollars. 10 The SFC had 
also published its opinion saying that although the proposed fine n-dght be 
git is afraid that the term "officers" are toowide and it may turn the proceeding into a criminal 
one, breaching human rights of those concerned. See id. 23, para. 3.7. 
See id. 29, para. 3.20. 
10 See id. 5 (para. 5). 
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adequate in some cases, the more realistic fining levels to underpin the new 
civil regime for listing regulation would be up to $ 10 million for the SFC (i. e. 
the same maximum level of fines as may be imposed on regulated persons 
already under Part IX of the SFO) and unlimited fines for the MMT (as in the 
UK). " Double jeopardy could be avoided under sections 283 and 307 of the 
SFO 12 and such no double jeopardy clause was also proposed to apply to the 
proposed sanctions. 
It was proposed that the SFC was able to impose civil fine because it was 
believed that it had satisfied three criteria. First it only applied fine to a 
restricted and specific class of people i. e. the issuers and the directors. Second, 
the fines were only imposed for a regulatory purpose i. e. to maintain a high 
standard for the securities market and it was not meant to be punitive. Third, 
there was a full right to appeal to a judicial body ie. SFAP. 13 
Other than civil sanctions imposed by the Market Misconduct Tribunal under 
Part XIII of the SFO, criminal sanctions under Part XIV of the SFO is possible 
following prosecution. The criminal regime for market misconduct is expanded 
to include insider dealing, a maximum jail sentence or io years and lines of up 
to $10 million are provided for. 14 
The SFO also provides a statutory civil right of action for those who have 
suffered losses as a result of relying on any false or misleading public 
communication concerning securities or futures contracts which has been 
knowingly, recklessly or negligently disclosed to the public. 15 
11 SFC, Proposals to Strengthen the Enforcement ofUsting Requirements, Press Release, 
March 8,2005 at 202.66.146.82/repbodAikusfe/pressID050308. pd 
12 See id. 13 (para. 2.15). 
13 See id. 22 (para. 3.4). 
14 See s. 303 of the SFO. 
13 See s. 107 of the SFO. Certain persons such as printers, live broadcasters or Internet services 
may rely on certain exemptions under the SFO, for example, based on the fact that they have 
been acting in good faith as mere conduits of information and they have not altered the 
information which theywere given to disseminate. See s. 103 of the SFO. 
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For damages to be paid, the judge in the MMT has to be satisfied that it is "fair, 
just and reasonable" that compensation should be paid in such circumstances. '6 
Appeal from the MMT Akrill be bandied by the Court of Appeal in Hong Kong. 
2. MMT -A Tool for Cross-Border Law Enforcement 
In essence, tribunals are courts with simplified procedures and they combine 
the advantages of arbitration and the court system. Due to the simplified 
procedures, cases can be dealt with more swiffly than in the court and therefore 
are less costly. The judges in the tribunals are experts in dealing with the 
cases as provided within its jurisdiction (and in our present case, securities 
matters). As the findings will be publicly recorded, the tribunals will have the 
benefit and guidelines from previous decisions. 'Me parties in the tribunal may 
also recourse to legal aid and they may even enjoy class action rights if the 
laws so provided. 
The Hong Kong model shows that aggrieved investors can bring criminal 
(through the law courts), civil (through the MMT) or administrative action 
(through the SFQ against the wrongdoers. Various remedies can be imposed 
ranging from public reprimand, to civil fines to imprisonment. 
This thesis proposes that since the legal systerns in Hong Kong and the PRC 
are different, a MMT should be established in the PRC along the Hong Kong 
model and should replace the Hong Kong MMT. The MMT should be 
presided by a panel of judges from Hong Kong and the PRC. Any appeal 
should be handled by the Supreme People's Court 17 or the Court of Appeal in 
Hong Kong, depending on the defendant's jurisdiction. 
16 S. 281 of the SFO. Aho see Olivia S. Lee, A Arew Erafor the Securities and FuturesAfarket 
in Hong Kong at Jitti): //ne,, vsNveaver. co. ukthnaintematimal/e articIcOO0141190. cfm (last 
visited 10 April, 2005). 
17 See the next paragraph for the rationale in choosing the Supreme People's Court rather than 
the higher court of the same region. 
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Alternatively, a Hong Kong resident can bring an action in the MMT in Hong 
Kong while a PRC resident can bring a legal action in the MMT in the PRC. 
An agreement has to be made between Hong Kong and the PRC so that any 
judgement can be mutually enforced in the other jurisdictiom Any appeal 
should be handled by the Court of Appeal in Hong Kong and the Supreme 
People's Court in the PRC. As the MMT is regarded as substitute for the court 
of first instance, the court of appeal is a natural and obvious venue for appeal. 
In the PRC, a specialized court like the MMT will be equivalent to an 
intermediate court. The usual venue for appeal from the intermediate courts 
will be the higher People's courts of the same region" but such courts are 
established and judges are appointed by their municipalities and municipal 
governments will have considerable influence over their higher People's courts. 
Any appeal from the MMT in the PRC involving cross-border dispute should 
go directly to the Supreme People' Court to avoid regional protectionisrn. For 
this model to work, it may require frequent cooperation and discussion between 
the two MMTs so that they can maintain the same procedures and standards. 
Trust based on frequent interchange of information and standard setting has to 
be built up between the two jurisdictions. 
The quality of judges is very important. In terms of competence, the expertise 
of the judges can be built up over the years if the judges specialize in the 
securities law. 19 As there is only one MMT (or two MMTs, one for Shenzhen 
and one for Shanghai catering for both stock markets in the PRQ and the 
judges may come from other provinces, local protectionism will then not be an 
issue. However, it is necessary that judges in the PRC are independent to 
18 The MMT is similar to the special courts in the PRC. Special courts include the military 
court, maritime court, railway transportation court, forestry court, agricultural reclamation 
court and petroleum court. Other than the military courts, appeal to other special courts should 
be handled by higher courts of the same region. See The National Court Organizations at 
. http: //ww%%r. china. org. cn/english/features/state structure/65040. 
htm (last modified May 20, 
2003). 
"The academic qualifications and worldng experience required have been raised after the 
amendment of the Judge Law promulgated on July 29,1995 and amended m June 30,2001 
available at http: //, ANvw. law-lib. conulaw/law 6ew. as1)? id=I 5374- See Judge Law, art 9(6). 
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ensure the impartiality of the above SySteMS. 20 Judges from Rgher People's 
Courts should be appointed by The central government instead of People's 
Congress of the same level2l and the funding of the courts should be prescribed 
by the Central Government Judges should have security of tenure and cannot 
be easily dismissed by the local government They should also be well paid to 
provide incentives against corruption. As there will be lay members judging 
the case, the findings will be more independent from the government control. 
For aggrieved investors, civil remedies are the most important as their main 
concern would be to have their losses recovered. As a result, the rule 
harmonization of the MMT is very important as MMT is for civil actions. 
Other than civil remedies, administrative remedies from the CSRC (in the PRQ 
or SFC (in Hong Kong) and the criminal remedies from the People's courts in 
the PRC or the courts in Hong Kong are important to the securities industry as 
a whole. The former is important for keeping the standards of the securities 
industry if the authorities would like to deal with minor market misconduct 
swiftly and in a timely manner. The latter is important for high profile cases to 
boost investors' confidence in the securities industry. As investors tend to be 
comparatively less concerned with the administrative and criminal measures 
and such issues also tend to be more political, this thesis proposes that Hong 
Kong and the PRC should be allowed to device their own rules and remedies 
but it is recommended that the regulatory agencies and the court personnel 
should meet regularly to continue their dialogue, voice their concern and 
eliminate their differences. This thesis also proposes that a cross-border 
securities law enforcement steering group can be established with members 
from policy-makers, representatives from the SFC and the CSRC, court 
personnel and academia. 
20, ronically it has been specified that one of the rights of the judges is to be free from 
interference from administrative organs although it is not perceived as such by the outside 
world due to the appointment and Ruiding systems and the hierarchy of the government 
structure. See Judge Law, art. 8(2). 
21 Judge Law, aft 11. For appointment ofjudges in special courts, its method is decided by the 
Standing Committee of the NPC. See Judge Law, art. 11. 
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ANNEX 8: Comparison Table for the EU Securities-related Directives, 
Hong Kong and PRC Securities Laws and Regulations 
(See p. 303) 
The list of PRC and Hong Kong laws and regulations in the following 
table is not exhaustive and only the main laws and regulations are 
listed for comparison only. 
Powers ofStock Exchanges and 
Adinission ofSecurides to 
Listing 
Eurove 
Consolidated Admission and 
Reporting Directive (CARD) 
Hong Kone 
" Securities and Futures Ordinance 
(SFO) (e. g. s. 19, s. 21, s. 23 etc. ) 
" Companies Ordinance 
" Trading Rules of Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing Limited 
" Listing Rules of Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing Limited 
" GEM Listing Rules of Hong 
Kong Exchanges and Clearing 
Limited 
PRC 
* Securities Law 1998 
Provisional Provisions on 
the Management of the 
Issuing and Trading of 
Stocks, issued by the State 
Council of China on Apr. 
22,1993 
Measures for the 
Administration of Securities 
Exchanges approved by the 
State Council on Nov. 30, 
1997 and promulgated by 
the Securities Committee of 
the State Council on Dec. 
10,1997; re-promulgated 
by the CSRC on Dec. 12, 
2001 
Revised Shanghai and 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
Listing Rules effective on 
Dec. 10,2004 
Trading Rules Governing 
Shanghai and Shenzhen 
Stock Exchanges were 
approved by the CSRC and 
promulgated on Aug. 31, 
2001, effective three 
months from the date of 
promulgation 
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On suspension and 
termination: Circular of the 
CSRC Concerning the Issue 
of the Implementation 
Measures for Suspending 
and Terminating the Listing 
of Failing Listed 
Companies (Revised) on 
Jan 1,2002 and Notice of 
CSRC on promulgating the 
"Supplementary Pro-visions 
on Implementing the 
'Implementation Measures 
for Suspending and 
Terminating the Listing of 
Failing Listed Companies 
(Revised)"' on Mar. 18, 
2003 
* Company Law 
B Shares: (1) Regulations 
of the State Council 
Concerning Foreign 
Investment Shares Listed in 
the PRC of China of Joint 
Stock Companies; (2) 
Detailed Implementing 
Rules Concerning Foreign 
Investment Shares Listed in 
the PRC of China of Joint 
Stock Companies and; (3) 
Notice promulgated by the 
CSRC Concerning 
Domestic Residents May 
Invest in the B Share 
Market, effective from 19 
Feb. 2001 
H shares: (1) Special 
Regulations on the 
Overseas Offering and 
Listing of Shares by Joint 
Stock Limited Companies 
promulgated on and 
effective from Aug. 4, 
1994; (2) the State Council 
Securities Committee and 
State Commission for 
Restructuring the Economic 
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System jointly issued the 
Mandatory Provisions in 
the Articles of Association 
for Companies Listing 
Overseas on Aug. 27, 
1994; (3) Letter Concerning 
Opinion on Supplementary 
Revision of the Articles of 
Association of Companies 
to be Listed on the Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange 
promulgated by the CSRC 
and SCREC on Apr. 3, 
1995; (4) Notice Regarding 
Questions on Standardizing 
Subsidiaries of Domestic 
Listed Companies to be 
Listed Abroad promulgated 
by the CSRC on July 21, 
2004 and; (5) Circular on 
Issues Relevant to Foreign 
Exchange Control %ith 
Respect to the Round-trip 
Investment of Funds Raised 
by Domestic Residents 
7hrough Offshore Special 
Purpose Companies issued 
on Oct. 21,2005 and 
effective on Nov. 1,2005 
Administrative Measures on 
the Split Share Structure 
Reform of Listed 
Companies on Sept. 4,2005 
2) Nospective Requirentents 
Europe PRC 
e Prospective Directive 0 Securities Law 1998 
Hong Kone 0 Revised Shanghai and 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
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